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THE COUNTRIES OF THE AVOELD.

CHAPTER I.

E are about to start on a long and distant journey over land and sea. We are

to make a grand tour, during which we shall visit in company many foreign

countries. It may be well, therefore, before we start, to do what all wise travellers

do, try to gain a few ideas regarding the general appearance of the great world

over which we are to travel together for so long. But first of all let us

endeavour to learn something of the names of those who have gone before us,

and very briefly to recapitulate, if nothing more, the terms that we shall be so frequently

using in our descriptions.

The "World of a Thousand Years Ago.

A thousand years ago, and for long after, the world was not all the geologised, botanised,

zoologised, and mapped out earthy ball it is now. There it lay, according to the imagination

of the men and women of those days—or rather, according to the ideas of the monks ; for

the men, and far less the women, of those distant times troubled themselves very little about

matters of this kind, but left it to the churchmen to meddle with such dangerous book-learning

—a fiat plain, full of things mysterious and unknown; and out of the four corners, through

the gaps of four moiuitain ranges, which were placed there to keep it steady, blew the four

winds of heaven ! Of course, the centre of it all was the little town, and county, parish,

manor, barony, or kingdom where they dwelt ; but outside of tliat was no man's land. It was

looked upon by our remote forefathers in much the same light as it is by the Chinese, who,

while making maps of the Flowery Laud on a scale so large as to show the ground plan
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of every town and village, mark all the countries outside of that magnc boundary of theirs

as "inhabited by barbarians." "It was the land of the infidel/' the people said, as they

piously crossed themselves at the thought.

All was mysterious to the travellers of that age. The unknown lands were full of

dragons and giants, rocs, ores, witch-whales, griffins, chimeras, enchanters, Paynims, Saracens,

Emirs, and Sultans, Kaisers of Constantinople, of Ind, and Cathay, and Cipango. What

a choice vras there then for a young traveller, a good knight, and a jm^per man withal ! If

he had a mind, he could steer his way to Lapland, where (as all the world knew) dwarfs

forged chain-armour of magic links, and where witch-whales and ice-mountains roamed about

the chilly sea ; or, to go south, and join the Yarangers guard in Constantinople, or beard the

Turk in Palestine ; or, into Egypt, and win the King's daughter by killing a great dragon, as

did St. George ; or, down to Cordova, where there were dire magicians ; or, into the forests

of Brittany, where beauteous fairies sported—kindly immortals, who loved to be wedded to

mortality—who emptied his water-jars at night and filled them with good Rhine wine ere

dawn of dav. He might even marry one, as did Sir Lancelot, and pass a few years in

Fairyland !

Even in our own dull old prosaic land, the geographers of a thousand years ago re^xjrted

wonders to be seen for the travelling. Dragons were in the land, and giants stalked all

over Cornwall ; so that, like Herewai'd, you could go into the Land of Tin, kill an ogre and

save a king's daughter. In those days there were lands to discover ard take possession

of, and wonders and strange things to be seen wherever you turned. The fairies have now

bidden farewell to all accessible places, and if you wish to win them you must go very far

afield to places where there are no books and no schools—for these elf-maidens like not letters,

and flee before them like ghosts before the cock-crow ; if you wish wine now, you may gather

the grapes—aye, and tread them out too.

Then think how easy it was to travel in those barbarous times; no philosophical instru-

ments were in demand, only a big ox-horn to engrave your map on, and if you were a very

learned traveller, an ink-horn and a parchment to write your notes on ; though, generally

speaking, travellers in those days did not trouble themselves much with writing, but drew

fi'eely on their imaginations.

There was no need of circular notes or letters of credit, and no loss by exchange

then. If you were a churchman, and had your head shaved and a rope round your

middle, houses of friars, black, white, and grey, were open to you all over the civilised

world and a good portion of the uncivilised. If yon were a learned clerk — and, better

still, a " cunning leech " to boot—all you had to do was to go to a university and dispute

with the doctors on questions of philosophy, such as, how many devils could dance on

the end of a needle, or regarding the transmutation of metals, the elixir of life, the

philosopher's stone, or the all-powerful phlogiston, each in its age—and you were entitled

to a supper and a bed, and in the morning a parting blessing, and a few stivers from the

college chest to send you on your way.

It was just possible, too, in those halcyon times for poor travellers, if your flmie went

before you, that princes and kings—and they were very plentiful then—would invite you, as

thev did Duns Scotus, to take up your residence in their courts, and send you away laden
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with gifts and letters to other princes afar off. If you were a soldier with a good sword,

made in Toledo, on your thigh, and a shirt of mail, forged in Milan (not to say hy dwarfs

in Lapland or Bohmerlaud), and a medu of stout " horse carles '' at your back, armed with

hackbut, and bill, and axe, and helm, or cross-bow and quarrell, or half-hag and culverin,

or whatever was the lethal weapon most in favour at the time, it would be hard if, in a

day when men were quick to seize and slow to give back again, you could not secure a

living for yourself somehow or other.

If the times be changed, so I need not say are the travellers thereof. I fancy, if

anybody, soldier or civilian, churchman or layman, were to attempt such pranks nowadays,

in a country blessed (or otherwise) with a municipal form of government, he would

experience the hospitalities of something else than a monastery and a long-suffering

peasantry. It even comes within the bounds of fancy that the mob—ever profane and

vulgar, ever prosaic! — would "shy'' the usual unkindly "half-brick" at his head, and

direct him to the casual ward of the workhouse, where doubtless the beadle would—
after the mediaeval traveller had wrought out his breakfast in the stoneyard— hustle

him on to the next parish; if, indeed, he were not so unfortunate as to be haled

before Mr. Justice Shallow^, and there and then get three Aveeke in the county gaol as a

contirmed vagrant

!

Lastly, some modern travellers cannot but be sensible of how g-reat an advantajre it

must have been to travel in those days ; for if few books were written, and those only

in rolls of parchment, stowed away in the libraries of monasteries, there were still fewer

critics, and no cynical reviewer to point out with jeer and jest the holes in the

traveller's coat. The writer of the " Travels and Adventures " of those days had thus

unlimited licence to " shoot with the long-bow " for the term of his natural life, and,

as 1 daresay the w^orld was no better then than it is now, their lies live after them. The

temptation was strong, I confess, and men, being only men—even in those "good old

times
"—yielded to it, though it was many a century before an ungrateful world found them

out, and gibbeted them to scoffing modern gaze : that is, unless they were as conscientious

as was that grand old traveller, i)hysician, and soldier. Sir John de ^landeville, who so

many hundred years ago made a " lournie unto lerusalem," and brought back ^ith him

something better than a scallop-shell in his cap, the sword-cuts of a Saracen warrior,

and the love of a Paynim maiden ; for, though in his thirty-five jears" wanderings from

home he experienced all these, and more, yet amid great credulity he brought back much
truth, and strange tales, and wonderful arts from the learned men of the distant East.

Now, when Sir John came to any country he did not know much about—and his example

is not unworthy of imitation in times not so remote—he merely crossed himself, and

inscribed on his map these ominous words—"This lande is alle fulle of devills ! " and

passed on.

These were the Dark Ages of Literature, Art, and Science—in which a brutal soldiery

rode rough-shod over a weary, blood-stained land; and a rapacious priesthood, corrupt and

fallen from the high estate of the successors of the Apostles, held in their cruel, greedy

grip the purses of men, and strangled, with the withe of superstition and untruth, tlie

soul which liveth after. Yet the)^e are sometimes called by people, to whose fertile
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imag-ination " cows afar off have always long- horns/^ the " good old times/' though I have

always failed to understand that they were g-ood for anybody but the rough, cut-throat

scoundrels who rode marauding over the land, and sailed marauding on the seas—for them

and for their myrmidons. They were certainly not good for the simple peasant, who was

dragged, an unwilling man-at-arms, to follow his liege lord to plunder another baron and his

peasants, who had displeased the great man, whose white castle lorded it over all the lands

around ; they were certainly not good for the widow and the orphan ; for the son who was

left to die on a distant battle-field, with wounds unstaunched and thirst unslaked ; for the

father, pining in the dungeon of some feudal lord; and the merchant, whose vessels were

stopped on the high seas by the gentlemen of those "good old times,'''' certainly

THE EARTH, AS KNOWX TO THE GREEKS IN THE TIME OF HOMER.

entertained but an indifferent opinion regarding the felicities of the age in which he was

doomed to live; while the homeless owners of smoking villages and deserted fields, desig-

nated, if they dared to speak at all, the mail-clad knights—who look so picturesque on

paper and in paintings— and the times which tolerated them, as something quite the

antipodes of good.

How THE "World has been Discovered.

It has been well remarked that every nation, when it begins to speculate upon

geographical matters, and to form surmises as to the nature of the earth, regards the

world as a vast plain, the centre of which is the country to which the speculators them-

selves belong. The regions which lie beyond appear to " the prismatic hues of

imagination " an area which fancy fills with the mythical beings and I'topias. The

Greeks of Homer's time knew, from actual observation, no more of the world than the

shores of Egypt and Asia ]\Iinor ; but they filled all the outlying regions with " ' hydras,

gorgons, and chimseras dire
;

' with happy isles beyond the western sea ; with a race of
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supremely wise^ happy, and long-lived mortals in the hyperborean regions ; with isles of

the sirens ; with Olympus itself, the abode of the gods ; and with Elysian fields, a

terrestrial paradise of departed heroes. Encircling this world-plain flowed the ocean,

from which the sun rose, and into which it set. And with some nations, as the

Scandinavians and Hindoos, while their own country formed the centre, with the abode

of the gods (Medgard or Meru) forming the highest point, other worlds separated by seas

were supposed to lie round in concentric circles—ideal regions, which embodied the dreams

SYMUOLICAL UEPUESEXTATION OF THE EAKTH, ACfORDIXf! TO THE HINDOOS.

and superstitions of the natural mind. It was an age of dreams, when poets could

make of the earth what they pleased
;

peopling its surface with their fancies, girdling it

with ocean rivers or jJammanlia mccnia, and resting it on the shoulders of a giant, or

the back of an elephant." The conquering expeditions of the Romans into the distant

interior of continents supplemented the discoveries made by the voyages of the Egyptians,

Phujnicians, and their colonist offspring, the Carthaginians.

But after all, the world as known to the ancients—the Orbits Telcflhiix Kofxs of the

classical atlases—was very little more than the basin of the Mediterranean, and a portion

of the countries bordering it. Not one half of Euro])e was even known. Its dark forests

still were haunted by savage tribes, with whom the legions had never measured tlieir

strength ; and Asia was only penetrated in the south-western quarter, lying south of a

line drawn from the Black Sea to the Indus. The Greeks and Romans could people with
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mythological personages the lands lying north of the Tay, in those Britannic Isles which

formed the northern limits to the conquests of Rome. Hardly a twelfth of the known

world was even imperfectly known to those whom we sometimes assume to be the first of

conquerors, and the most polished and intellectual of the sons of men. The Phoenicians,

however, bent on commerce, soon extended the boundaries of the then explored world. In

Britain they were known as tin traders, and in Africa as purchasers of apes, gold, spices,

and fine woods. As early as 600 e.g., there is little doubt but that they circumnavigated

the latter continent; and it is probable even that they had bartered in Indian perfumes,

gold, peacocks, and other wonderful things, for the shekels of the rich Israelitish mer-

chants. Then the Arabians, extending their expeditions into the Eastern seas, were known

in the ports of India and Siam, and even in far-off China. The news of their discoveries,

however, spread but slowly throughout Europe. Newspapers there were none ; books few,

and in manuscript; and atlases were not even dreamt of. Accordingly, though Arabia

was at that time more closely connected with Europe than now, and ranked much higher

in the world, it was not until long after that they were credited with these remarkable

voyages, or that the rest of the world benefited much thereby. Meanwhile, the Scandinavians

—half merchants, half soldiers, the whole coloured with a deep dash of the pirate—had

discovered Iceland, Greenland, and had even, if the Sagas are to be credited, sailed as far as

America, and made settlements where now the Yankee town of Taunton stands.

On land, the Mongols from Central Asia, in their mad career of conquest and pillage, had

spread terror from the gates of Pekin to the frontier of Germany. Russia, China, Bagdad,

and Delhi are landmarks of the wide-spread deluge of these bold horsemen, whose con-

quests, however, left nothing behind them but bloodshed and destruction. The followers of

Gengis-Khan and his successors were rude barbarians, who cared nothing for the spread

of knowledge and civilisation, and beyond an insane desire for slaughter, and a fanatical

zeal for the spread of the religion of the Prophet, they seem to have had no aspirations.

Their conquests were not, however, altogether without benefit to geographical knowledge ; for

one famous European adventurer, the Venetian, Marco Polo, entering the service of China,

was enabled to follow the Mongols in their track from the northern corner of the Black

Sea, across the Caspian, and over the vast plains and mountain ranges of Central Asia on

to Pekin, and recorded his observations in a work, the value of which time, instead of

diminishing, has increased. This was towards the close of the thirteenth centurj'.

Portugal was next to have the honour of great discoveries—discoveries that far eclipsed

anything which had gone before, and, we may confidently say, anything which came after

them. These voyages of seamen of the little Iberian kingdom were the commencement of

what we may safely designate as a systematic scheme of maritime discovery and exploration

—undertaken, no doubt, in the interest of commerce ; but commerce is ever the aid and sister

of geographical discovery, and the Portuguese navigators were, in most instances, men

whose minds could soar above the mei-e thirst for gold. In 1 18G, Bartholomew Diaz

sailed along the Western African coast, as far as the Cape of Good Hope ; but, instead of

doubling this promontory, and discovering the route to "the Indies ^^ he was in search of,

he returned home, and left to his countryman, Yasco di Gama, the honour of reaching

India, and of making the discoveries which soon led to both the African and Southern
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Indian coasts being* dotted with the commercial estabUshments ot" Purtug-al, some of which

exist to this day.

The greatest of all the great discoveries of the Middle Ages was yet to come. In 1492

—not merely by chance, but impelled in his belief in the soundness of his reasoning from

geographical data—the great CoIuml)us, a native of Genoa, but just then in the service of

Spain, set sail from the p(jrt of Palos, and steering straight across the Atlantic, struck land on

one of the West Indian Islands (Watling's Island, in the Bahamas), and discovered the

continent of America, though in reality he died ignorant of the fact, always believing that

it was only a part of India that he had come across. The discoveries which followed were

unparalleled. In less than forty years Africa was circumnavigated; the New '\^'orld ]iartially

explored, and its coast sailed along from the mouth of the St. Lawrence to Cape Horn,

and on its western shores as far north as Lower California ; two new routes were ojiened

wp to India; and, finally, the whole world circumnavigated. Among the brilliant g-alaxy

of names we can only mention those of Cabot, Pinzon, Amerigo A'espucci (who^ through an

error, and probably a lie, had the honour of having America named after him), Cabral, Solis,

and Magellan, a native of Portugal, though sailing in a Spanish ship, wlio was the first to

reach the Pacific

—

" the fii-st that ever burst

Into that silent sea."

His ship was the first to circumnavigate the world.

This was a brilliant era in the histoiy of discovery, which the enlightened enthusiasm of

Prince Henry of Portugal had fanned into life. But it was a period of maritime adventure

alone. The interior of the great continents which these bold sailors visited was, for the

most part, unexplored, except in a few places along the banks of great rivers, up which some of

the fearless adventurers had sailed in search of gold and pearls. Africa, for instance, was

only looked upon as a disagreeable triangle of land, Iwrdered l)y feverish marshes, past which

it was the interest of the navigator to proceed as quickly and safely as might be. Soon

the hardy seamen of the other European nations followed the Spaniards and Portuguese along

the route which they had discovered, eager to share in the good things which exaggerated

rumour affirmed to lie heaped in such abundance in these far-oif lands of tin' Hast—in the

Indies, in Cathay, and Cipango — China and Ja])an. Africa still remained as it is at

our own day—the waste place in the earth, through the wilds of which onlv a few tracks

have been marie here and there. But far different was it with America. Into the

heart of that continent the daring adventurers were even more eager to penetrate than

they had been to skirt its wooded shores. Even Columbus was seized with the ])revailing

enthusiasm for inland exploration. It was believed to be a part of India—a name

then synonymous with all that was wealthy and marvellous ; it was even believed that in

the interior—in the high uplands—might be fouinl the Garden of ]ulen—the site of

the long-lost Paradise. El Dorados were in every man's nu'nd ; universal enthusiasm prevailed,

wild excitement permeated all classes of European society ; and if the eagerness to be rich

were not sufficient to tempt the adventurous seamen that hung about all the seaports

of Europe, iho stimulus of religious zeal was called in to aid. The daxs of the Crusaders

W^re past, but the crusading spirit still remained. If there were no Holy Sepulchre to
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rescue from the infidel, there were at least swarming millions of swarthy Indians to he

proselytised into the bosom of Mother Church. Once let them be sprinkled with water,

and a tin cross hung round their necks, and the good men might be at ease regarding

the souls of the " salvages
; "' and expect their reward for the good works done in the flesh,

if not in this world in the shape of gold, silver, and pearls, plundered by the warriors in

whose train they followed, at least in a world where there was no more fighting—no more

marching and counter-marching. In all the annals of the most ruthless of victors, there

is nothing to compare with the atrocity of the Spanish conquerors of the new world, some

facts in regard to which we have had occasion to touch upon in another work, with which the

readers of these pages may perhaps have made acquaintance."^ "The Spaniards put out

the eyes of the New World,"' are the words of the lively writer,f on whose facts we

have greatly drawn in the foregoing pages. "The empires of Peru and Mexico fell—their

civilisation disappeared and was forgotten—the very races of the continent have almost died

out beneath the cruelty and maladministration of their conquerors. We remember reading

an account of the discovery of an ancient Etrurian sepulchre, wherein a figure was

seen sitting, attired in the strange regality of a remote past; everything was perfect

as life; but no sooner did the discoverers too rashly enter, than the figure and the throne,

and stately adjuncts, suddenly erumljled into dust, leaving absolutely nothing behind hy

which a conception of the strange vision could be preserved. Even so it fared with the

old royalties and civilisations of America."

Then followed the voyages of Juan de Faca as far north as California—mythical though

some have been inclined to look upon the old Greek pilot; Behring, the Dane, still further

north to the straits which bear his name ; Deschneff, the Don Cossack, and others who

explored the Arctic shores of Siberia ; Barentz and Willoughby, who, in their search for

a north-east passage to India, reached Novai Zemlai ; Baffin and Hudson, who explored

the icy seas or straits which bear their names; and many more of whose voyages we may

have an opportunity in the due place and time of speaking. Tasman, La Perouse, Cook,

and Vancouver, discovered and named a thousand isles lying in the " watery solitudes of the

Pacific

;

" Humboldt and Bonpland were making more brilliant scientific discoveries in

South America, which are so inseparably connected with their names; while in a different

direction on land. Park, Clapperton, Bruce, and other Ijrave men were exploring the

pestilent rivers of Africa.

Modern Discovery.

In modern times, if we have not such an unknown world to conquer as had our fathers,

what yet remains has been, and is being, vanquished with a courage, skill, and enterprise

worthy of theirs.

In the long list of explorers of the frozen seas and lands of the North, we have no

names which can be pronounced with more respect than those of Franklin, Ross, Parry

;

not to mention many others of our own time, whose deeds are scarcely overshadowed by those

of their predecessors in the same field. In African enterprise we have, within so short a

* " The Kaces of Mankind." Vol. I., p. 267. t " Blackwood's Magazine," 1863.
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space as the last twenty vears^ shot far ahead of all the preceding- centuries. Need I mention

the brilliant discoveries of Livingstone, Speke, and Grant, Burton, Baker, Nachtigall, Rolf,

Schweinfurth, Cameron, and others, in support of this assertion ? In Central Asia our explorers

have been equally busy, though, owing- to a conjunction of circumstances, scarcely so suc-

cessful as in the exploration of Africa. But how much have we known of Asia since the

readers of these pages, still in the prime of life, were boys at school ? ^'ambery, in the

disguise of a dervish. Colonel Montgomery's many " Pundits,^' and other native scientific spies,

as well as the explorations of the Russian military and scientific commissions, have added,

and are daily adding, to our knowledge of what was once one of the least-known parts of

the world.

Australia and New Zealand, hardly known to our forefathers, except as the " Botany

Bay " country to wliich we deputed the off-scourings unfit for Britain, where whalers

and sealers touched, or as lands of which they had vague recollections of reading in the

narratives of Cook or Flinders, are now great colonies, the settlement and exploration of

which form a long chapter in the history of geography, and of the British Empire. In

America, the Pacific railway now runs over the once solitary prairies, and cities are built,

or are building, on spots where, not very many years since, the writer of these lines lived for

many weeks, encamped in a cotton tent, unvisited by any human being save a solitary

wandering Indian hunter or trapper.

The sea is being explored as eagerly, and even more scientifically, than the land ; and the

voyages of the Porcupine, Tuscarora, or CliaUenfjer, will in future rank with the greatest of

the expeditions w^hich have mapped the burning wastes of Africa, or the chilly steppes of

high Asia. AYhere, scarcely a generation ago, we had only the first rude sketch of the

explorer—who could often spare but ill his hands from the rifle to the sextant—the minute

accuracy of the trigonometrical survey is in progress. In a few years, for example, the great

jungles, rich plains, and even the mountain ranges of India, to their very confines of Thibet,

will be laid down on our maps by this unerring method of chartography. Atlases are

multiplying, but their number is only equalled by their accuracy. For sixpence may be had

a series of maps such as ]Mercator could not have drawn, and embodying more information

than Ptolemy and all his successors for hundreds of years were in possession of.

War, which to almost every well-constituted being is an unmitigated misery, and capable

of advancing scarcely any branch of knowledge worthy of the cultivation, is to the geographer's

science a gain. The arant-courier of every army is a map; and though a conqueror may level

cities and efface the monuments which time has spared, the next atlas will be assuredly more

correct than the one which preceded the march of his battalions. A new map is almost as

essential to the close of a war as a congress of plenipotentiaries, for the issue of it is sure to

be a re-arrangement of the pieces on the chess-board—a '^ rectification '^ of the boundaries of

countries—an interchange of nationalities, cities, and provinces. AVe all know how the

war which lasted from 1791 to 1815 altered the colours on the map of Europe, which express

the boundaries of the different countries. Indeed, during the continuance of the Napoleonic

wars, almost every new year called for a new map. "The boundaries of states flickered to and

fro ; new kingdoms or republics appeared or disappeared ; old states were disrupted and

transformed ; statesmen became chartographers ; and fitt^Hy a diplomatic conclave at Vienna,
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after much wniu^liug', issued a new and would-l^e stereotyped edition of the iiiiii) of Europe,

which lasted quite as long- as could have been expected. Map-making was not very quick-

handed in these days; but still it laboured away, and toiled after the ' Grand Armies ' in their

ever-shifting- field of operations. Battles have no respect for existing copyrights ; humble

villa"-es or streamlets, unheard of before, will sometimes connect their names with events

decisive of the fortunes of a continentj and thereafter must appear in every atlas that woidd

keep its place in the market. What endless issues of maps there were during the short war in

the Crimea, until every hamlet and foot-road in that half-deserted and very unimportant corner

of the world became as well known to us as if it had been an English county." The same

was true of the Abyssinian war, when maj)s of a region little known even to geographers,

poured from the lithographic presses with astonishing rapidity and profusion. Xo sooner

was the little war in Ashantee announced as imminent, than maps of the Gold Coast, superior in

detail and accuracy to anything which had gone before, aj)peared in every shop-window, and in

almost every illustrated paper; and no matter to what part of the world notice is likely to

be attracted, a map of that region is about as certain to follow as are the descriptive letters

of '' our special correspondent."

Man in his migrations over tlic world alters its physical geography, and transfers the

])rotlucts of one land to another. In America and in many of our colonies he has caused

the sugar-cane and maize—the wheat of the Indian—to grow in room of pines and i)rimeval

forests. Sheep and oxen have taken the place of the bear, the beaver, or the buffalo;

while in more tropical regions the lion, the tiger, and the elephant ha\e been compelled

to give place to animals more useful, or more subject to the control of the new lords, a\ ho have

asserted their reign over what were once the haunts of these kings of the forest.

The Unknown of the Nineteenth Century.

Not a year but is adding to our knowledge of the world. The great regions may now be

known in all their broad details, though none are known with that accuracy which is essential for

the purposes of the geographer. Still, the explorer need not sit down and weep because there

are no more worlds to conquer. There are two and a half millions of square miles around

the Pole, of which we know nothing; while there are few parts of the Arctic regions as a

whole, Greenland excepted, with which our acquaintance is anything like accurate. Of

even the interior of Greenland, a country known and partially settled by Europeans for more

than OUU years, we are yet entirely ignorant of anything very tangible. The Antarctic

regions are as yet almost a terra Incofjnlta, and are likely long to so remain. The interior

of Australia yet remains to be fully explored; while in regard to much of Thibet we are

wholly ignorant. Even Central America, circumscribed as is the region for exploration,

cannot l)e said to have yet yielded up its secrets to the many adventurers who have

penetrated its forests and savannahs. Yet, with all the advances of modern exploration

and research, in spite of the atlases, maps, works of travel, and geographical text-books, the

name of which is legion, there is no science of which otherwise educated Englishmen—and I

might have said all Europeans—are so ignorant.

We may laugh at the English ambassador at the Court of Rome in 134-3—when
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Pope Clement VI. had presented the Canaries, or Fortunate Isles^ to the Count de

Clermont—leaving- the Papal Court in alarm^ and hastening- home to acquaint his king

that the Pope had g-iven away his dominions^ fancying that there could be no other

*'•' fortunate isles'"' except those of Britain. But there remains the modern counterpart to it,

of the Eng-lish Colonial INIinister whoj on receiving a petition to establish mail com-

munication between Australia and Van Diemen's Land^ suggested, in crass ignorance of the

breadth of Bass's Strait, which looked so narrow on his office-wall map, the desirability of

throwing a bridge over it ! Colonial ^Ministers, learned in all the learning of Greece and Home,

not unfrequently display to a "listening Senate'' that they do not know how many colonies

there are in Australia, that there are no tigers in A ancouver Island, or that they are not aware

MOrXT MElir, THE EARTH, AND THE INFERNAL REGIONS, CARRIED liY THE TORTOISE.

{After an original Design by a Brahmin.*)

that the zoology of a country does not exactly mean the description of its rocks and coal

mines. M. de Plenis, in the preface to "New Geography," printed at Amsterdam in the

year 1700, makes also exceedingly merry at the expense of some of his own countrymen

who, wdien they heard of the war about the Poni Enxiiie, wondered that one or other of

the contending parties had not broken it down—fancying that it was a bridge.

Again, when some Frenchmen— a nation, if possible, more generally ignorant o£

geography than the English—heard of the INIorea, they took it to be the country of the Moors,

and imagined that Genoa and Lucca were rich Italian ladies. He mentions some others who

wrote of ships sailing from the Caspian to the Euxine Sea, all the time in unblissful

ignorance that these seas had no communication with each other, or that indeed there is a

chain of mountains between them. When " Gulliver's Travels " was published most people

* Accordlnf^ to the Hindoo holief, the tortoise is the symhol of force and creative power. It here rests on the

p;reat serpent, the emblem of eternity. The three worlds are :— 1st. The npper region, the residence of the gods-

2nd. The intermediate region, the earth. 3rd. The lower, or infernal region. At the summit of ]\lonnt IMcru, which

ie supposed to cover and unite the three worlds, the triangle, the symbol of creation, may he seen gleaming.
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supposed Laputa and Lilliput were real countries; and when the war broke out between

the Northern and Southern States, many people for a time believed that North and

South America had become hostile to each other. Why the greatest commercial nation

in the world—the one that has an ever-increasing chain of great colonics circling the globe,

and which has done more ibr geographical exploration than any other—should as a rule be,

in the persons of the majority of its individual components, so ignorant of the lirst elements

of the science, it is dithcult to comprehend. That such is the case there can, however, be little

doubt. Possibly the way geography is taught in some schools, or the total absence of its

teaching in others, may be the cause of this deficiency in the education of otherwise intclli«''ent

and wcll-iuiormcd people—added to the condensed encyclopicdian character of the tcxt-

SYMBOLIOAL REPRESENTATION OF THE EARTH, ACCORDING TO THE EGYPTIANS.

books generally in use. These books, in most cases, by endeavouring to cram the greatest

possible amount of hard, uninteresting, and frequently unimportant detail in the smallest

dimensions, when most of these particulars can be far better presented to the eye in a graphic

form by a glance at a map, have succeeded most dismally in rendering a science which

could be as entertaining as a well-written work of travel—and indeed is nothing else than a

resume of travel—about as interesting as a treatise " On the use of the Globes," and as

valuable as the catalogue of a stam]) collector's album. There is no reason why the science

of geography should not be made interesting. It would be presumittuous to ckaiin that

in the volumes to which these lines form at once the preface and introduction this will be

done. But at least we will endeavour—with the aid of friends and fellow-travellers in

many parts of the world—to give tlie essence and main facts which modern exploration

has brought to light regarding the globe we live in, without wearying the reader with

a multi])lieity of uselessly minute detail; and before we have gone "around the world,"

to show, in the words of Burke, that "Geography is an earthly subject, but a heavenly

science."
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The Language of Geogkaphv.

A map is, as every one knows, a portraiture of the figure of a eountr\" on a Hat surface,

on which the rivers, mountains, lakes, cities, and other g-eographical peculiarities of the

region are laid down, according to certain well-understood, though more or less arbitrary,

signs; while the term chart, though exactly the same thing, is in English generally

reser\ed for a map of the coasts of a country and of the sea-bottom—on a scale minute

enough to be useful for the purposes of the navigator. The earth is, however, in shape

more or less globular, though not exactly round. The familiar simile that it is like an

orange, rather flattened at either end, or Pole, is near enough for our purpose. The surface

of this globe, being depressed in some places by deep valleys and river-courses, and in other

places heightened by lofty mountain-ranges, cannot have the same diameter throughout.

It is, however, rather broader than it is long. In other words, a line drawn from the southern

end, or Pole, to the northern end, or Pole, would have an average length, taking one place

with another, of 7,S09"1 miles; while the mean Equatorial diameter, or its breadth, ascer-

tained in the same manner, at the point exactly between the Northern and Southern Poles,

in the line of the Equator, would be more, viz., 7,925'G miles; the mean or average diameter

being thus alx^ut 7,91 £ miles.

The earth contains a mass of 259,801 millions of cubic miles. It is generally

believed that the centre of this great mass is in a fluid condition, and that what geolog-ists

call the crust of the earth is only a solid rind on the outside, a very few miles in thickness.

Bv those persons who follow the theory founded on the well-kiTown fact that the earth

increases gradually in warmth the deeper we penetrate into it, the lava vomited out of
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volcanoes is pointed out as one of the many protii's of the justice of the view. On the

other hand, the correctness of the theory is doubted \)y some, whose opinion is entitled

to considerable weig-ht, who argue that there are only cavities containing liquid matter,

here and there, throug-hout the outer limits of the whole solid mass. Be this as it mav
it is a point into which, in a book of this nature, it is hardly worth inquirino- too closelv,

since the ground for holding either belief is about equally imperfect : the rotunditv of

the globe is universally acknowledged; it follows, therefore, that anv map on the usual

fiat surface can only imperfectly express the shape and relative size of the countries; and

that it is only majis drawn on a globe that can at all represent the mountains truly.

Circling a globe, or drawn across a map, are certain jiarallel lines, called the lines of

hit it III]e—these lines being north and south of the Equator, and being calculated in degrees,

minutes, and seconds. Again, running from north to south, and converging at both Poles,

are the lines of longitude. Hence, in talking* of any place, we say that it is, for instance,

latitude 48° 15' 5" north—that is, forty-eight degrees, fifteen minutes, five seconds north of

the Equator. If the place lay south of the Equator, we should in like manner describe the

place as in south latitude. In describing the longitude of the place, we say that it is east

or west, though we have no settled point from which we calculate east or west, ever^'

nation selecting their own Jirfit hicridian, or point from which they calculate. In English

maps and globes the first meridian is a line supposed to pass from Pole to Pole through the

Royal Observatory at Greenwich; hence we talk of any place having- a longitude east or

west of Greenwich. Greenwich is now being adopted by many other countries as a " first

meridian;^' and will, no doubt, be in time universally adopted as such.

At the Poles there is, of course, no longitude, and the more we approach to the south

or north, the nearer are the lines of longitude to each other. The figures expressing

the degrees of longitude are printed on the top of the map, while those of latitude are at

the sides. When the fig-ures increase from left to right, the longitude is east; but whcu

they increase from right to left, the longitude is west. In addition to the lines of latitude

and longitude, there are others engraved on a map, or globe. These are the Equator or

Equinoctial Line, the Ecliptic, and four smaller ones—the Arctic and Antarctic Circles, and the

Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn. The Equator we have already spoken about as a circle equally

distant from the Poles, and which accordingly divides the earth in the northern and southern

hemispheres. The Ecliptic is a circle which cuts the Equator oldiquely at two ojiposite })oints,

and represents the snn's path in the heavens. The two Tropics are situated parallel to

the Equator, at al)out 23^ degrees from it. The northern one is the Tropic of Cducer, the

southern the Tropic of Capricorn, because they touch the Ecliptic at the beginning of these

astronomical signs. In the same way the Polar Circles are situated '1'6\ degrees Irom the

Poles, and are denominated the Arctic and Antarctic C'irclea, in respectively the northern

and southern hemispheres.

Land and water are not equally distributed over the world. The eastern hemisphere

— i.e., all the world lying* east of the mej-idian of Greenwich—contains the continents of

Europe, Asia, Africa, and Australia, in addition to many large islands; while the western

hemis]ihere has only Creenland, Amovica, and a few small islands. About seven-tenths of

the surface of the earth are composed of water, and about three-tenths of land ; in otlie.''
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words, about 51,250,000 square miles are laud, aud 14:5,600,000 are water, giviDg- to the globe

196,850,000 square miles of area. About seveu-twel£ths of the water are in the southern

hemisphere, and five-twelfths in the northern. The same eminent mathematician and physical

geog-rapher—Dr. James Bryce—from whose calculations these figures have been derived, also

points out that in the Old World the land extends in an unbroken mass over almost the

entire breadth of the eastern hemisphere, but that the vast proportion of the mass is on

the north of the Equator.

In the Xew "World, on the other hand, the land is developed along an axis running nearly

north and south, more than two-thirds of the circumference. This length is determined by

a vast chain, the most continuously elevated in the globe, extending from b(j° S. to 71'^ N.,

close to one side of the continent; while the great breadth of the continent in Brazil, the

United States, Canada, and Labrador, is dependent upon great but much less elevated ranges,

having a general parallelism to the sea-coast on that side. In the Old "World, the develop-

ment depends upon the direction of a great axis of elevation, which stretches, with little

interruption, but with considerable undulations, from the west of Spain to the Sea of

Okhotsk, and to Behring Strait, on opposite sides of which the chains of the two continents

are brought into close connection. Together these form a vast girdle, encircling the Pacific

and Indian Oceans, surrounding the Mediterranean—for the Atlas is part of the system—and

ending abruptly towards the oceans. The declining slopes are directed towards the interior

of the continents. Africa and Australia have a structure different from that of the other

continents; they have elevated borders and an interior comparatively low and level, except

in some disconnected tracts. Of the Antarctic continent we only know that it has an

ice-bound coast, with lofty volcanic peaks in the interior. In due time we shall have

occasion to travel with "Wilkes and Ross in the direction of that mysterious frozen land

surrounding the South Pole.

Tlie mean or average elevations of the different great regions of the world have been

calculated as follows :—Europe, 671 feet; North America, 781 feet; South America, 1,132 feet;

Asia, 1,157 feet, above the sea-level

—

i.e., if all parts of each region were smoothed down to

an equal level.

There are other terms which we shall have occasion to use, but which are so familiarly

known that we need only refer to them. These are—a continent, or large tract of land; an

island, or land surrounded by water; a promontory or cape, a more or less elongated portion

of land running into the sea ; a. peninsula, or land almost surrounded by water ; and an isthrmts,

or narrow neck of land joining two portions of land together. The words ocean, sea, lake,

hay, gulf, and strait require no explanation. These are parts of the common stock of lan-

guage, and, though originally used by geographers only, cannot now be classed among technical

expressions. Others more local and less known will be explained as we proceed on our travels.

These are dry details, which we shall no doulit l)e told are " familiar to every schoolboy." But

that omniscient youth is credited with so many and varied departments of knowledge which

are but faintly present in the memories of those much older, that it may perhaps be well

to preface the more interesting parts of our volumes with what, if it cannot claim the merit

of beinsr readable, cannot be denied that of utilitv.
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AN AECTIO SCENE.

CHAPTER II.

The Arctic Regioxs in Gexeuae.

We must commence our journey somewhere; and thong-li the inliospilahle reg-ior.s of the North

are generally the part of the world last reached hy a traveller the most cosmopolitan and

adventurous—if he extends his wanderino-s so far a-field—yet for that very reason we lind it

most convenient to make these remote outskirts of creation the starting-point of our voyag-ing-s.

We shall see many lands richer, fairer^ and even more interesting'; but we shall be in a

better position to comjwre the exuberance of tropical life with that more familiar to us, if we

do not plunge all at once into the equatorial forests, or weary the reader with a twiee-told tale

of what is already daily before his eyes in the temperate parts of the world.

The geographer styles all parts of the world north of latitude 00" .'30' the Arctic or Frozen

Regions, and the imaginary line drawn on the ma]) of the world at this distance from the

North Pole, the Arctic Circle. Take North America, for examjde : this line in its circuit

touches on the Behring Strait side, Ilotham Inlet and the northern portion of the Great Bear

Lake, in the middle portion of its circuit across the continent; while it swee]>s across the

Fox Channel, and the middle of Davis Strait, dividing Greenland, as at present known, into
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about equal halves, and. barely infringing, as it reaches the European seas^ the northern portion

of that mis-named island of Iceland^ so called, on the principle of lucus a non lucendo—light

from not shining—the land of ice, because there is no ice on its shore, except that which

now and then drifts from Greenland. In Europe it leaves a large part of Norway and most of

Lapland to the north of it, while nearly all the great Russian rivers which have a northern

outlet are^ from a considerable distance of their lower reaches, also within the charmed circle.

Siberia, in popular opinion, is throughout sufficiently Arctic
;
yet we must rempaiber that it

is only a part of Siberia which is within the Arctic regions of geographers, whatever it

may be in ordinary parlance ; and the whole peninsula of Kamschatka, dreary as it may be,

lies Avithout the line which is supposed to divide the Frozen from the Temperate Zone. It thus

appears that no little portion of the possessions of Russia, Great Britain, the United States,

Denmark, Norway and Sweden, belong to that region which few can mention without an

involuntary shudder—the dreaded yet mysteriously attractive Arctic region.

Popular impressions are often far from the truth, and in regard to the Arctic regions they

are undoubtedly so. A treeless land would be, in the opinion of most people, the idea which

would suggest itself in regard to the regions in question. Yet this, though true, is not all the

truth. Within the Arctic Circle are found trees, often forming- considerable thougfh stunted

forests. In Eastern Siberia pines and other trees come down almost to the water's edge

;

while over all Western Siberia, Arctic Russia, and Lapland, the tree-limit runs within the

Arctic Circle ; trees extend even to the North Cape. In Greenland we find, even in the most

southerly parts of it, no herbage more worthy of the name of tree than the stimted birch^

which in the more sheltered valleys of that country—equally inapprojiriately named with

Iceland—attain the proportion of little shrubs ; and it is not until we come to the milder

latitudes of the Pacific that the tree-line, which had described a southerly curve in the

cold regions of Central North America, again rises to the north, and until we reach the shores

of Behring Strait we find nothing which we can dignify by the name of trees.

Nor must we suppose that even for a considerable distance outside of the Arctic Circle is

the country less worthy of the name of the Frozen Lands than inside of it. The southern point

of Greenland is in about the same latitude as Cape Wrath in Scotland, yet it is sufficiently

frozen to compare with lands lying far within the Arctic Circle. The same may be said of

Hudson Straits, on the shores of which Eskimo live, and of many other parts which, geogra-

phically, lie within the limits of Polar lands. Latitude or the distance north has little to do

with cold. The extreme of cold, it is generally believed, will not be found at the North any

more than at the South Pole; but in alx)ut latitude 70° 5' 1
7" N., longitude 96° 46' 45" west.

In this spot will be found in all probability not only the extreme of cold, but it is also

remarkable in so far as it constitutes the " magnetic pole," or point to which the compass points

;

for, as the reader doubtless knows, the needle does not point due north. This interesting spot

was discovered by Sir James (then Commander) Ross, a famous Arctic and Antarctic navigator,

whose name we may yet have occasion to mention in connection with the exploration of these

frozen confines of the earth. When he suspended horizontal needles in the most delicate

manner possible, they showed not the slightest tendency to move in this locality. Though

Nature had here placed the home of one of her secrets, the locality was indicated by nothing

remarkable. There was merely a low flat coast, rising about a mile, inlaid with ridges fifty
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or sixty feet high. Beyond this^ no monument denotes the spot which Nature " has chosen

as the centre of one of her great and dark powers/''

Neither does the greatest amount of snow fall within the Arctic Circle. Taking Green-

land for exami^le : though the amount of snow is in the winter considerable, and is longer

in clearing away near the coast than further south, yet north of 70*^ the quantity which

falls is less than it is outside of the Arctic Circle. The Arctic regions are also by no means

the reo-ions of srreatest cold. It is even believed—we confess not without some grounds

worthy of attention—by some geographers that around the Pole we shall find a com-

paratively open sea, or at least one not so nearly choked by ice as might be expected from

the high north latitude. The waters are frozen, because, so far as we yet know, the greater

portion of the northern parts of the globe is occupied by the " Arctic Ocean ; " but the cold

is so intense in the heart of Asia and of America, that doubtless, if sea existed in such

places, it would be also frozen. The truth is, the Arctic Circle, though unfortunatL-ly

adopted by some physical geographers as the southern limit of the Arctic region, is in

reality in no way a physical boundary of the regions of ice and snow from the regions

where the climate is more temperate. It is one of the lines which the astronomers have

found it necessary to draw on the globe for their own convenience, and merely expresses,

to use their language, a circle drawn round the northern end of the earth, at a distance

from the Pole equal to the obliquity of the Ecliptic—or the sun's apparent yearly path

among the stars from west to east. For the purposes of the physical, as distinguished from

the astronomical, geographer, perhaps the tree-limit would have been the best Arctic CirciC;

but it is really impossible to confine vague climate and climatic influences within any hard

and fast line; and, accordingly, the Arctic Circle of non-astronomical people must be like a

"movable feast''—not very settled. Fortunately, it is an easier task to give a general idea

of the appearance of Arctic lands. They may be conveniently divided into three great

divisions—the wooded country, the mountainous country or highlands, and the low luussy

lowlands.

The Arctic Woodlands.

The wooded country we have already spoken of is confined entirely to some portions of

Siberia, Russia, and Lapland, and to North-Eastern America, down the shore of Behring

Strait. The wooded banks of the Yuken touch the Arctic Circle, and forests of white spruce

are found on the Noatak, a river which falls into Eschscholtz Bay, which infringes on the

Arctic Circle. In Lapland the spruce ceases at about the (iSth parall-1, and the Scotch

fir at the OOth ; but in Norway, owing probably to the jn-escnce of the warm Gulf

Stream which sweeps along the coast and into the Arctic Sea—at least as f\ir east as Novai

Zemlai—we find forests of Scotch firs sixty feet in height as far north as Altenfjord, and

birches about forty-five feet high in an equally northern latitude. In latitude 70° 28' the

hardy Scotch fir still maintains its ground, though the s])ruee fails a degree or so further

south. In the vicinity of Hammerfest, a well-known Lapland town, in latitude iOl° ^.,

there are dwarf alders and aspens, bud cherries, rasps, and currants. In the Scandinavian

Peninsula, probably also owing to the warmth which a sea unencumbered, and in addition

laved by a current of a higher temperature, affords, barley is cultivated as lar north as
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the 7Uth parallel, the latitude of Disco Island, on the Greenland coast, and oats up

to the 65th, "in sheltered valleys, .here rocks and cliffs reflect the suns rays with

much power " (Richardson). Compare this with the Ma Incognita o stout old llartu,

Frobisher, now knoun as Cumberland Gulf, but uuul comparatively recently unknown as hey

were in the time of Great Queen Bess's knight. In this locality, which hes far south of

the Arctic Circle, inland glaciers and bleak mossy islands, at best covered dunng the

short summer with dwarf creeping birch and cranberry, and during the long wmter with

VIEW OF NOVKSO.\K, DISCO ISLAM), XORTH GREEXL.iND. (From an Ovujinal Sketch.)

a blanket of snow, tue sea being frozen all around, form the bleak scene of desolation which

meets the eye, all pointing out that latitude, apart from other circumstances, has but little

to do with climate.

In the valley of the Mackenzie, Sir John Richardson tells us that the spruce fir is the

most northern tree that forms a forest, reaching to a much higher latitude than the pines-

contrary to what occurs in Norway, where the pines are the most northern. "In latitude

68° 55' X. the trees, which up to this parallel cover the immediate banks of the river

and the islands of the delta, terminate suddenly in an even line, probably cut off by the

sea-blasts. Beyond this line a few stunted spruces and scrubby canoe-birches straggle up

the acclivities, struggling for existence, and clinging to the earth. The forest is formed

by the spruces, but among these there are many canoe-birches, of much slenderer growth.
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their stems not exceeding five inches in diameter." The balsam poplar—or as it is sometimes,

though erroneously, called, the cotton-wood

—

{Pojndus halsaml/era), and a species of alde» {Alnus

vir'ulis), grow to the height of twenty feet, and a willow (SalLv sj)eclosa) to that of twelve

feet near the termination of the woods. Most of the hills skirting the river in these latitudes

are bare, a few scattered trees being the only trace of the forests which, further to the

west, are found in an equal northern position. Pines are here more chary of the cold

than in Xorth-eastern Europe, the Banksian pine (Fin us Banksii) not reaching within

the Arctic Circle, and Plnus resinosa finding its northern limit in latitude 57^'—a lower

latitude than that of Aberdeen, in Scotland—here again demonstrating the effect of great

land masses, independent of northerly locality, on the temperature of a country. In America

no wheat has ever been raised within six degrees of the Arctic Circle, while at Hammerfest,

in Lapland, a few ears of rye have been raised now and then as a curiosity, though

they have rarely if ever fully ripened. Radishes, turnips, lettuces, and parsley plants

have been reared ; and we shall see by-and-by that radishes grow tolerably well in the

same latitude in Greenland.

At Fort Good Hope, on the Mackenzie (in latitude 66|°), a few turnips and radishes,

and other culinary vegetables, can be grown in a sheltered corner which receives the reflection

of the sun's rays from the walls of the house; and on Peel's River, rather more than a

degree further north, all attempts to raise esculent vegetables have failed. A few cresses made

an attempt to attain something like perfection in a climate even too uncongenial for this humble

plant. Turnips and cabbages came up about an inch above the ground, but, we are told by Sir

John Richardson, withered in the sun, and were blighted by the early August frosts.

Dreary enough, at best, are these stunted forests, even when in all their summer gaiety

—

the sepulchral mossy hangings of lichen and moss giving them a weird, depressing aspect

;

but doubly so are they during the winter, when the swampy soil in which the trees grow

is frozen hard, and covered with congealed snow, which clings to the feathery branches, or

depends from them in jagged icicles, when the retiring sun begins to alternately melt and

freeze the fleecy covering which has for so long shrouded the landscape in white. The

trees freeze " to their very centres," and are not thawed till the end of March or the

beginning of April. But it matters little; for it is not until rather late in the summer

that the sap can ascend, there being no moisture in the soil which is not frozen. In

many places the ground is frozen to a great depth. In one locality in Siberia, in latitude

68^ A'l', Wrangell found that the summer thaw did not penetrate to a greater depth than

six or eight inches. At Jakutsk, in Siberia, more than six degrees further south, frozen

soil was penetrated through to a depth of 382 feet, until water flowed from beneath it.

In Greenland, on the Mackenzie, in Hudson's Bay, and in other Arctic localities, the soil

will often freeze during the winter to a depth of from ten to twenty feet. During the

winter to attempt to dig a grave, where there is sufficient soil, is hopeless. The dead are

either kept until summer—a matter of no diflSculty in this cold climate—or are interred

under heaps of stones above ground. Even at York Factory, in Hudson's Bay, in a lati-

tude about the same as that of Perth, in Scotland, the surface soil at the close of summer

will sometimes not be thawed more than three feet. Often in northern latitudes, bodies, if

covered over with a layer of earth or stones, will remain uncorrupted for several years.
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The Arctic Highlands.

We have thus shown that the iwpular idea, which associated treeless wastes with the
Arctic regions, is not altogether a correct one. Still, though the axiom that what every-
body says or thinks must be true, is not altogether a rule without an exception, there
is generally, as in the case under question, some good ground for an impression very
widely entertained.

The greater portion of the Arctic region is bleak and treeless in the extreme; the
only woody plants found being the dwarf willow, blackberries, cranberries, or birches,

which form a cover to the boggy ground. Though there is little extremely elevated

land in the Arctic regions—Petermann's Peak (about 14,0U(J feet), and Payer's Peak (about

7,000 feet), on the east coast of Greenland being about the highest points—and mvthical or

"hymnaP' though ''the icy mountains'' are, yet much of it is of considerable elevation. The
impression of one's, first approach to an Arctic land lingers long in the memory. For weeks
you may have been tossing about in mid-ocean

; gradually the shi]) gets into quieter waters •

the fogs, which for days past have obscured any view beyond a few yards from the ship,

clear away ; the land haze is seen ; the sun comes out of the leaden snowy sky ; a bit of

ice grates against the ship's side; and your attention is called to a white object tossino- in

the sea, a mile away. It is the first iceberg; and with the voyager's mind filled with
extravagant notions, derived from the pictures he has seen in books, he is apt to be
disappointed with his first iceberg. The great mountains of ice " grow on one " after a

time. You approach still nearer : icebergs become disagreeably numerous ; numerous seals

raise their heads above the cold water; a white whale, or a little herd of narwhals

puff around the ship ; or it is just possible that, far off, the thin line of vapour projected

from its nostrils proclaims that a whale is " blowing." If vou are near a cod-bank
the great fin-back whale—of little value either for its blubber or whalebone, thouo-h of

much greater size than the "right" whalebone whale—will be sure to be seen in o-rcat

numbers.

The land is now close at hand. The narrow band of ice known as the ice-foot the

remnant of that great field which, during the past winter, had stretched many miles from tlie

shores—still hangs to the cliff, and will remain so until the warmth of the air or the

laving of the waves, heated above the freezing point by the long summer sunshine a con-

tinuous day of four or five months (see engraving, p. 25), to be succeeded by an equally

long night—breaks it off, and sends the fragments to mingle with the floating pieces of the

winter's floes, which are ever and again scraping up against the ship's side, or bumpino-

against it in a manner apt to alarm the voyager who, for the first time, experiences such a

sensation. He soon becomes accustomed to these and still stranger concomitants of the land

he is to live in for the next few months, or it may be years. Before him lies the line of coast.

A snowy eminence of a greater height may be seen in the background, or here and there

in the distance; but the general elevation of the cliffs is rather low. If gneiss be the rock

of which they are composed, it is rounded and worn into bosses and knolls, as if ice had

passed over it here and there ; and even the more jagged scrap of whinstone is flat-topped,
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as if the same silent but all-powerful agent had passed over like a huge plane, smoothing down

the surface of the country. The snow has melted off the ground near the shore, but the more

elevated plains are still covered with their winter's coat. The black of the cliffs is relieved,

not only by the patches of unmelted snow, but by the glaciers, which creep down from

the interior, or from the higher elevations, to the sea, and break off into the form of the

icebergs which we see floating about us. A few islets lie off the coast, separated from

the mainland by narrow channels, probably still choked up by ice in the open spots

EIDER DUCKS. (Somateria molUssima.)

in which eider ducks and loons are swimming about. You land on the ice-foot,

and for the first time stand within the Arctic Circle. The ground off which the snow

has melted is boggy and moss-covered, but the rocks are smoothed and shaved by the

ice which it is now apparent must, at some former period of the history of the country,

have ground over it. "Wherever we can get a view of the rock we see signs of this. In

addition to being rounded and worn, everywhere there are deep grooves, just like those

we see in the rocks in an Alpine valley over which a glacier has once moved, or in a

Scandinavian or Scottish glen, where the researches of geologists tell us the same thing

has happened. Rocks, in many cases of a different geological formation from those in the

vicinity, lie scattered everywhere over the country, or are perched in positions which leave

no doubt to the practised eye of an educated naturalist that they were dropped in those

places from the icebergs which^ in remote ages, floated over the submerged surface of the

country.
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The Arctic regions^ like every other portion of the world, have iiiiderg-one many

changes—some of them much stranger than those we have mentioned. Climb any elevation,

and the scene which meets our eye is cheerless in the extreme. A few ptarmigans rise up

at our feet, a half-frozen lake lies in the hollow, an Arctic fox is barking its "Akak ah!""-

on a rock. If we see a solitary reindeer our walk rises to a sensational point, but the

chances are that we are driven by a snowstorm to our boat, and for a time the few sea-

fowls, which were beginning to make lively the open " leads " among the ice-fields, are as

silent as their surroundings. The whole scene is cheerlessly chilly ; but yet it has a charm

of its own, which it is impossible to explain to those who have not sailed in these high

latitudes.

Such are the Arctic Highlands—a name which the reader must not, however, confound

with the country north of Melville Bay, in Greenland, to \^hich that enthusiastic Scot

Sir John Ross, under the idea that the region in question was better, and the people bolder,

than those of the more southern country, applied the same name

!

The Aectic Lowlands, or Tixdras.

In various portions of the Arctic regions there are tracts of comparatively level land,

such as the most northern portion of Labrador, bordering Hudson^s Strait, a great portion

of the western side of BafRn^s Bay, Melville Island, &:c. Sir John Richardson will even

include Greenland, but this is erroneous. Greenland is certainly one of the great regions

of the Arctic Highlands. In America and in Siberia the level lands, spread out from the

eastern sloj)es of the mountains, change as they lose in altitude, and become more abrupt

on their western slopes as they approach the Polar Sea. In the New T\'orld these tracts are

called ^^ barren ground,''' and in Siberia and Xorth Russia " tundren,'''' or "tiindras,^^ as

the word has been Anglicised. They are also found in Lapland, where they are known to

geographers under the much more classical name of terra darnnatai—accursed lands—which

Linnaeus, the famous Swedish naturalist, applied to them.

The barren ground district of America is seen in its most marked form near Hudson's

Bay, where it reaches as far south as the 61st parallel of latitude. It receives its name

from the entire absence of trees in such tracts; but it abounds in lakes, and is traversed by

the Great Fish River, and many minor streams. It is not altogether flat, for there are

rocky hills of moderate altitude—such as the Stony Mountains of Samuel Hearne, one of its

earliest explorers, a chain which has an elevation of about 1,500 feet. The barren grounds

become nan-ower to the north of the Great Bear Lake, and, according to the celebrated explorer

whom we have quoted, terminate at the delta of the Mackenzie. Under this name the

Hudson's Bay fur-traders term all the treeless parts of North America; but, of course, in

what we have called the Arctic Highlands there are also many tundra-like tracts, though

still not of the extent which we see in the barren grounds, and similar low-lying regions

in Europe, Asia, and America.

During the winter the barren grounds in America are swept by the icy winds to such

an extent as to render them uninhabitable by the hardy Indians ; and even the reindeer keep

by the edge, until able to retreat to the shelter of the woods in storms. The drier spots are
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densely clothed with lichens of various species^ mixed up, in the moister places, with the reindeer

moss, the Kalmia, the blackberry, the dwarf Lapland rhododendron, the cranberry, the LeJum^

or Labrador tea (from its leaves being- used by the trappers as a substitute for the true China

herb), the bearberry, the Androineda, the cloudberry, the Arctic bramble {Rafjus arcficua), and

the various species of dwarf creeping willows found so commonly in the Arctic regions. In

favourable and sheltered meadows, Sir John Richardson—who, when surgeon of Franklin's

early expedition, shared many hardships in these dreary tracts, and was therefore well able

to speak of them—describes grasses and bents flourishing in considerable variety, and on the

banks of streams sometimes a growth of Suhx sjjeclosa, a kind of willow three feet in

height, or even more, may now and then be seen. There are in addition many flowering

plants of less note, but " which serve to cheer the traveller who traverses these wastes in the

fleeting summer." The Siberian tundras are less known; but, from the description which

Wrangell and other travellers give of them, they seem to be almost identical, except in

the species of plants which are found on them, with the American barren grounds. " Li

travelling across the wide tundra in dark night,'"' wrote the Eussian explorer just named,

" or when the vast plain is vested in impenetrable mist, or when in storms or snow-

tempests the traveller is in danger of missing the sheltering hut, he will frecpiently owe

his safety to a good dog, who will be sure to bring the sledge to the phxce where the

hut lies deeply buried in the snow, and will suddenly stop and indicate where his master

must dig.'' After coming* from these naked, frozen, moss-covered tundras into the valleys

of the Arcini, which are sheltered by the mountains from the prevailing cold winds, and

where birches, poplars, willows, and low creeping junipers {Janlpcrus prodratuH) grow,

Wrangell remarks that the traveller imagines " himself transported to Italy." The same

feeling is expiirienced by those who have been long in the Arctic regions. Three different

times has the writer of these lines approached England, after a stay of a shorter or longer

extent amid the ice and snow of the Arctic regions. Under such circumstances, even

the bare tundra-like Shetland and Orkney Isles look home-like and cheerful, while the rich

woods along the shores of the Danish Oresund excite an enthusiasm in their autumnal

poverty which they never aroused in their summer splendour in former days, when com-

parisons had not made the treeless land we had left behind " odious." Old ^A illem

Barentz, and other of the time-honoured searchers after an Arctic jjassage to India and China,

repeatedly speak of the pleasant change it was to see the trees and grass of civilised

Europe, after their eyes had been dazzled and dulled so long by the monotonous whiteness

of ice and snow—snow and ice.

In the north of Russia, about the Kanin Peninsula and the neighbouring country, the

tundras can also be seen in great perfection. To this northern peninsula, guarding the

eastern entrance to the White Sea, the wandering Samoyedes—the Old World representatives

of the American Eskimo^—crowd during the summer months, in order to seek in its chilly

atmosphere an asylum from the plague of mosquitoes, which infest northern and tropical

countries with equal vigour. The sufferings of the reindeer from these insects are described

by Mr. Rae as incredible. Sometimes their faces and heads stream with blood from their

* For a description of these people see "Eaces of Mankind;' Vol. I., pp. 5—20; Vol. IV., pp. 20G—300.
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bites,, and the poor animals are driven almost crazy from their irritating stings. I£ the

Samojedes did not migrate northward during the summer^ they would probably lose whole

herds of their reindeer—animals which are so essential to their existence. It is also noticed

in America that the deer seek the mountains during the summer to escape the mosquitoes

;

andj accordingly^ the hunter seeks his prey during the warm months near the limits of

the eternal snow which covers some of these heights^ or in situntions from which the cool

breezes have driven these buzzing enemies of bipeds and quadrupeds alike. Yet^. even in

WALKUS OX THE ICE-flELDS.

these cold northern wastes^ near the Kanin XosSj the reindeer do not enjoy an undisturbed

existence. Dotted over the tundras are objects "that remind us of home^ and we sadly

reflect on our loneliness—wooden erections, in form like a cockroach, and of about the size

of a wolf. Tliey are snares for the wolves, who lie in wait—and very cold waiting sometimes

—

for the reindeer. Tlie Samoyede dogs are very intelligent—in form like Pomeranian or

Eskimo dogs—often white, and as often wolf-colour. They come nosing into the tents

during cooking or meal times, and have to be thrast out. They keep the reindeer as well

together as a Scotch sheep-dog keeps his flock ; indeed^ one reindeer attached to my sledge

behind, when he found a dog trotting reflectively behind him, strained so fearfully round

with his eyes, that I thought he would dislocate them. In his anxiety he would press

forward, thrusting his antlers into my ears or the back of my neck, or his nose under my
arm, and he was never at ease until the dog moved on to the front."
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Mr. Edward Rae^ the lively writer from whose work'^ we quote these lines^ gives a vivid

description of sledging" over these Russian tundras in long single file, the spare reindeer canter-

ing in open order over the tundras^ but kept from straying too far away from the cavalcade

—

or rather cervicade, if the manufacture of a word be allowable—by two or three " businesslike

dogs." The travellers^ Samoyede or English, sat on the Hat sledge, raised a little alx)ve

the ground on two runners, and thus in long procession they filed over the tundi-as
—"not

A SAMOYEDE ENCAMl'MEXT.

level mossy plains, but swamps, and hillocks, and brushwood, and streams, and pools ; the

reindeer trotting with their swift but ungainly step; the sledges bounding from one great

lump of peat to another, hissing through shallow pools, leaping fissures in the turf which

they could barely span ; tumbling on shifting mosses which, like yellow sponges, floated

and sank, bubbling and swaying under the slight runners ; tearing through tracks of sage

brush, with water gurgling at the roots; rocking from side to side; climbing hillocks, or

dyke-like barriers ; diving into streams and out again ; then the delicious, exhilarating, gliding

over soft, wet, level moss. We have travelled on horseback, on camels, in canoes, in karyols,

in tchelegas, in caicques, on locomotives, but we know nothing equal to summer sledging

« " Tlie Land of the Nortli Wiud " (1875), p. 259.
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on the tundras o£ the Samoyedes. It is a glorious sensation ! The sledges are wonderful

in their aptitude for such travelling; one runner is a foot iinder water at one second, is

two feet in the air at the next ; the curved fronts buried in water, while the after ends

are in brashwood. At one time the sledge is bridging as quickly as thought a stream or

dank pool, and in the next instant is balancing on the top of a bank. So excellent are its

proportions that rarely less than three points are supported at one moment, and the balance

is preserved under almost incredible conditions. Imagine a boat leaping, rolling, and pitching

in a rough broken sea, and then a sledge lurching over a broken lumpy sea of turf and swamp,

drawn by the fleet reindeer Lastly, imagine two brown-skinned Englishmen in boisterous

enjoyment holding on tightly, to prevent their baggage and themselves from plunging into

some bottomless floating morass. How wonderfully the reindeer speed over these swaying

bogs, where a man would sink in a second to his waist, and in ten seconds to his neck ! How
their broad elastic hoofs expand, like cameFs feet ! They are splendid creatures ! Their

motion is awkward, and their rounded bodies, slender legs, bulgy hoofs, heavy mossy horns

and down-hanging heads are not pretty to look at. Their bellow is exactly like the grunt

of a pig ; but their eyes and dark mouths and nostrils are beautiful. They are sur^^risingly

intelligent and sagacious when trained, and as enduring as the ' ship of the desert.^ Now and

then we stopped to adjust some rein, or things that had become detached, or to send a dog after

some dilatory reindeer. Sometimes the trace, passing between the deer's legs, would become

displaced, and a Samoyede would run up with a shout and leap from his sledge, I believe

there is no summer sledging elsewhere, unless it be among the neighbouring nomads, the

Ostiaks,"^ beyond the Oural Mountains. The Laplanders do not sledge in the summer;

indeed, their little punt-like sledges would be quite impracticable for it; and the heat in

their sheltered land, where wind rarely blows at midsummer, would be too much for the

reindeer. Away, on all sides of us, lay the tundras—softer in outline, but not unlike the

fjeld of Norwegian Lapland '^—gay in summer, with staghorn and reindeer mosses, club-

moss, white and red lichens, cranberries, and the Arctic flowers. These tracts are not

unenjoyable even on foot during the end of summer, when the surplus moisture from the

spring rains and the melting of the snow has disappeared, even though the traveller be

driven to the verge of insanity by the myriads of mosquitoes which, during hot days,

swarm in the air.

It was the condition of these bogs when they were almost impassable from the

causes mentioned that young Carl Linnseus, in the course of the journeys on which he

was sent by the Swedish Academy in 1708, so quaintly described in his ^^ Lachesis

Laj)ponica :

"—" We had next to pass a marshy tract, where at every step we were knee-

deep in water; and if we thought to find a sure footing on some grassy tuft it proved

treacherous, and only sunk us lower. Our half-boots were filled with the coldest water, as

the frost in some places still remained on the ground. I wondered how I escaped with

life, though certainly not without excessive fatigue and loss of strength.'"' A guide who

accompanied the young naturalist was dispatched to seek assistance, and on his return was

" accompanied by a person, whose appearance was such that I did not know whether I beheld

* "Races of Mankind," Vol. IV., p. 258.
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a man or a woman. Her stature was very diminutive ; her face of the darkest brown, from

the effects of smoke; her eyes dark and sparkling; her eyebrows black. Her pitchy-coloured

hair hung loose about her head, and on it she wore a flat I'ed cap. She had a grey petticoat;

and from her neck, which resembled the skin of a frog, were suspended a pair of large

loose breasts of the same brown complexion, but encompassed, by way of ornament, with

brass rings. She addressed me, with mingled pity and reserve, in the following words

:

' O thou poor man ! what hard destiny can have brought thee hither, to a place never

visited by any one before ? This is the first time I ever beheld a stranger. Thou miserable

creature ! how didst thou come, and whither wilt thou go ?
^
" In a word, the student from

Upsal thought, as did another famous La])land traveller, who came into the same region

long after him :
" So at last we ended our toilsome journey into Lapland—the most curious

that ever was—one that I would not have failed to make for a great deal of money, and

that I would not re-commence for much more.^^ So writes M. Regnard—that rara avis

in terra—a Frenchman in a northern latitude.

Climate.

When Benjamin Fraid^lin, in '' Poor Richard^s Almanac,^' makes the jocular prophecy that

in the month of February " there may be expectations of much ice and snow in

Greenland," he expresses a very safe opinion regarding the popular belief in the climate

of the Arctic reg'ions. There is probably no zone of the world extending over such

a wide region of which the climate is so unvarying, either in its heat or cold. Spitzbergen

in summer is very much the same as the mouth of the Mackenzie, and the amenities

of a Greenland winter are not strikingly superior to those of Novai Zemlai. A greater

expanse of sea in the vicinity may make the cold less severe in the winter, or the

heat less intense in the summer; but the Arctic climate is, to a great extent, the same

over the whole extent of the frozen regions during the same months in the year.

Spring, summer, autumn, and winter there are, as in lower latitudes, but these terms express

something different from what we understand by them in more favoured regions.

Four months of daylight, four months of darkness, and four months of day and night, might

more clearly express the nature of the seasons in the far, far North. The summers are

short but bright, and their glory is all the greater after the long dreary winter night of

several months. Snow is late in disappearing, and in the highlands and in shady places,

except in very warm seasons, remains all the year round. By June, however, summer is

upon us in the farthest North. The snow disappears, leaving the l>are mossy soil or

smooth ice-shaven rocks to make their appearance, in black ever-extending patches, out

of the white background. The ice has broken up in the fjords ; though it remains until late in

the summer as a covering to the shallow, dreary little lakes, which the traveller may look

down upon in every lonely valley. In the coui'se of a few weeks, the " ice foot " attached

to the shore alone remains as the attestation of the wide-spread field of ice which, during

the winter months, covers the sea far and wide. The sun by this time has ceased

to disappear beneath the horizon at night. Under the continuous daylight every day

shows the rapid progress which vegetation is making. By July, every sunny plain is
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light witli the scant but gay Arctic Hora. Saxifrages bloom in profusion; the gay

Ejjilobium covers the sunny flats among the morasses, and buttercups ornament the

A LAPP FAMILY.

marshy sides of the pools. Stellaria Oxyria, and the cotton grass, \vith its fleec)

head of snowy down, show themselves frequently; while in the mossy places here and

there Stellaria Edwardsii is seen. The yellow poppy, most hardy of Arctic plants, is
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one of the most commou flowerSj and is soon looked upon by the botanist as one of

the most characteristic. The sweet-scented Hlerochloe, which in Iceland is used to scent

rooms^ and in Greenland to stuff boots with^ grows in tutts in every vallev, while the

spring-y turf is composed of the spreading crowberry, the dwarf birch, and the blaeberry.

These plants, as well as the more pleasing scenery, are not the least characteristic feature

which liken the region we are descrilnng to the less favoured portions of Orkney, Shetland,

or even the highlands of the Scottish mainland. The icebergs, confined during the winter

in the frozen fjords, now begin to "shoot out'^ in long majestic lines, looking like so

many silver castles floating in a sun-lit summer sea.

AN ICE-KAFT.

As the season advances, every cliff gets noisy with birds—solemn rotjes, lively

dovekies, and the garrulous myriads of mollemoke gulls, whicli swarm in the sea. The air

is alive with the flights of eider (p. 21) and spectacled ducks, and on the rocky islets

then- nests swarm to such an extent as to allow scarcely foot-room for the traveller wno
may chance to land on these unfrequented spots. Seals are arriving on the coast in great

abundance. Whales are ''spouting'' far out, or leisurely slumbering on the surface of the

quiet bays. AVhite whales and narwhals are making the sea merry with their gambols,
and the Eskimo—happy at the thought of endless blubber and a suliiciency of food for

the present—considers that the future may look to itself. Even the hungry dogs i)articipate

m the abundant feast; though, for the most part, being useless during the period when
the ice is off the sea and the snow off the ground, these ravenous beasts of burden are

confined on solitary islets to look out for themselves as best they may. On land, the
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ravens and liawks, which^ with the ptarmigan,, form the chief feathered winter residents,

are joined by numbers of travellers from more southern lands—birds of passage, which

come here to rear their callow young, and disappear again at the ai:)proach of wdnter.

During May and June they may be seen flying across the Atlantic, and any ship making

for Sj)itzbergen or Davis^ Strait at that season of the year will be sure to be favoured

with the visits of snow-buntings and other birds, which alight on the rigging to rest

themselves during their long flight. Butterflies and other insects flit about in considerable

abundance, and almost every pool is full of specimens of the little Dj/tisctis, or water-beetle,

which darts about from side to side among the water-weed stems. The white fox, now in

its brown summer coat, is barking its " Aka-ha-ha " from the rock ; the quiet glens are

full of herds of reindeer ; w^hile the Polar bear, lord of all the land, has come out of

his winter hibernation, and is ranging sea and land alike in search of his prey. It is

the heyday of the short but brilliant Arctic summer. The heat of the sun is intense

—

beyond what one could suppose from the popular idea of an Arctic climate. So warm

is it that mosquitoes, those pests of the Tropics and the North alike, swarm to such

an extent, that the tortured wayfarer wearies for a dull day or a cold wintry blast,

either of which generally makes them disappear for a time. On one of his summer visits

to the Ai'ctic region, so hot was it on land—the sun^s rays being broken by no shade

of tree or other shelter—that the author preferred to take his excursions by night, and

sleep during the heat of a July sun. He would start off about nine or ten at night,

and retire at six or seven the next morning. During the whole of that time it was

bright daylight. The sun was touching, but had not descended below, the horizon at

midnight. But though to all appearance it was day, a " Sabbath silence " in the air

told that it was night. Everything was still and quiet ; the Eskimo dogs of the little

Greenland settlement, which was for the time my temporary home, had ceased from

howling. Their masters were at peace among their reindeer skins in the little turf huts

I passed; and the very birds seemed to be conscious that this was the fltting season of

repose. The mollemokes had flown to the cliffs, or sat on floating pieces of ice, while

the rotjes, or little auks, sat in long black lines on the edges of the floes. When,

in 1861, in Baffin^s Bay, I noticed the same thing ; it was only when a whale was

killed that they revived, and contended with the sharks for their share of plunder.

Such is summer in the far North. It is summer ; but the rude wintry blasts that

often interchange with the sunshiny days are apt to remind us that the season of

darkness, storm, and snow is not far off. In June I have seen a snow-storm, which

in a few hours covered the ground to the depth of a foot or more with a white

blanket; and often the cold fogs of the evening will render agreeable the furs which the

midday heat had compelled the traveller to dispense with in favour of shirt-sleeves and

a straw hat. On sea it is generally much more chilly, the absence of radiation, from the

black rocks and the presence of ice-floes and icebergs, lowering the temperature. Even

then it is not uncommon to see the tar on the side of the ship exposed to the sun^s

rays melting, and the water freezing on the other side in the shade.

The summer, if brilliant, is short ; the autumn comes quickly. By August vegeta-

tion is on the wane, and before September it has entirely disappeared. A few weeks ot
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this continuous daylig-ht serve to flower and seed most plants. In the latter month
most of the birds of passage have also taken their flight, and the thin " bay ice "

is

beg-inning- to form in quiet places almost every night. Frequently the ice requires to be

broken before the morning ablutions can be performed. Stars appear at nio-ht, and with
them the Hyperborean summer is at an end. Day and night resume their accustomed
alternations of light and dark ; sunshine is replaced by mists ; and chilly blasts, on which
icy snow is borne, warn the navigator either to seek a harbour for the winter or to

sail for more hospitable climates. Navigation, never very safe amono- the ice-fields of

the North, now begins to be absolutely dangerous. During the summer the bero-s may
be avoided by a skilful steersman, and the floating ice by navigatino- as far from it as

possible. But in the dark autumn nights this is not so easy.

Frequent accidents occur at this time, and the whalers do not attempt, in Davis' Strait

and Baffin's Bay, to risk the dangers of floating icebergs at this season. They generally

go into some quiet haven, and there (as will be more fully described in a future

chapter) patiently await the time when they can take their dejiarture for Dundee or

Peterhead. Their boats are sent out in the morning to the mouth of the inlet to

watch for whales, and at such seasons storms are not uncommon. Such an occurrence

is very graphically described by Mr. Lamont, of Knockdow; and as his words convey

more appropriately than I could do the severities of such an autumn storm, I may
be allowed to quote the passage from his volume, even though the experience described

was observed during the summer and not in autumn :
—" The summer gales of Novai

Zemlai may be classified as with or without snow. The former are productive of the

most abject state of despair. Only the crew actually engaged on the deck, and the

Norseman, who, with his feet in a bag of hay and his beard encrusted with snow,

sits like a hoary patriarch at the wheel, need face the snow and sleet which eddy

in the wind, and are driven into every corner of the ship. "With scarcely a rao

of canvas set, we' beat uneasily up and down the edge of the ice, or, apprehensive of

the drift by leeway and unknown currents, start out through the lugubrious mist to

secure an offing. Sometimes the lifting cloud allows us to gaze wearily on the black

cliffs, where they run out from the mainland to end in treacherous reefs—on the eternal

snows which cover the dreary uplands and ledges of the cliffs—on the dark waters

laden with moving masses of ice, or on the fog which hardly allows us to steer

clear of them. The damp fog and driving sleet, passing over the deck and rigging,

freeze, and leave a glassy, slippery covering on every exposed part—sails, ropes, and

spars looking as if wrought in glass. Two inches of ice on the deck, in a continuous

slide from the cook's galley to the cabin, sometimes reduces the number of courses at

dinner, for the steward is no skilful skater, and the spilled soup freezes with the

rest. We make frequent tacks to avoid rocks on the one side, and the grinding stream of

eddying icebergs on the other ; and at every tack a crisp shower of icicles, printed with the

pattern of sails and ropes clattering to the deck, gives the appearance of a recently-

demolished glass shop. The noise of floating and crashing against the bows sometimes

culminates in a terrific shock, which makes the ship quiver from stem to stern. The

angle at which the ship heels over to leeward renders ordinary occupations impossible.
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and^ rather than encounter the hazard of tambliiig and rolhng- against each other in the

narrow cabin, we sit in well-jammed positions, and sjDend the time in desultory

reading/^ ^

These summer gales, of the kind just described, are most prevalent in the Novai

Zemlaian Sea early in May and Juno, and generally last from sixty to eighty hours.

The direction of the wind is commonly from some point between east and west. From

the former, it veers through north ; and finally, when the gale breaks up, with south-

westerlv wind, and cirrus and stratus clone's or actual sunshine. During their continuance

^^^%"

SIBERIAXS.

the excessive cold, and the difficulties of obtaining the ship^s position by observation, are

the most serious inconveniences. Mr. Lamont considers that the cause of these gales is

to be sought in the difference in pressure between two large atmospheric districts,

separated by the mountainous l)oundary of Xovai Zemlai, nowhere more than sixty

miles wide, which difference is modified from time to time by the shifting conditions

of ice in the two seas. The temperature of the sea varies according to the amount of

ice floating in it, or the fresh water which may be poured inld it from the neighbouring

rivers. It is rarely much above freezing, though in the localities where the Gulf

Stream reaches—viz., to the shores of Spitzbergen, and even to the Kara Sea—the tem-

perature has frequently a considerable elevation. In more favourable years, as Professor

Xordenskjold has discovered, the shores of Arctic Europe will be free from ice even

as far as the Jeneissi River. In April there are sometimes such violent storms that

it is impossible for those overtaken by them to keep their feet. Pakhtusof, the Russian

explorer, and his companions were, on one occasion, compelled to lie down together with

their heads to the wind to avoid being buried, and in this position remained for three

* "Yachting in the Arctic Seas" (1876), p. 43.
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days without food. On the east coast wind brings dry weather; but when the Kara
^ate is open, the same wind brings damp, though this does not reach the west coast.

On the latter coast west winds bring damp ; and kind— ^'.^.^ east—winds, always fair

weather. When Pakhtusof and Ziwolka were engaged in surveying Novai Zemlai
m 1835, the one would sometimes experience gloomy weather, while the other, on the

A SIBEIIIAX nOG-SLEDGE.

opposite side of the island, had fair. The very day the one could see farthest the other

could make no observations.

The effect of floating ice in lowering the temperature, not only of the sea but of

the land, is well shown in Iceland. "Iceland'' is really a misnomer; for on the isle which
the Norse pirate discovered, and which has for ten centuries l)een the home of the most

polished of the Scandinavian race, there is, witli the exception of the glaciers in the interior,

in reality, little, if any, ice. The harbours are generally open all the year round, and
the climate is milder even than the mainland of Norway. The term "Iceland" is

only applicable to it in so far that the northern and eastern shores are now and then

blocked up with drift ice, wliich the winds have blown from (hv.'uland. This takes
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place, on an averag-e^ about once in ten years. In 1876 this was the case, but, for-

tunate!v, the ice soon disappeared. It is disastrous to the flocks, in so far that white

foxes and Polar bears arrive hungry on the coast ; and to the crops, by reason of the

fog" and chill which fill the air, blightino- all veg'etation, and reducing the island, for

the time being, to the level of Greenlacd. Though the temperature of different portions

of the Arctic regions varies according to locality, and, of course, accordir.g to seasons,

it may be said to reach sometimes to 70"^ in the sun, and to average about 45° in

the shade. Sometimes, at the height of 3,000 feet in Spitzbergen, the heat derived

from the ravs of the midnight sun has caused streams of water to issue from the

snow, and the temperature, as observed by Scoresby, was 37*^ Fahrenheit on the 23rd

of July. Take, for example, Greenland. In the southern portion of the country the

sea is not frozen over in the winter, though encumbered with floating ice derived from

the Spitzbergen ice-stream—a current which passes from the vicinity of Spitzbergen do"^Ti

the east coast of Greenland, and upon the west coast to about Holstensborg, where it

exhausts itself. In Smithes Sound the climate is sometimes 60'^ below zero, and in

exceptional years even more severe. Jakobshavn, at the bottom of Disco Bay, may be

considered as the mean between these two extremes. Here the mean winter is S'4:°

Fahrenheit; the spring, 19-9°; the summer, 43-1'' j and the autumn, 24-1°. The tem-

perature of the whole year gives the mean of 2-2-b'^—altogether a low temperature, but

bv no means an extraordinarily severe climate. Certainly that of the winter is not

lower than the averages of Upper Canadian winters. The summer, however, is not nearly

so warm.

The Aurora Borealis—the Xorthern Lights of the English mariner, the Xord Lijs of the

Danes, and the merry dancers which the Shetland fishermen so well know, as they shoot

across the Northern skies—is one of the most familiar sights of the Arctic night. It is

seen all the winter through, but it is particularly brilliant in the autumn. It lights the

whaler on his joyous voyage home, and gladdens the heart of the explorer in spite of

the prospect of the gloomy winter be must face, as he puts his ships in their icy winter

quarters. It is a peculiar luminous ai:)pearance in the Northern sky—at once one of the

most mysterious and most brilliant of spectacles. Its ever-changing and almost fantastic

form may be resolved into a dark segment, an arch of light, luminous streamers, and a

corona or crown. Probably the darkness of the dark segment is only the contrast with the

luminous arch, though this is a question, notwithstanding the numerous observations on the

subject which have been published, which is as yet unsettled. The appearance of an aurora,

as commonly seen, is shown in our engraving (page 40). The height of the r.urora has

been variously estimated, but there is good ground for believing that at times it is very

near the earth, and even within the region of the clouds ; and may even occur during tiit

daylight, though rendered invisible by the sun's brightness. During the prevalence of the

aurora, the compass-needle is often much disturbed, showing that magnetism has something

to do with it. Very frequently a display of the Aurora Borealis is accompanied by a noise,

like the rustling of silk, or the whizzing of a multitude of bullets through the air ; though

this is not invariable. For instance, Sir John FrankHn registered 343 displays at Bear Lake

without having once heard any sound attend its motions
;

yet, in the course of five displays
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observed within a week in October, 1S61, the present writer noted the rustling noise twice

very markedly. At the time he was not aware that the same observation had been made

by others, and on afterwards reading- the remarks of Lieutenant Hood, of Franklin's first

expedition, he immediately recognised their accuracy. Though to the lover of nature and

the student of science the Northern Light is one of the most interesting of phenomena,

yet to the wild Eskimo, and the superstitious walrus-hunters who winter in the North, it

is an object of awe. The dogs crouch down behind the rocks, uttering weird low howls,

while their masters whisper under their breath that the spirits are fighting in the air.

What is the cause of the aurora has not been satisfactorily determined. Probably the

explanation of Faraday may be as correct as any other. That eminent physicist demon-

strated that the electrical currents which circulate iu the globe necessarily tend from the

equator to the poles, and has suggested that the aurora may possibly arise from an upward

current in the atmosphere flowing back from the poles to the equator. The fact that Sir

Leopold McClintock discovered that the aurora appeared to come, not from the fields of ice,

but from the surface of open water, favours the idea that it is caused by electrical discharges

between the earth and the air, and that these are interruj^ted by the fields of non-conducting

ice. However, no explanation, as yet offered, presents a complete explanation of the varied

phenomena of the aurora.

The mirage, so familiar a feature of the Eastern deserts, is even seen in the far North.

The traveller may see ahead of him an enchanting j)rospect of reindeer feeding in a

valley, and could be certain that his sight was correct, did not they gradually turn

into the appearance of " white ponies standing on fine telegraph poles.'' On approaching,

they fade into thin air ; but no sooner does the traveller leave the spot, than through

the hazy atmosphere they again appear once more feeding in the old place. Mr. Lamont

declares that he has noticed the mirage in Novai Zemlai more marked even than he

ever saw it on the hot plains of Africa. On hot sunny days it is remarkable ; " vessels

(p. 41) or land, which are known to be far out of sight, and, properly speaking, below

the horizon, are seen hove up in the air by refraction. The irregular masses of floating

ice become dazzling cities, with domes, minarets, and steeples, of a more composite style

of architecture than is to be seen in any modern capital; while the floe edge is made
to represent magnates of fairy palaces and enchanted castles.'^

The iviiifer climate of the Arctic regions is severe, though generally not more so

than that of Upper Canada and some of the Western States of America. The tem-

perature may be low, but if the air be dry and still, the severity of the climate is less

felt than even at a higher temperature; but with moisture in the air, an Arctic wind

IS almost intolerable if it blows over ice-fields, as during the winter it almost invariably

does. A "raw'^ cold, foggy night in England is, by all accounts, more disagreeable

than a clear frosty one, 20° below zero, in Upernivik, the most northern Danish

settlement in Greenland, and the most northern fixed abode of civilised man in the

world. The darkness adds to the gloominess of an Arctic winter. No doubt, the

aurora almost every day gilds the snow, and the moon soars clear through the skies,

and constellations, ur.K:nown to us in these latitudes, sparkle in the Northern sky ; but

still it is a long night, which only ends after three or four months of darkness. The
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Danes in Greenland look upon the winter season as being not the least enjoyable months

of their life in that country. During the summer the sea is often clogged with ice,

and the bays are full of icebergs, rendering travelling by boat tedious and even dangerous.

During the winter, on the contrary, the sea is frozen over, and they move about from

settlement to settlement on the swift dog-sledge which swims over the icy surfaces of

the fjords and bays in which their little posts are built. It is a season of gossip and

THE ArilUlLA IN THE I'OL.Ul liAblX.

pleasantry. The ships have all sailed for Europe ; there is little business to do until the

ice breaks up in the spring, and amusement is, therefore, the order of the dark winter

day. Sometimes the cold is so severe that hoar-frost will be seen on the pillow in

the morning, and the rocks will be heard splitting asunder, with loud reports, owing

to the expansion of the frozen water in their jinks and cracks. Often, even in the

North, the ice only forms partially over the sea, and will break wp by the storms which,

especially in early spring, sweej) over the Northern latitudes. Even in the winter, when

the sea from one side of Davis' Strait to the other, or from Spitzbergen to Novai Zemlai

and far south of Jan Meyen Island, is one continuous sheet of ice, there are some

open places Icit here and there. At these ^iroM holes, or jjol^ala, as the Russians
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call them—thoug'h the latter word has Ijecn erroneously applied to the open Polar sea,

so called—the white whales and narwhals will often collect in hundreds, struggling to get

their heals to the surface to breathe. In April, ISOO, a Greenlander was travelling

along the ice in the vicinity of Christianshaab, and discovered one of these open spaces

in the ice. In this hole hundreds of narwhals and white whales were protruding their

heads to breathe, no other place presenting itself for miles around. It was described to

THE EFFECT OP THE MIUAGE.

me as akin to an ''Arctic Black Hole of Calcutta,^' in the cngerness of the animals

to keep at the place. Numbers of Eskimo and Danes resorted thither with their dogs

and sledges, and while one shot the animal, another harpooned it to prevent its being

pushed aside by the anxious crowd of breakers. ]Many of the Cetaceans were killed,

but many more were lost before they were got home, the ice breaking up soon after

(j). lU). In the ensuing summer, the natives found them washed up in the buys and inlets

around. Fabricius, the historian of the Greenlnnd fauna, describes a similar scene. In

the winter nearly all the Arctic birds have lied, the screech of the hawks and the

owl-like croak of the raven being about the only signs of life in the ghastly white

flats and fields. Every valley is, however, full of ptarmigan, which can be easily killed;

6
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and sometimes, in severe winters, tlie reindeer will come down almost to the water^s

edge. One winter iu Omeuak the natives shot them out of their hut-doors. The white

fox occasionally puts in an appearance ; and though the bear hibernates, yet sometimes the

male may be seen roaming- about seeking what he may devour, even in the depth of winter.

The fox and the hare alike put on their snowy coats, so as to be almost undistinguishable

from the white sm-face of the ground. The ptarmigan also alters its plumage to white in

the winter, as do some other birds to a greater or less extent. The raven, least hypocritical

of the feathered inhabitants of the '^'^true and tender North,'^ alone refuses to alter one

feather of its black coat to suit the altered circumstances of the season.

The explorers in these latitudes seek winter quarters about October ; and as soon as they

are secured, dismantle their vessel, and house the deck over with wood-work like the roof

of a house, or with canvas, rig up the heating apparatus, cache a certain amount of the

provisions ashore, in case of an accident happening to the vessel, and if they be of a

scientific character, erect an observatory for magnetical or astronomical observations. "Want

of exercise is the bane of the Arctic winterer. There is no stimulus to move about, and

accordingly there is frequently little inclination to do so merely for healtVs sake. Scurvy

soon seizes "them, and its ravages have ever contributed to the mortality of Arctic

exploration. Salt meat is usually pointed out as the great cause of this disease ; this is,

no doubt, true, but salt provision does not alone cause it. In South Greenland it is

not unfrequent among the Danes. In that section of the '"' land of desolation " the sea

rarely freezes over during the winter. Storms of snow and sleet are, however, very

common. Out-door exercise is all but impossible; and the healthy winter seal-hunting

of Xorth Greenland, owing to the absence of sea-ice, can be but little practised. Seal-

meat and reindeer are the common articles of food, so that salt cannot be the predis-

posing cause of the disease, which I am, therefore, inclined to attribute to the want

of exercise, combined with the depressing influence of the weather. In North Greenland,

during the dark winter, suicide is rather common amongst the Danes. Whatever may

be the pleasure of an Arctic winter, the sojourners in Hyperborea hail the return of

sun with delight. The Danes in Greenland will climb through the snow to the highest

eminence in the vicinity of their houses, in the chance of getting an early peep of it just

reddening the horizon, and for a moment gilding the snow. The Siberian Samoyedes

and Ostiaks are said to glorify the return of the sun, after the long night of winter,

by rejoicing and sacrifices. Eagerly they watch for its appearance, as Dryden has so

well described in the oft-quoted lines :

—

" In those cold re^ons, wliicli no snmmers cheer,

"^Vliere brooding darkness covers half the year.

To hollow caves the shivering natives go,

Beai^ range abroad and hunt in tracks of snow.

But when the tedious twilight wears away,

And stars grow paler at the approach of day.

The longing crowds to frozen mountains run,

Happy who first can see the gUmmeiing sun."

Four months of darkness may bf a new negative sensation, but four montns of dayhght
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is decidedly a positive one, and moiv agreealjle. Tiie mi inight sun is even a more pleasing

object than the Northern Lights. But even after tho sun appears summer is afar off.

Indeed, some of the most disagreeable weather of the Arctic regions is in earlv sprino-.

The south-west winds bring snow, of which comparatively little falls during the extreme

cold period of winter. In spring, my friend the priest of Egedesminde (page 14) is often

blocked into his house between sunrise and sunset, but he is not so badly off as the

pastor of a more southern settlement, who is frequently entirely smothered in snow until

a gang of men come and sliovel him out of his " prastegaard,-'^ or parsonage. Rain,

or more frequently sleet, is also the concomitant of spring, with wild winds, which

carry all before them.

Often the very coldest period of the year is the spring. Sometimes, when the ice-pack

splits, dense vapours are seen to issue from the fissure, and fall in the form of sharp prickly

snow. This frost-smoke is due to the air, not completely saturated, taking up moisture

from the water. " The process absorbs and renders latent much heat, and this heat,

suddenly taken from the surrounding air, lowers its temperature and causes precipitation.'''

Of much the same nature is the larher, as it is called by the whaling sailors. This

is the moisture, or fogs in the air, deposited in a fine gossamer netting of sharp

specular icicles, that pierce and excoriate the skin. Often the whole surface of the sea

steams like a limekiln with the frost-smoke. The snow which descends is in the form

of the most exquisitely shaped crystals, which, owing to the warmer stratum of air into

which they descend, can never in our latitude be seen in such perfection.

During the coldest season the sound of voices can be heard much further off

than during the warmer weather. The same phenomenon is observable during the winter

in our own climate. But in the Arctic regions it is infinitely more marked. " The

sound of voices,'^ wrote Parry, " which during cold weather could be heard at a much
greater distance than usual, served now and then to break the silence which reigned

around us—a silence far different from that peaceable composure which characterises the

landscape of a cultivated country ; it was the death-like stillness of the most dreary

desolation, and the total absence of animal existence.^' During the winter at Melville

Island, people could be heard conversing a mile off—no doubt owing to the density

of the cold atmosphere, but also to the absence of all obstruction in the calm air. It

may be also remarked that horizontal refraction is increased, owing to the highly-

condensed atmosphere, so that the sun becomes visible several days sooner than it ouo-ht,

by astronomical calculations, to be expected, in the latitude in which the explorers are

wintering. The Dutch noticed this when they first wintered in Spitzbergen in 15 90

The "mode" or "dog" siois and moons are also another common Arctic sight in early

spring. By the meteorologist they are better known as parhelia and 2)araiielena;, according

as it is the sun or moon which is the subject of the optical delusion. They are

connected with the halos or circles of prismatic colours around the sun or moon.
They are formed from the refraction and "reflection of the rays of light l)y thi^

minute snow crystals of the cirrus cloud, while coronas arise from the interference of

the rays passing on each side of the globules of vapour.'' The parhelia and paraselena?

are the images of the sun or moon, which generally appear at the points of intersection
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of the circles of the halo, owing to the light concentrated at these points. These images

also exhibit the prismatic colours of the halo.

Glories of Light, or anthelia, are also seen in the Arctic regions in great perfection.

They are sometimes seen when the shadow of an observer is lost in fog', and the

shadow of his head is surrounded with prismatic circles (Buchan). Scoresby, on one

occasion, saw four concentric circles around his shadow. The phenomenon is always

seen in the Polar regions when sunshine and fos" occur at the same time.

A WINTER VIEW OF EGEDESMINDE (egede's MEMOKY), NORTH GREEXLAXU. (From an Original Sketch by Hr. A. p. Tegner.)

When the dai-kness disappears the snow and ice begin to melt rapidly. But through

the whole summer, pieces both of sea and glacial ice are floating in the sea. The latter

is, of course, continually being discharged from the land, and the summer has no effect

on its production. On the contrary, the icebergs shoot out with renewed vigour during

the summer mouths. The soil is always frozen to a considerable depth until late in the

summer; in some places it never thaws beyond a few feet in depth. At Jakutsk, in

Siberia, frozen soil was found, on digging a well, at the depth of 382 feet below the

surface. In January, 1853, Sir Edward Belcher experienced at his winter c[uarters in

Wellington Channel a temperature as low as 60° below zero ^f Fahrenheit.*

* In a popular -work of this kind it would be mere weariness to the reader to go elaborately into the question

of recorded temperatures. Those, however, who are interested in it will find much information on the subject in

the Admiralty's " Manual and Instructions fo the Arctic Expedition of 1875," and in the works there quoted.
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''The Open Poi^\r Sea/'

It may he reasonably believed that the further one goes northward, the more

severe will be the climate. This is the almost universal opinion of those who have

explored the North. I am not at present aware of a siugle whaler who has any

other opinion ; and I may mention that one of the most experienced and far-sighted of the

amateur explorers of the Arctic Sea—INIr. Lament—is of the same belief. However, a

IN \VlNI'i:U (UAUTKl'.S IN J-MITU

contrary view has been long held by theorists, and by a few explorers like Kane and
Hayes. Though analogy militates against the likelihood of this idea, yet again and

again the captivating tale is told that, in the far, far North, the waters around tlie

Pole are comparatively free from ice, and that yet a ship may sail in that "open
Polar sea-" refulgent in Northern sunshine. In this favoured Eden of the Polar sea,

kindly dreamers have persuaded themselves tliat no longer will the explorer's path be

barred by those

" Mouiitaius of ice tli;it stop the imiigiiifd way

Beyond Petsora easterly, to the lieh

Cathaiun coast."
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Again and again have these open places been reported; but repeatedly have they proved

to be only local and of limited extent. However, as the doctrine, until it has been abso-

lutely disproved, will be again and again broached, we may briefly summarise the arguments

which have been adduced in support of this view. At the same time, they illustrate the

arguments brought against it with more soundness. It is pointed out, for instance, that

the enormous majority of the bergs drift south, while, if there were a warm current

running north, the contrary would be the case. It is deemed by those not iu favour of

the theory of an open Polar sea, that the fact of birds seen flying northward is a proof

of a milder climate around the Pole. Ptarmigan are continually killed during the winter

in high Northern latitudes; dovekies {Urla grille), and other water-fowl, stay all the winter

in the open leads among the ice. The knot [Tringa canutus) goes to the xlretic regions

to breed, but hitherto its nest has never been found. These and other birds seen flying

northwards at this season of the year—the spring—are migratory birds, which leave warmer

countries to rear their young in the Arctic regions, and therefore cannot properly be said

to be flying north to seek a milder climate. Morton, Dr. Kane's steward, reported having

seen " seals sj)orting and water-fowl breeding in the ' open sea ' he saw fi'om Cape

Jefferson ; " but the same might be seen in any part of the Arctic Sea where there was

open water. Dr. Rink has, moreover, conclusively proved that the famous ''open Polar

sea " of jNIorton was merely a channel cut by the strong current during the warm days

of midsummer, and the subsequent explorations of Hall have proved that it was only a

" bight " in the sound stretching still further towards the Pole. The great number of seals

and sea-fowl seen by Morton, so far from being conclusive proof of an open Polar sea,

is viewed by the eminent authority quoted as merely a sign of a single opening in the

sea, the rest of which was covered by ice—sea-birds and other animals always flocking

together in such places. Dr. Hayes' open sea comes under exactly the same category.

Hayes was, however, able to support his party on reindeer in the very district where Kane,

with the assistance of experienced hunters, all but starved. Indeed, had it not been for

the Etah Eskimo, he must have inevitably succumbed, with all his party. It is, therefore,

untrue that, as Maury asserts, he was able to subsist his party " on the shores of

an ice-bound sea." Even the natives—iron men though they be—had in the month of

March been compelled to eat twenty-six out of thirty of their dogs; and poor Hans

Heindrick, who, all for the love of Shanghu's pretty daughter, had deserted Kane, and

preferred to remain behind, had been forced to eat the sealskin which covered the frame

of his ka)/aJc. It is also a curious fact that the coldest mean temperature for the summer

months were those of Kane and Belcher (p. -i-i), the two nearest winter quarters to the

supposed open sea.

Wrangell, speaking of the supposed open sea north of Siberia, mentions that the

north-west winds brought with them a thick, moist fog, so that clothes and tents were

wet through. The contrary was true as regarded Smith's Sound. The winds from the

supposed open sea were always the coldest, while the south-east winds were moist. The

seasons at which the open sea described by Penny and Morton was seen, only shows

that local causes produced an earlier disruption of the ice than elsewhere; and finall}',

the opponents of the " open Polar sea " theory argue that the drifts of the Advance,
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Resolute, and Fox, were owing to causes unconcerned with any movements of ice in

the Polar basin. Last of all, it is not very charitably concluded by certain navigators,

whose opinion may be taken for what it is worth, that the ''open Polar sea^"* of Kane

and Hayes in Smith's Sound was " discovered ^^ there merely as something "to work

expeditions to,^' and to cover the feature of the main objects of the expedition—just as

the English had formerly put a '' polynia " up "Wellington Channel, in order to work

an expedition there !

The idea of open water around the Pole is, however, a sufficiently ancient one, and

was talked of as a scientific problem long before the expeditions mentioned were first

proposed. Thus the illustrious Sir David Brewster pointed out, as far back as 1821,

that distance from the Equator was not to be taken as an accurate measure of heat

and coldj and that, in all probability, the thermometer would be found to range ten

degrees higher at the Pole than in some other parts of the Arctic regions. Scoresby

also showed that, owing to the long-continued sunlight of six months, wliich must

prevail at the Pole, theoretically, at the summer solstice, the influence of the sun on

the surface of the earth is greater at the Pole than at the Equator, by nearly one-

half. That in reality, however, this is erroneous, is shown by the fact that in latitude

78*^ N., on the same basis of calculation, the influence of the sun is only ^^th loss

than at the Pole^ and also much greater than at the Equator. Now in latitude 1'6'^ N.

the mean temperature of the year is 17^ Fahrenheit, and ice is formed during nine months

in the Spitzbergen seas, neither calm weather nor proximity to land being essential

to its formation."^

Scoresby, however, though theoretically holding the opinions he did, was, like most

other whalers, one of the strongest opponents of the idea of an " open Polar sea.'' A
later advocacy of the " open Polar sea " has been founded on the supposed fact that

no icebergs or ice, encumbered with earth or stones, have been seen floating south

from the supposed site of that region into the early explored parallels. But this idea

has been at once exploded by the fact that the Swedish Expedition, which in 1868

attempted this northward route, met with stones and earth on the ice which was

drifting south, showing that they had been attached to some land between Spitzbergen

and the Pole, and that this area was frozen. Parry also found sand on the ice in

latitude 82° N. We may therefore justly conclude, in the words of Professor Nordenskjold,

that the idea of an open Polar sea " is evidently a mere hypothesis, destitute of all

foundation in the experience which has already, by a considerable sacrifice, been gained;

and the only way to approach the. Pole which can l)e attempted, with any probability

of succeeding, is that proposed by the most celebrated Arctic authorities of England,

viz., that of—after having passed the winter at the Seven Islands, or at Smith's Sound

—

continuing the journey towards the North on sledges in the spring."t

* Markham: "Proceedings of the Koyal Geographical Society," vol. ix., p. 138 (1865); also Hickson,

Hid., p. 137; and Hamilton, ihxd., vol. xiii., p. 2.34 (1869).

t '"Journal of the Eoyal Geographical Society," vol. xxxix., p. J46 (1^*69).
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CHAPTER III.

Sea Ice, Glaciers, and Icebergs.

The ice we see floating- about in the Arctic Sea during the summer is of two kinds

—the product of the freezing of the sea, and that derived from the glaciers, and, therefore,

fresh water and of the land. The first is g-enerally in the form of cakes of all sizes,

from pieces a few inches in diameter to many miles in area. These fieldn of ice—

a

name applied to a continued sheet of ice, so large that its boundaries cannot be seen

from the mast-head—are the remains of the broken-up jioes of the winter. This leads

us to speak of the various terms applied to Arctic ice, as these phrases continually occur

on a voyage, often with but a vague meaning' attached to them."^ Some of the larg-e

ice-fields are frequently more than a hundred miles in length, and more than half of that

in breadth, each consisting of a single sheet of ice, having its surface raised g-enerally

about four or six feet above the level of the water, and its base depressed to the depth

of nearly twenty feet beneath. Yet the thickest and strong-est of these ice-fields cannot

resist the power of a heavy swell. Indeed^ the thickest fields are more apt to be broken

up by the force of the pressure and the currents than the thinner and more j)liable ice.

AVhen such a field is driven to the southward, and becomes exposed to the efPects of

a fjroioii or ground swell, it presently breaks into a great many pieces, few of them

exceeding forty or fifty yards in diameter. AVhen these jiieces get together, navigators

speak of them as the packed ice^ or the pack. This pack is the ice into which ships

are frequently embedded, and is often so large that it extends on every side so far

that the eye can only detect the water, in the form of lane^ or leads, intersecting it.

To navigate these lead-s is the duty of the captain^ who sits in the cask or ctow's-

nest at the mast-head. All around is the white snow-covered pack, relieved only by the.

black water. It seems as if we were threading roads running through a snow-covered

plain (p. irl). When the pack is so circumscribed that it can be seen across, it is

known as a patch ; and is called a stream when its shape is more of an oblong, no

matter how narrow it may be, '^ provided the continuity of the pieces is preserved."

A fioe is usually the term applied to pieces smaller than fields; and hrush ice to the

pieces which break off, and are separated from the longer masses by the effect of

attrition. These pieces are often collected into streams and patches. Drift ice, or

loose or open ice, is ice so open that ships can sail through it. Frequently, even in

the depth of winter, the fields of ice, after being squeezed on one another, are set

on edge, and in that position cemented l)v the frost. Such eminences in the midst

of an ice-field are called hummocks ; and ice in which they are of frequent occurrence

hummock ice.

Hummocks are also caused by pieces of ice mutually crushing each other, the wreck being

* Scoresby, on the "Greenland or Polar Ice"' in 'Memoirs of the Wernerian Society," 1815, p. 261; also

" Arctic Regions," &c.
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tumbled about in such a manner as to give that variety of fanciful shape and picturesque

appearance which any view of Arctic ice (p. id) will immediately convey an idea of to the

reader. Hummocks often exceed the height of thirty feet. A ca(f is a portion of ice which

has been depressed by the same means as a hummock is elevated. It is kept down by

some larger mass, from beneath which it shows itself on one side. Dr. Scoresby mentions

that in his voyages as a whaling captain he has seen a calf so deep and broad that the

ship sailed over it without touching, when it might be observed on both sides of the vessel

at the same time. This, however, is attended with considerable danger, and necessity

alone warrants the experiment, as cahes have not unfrequently (by a ship touching them,

or disturbing the sea near them) been called from their submarine situation to the surface,

with such accelerated velocity as to stave the planks and timbers of the ship, and in

some instances to reduce the vessel to a wreck. "A calf" is the name sometimes also

applied to the pieces which break off from icebergs. Any part of the upper surface of

a piece of ice which projects from the parent mass midst the water is called a iongue. A

Ught, or hay, is a sinuosity in the ice-field, in which sailing vessels, by a sudden change

nf wind, have been frequently wrecked.

The temperature at which sea water freezes depends not a little on the amount of fresh

water, derived from rain, snow, or melting ice, which is mixed with it. It is usually given

at 28-5"
; but it varies, according to the conditions mentioned, from that figure up to 31°.

We must also remember that salt water, ];>€)' se, does not even freeze at these temperatures.

When the sea freezes the greatest part of the salt which it contains is deposited, and

the frozen spongy mass probably contains no salt but what is natural to the sea water filling

its pores. The first, or ha)/ ice, is almost fresh, though in some cases, independently of

the power of cold in precipitating salt, it is really composed of the surface fresh water.

Salt water and sea ice is porous, white, and for the most part opaque. Yet the rays of

light pass through it with a greenish shade. It swims lighter than fresh-water ice. In

its pores will frequently be found highly concentrated salt water, or salt in the solid form,

'' either as a single crystalline substance, or as a mixture of ice and salt crystals.'^
"^

When salt-water ice floats in the sea at a freezing temperature, the proportion above to

that below is as nearly one to four. In fresh water at the freezing-point it is nearly

one to seven. Iceberg ice forms the bulk of the fresh-water ice which floats in the

Arctic Seas. It is mostly derived from the land glaciers, though some of it is poured

out of the great rivers which debouch into the Arctic Ocean, at the North of Europe,

Asia, and America. It is fragile and hard, and the most homogeneous and transparent

pieces are capable of concentrating the rays of the sun, so as to produce a consider-

able intensity of heat. "With a lump of ice, of by no means regular convexity, I

have frequent!}^ burnt wood, fired gunpowder, melted lead, or lit the sailors^ pipes, to

their great astonishment ; all of whom who could procure the needful articles eagerly

flocked around me for the satisfaction of smoking a pipe ignited by such extraordinary

means. Their astonishment was increased on observing that the ice remained firm and

pellucid, whilst the solar rays emerging therefrom were so hot that the hand could not

* Buchanan, "Proceedings of the Royal Society," vol. xxii., p. 341.
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be kept longer in the focus tlian for the space of a few beconds. In the formation of

these lenses I roughed them with a small axe, which cut the ice tolerably smooth. I

then scraped them with a knife, and polished them merely by the warmth of the hand

supporting them during the operation in a wooden glove. I once procured a piece of

the purest ice, so large that a lens of sixteen inches diameter was obtained out of it.

Unfortunately, however, the sun became obscured before it was completed, and never

made its appearance again for a fortnight, during which time, the air being mild, the

lens was spoiled."

Laud supplies no aid to the freezing of the sea, nor is the vicinity of any laud

necessary. A rough sea will even freeze if the cold be sufficient. The crystals are

then in the form of what the sailors call dudge, and look as if a shower of snow had

fallen on the surface. The effect of these crystals forming, as if oil had been cast on

the sea, is that they still its breaking surface. Soon a continuous sheet is formed, but by

the action of the waves this sheet is broken into smaller pieces, about three inches in

diameter. By attrition the corners are worn oft", and look not unlike what i\\Q\ are

called

—

2^a)icakes. Several of these unite and continue to increase, until they become a foot

or so in thickness, and many yards in circumference. This is known as pancake ice.

It is the ice most usually seen when reaching the Arctic Sea south of Jan Mayen in

March and April. It was the first form of Polar ice which the writer saw in the spring of

1801, when cruising in that vicinity. In smooth water freezing is accomplished even more

early. It commences in the same way ; and in the course of a couple of days a sheet

is formed capable of supporting a man. This is known as (jai/ ice, from usually forming

in the quiet bays. The old ice of last year's growth is known as light and heaw
ice, and accordingly as it forms, a foot to three feet in thickness, and upwards. This

kind of ice not only forms in quiet harbours, but in every opening in the ice even at

a great distance from land. In these localities the surface is usually as smooth as

that of a harbom*. Bay ice is the familiar night warning which the Arctic navigator

receives in the autumn that the winter is coming on. As it forms around his ship, if

he is prudent, he will steer for a more open sea and a milder climate, or seek a more secure

shelter than the "high seas.'' The faUing snow freezes along with the ice, and assists in

giving it thickness. Indeed, there is no field of ice of which the upper portion is not

composed of snow, and in most cases is hardly distinguishable from it.

The formation of fields of ice, by the breaking up of these continuous sheets in the

spring, I have already spoken of. Ice-fields are powerful' phj^sical agents. It is to them

that most of the accidents to Arctic-going ships are due. Many of these fields cannot be

less than ten thousand million tons in weight ; and in addition to the force exercised by

botli bodies of this magnitude coming against a vessel, these ice-fields often acquire a great

velocity. A field thus in motion coming in contact with another produces a dreadful shock.

If a ship intervenes, then nothing can save the stoutest vessel that ever was built. A\'hen

we speak of a whaling voyage (Chapter V.), we may have occasion to describe these accidents

more fully. In the meantime, the reader can imagine how powerful for evil these ice-

fields are. At the same time, though they destroy the shij), they save the sailors, who, by

leaping on the floating ice, save themselves from the death which they would otherwise
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inevitably meet. Even a ship " beset'' is momentarily subject to tlie risk of being

destroyed. The stoutest ship's ribs can no more withstand the shock of two of these ice-

fields, even a couple of feet in thickness, than a sheet uf paper could withstand the blow

of a pistol-ball. The cause of the motion of the ice may be due to currents, the wind,

or the pressure of other ice against them.

IX A "lead" IX .\X -VRCTIC ICE-FIELD.

Glaciers.*

In our latitudes, and at low elevations, all the snow which falls during the winter

melts off during the heat of the ensuing summer. As we ascend higher and higher, this

winter's snow takes a longer period to disappear, until, at a certain elevation, a portion always

remains over to be carried to the account of next winter's fall. The line above which the

winter's snow is not melted off by the summer's heat is known as the " snow-line.''

The height of this snow-line varies according to the season, the side of the mountain, and

the distance of the mountain from the poles. For instance, if the momitain be not far

from the equator, the snow-line will be at a great elevation ; if it be near the north or south

* In the following account tlie description of Arctic glaciers is, to some extent, abridged from a paper drawn up

by me, at the request of the Royal Geographical Society, for the use of the Arctic Expedition of 1875: "Arctic

Papers of the Royal Geographical Society," pp. 1—74.
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Poles, it will be almost at the sea-level. In the Himalayas it is at a height of 14,000 or

15,000 feet j in Spitzbergen and Greenland, as we shall presently see, there are perpetual snow
and ice at a very few feet above the shore. If this accumulation of snow continued to o-ather

and gather above the snow-line, the result would be that the top of the mountain would <J-et

like a white umbrella, or like a monster snow-covered mushroom. Of course this would be

THE CiLACIEU 01" IIUXEKBEKO.

impossible—the laws of physics forbid it. Tlie mountain-top, therefore, relieves itself of

part of its load by allowing it to glide down into the valley belowv This constitutes the

" awful avalanche " which is so familiar to Alpine dwellers. The great mass of snow slowly

slides down at first, quickly gathering speed, until it assumes an immense velocity, carry-

ing along with it in its course trees, stones, and even large rocks, which may happen to

lie in its path, until it comes into the region of habitable country. Here the buried

traveller and the ruined shephcrd^s chalet give only too vivid evidence of the force of the

avalanche.

There is, however, another and more important method in which the mountain relieves

itself of the load of perpetual unmelting snow. This is by means of the glacier, a French
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word, which means literally the ice-maker^ thoug-h it is now thoroughly naturalised in English.

The g'lacier commences just at that point where the snow is alternately melting- during

the day and freezing during the night. This is at the termination of the line of perpetual

snow—at the snow-line in fact. All above this point is known as the nece, a Swiss

provincial word^ which has also got incorporated into our vocabidary. By this alternative

melting and freezings and by the pressure of the snow-masses on each^ the snow gets

converted into a dull white^ semi-porous ice. This ice begins to move downward—to seek

the lowest elevation. It is the commencement of the glacier. The glacier is now con-

tinually on the move, impelled by what force is not yet clearly made out. Numerous

theories have been suggested, though in many cases the cause which imj)els the glacier to

move, and the method by which an icy river-like mass moves, have been mixed up together.

Saussure, Charpentier, Agassiz, Forbes, Mosley, and Tyndall may be cited as among the

authors of the theories of glacier motion. Amid their war of words it will be sufficiently

safe for us to take refuge in the old theory advanced by the first climber of jNIont Blanc

—

De Saussure—that a glacier moves down the mountain-side simply because it cannot do

anything else, owing to the pressure of the ice and snow in its rear. Certain it is that

it moves slowly but surely, until it hlls the valley, be it broad or narrow ; and, still

moving onward, unites with other tributary glaciers, just as a river unites with tributary

streams, to swell into one broad current of ice. The rate at which it moves varies according

to the season of the year, the part of the world, and the position of the glacier, which is

taken into consideration. In the Alps the average rate is from 6^ to 19| inches daily.

The sides move more slowly than the centre, where the maximum rate is 'I'd^ to 33| inches

per diem. Again, the bottom of the glacier, being retarded by the ground over which it

passes, moves more slowly than the top- The motion of the glacier is, in reality, to all intents

and purposes, subject to the same laws as the motion of a river. The Arctic glaciers, of

which we shall presently speak, move much more slowly. From four and a half to eight

inches per day is the rate at which the Greenland glaciers have been observed to move.

The appearance of a glacier after it has travelled several miles and acquired its normal

force is that of a ridged expanse of snow-covered surface. The whole is broken up by deep

cracks or crevasses, great rents down which the streams formed by the melting of the snow

tumble with a hollow sound; glacier tables, formed by the melting of the glacier all around

the ice, protected by flat stones which have fallen on it, until they are supported by icy

pillars; ice cones, formed in much the same way where sand has fallen; inoulins, or hollow

funnel-like places worn by the streams which leap into them with a noise like thunder;

and moraines. Of these the moraines are most remarkable. They are simply the stones,

earth, and other debris dislodged from the sides of glaciers, and which accordingly lie on

them in long lines on each side. These are the lateral moraines. If the glacier unite with

a second, the contiguous lateral moraines will form a single medial one down the middle of

the common glacier, while the lateral ones remain as before, and so on. In this way the

ever-moving glacier will carry rocks from the high Alps far down into the plains below

—

miles and miles, it may be, from their original home. From under the glacier is water ever

flowing—sometimes a tiny stream, at other times a considerable river. The Rhone and other

rivers take their rise in these sub-glacier streams. These streams are formed by the melting
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of the under surface of the g-lacier, which is at a higher temperature than the upper

surface, and by the surface rivulets, which pour down the crevasses and moulins (or

•^ mills ") . The glacier in moving along imbeds in its under-surface stones, earth, and

other debris which it passes over. It thus acts like a huge movable file on the rocks with

which it comes in contact. The result is that the sub-glacier river is laden with a white

impalpable mud, and that the rocks over which a glacier has gone are rounded and

grooved, and the whole country shaven as if by a rough plane and file combined. The

Swiss shepherds know this well, and style such rounded rocks roches moulonnes, from

their likeness to the backs of black sheep lying in the long grass. The glacier is all

the time moving from the frosty summit of the lofty peak down into the lowland valley.

If the season be a favourable one among the vineyards and corn-fields, it stops there ; and

the heat of the sun being more powerful than the propelling motion of the glacier,

causes the end to melt away, and the progress of the great ice-river is thus terminated.

Standing in front of one of these glacier ends, a sloping mass of ice faces the observer.

Water is streaming over the edge, and the white muddy glacier river is pouring out

from beneath. Over the edge of the glacier something is always tumbling—at one

time a thimbleful of sand, at another a cartload of rock and earth. If the glacier

has retreated, as sometimes it will during hot summer, this rubbish will extend across

the glen parallel with the end of the glacier, like a confused rampart, under the name

of the terminal moraine. These moraines, along with the rock-scratchings and roches

montonnes, are the certain signs of glaciers having passed over any part of the country,

and, as we shall see presently, are adduced as proof that the Scottish glens were once

the beds of glaciers, like those of the Alps, or of Greenland, in an earlier stage of the

world's history.

Sometimes a glacier will move much farther than was expected, and advance far

into the region c-f cultivated land, killing the crops and carrying away cottages and other

obstacles in its way as easily and much more certainly than the carpenter's plane carries

the shavings of the plank before it. This is, however, rarely met with. Long after it

has retreated it leaves behind it the marks of its visits—such as angular l)locks of stone

which it has carried on its surface, often belonging to rock not found in that vicinity,

moraines, scratched and polished stones, roches montonnes, and boulders rounded by being

rolled under the glacier into the under surface, where they have got embedded. These

"foundlings,'' as they are called in Switzerland (page 56), are found plentifully scattered

over every Alpine valley, in places where no glaciers have ever been since the memory

of man.

Such is a brief sketch of some of the more common jihenomena of glaciers. They

are the same whether in the Alps of Norway or of New Zealand, in Switzerland, or in

the Himalayas. Hitherto we have avoided the disputed question of the cause of glacier

motion. To explain this many theories have been advanced, some of which are almost

entirely abandoned; others are still sub judice. Among these must be taken the theory

of Forbes, who looks iipon a glacier as an ''imperfect fluid or viscous body which is

urged down slopes of a certain inclination by the mutual pressure of its parts." According

to this eminent Alpine observer, a glacier is not a crystalline solid, like ice, frozen in
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a muuld, but possessed of " a peculiar fissured and laminated structure, througli which

water entered into its intrinsic composition, giving it a viscid consistence similar to that

possessed by treacle, honey, or tar, but differing in degree.'' TyndalFs theory is in reality

very little different from that of Forbes, only he denies that glacier ice is viscid, but

that its motion is due to the alternate fracture and re-freezing (or re-gelation, as he calls

it) of the broken fragments. A hot war has been the result of this glacier discussion,

in which the rival combatants have used terms and thrown out insinuations against eacL

I

ICE-BORNE BLOCK OF STOXE, KXO-WX AS "A FOVXDt.IXG," IN SWITZERLAND.

other of a nature, no doubt, characteristic enough of scientific controversy, but which are

decidedly unworthy of the dispute and the disputants.

Arctic Glaciation.

In the Polar regions there are also glaciers identical with those of Alpine countries,

but on a grander scale, and in some respects different from those of inland countries, owing

to their proximity to the sea. In the Arctic regions the snow-line is close to the water's

edge—at most only a few hundred feet above it. The glaciers thus, sooner or later, reach

the sea, which they can never do in the Alps, though in Norway some of them do. When

they reach the sea they break off in the form of icebergs, so familiar to the voyager in

the Arctic Ocean. In Spitzbergen and in Greenland they are seen in perfection ; but it
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is only in the latter country that Arctic g-laciation can be seen on a great scale. Hence we

may take Greenland as typical of the rest o£ the Arctic reg-ions.

Greenland is in all likelihood a large wedge-shaped island^ or series of islands, surrounded

by the icy Polar basin on its northern shores, and with Smith's Sound, Baffin's Bay, Davis'

Strait, and the Spitzbergen or Greenland Sea of the Dutch—the old "Greenland Sea" of

the English whalers—completing its insularity on its western and eastern sides. The whole

of the real defacto land of this great island consists, then, of a circlet of islets, of greater

or less extent, circling round the coast, and acting as the shores of a great interior iner

THE KHONE GLACIER.

de glace—a huge inland sea of fresh-water ice, or glacier, which covers the whole extent

of the country to an unknown depth. Beneath this icy covering must lie the original

bare ice-covered country, at a much lower elevation than the surrounding circlet of islands.

These islands are bare, bleak, and more or less mountainous, reaching to about 2,000 feet

;

the snow clears off, leaving room for vegetation to burst out during the short Arctic

summer. The breadth of this outskirting land varies, as do the spaces between the different

islands. These inlets between the islands constitute the fjords of Greenland, and are the

channels through which the overflow of the interior ice discharges itself. It is on these

islands, or outskirting land, that the population of Greenland lives and the Danish trading-

posts are built—all the rest of the country, with the exception of this island circlet, being

an icy, landless, sea-like waste of glacier, which can be seen here and there peeping out in

the distance. On some of the large and more mountainous islands, as might be expected

8
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in such a climate^ there are small independent glaciers, in many cases coming- down to the

sea, and there discharging icebergs ; but these glaciers are of little importance, and have

no connection with the great internal ice-covering of the country. I have called the land

circling this interior ice-desert " a series of islands/'' because though numbers of them are

joined together by glaciers, and only a few are wholly insidated by water, many of them

(indeed, the majority) are bounded on their eastern side by this internal inland ice; yet,

whether bounded by water or by ice, the boundary is perpetual, and whatever be the

insulating medium, they are to all intents and purposes islands'. This is well known to the

Danes in Greenland by the name of the " inlandsiis," and though a familiar subject of

talk amongst them from the earliest times, it is only a very few of the " colonists "" who

have ever reached it. The natives everywhere have a great horror of penetrating into the

interior, not only on account of the dangers of ice-travel, but from a superstitious notion

that the interior is inhabited by evil spirits in the shape of all sorts of monsters.

Crossing over the comparatively narrow strip of land, the traveller comes to this

great inland ice. If the termination of it be at the sea, its face looks like a great ice-wall

:

indeed, the Eskimo called it the Sermik soak, which means this exactly. The height of this

icy face varies according to the depth of the valley or fjord which it fills. If the valley

be shallow, the height is low; if, on the contrary, it be a deep glen, then the sea-face of

the glacier in the fjord is lofty. From 1,000 to 3,000 feet is not uncommon. In such

situations the face is always steep, because bergs are continually breaking off from it ; and

then it is not only extremely dangerous to approach it, on account of the ice falling, or the

wave caused by the displacement of the water, but from the great steepness of the face

it is rarely possible to get on to it at all. In such places Dr. Rink has generallv foimd

that it rises b}^ a gradual slope to the general level plateau lieyond. However, where it

does not reach the sea, it is often possible to climb on it from the land by a gentle slope,

or even in some cases to step up on it as it shelves up. Once fairly on the inland ice,

a dreary scene meets the view. As far as the eye can reach, to the north and to the south, is

this same great ice-field, the only thing to relieve the eye being the winding black circuit

of the coast-line land or islands before described, hei'e infringing in little peninsulas on the

ice, there the ice dovetailing in the form of a glacier on the land, and now and then

the waters of a deep fjord penetrating into the ice-field, its circuit marked by the black

line of coast surrounding it on either side, the eastern generally being the ice-wall of the

glacier, the western being the sea. Travelling a short distance on this interior ice, it seems

as if we were travelling on the sea. The laud begins to fade away behind us like the shore

receding as we sail out to sea ; while far away to the eastward nought can be seen but a dim,

clear outline like the horizon bounding our view. The ice rises by a gentle slope, the gradient

being steeper at first, but gradually getting almost imperceptil^le, though real. In the winter

and spring this ice-field must be covered with a deep blanket of snow, and the surface must

then be smooth as a snow-covered frozen lake ; but in the summer, by the melting of the snow,

it is covered with pools and coursing streams of icy-cold water, which either find their way over

the edge, or tumble with a hollow sound through the deep crevasses in the ice. How de.'p

these crevasses are it is impossible to say, as we could not see to the bottom of them, nor

did the sounding-cord reach down except a short way. The depth of the ice-covering will.
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of course;, vary; when it lies over a valley it will be deejDer, over a mountain-top less. All we
know isj that just now it is almost level throughout, hill and dale making no difference.

However, with such a huge superincumbent mass of ice, the average height of the coast-

lying islands is greater than that of the inland ice, and it is only after climbing considerable

heights that it can be seen."^ Therefore, supposing this covering to be removed, I think the

country would look like a huge shallow oblong vessel with high walls around it. The surface

of the ice is ridged and furrowed after the manner of glaciers generally ; and this furrowiu«j"

does not decrease as we go further inland, but, as far as our limited means of observation go, it

seems to increase ; so that were it possible to cross this vast icy desert on dog-sledges when

the snow is on the ground, I do not think it would be possible to return, and its exploration

would require the aid of a ship on the other side. On its surface there appears not a trace of

any living thing except a minute alga (a simple, almost microscopic plant) ; and after leaving

the little outpouring offshoot of a glacier from it, the dreariness of the scene is not relieved by

even the sight of a patch of earth, a stone, or aught belonging to the world we seem to have left

behind. Once, and only once, during our attempt to explore this waste did I see a faint red

streak, which showed the existence of the red snow-i)lant ; but even this was before the land

had been fairly left. A few traces of other algai were seen by Professor Nordenskjold and Dr.

Berggren, who afterwards made a similar but more successful attempt. Animal life seems to

have left the vicinity; and the chilliness of the afternoon breeze, which regidarly blew with

piercing bitterness over the ice-wastes, even caused the Eskimo dogs to crouch under the lee of

the sledge, and made us, their masters, draw the fur hoods of our coats higher about our ears.t

Whether this ice-field be continuous from north to south it is not possible in the present state

of our knowledge to decide, but most likely it is so. Whether its longitudinal range be con-

tinuous is more difticult to decide, though the explorers who have attempted to penetrate it, saw

nothing to the eastward to break their view ; so that, as I shall immediately discuss, there

seems every probability that in Greenland there is one continuous unbroken level field of ice,

swaddling up in its snowy winding-sheet hill and valley, without a single break for upwards

of 1,200 miles + of latitude, and an average of 400 miles of longitude, or from Cape Farewell

to the upper extremity of Smith's Sound, and from the west coast of Greenland to the east

coast of the same country, a stretch of ice-covered country infinitely greater than ever was

demanded hypothetically by Agassiz in support of his glacier-theory.

Are there any ranges of mountains from the slopes of which this great interior ice

descends ? As I have said, we are not in a position to absolutely decide ; but the probabilities

are in favour of the negative. There are no iceberg " streams '' on the east coast of

Greenland, and bergs are rare off that coast. If there were many icebergs, the field of floe

*' In Rink's " Gronland," ii., p. 2, are twu cliaructeristic views of the appearance of the interior ice seen from

such elevations.

t For description of tlio ettects of the ice in limiting animal and vegetable liiV, cldc the author's " ilammahan

Fauna of Greenland," " Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1868," p. 337; Admiralty's "Manual of the Natural History of

Grjonland," 187o, p. 7 : and " Florula Discoana," "Trans. Bot. Soc. Edin.," vol. ix., p. 440.

X Rink says 800 miles ; hut tlu-oughout his valuable works he only speaks of the Danish portion of Greenland,

of which it professes solely to be a description. Jamieson and other writers seem to think that it is only North

Greenland that is covered. All the country, north and south, is equally swathed in ice.
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and pack-ice which skirts that coast, and which has prevented exploration except in very open

seasons, Avould soon be broken up by the force with which the bergs, breaking* off from the

land, would smash through the icefield, and, acting as sails, help, by the aid of the winds, as

elsewhere^ to sweep it away. I am therefore of opinion that the great ice-field slopes from

the east to the west coast of Greenland, and that any bergs which may be seen on that coast

are from local glaciers^ or from some unimjwrtant detluent of the great interior ice. Xor

do I think a range of mountains at all necessary for the formation of this huge mer de glace ;

for this is an idea wholly derived from the Alpine and other mountain ranges, where the

glacier system is a petty affair compared with that of Greenland. I look upon Greenland

and its interior ice-field in the light of a broad-lipped, shallow vessel, but with chinks in the

lips here and there, and the glacier like the viscous matter in it. As more is poured in the

viscous matter will run over the edges, naturally taking the line of the chinks as its line of

outflow. The broad lips of the vessel, in my homely simile, are the outlying islands, or

'' outskirts ;
" the viscoiis matter in the vessel the inland ice, the additional matter continually

Ijeing poured in in the form of the enormous snow covering which, winter after winter,

for seven or eight months in the year, falls almost continuously on it ; the chinks are the

fjords or valleys down Avhich the glaciers, representing the outflowing viscous matter, empty

the surplus of the vessel. In other words, the ice flows out in glaciers, overflows the land,

in fact, down the valleys and fjords of Greenland, by force of the superincumbent weight

of the snow, just as does the grain on the floor of a barn (as admirably described by

Jamieson) when another sackful is emptied on the top of the mound already on the floor.

"The floor is flat, and therefore does not conduct the grain in any direction; the outward

motion is due to the pressure of the particles of gram on one another; and, given a floor of

infinite extension, and a pile of sufficient amount, the mass would move outward to any

distance, and with a very slight pitch or slope it would slide forward along the incline.
'^

To this let me add that if the floor on the margin of the heap of grain was undulating,

the stream of grain would take the course of such undulations. The want, therefore, of much

slope in a coiintry, and the absence of any great mountain-range, are of very little moment
" to the movement of \:\w.(}i-\CQ,, provided ice have snow enoiigJt."

As the ice reaches the coast it naturally takes the lowest level. Accordingly, it there

forks out into glaciers or ice-rivers, by which means the overflow of this great ice-lake is sent

off to the sea. The length and breadth of these glaciers vary according to the breadth or length

of the interspace between the islands down which it flows.* If the land project a considerable

way into the great ice-lake, then the glacier is a long one ; if the contrary be the case, then it

is hardly distinguished from the great interior ice-field, and, as in the case of the great glacier

of HumboLlt in Smith's Sound, the interior ice may be said to discharge itself almost without

a glacier. The face of Humboldt's glacier is in breadth about sixty miles. This, therefore, I

take to be the interspace between the nearest elevated skirting land on either side. It thus

ap}>€ars that, between the inland ice and the glacier, the difference is one solely of degree, not

of kind, though, for the sake of clearness of description, a nominal distinction has been, drawn.

* Properly speaking, according to the ordinary nomenclature, the whole of the ice, from the neve downvrards,

should be called glacier ; but as we have not yet penetrated sufficiently far into the interior to observe where the

neve ends and the glacier begins, I have, for the sake of distinctness, adopted the above arbitrary nomenclature.
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The g-lacier, as I have said, will usually flow to the lowest elevation. Aeeordiugly it may take

a, valley _, and gradually advance until it reaches the sea. In the course of ages this valley will

be grooved down until it deej^ens to the sea-level. The sea will then enter it, and the glacier-

bed of former times will become one of those fjords which indent the coast of Greenland and

other northern countries, often for many miles ; or these may be much more speedily produced

by depression of the land, such as I shall show is at present going on. By force of the sea the

glacier proper will then be limited to the land, and its old bed become a deep inlet of the sea,

hollowed out and grooved by the icebergs which pass outwards, until, in the course of time, by

the action of a force which I shall presently describe, the fjords get filled up and choked again

with icebergs, in all probability again to become the bed of some future glacier stream. In

ali)ine regions, far away from the coast, the glacier, as it pushes its way down into warmer

regions, either advances or retreats, according to the heat of the summer ; but in either case it

e-ives off no ffi'eat masses of ice from its inferior extremitv. The same is true of the Arctic

glacier when it protrudes into some mossy valley without reaching the sea ; but when it

reaches the sea another force comes into operation. We have seen (1) the inland ice-field

emptied by (2) the glacier; we now see the glacier relieving itself by means of (o) the iceberg,

or " ice mountain,^^ as the word means.

AVhen the glacier reaches the sea it grooves its way along the bottom under the water for

a considerable distance ; indeed, it might do so for a long way did not the buoyant action of the

sea stop it. For instance, in one locality in South Greenland, m about G2^ 32' N. lat.,

between Fredrikshaab and Fiskernsess, or a little north of the Eskimo fishing station of

Avigait, and south of another village called Tekkisok, is a remarkable instance of this. Here

the " iisblink," or the " ice-glance '' of the Danes {i.e., the projecting glacier, though English

seamen use the Avord "icebhnk" in a totally different sense, meaning thereby the "loom '^ of ice

at a distance), projects bodily out to sea for more than a mile. The bottom appears to be so

shallow that the sea has no eff'ect in raising it up ; and the breadth of the glacier itself is so

considerable as to form a stout breakwater to the force of the waves. It was long su2:)2)osed

that the iceberg broke oft' from the glacier by the mere force of gravity : this is not so. It is

forced off from the parent glacier by the buoyant action of the sea from beneath. The ice

groans and creaks ; then there is a crashing, then a roar like the discharge of a park of

artillery, and with a monstrous regurgitation of waves, felt far from the scene of disturbance,

the iceberg is launched into life. The breeze which blows out from the land, generally for

several hours every day, seems, according to my observation, to have the effect of blowing the

bergs out to sea; and then they may be seen sailing majestically along in long lines out of the

ice-fjords. Often, however, isolated bergs, or groui:)s of bergs, will float away south or north.

Occasionally a vessel will be driven on to a grounded berg. Such an accident happened to the

steam-tender Intrepid, one of Sir H. Austin's squadron, in the Franklin Search Exjiedition of

1850-51. She, however, escaped uninjured, though enclosed in a cradle on the side of a berg

formed by the broken floe, &c., as shown in the sketch made at the time by Commander May,

R.N. (See Plate I.)

Bergs from the ice-streams of Baffin's Bay will be found in the southern reaches of

Davis' Strait ; while others, bearing (Icbrls which could only have been accumulated in South

Greenland, will be found frozen in the floes of Melville Bay or Lancaster Sound. It is a
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common mistake, but one which a moment's reHection would surely dissipate, that bergs found

in the south must all have come from the north, and that those farther north must have come

from the regions still farther northward. The winds and the currents waft them hither and

thither, until, by the force of the waves, they break into fragments and become undis-

tinguishable from the oozy fragments of Hoes around them. Often, however, they will o-round

either in the fjord or outside of it, and in this position remain for months, and even years, onlv

to be removed by pieces calving or breaking off from them, and thus lightening them, or forced

off the bank where they have touched the bottom by the force of the displaced wave caused b\-

the breaking off of a fresh berg. Ice much exposed to the sea breaks off in small ice-calves, but

not in bergs. This calving will sometimes set the sea in motion as much as sixteen miles off.

The colour of the berg is, of course, that of the glacier ; but by the continuous beating of the

waves on it the surface gets glistening. The colour of the mass is a dead white, like hard-

pressed snow, which in reality it is, while scattered through it are lines of blue. These lines

are also seen in the glacier on looking down into the crevasses, or at the glacier-face, and are,

in all probability, caused by the annual melting and freezing of the surface-water of the glacier.

Then another fall of snow comes in the winter; then the suns of summer melt the surface to

some slight extent ; this freezes, forming an ice different in colour from the compressed snow-

ice of the glacier, and so on. I am aware, however, that this is a subject of controversy; and

this view of mine is only brought forward as a probable explanation, suggested to me as far

back as 1861, when I first saw glaciers in the ujiper reaches of Baffin's Bay and on the western

shores of Davis' Strait, and long before I was aware that this streaked or veined character of

glacier-ice had been a subject of dispute.*

Tyndall considers that the veined or ribboned structure of alpine glacier is owing to

the presence of spaces from which the air-bubbles in the ice have been wholly expelled, trans-

lucency being thus converted into transparency. These blue veins are apparelitlv caused

by pressure. The pressure is excited in three directions, producing veins which are com-

plementary to the three kinds of crevasse—transverse, longitudinal, and maro-inal.

The greater portion of the bergs form long streams opposite their "ice-fjords," these

streams being constantly reinforced by fresh additions poured out from the fjord. Hence

certain localities in Greenland are distinguished by their " ice-streams

;

" these localities

being invariably opposite the mouths of ice-fjords, or fjords with great glaciers at their

landward end pouring out icebergs. Wherever these glaciers terminate the glacier stream

will be found.

What is under the ice no man can say. No doubt the country is undulating, but

it must now be well worn down by the immense mass of ice which has been for ages

moving over it. The amount of mud pouring out into the fjords is very great. In some

cases it is shoaling up the fjords, and in a few cases has effectually blocked them. The

mud is tine, and soon gets laminated. The Arctic shellfish burrow into it, and when the

* These blue stripes are several feet in dimension, and in them are generally found the "dirt-bands " of foreign

matter (stones, gravel, clay, &c.), the remains of the moraine. Dr. Rink thinks that the blue stripes arc foraicd by a

filling up of the fissures in the tnlancl ice with water— '• perhaps mixed with snow, gravel, and stonrs ; and such a

refrigeration of the water in the fissures may be supposed to be an important agency in setting in motion these great

mountains of ice."
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petty tides of the far North are at ebb, they are exposed in long- dreary flats^, over

which the icy winds from the interior blow with bitter force. When the glacier reaches

the sea, the stream flows out under the water, and, owing- to the smaller specific g-ravity

of the fresh water, rises to the surface, as Dr. Rink describes, "like springs''''—though

he does not consider (as some have supposed him to do) that that water was in reality

spriug-water, or of the nature of springs. Here are generally swarms of Entomostraca

AN AKCTIC LAKE IN THE HEIGHT OF SUMMER.

(or water-fleas) and other marine animals. These attract flights of gulls, which are ever

noisily fighting for their food in the vicinity of such places.

AYe lived for the greater portion of a whole summer at Jakobshavn, a little Danish

post, in latitude 69° 13' N., close to which is the great Jakobshavn ice-fjord, which annually

pours an immense quantity of icebergs into Disco Bay. In early times this inlet was quite

open for boats ; and Nunatak (a word meaning a " land surrounded by ice '') was once

an Eskimo settlement. There was in 1867 an old man (Manjus) living at Jakobshavn

whose grandfather was born there. The Tessiusak, an inlet of Jakobshavn ice-fjord, could

at that time be entered by boats. Now-a-days, Jakobshavn ice-fjord is so choked up by

bergs that it is impossible to go up in boats, and such a mode of entering it is never

thought of. The Tessiusak must be reached by a laborious journey over land ; and Nunatak

is now only a distant island surrounded by the inland ice—a place where no man lives, or
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has, in the memory o£ any one nou^ living-, reached.^ Both along its shore and that
of the main fjord are numerous remains o£ dwellings long uninhabitable, owing to it

being impossible to gain access to them by sea. The inland ice is now encroaching on
the land, though at one time it appears to have covered many portions of the country
at present bare. This advance and retreat of the inland ice may be due to chano-e of
climate, to the rapid advance f of the ice from the interior, or to the rise and faU of
the land (p. 67).

There are traditions that a great inlet once stretched across Greenland not far

VIEW OF JAKOliSIIAVN, NORTH GKEENLANU. iFrom OH OrUjuud tSkvlcU.)

from this place, as represented on some of the old maps, but that it has also now -ot
choked up with consolidated bergs. In former times the natives used to speak of pieces
of timber dnft.ng out of this inlet, and even tell of people coming across ; and stories
yet linger among them of the former occurrence of such proofs of the openness of the
mlet. All that we know is, that such a trans-continental passage, if ever it did exist, is
now shut up. The glacier and the ice-stream have not changed their course, though, if

* All rocks or isl.ts surrounek.J by llio -inland ice'" are called " Nunataks " by the Grocnlanders.
ti<rom observations made in the summer of 187o, at Jakobshavn Fjord, Hellund, a Norwegian geologist,

estimated this at 47 feet per diem in summer. Unless there is some great oiTor in these observations, this extra-
ordinary rate of motion is from twenty to thirty times greater than glaciers have been obsen-ed to move in
tc^mperate zones.
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the shoaling of the iulet goes on (and should the glacier continue at its head_, nothing

is more certain)^ then it is just possible that the friction of the bottom of the inlet

may overcome the force of the gbcier, and that the ice may seek another course. As

the neighbourhood is high and rocky _, this is hardly possible vrith the present contour

of the land. At the present day^ the whole neighbourhood of the mouth of the glacier

is full of bergs ; and often we should be astonished on some quiet sunshiny day^ without a

breath of wind in the bay^ to see the " ice shooting out " (as the local phrase is) from

the ice-fjordj and the little bay in front of our door in Jakobshavn Kirke covered with

huge icebergs^ so that we should find it necessary to put off our excursion to the other

side of the inlet ; and the natives would stand hungry on the shore^ as nobody would dare

put off in his l-aj/al: to kill seals^ being afraid of the falling of the bergs. In a few

hours the bay would be clear, until another crop sprang out from the fjord. At any time

to venture near these bergs would be attended with great danger; and the poor Green-

lander often loses his life in the attempt, as the bergs, even when aground, have always a

slight motion, which has the effect of stirring up the food on which the seals subsist.

Accordingly, the neighbourhood of these bergs is favourable for seals, in the attempt

to capture which the hapless ^'' kayaker •'' not unfrequently loses his life by falling ice.

^^'hen we would row between two to avoid a few hundred yards^ circuit, the rower

would pull with muffled oars and bated breath. Orders would be given in whispers

;

and even were ' Sabine^s gull or the great auk to swim past, I scarcely think that even

the chance of gaining such a prize would tempt us to run the risk of firing, and thereby

endangering otir lives by the reverberations bringing down pieces of crumbling ice

hanging overhead. A few strokes, and we are out of danger; and then the pent-up

feelings of our stolid fur-clad oarsmen find vent in lusty huzzahs ! Yet, when viewed

out of danger, this noble assemblage of ice palaces—hundreds in number being seen at

such times from the end of Jakobshavn Kirke—was a anaguificent sight ; and the

voyager might well indulge in some poetic frenzy at the view. The noonday heat

had melted their sides ; and the rays of the red evening sun glancing askance among

them would conjure up fairy visions of castles of silver and cathedrals of gold floating

in a sea of summer sunlight. Here was the AValhalla of the sturdy Vikings ; here the

city of the sun-god Freyr ; Alfheim, with its elfin caves ; and Glitner, with its walls

of gold and roofs of silver; Gimle, more brilliant than the sun; Gladsheim, the home

of the happy; and there, piercing the clouds, was Himmelberg, the celestial mount,

where the bridge of the gods touches heaven.* Suddenly there is a swaying, a moving

of the water, and our fairy palace falls in pieces ; or, with an echo like a jn-olonged

thunder-peal, it capsizes, sending the waves in breakers up to our very feet. The whole

scene was worthy of Coleridge's graphic, though now hackneyed, lines in " The Ancient

Mariner/-' in which he says :

—

" The ice, mast high, came floating by.

As green as emerald."

Some of these icebergs are of enormous size. Hayes calculated that one stranded in

Baffin's Bay, in water nearly half a mile in depth, contained about 27,U00,000,0UU cubic

* Hayes' " Open Polar Sea," p. 29.
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feet of ice^ and the entire mass must have weighed not less than 2,000/)00,00U tons.

Rink has calculated that about one-seventh of the bulk of an iceberg is above the water^

and six-sevenths below it.

The force of the water displaced by the shooting out is great. Actually the cable of a

brig of 200 tons was broken by the wave caused by the shooting out of the icebergs in

Jakobshavn Fjord. If in the little harbour of Jakobshavn the water rose and fell with a force

sufficient to accomplish this, on other parts of the coast it must have been even greater.

Professor Nordenskjold considers that he saw no true moraines in Greenland. It is

perfectly correct that the glaciers, which are the outlets for the ice pouring seaward from

the interior, are, in some cases, so short that before they reach the sea they are unable to

accumulate much moraine; but that they do in man}' cases, the loads carried on the surface

of the icebergs—to go no further for an illustration—abundantly testify. ^Vhether or not

there are mountains in the interior, we do not as yet know. The absence of moraine on the

ice, so far as observed, goes, however, far to render this very doubtful.

Sometimes fragments break off the berg ; this is called " calving." These fragments

will occasionally fall on boats, or on the decks of passing ships, and are one of the great

dangers encountered in Arctic navigation. The bergs themselves are not often the cause

of accidents, though I have seen one, carried swiftly before the wind, clean the side of a

ship of its boats before the helmsman could steer out of its way. The whalers frequently

anchor to them when they are aground, and owing to the accumulation of fresh water in

their hollows, they are in the habit of watering the ship by means of a hose let into the

water-tanks in the ship's hold.

Rise and Fall of the Arctic Lands.

If the reader be a geologist—and geology is only a part of geography—he need not be

told that the earth has undergone many changes. It will be among the most familiar of

truths to him, that though the poets have rhymed of the stable land and the unstable sea,

exactly the converse is true. It is the sea which is stable, and the land which is ever

oscillating—slowly and imperceptibly in most cases, but rising and falling nevertheless.

Scandinavia is one example. On the coast of Sweden, a few years ago, was found buried

beneath beds of sea-sand or gravel, while digging a canal, a fisherman's hut, of a very

pre-historic type indeed. Now, the rude savage whose home this hut had been might not

have been of a very brilliant intellect ; but at least he was sane and human, and, there-

fore, would not have built his hovel at the bottom of the sea. He built it on land, but

as it was discovered under a layer of sea-sand, the sea must have gradually covered it

;

and as it was, when found, high abo\e the sea-level, it must also have b^en elevated above

the waves. This is only one of many such instances.. Sometimes the coast at one place

may be falling, and at another, a few miles north, simultaneously rising.

There is reason to believe that in the time of the Romans the Scandinavian peninsula was

an island. Indeed, Ptolemy speaks of the Scandinavian Islands. This slate of rise and fall,

and more especially rise, is true of the whole circumpolar regions east and west of Greenland,

wherever observations have been made. I may recapitulate some facts which I ascertained
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durino- my visits to Greenland and other portions of the Arctic regions. " Raised beaches "

are found all around the Greenland coasts, in which shells, &c., of the same species as those

now to be seen in the neighbouring seas, are found, and on the surrounding ice-shaven hills are

found angular " perched blocks " of rock, which could only have been dropped there by icebergs

which had floated over the submerged country. These raised beaches the American explorers of

Smith's Sound found also there, and deduced the conclusion that the whole coast north of the

Danish possessions was rising, because within the Danish possessions facts had been observed

showing that there it was falling. In reality, though I am not prepared to say that the

coast is not rising in Smith's Sound as in many other parts of the circumpolar regions, yet as

the same raised beaches or terraces are also found in South Greenland, the probabilities are that

Smith's Sound does not differ from the rest of Greenland. In other words, the coast has risen,

it is now again falling. On the coast of South Greenland houses are not only seen beneath the

water, showing that it had fallen, but also further above the sea-level, where no Greenlander

would now build them. The facts, proving that the coast has been long sinking, are well

known to geographers. Between 1770 and 1779 Arctander noticed that, in Igalliko Fjord,

a small rocky island, " about a gunshot from the shore," was entirely submerged at spring-

tides
;

yet on it were the walls of a house (dating from the period of the old Icelandic

colonists) fifty-two feet in length, thirty in breadth, five in thickness, and six in height.

Fifty years later the whole of it was so submerged that only the ruins rose above the water.
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The settlement of Julianehaab was founded in 1770 in the same fjord; hut the foundations

of the old store-house, built on an island called " The Castle," are now dry only at very low

water. Ao-ain^ the remains of native houses are seen under water near the colony of

Frederikshaab. Xear the great glacier which projects into the sea between Frederikshaab and

Fiskerna>s, there is a group of islands called Fulluarlalik, on the shores of which are the

ruins of dwellings over which the tide now flows. In 175S, the Moravian Vnifas Fratrnm

founded the mission establishment of Lichtenfels, about two miles from Fiskernses, but

in thirty or forty years they were obliged once, '' perhaps twice," to remove the frames or

posts on which they rested their large 7(miaks, or ''women's" (sealskin) ''boats." The posts

may yet be seen beneath the water.

To the north-east of Godthaab, on a point called Mldmandsnaes (Savage Point) by Hans

Egede, several Greenland families lived in 17:21-36. These dwellings are now desolate, being

covered with water at high tide. At Nappersoak, forty-five miles north of Sukkertoppen, the

ruins of old Greenland houses are also to be seen at low water.

In Disco Bay I had another curious instance brought under my notice. The blubber-

boiling house of that post was originally built on a little rocky islet, about one-eighth of

a mile from the shore, called by the Danes " Spek-Huse-Oe," and by the Eskimo " Krowe-

lenwak," which means just the same thing—viz., " Blubber-house Island." For many years

the island has been slowly sinking, until in 1S67, the year of our visit, the superintendent

of the settlement had been under the necessity of removing the house from it, as the island

had been gradually subsiding until the floor of the dwelling was flooded at high tide, though,

it is needless to say, it was sufliciently far above high-water mark when originally built. On

another island in its vicinity the whole of the Claushavn natives used to encamp in the summer,

for the trel)le purpose of drying seals' flesh for winter use, of being free from disturbance by

the doo's, and of getting somewhat relieved from the plague of mosquitoes ; but now the

island is so circumscribed that the natives do not encamp there, the space above water not

aliowin o- of room for more than three or four skin tents. Exactly similar facts have been

observed at Frederikshaab and other localities in South Greenland.

I have made an attempt to estimate the rate of fall ; and though we have no certain

data, I believe that it does not exceed five feet in a centurj-, if so much ; so that none of us

will live to see Greenland overspread by the sea. Such at least are the views I have arrived

at from a careful study of this question, and little doubt remains in my mind as to their general

correctness. The only serious reason for hesitating to ask the reader to accept this elucidation

of the subject is, that it would appear that for some indefinite period there has been a gradual

elevation of most of the circumpolar region going on. The facts in regard to this have been

carefully collated by ;Mr. H. Howorth, though it must be acknowledged with apparently

a foregone conclusion, or at least a strong bias to the doctrine he has espoused. One fact

I may here mention, as it has not been noticed by ^Ir. Howorth. A few years ago the

Norwegian walrus hunters discovered a group of small islets north of Novai Zemlai.

They were merely sandy patches scattered with Iwulders dropped from icebergs which had

at one time floated over them, and raised but a few feet above the sea

—

'• islands salt and bare,

The haunt of seals and ores and sea-mews' clang."
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On some of the islets — notably on Hellwald^s and Browii^s— were found West Indian

fruits washed up by the Gulf Stream : hence they were named " The Gulf Stream Islands/'

Yet only about two centuries ag-o the Dutch took soundings on the very spot where these

islands have since been gradually raised above the sea. It is also said that the whale

{Balcena mi/sticetus) has left the Spitzberg-en Sea, owing to the waters having got too

shallow for it^ on account of the gradual rise of the bottom. Mr. Lamont found bones in

hollows in Spitzbergen^ which he was inclined to believe were the remains of whales killed

by man, that had been towed into these localities when they were shallow bays, though now

dry land, in order to be " fleased.^^ On Franz Joseph^s Land there are also raised beaches.

The " fjords/^ or inlets which are found in the northern and southern hemispheres, have in

all likelihood been the beds of ancient glaciers when the coast was higher than now ; and the

" lochs " of the West of Scotland are of the same nature. While speaking on this subject, it

may be mentioned in passing, that geologists are now almost at one in believing that Scotland

and a great portion of the north of Europe, America, and probably also Asia, were^ during what

is called the " Glacial Period/^ swathed in ice much the same as Greenland now is. In ever}'

quiet Scottish glen we find traces that at one time these were the beds of ancient glaciers.

There are the rounded boulders which the peasant will tell us were brought hither by witches,

though in reality a more wonderful agent than any " wise woman " was the carrier that

conveyed them, the scratched rocks, the roches vioutonnees, and the rough " boulder clay,'' such

as most likely underlies modern glaciers, and the finely laminated clay, such as is now washed

out from under the glaciers, and deposited in the Greenland fjords. To enter, however, upon

these facts would take up too much space, besides being rather beside our subject. They are

found recorded, with more or less accuracy, in various works, the auth )rs of which, no matter

how widely they may differ, agree in the main facts upon which we have tuuched.

CHAPTER IV.

Life in Polar Lands.

More than two hundred years ago Edward Pellham, first of English mariners who had

the courage to winter in Spitzbergen—or Greenland, as he called it—and the good

fortune to come back and tell the tale, wrote these words :
—

" Greenland is a country very

farre northward . . . the land wonderfull mountainous, the mountaines all the year long-

full of yce and snow, the plaines in part bare in summer time . . . where growes neither

tree nor hearbe . . . except scurvygrass and sorrell . . . the sea ... as barren as

the land, affording no fish but whales, sea-horses, seals, and another small fish . . . and

hither is a yearely fleet of English sent.'' The devout old seaman's dictum was, no doubt,

a fair resume of the po2)ular knowledge of his period, and is at the present day not an

inapt reflection of the common ideas regarding the barrenness of life in the Arctic regions.
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Ill reality, the Polar lands are not devoid of life, except in the extreme north. The species

of plants and animals may not be many, but the individuals of those which live in these

extremities of the earth are far from few. (See also pp. 19^ 23, 27, 32, &c.)

Plants, &c.

Flowering plants, in all likelihood, extend to the Pole itself. In Franz-Josefs Land

—

that drearv region, discovered in IS 73 by the Austrian Expedition, under Lieutenants Payer

THE QUAX. [Archangelica officinalis.)

and Weyprecht—Arctic barrenness seems to have reached its acme. It equals Spitzbergen in

extent, and consists of several large masses of land—Wilczek Land in the east, Zichy Land in

the west—which are intersected by numerous fjords, and skirted by a large number of islands.

A wide sound (Austria Sound) separates these masses of land. It extends north from Cape

Hansa to about latitude 82° north, where Rawlinson Sound forks oif to the north-east.

Trap, or whinstone, of the variety called dolerite, is the prevailing kind of rock, and small

beds of brown coal were discovered. The mountains reach a height of from 2,000 to 3,000

feet, and on the south-west even attain, in Richthofen Peak, an altitude of 5,000 feet.

There are also gigantic glaciers, and the ne're is much more elevated above the sea than in

Greenland or Spitzbergen. All the low islands in Austria Sound are covered with an ice-cap.

The vegetation is, however, far poorer than that of Greenland, Spitzbergen, or Novai Zemlai

;
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and, excepting- in the Antarctic regions, wo have the assurance of Lieut. Payer that no country

exists on the face of the earth which is poorer in that respect. The general physiognomy of

the flora, but not the species, resembles that met with in the Alps at an elevation of 9,000 to

10,000 feet. The season during which the discoverers of the country visited it was certainly

that in which vegetable life first puts forth its appearance, and most of the slopes were still

A GROUP OF ESKIMO.

covered with snow ; but even the most favoured spots near the sea-level, which were no longer

covered with snow, were unalile to induce them to arrive at a different conclusion. "On level

spots we scarcely met with anything but poor and solitary bunches of grass, a few species of

saxifrage and Sllene acmdis. Dense carpets of mosses and lichens were more abundant, but

most plenteous of all was a liclien—the wintry Umbilicaria arctica. Driftwood, mostly of an

old date, was met wdth on many occasions, but only in small quantities. We once saw lying, only

a trifle higher than the water-line, the trunk of a larch, above a foot thick, and some feet m
length. The driftwood, like our vessel, had probably been drifted to these latitudes by the winds

—in all likelihood from Siberia—and not by currents. The country, as might have been supposed,

10
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lias no human inhabitants ; and in its southern portions scarcely any animals^ except bears^ are

met with. ^lany portions of this newly-discovered country are exceedingly beautiful, though

it bears throughout the impress of Arctic rigidity. •'' ^

It may be added that the bears in Franz Joseph's Land were much less fierce than in East

Greenland, where they not only sometimes attacked the German explorers in the vicinity of

Franz-Joseph Fjord (p. 61), but even carried off one of the crew out of the ship. Bears

were frequently met during the winter, but always males, so that this almost settles the

disputed question of the hibernation of the females. On Rudolph Land an increase of

temperature was noticed. The explorers had previously noticed the flight of birds from the

north ; here they found the rocks covered with thousands of auks and divers. Thev rose

up in immense swarms, and filled the air with the noise of their vehement whirring, for

breeding-time had arrived. Traces of bears, hares, and foxes were met with everywhere,

and seals capered sluggishly upon the ice. When Auk Cape was rounded it resembled a

gigantic aviary. Walrus were seen only twice. In Spitzbergen there is, probably, a richer

flora than in Xovai Zemlai, though this latter island contains the lemming and the ermine

among its mammals, which are not found in the former. Spitzbergen possesses over 110

species of flowering plants, but among its insects beetles are not numbered, though above

twenty species have been found in West Greenland; yet Spitzbergen has thirteen of the

bee order {Kijiiieiioptera), while only three have been noticed in "West Greenland. In

Greenland, again, butterflies and moths are common—twenty-six different kinds have been

captured ; but as yet only one specimen has been noticed in Spitzbergen. Two-winged

insects are almost twice as plentiful in Spitzbergen as in Greenland (forty-nine to twenty-six)

.

The vegetation of East Greenland, as explored by the Germans, agrees in all important points

with that of West Greenland, though the species are fewer. Xine species of plants have,

however, been found in East Greenland which are unknown in the West. The general

character of the flora of West Greenland I have already noted. It comprises over 3:2

U

species of flowering plants and ferns, while but eighty-nine have yet been recorded from

East Greenland. Plants have been found as far north as man has yet gone in Smith's

Sound. In this region life teems. The sea abounds in walrus, seal, narwhal, and white

whale; the land in foxes, reindeer, eider-ducks, wild geese, snipe, and various gulls and

other sea-birds. Whales, seals, walrus, and bears find their principal haunts in the sea.

In Thank-God Bay, Hall's party found the plain free from snow, a creeping herbage

covering the ground, on which many musk-oxen were pasturing, while hares and lemmings

abounded. The wild flowers were bright in colour, and flocks of birds of passage came

north; indeed, so abundant is life nearly everywhere within the Arctic Circle, that there

are few localities where well-arranged parties of skilful hunters could not live by the

produce of their guns or traps. There has as yet been discovered no limit to the north-

ward range of animal life. The Eskimo is not a vegetable feeder, for the simple reason

that he has no vegetables to feed on; yet when he can he uses a few food-plants. In

Kamskatka the natives are only to a very limited extent vegetable feeders, but even the

wildest denizens of the far North try and obtain some plants to vary their flesh diet.

Among the scanty vegetable products which the Arctic regions yield must be classed

* Paj-er: '" Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc," Vol. XIX., pp. 17, kc.
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the various edible berries. The cranberry, the whortleberry, the cowberry, and the crowberry

are the chief. The crowberry {Enqietrum nigrum) and the whortlel)erry are the only ones

which the Greenlanders use, and even now they use them much less than thev did formerly.

At one time enormous quantities were gathered, and, after being- mixed with train oil, were
eagerly devoured as a prime Eskimo luxury. In some places the plants bear so plentifullv

that they look like bunches of grapes, and almost blacken the turf composed of the dwarf
birch, and the gay alpine rose [Rhododendron Lapponicum). The Archaugelica officinalis,

or '^quan'' (p. 72), is another of the favourite Greenland edible herbs. It has been Ion o-

used in Norway (the reader may remember that King Olaff, in the Sao-a of Heimskrino-la

gave angelica-stalks as a present to the haughty Queen Thyra), and it is probable that

the Greenlanders first ate it in imitation of the Scandinavians. It is onlv to be seen on the

island of Disco, and in one spot, up a fjord, in 01.^ north latitude. Hence the Greenlanders

say that Disco was towed from the latter locality to its present position, in 70° north

latitude. A species of houseleek [Sednm Rhodiola), Pedieularis kirsnfa, Epilobium
laiifoVuim, two varieties of sorrel, and the scurvygrass {Coc/ilearia) may be also men-
tioned among the other edible plants of the Arctic regions. Seaweeds are also eaten

and, indeed, have on many occasions in times of scarcity saved people from starvation.

In Greenland attempts have been made to raise some of the common plants of European
gardens. At the Danish station of Godthaab (latitude ()1°), close to the open sea, turnips,

radishes, lettuces, and parsley are almost the only plants that can be cultivated with any
success. The turnij), indeed, requires a favourable summer to produce anything- like tolerable

specimens. The cabbages are scarcely worthy of the name; but at two inland stations up
the fjord, about thirty miles north of Godthaab, the climate is strikingly different. Here
Dr. Rink informs us, turnips always come to perfection; carrots prosper well, and attain

a fair size; and cabbages, though unable to develop thick stalks, yet produce tolerably lar^-e

leaves, which the provident Danes stow away for winter use. Attempts have been made
to cultivate potatoes, but the tubers never attain a size larger than marbles and are onlv

grown and eaten as curiosities. Under the most favourable circumstances, green peas onlv

produce shells, in which the peas are barely recognisable. This is within the Arctic Circle

or at least on its immediate borders. In South Greenland—the site of the old Norsemen's
settlements—horticulture is practised under more favourable circumstances. At some of the

posts, in about the same latitude as Christiania, good carrots have been produced, and in a

forcing-frame strawberries have grown well, and yielded fruit for several years, but they

afterwards died, owing probably to the severity of the climate. At Julianehaab turnips

often attain a weight of more than half a pound, and are fit for table in the middle of July.

Radishes are fit to be eaten in the middle of June. Rhubarb grows pretty vigorously, and
can be raised from seeds. Green cabbage attains a good size, but never the normal taste

and pungency of the vegetable. At Jakobshavn, in 69" 13', our good friend Dr. Pfaff

used to raise a few radishes, and the locality being sheltered, the tiny i)atch of earth on

the rocks, which in that remote place passed for a garden, produced " crops '' almost as

luxuriant as Godthaab in the south. "While out-door cultivation is next to a forlorn hope
m horticulture, Greenland is exceedingly well adapted—probably owing to the continual

summer daylight—for the in-door cultivation of European plants. Geraniums, fuchsias, and
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other of our common flowers flourish abundantly in the house of every tasteful Greenland

" Colonibestyrer/^ or superintendent of a settlement^ and wherever the Danish ladies go,

they carry with them the well-beloved flowers of their native land, as mementoes of home,

to console them in their voluntary exile.

Dr. Hooker has so thoroughly investigated the nature of the Arctic flora and its

distribution, that it would be a waste of space to attempt to give a popular recapitulation

of his views within the limits we have assigned to this portion of the subject. His memoir

is accessible to those interested in this rather technical question.* It is enough for us to

say that he divides it into the plants of Arctic Europe, Arctic Asia, Arctic West America,

Arctic East America, and Greenland. The flora of Greenland is peculiar in this respect

:

SEALS. [I'Jiuca VHllIuKI.)

that though Greenland is close to America, and far distant from Europe, the plants are

essentially those of Norway, and not of the nearer American shore. The cause of this is

not difficult to seek. It points to the probability of Baffin^s Bay and Davis' Strait having

been lono- gulfs intervening between Greenland and the opposite mainland of Amei'ica,

preventing the two floras intermixing. On the other hand, the similarity—we might say

identity—of the Northern European and Greenland floras renders it highly probable that at

one time Europe and Greenland were united; indeed, both the flora and fauna^—plants and

animals—of East Greenland and Scandinavia are more alike than those of West Greenland.

In the not very remote past, either a continuous continent—such as geologists believe to

have at one time joined Europe and America—or a chain of islands covered over what

is now a sea. Iceland, even Spitzbergen, Jan Mayen, and possibly the Faroe Islands,

Shetland, and Orkney, are only the remnants of this land over which the European

* "Transactions of the Linnean Society," Vol. XXIII. (1801), pp. 251—348; and the Admiralty's "Manual of

the Natural History of Greenland" (p. 19), which is also an encyclopaedia of all other branches of .t\j-ctic Natui-al

History.
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plants travelled to Greenland. Birds of passag-e from Europe may convey seeds on

their feathers^ &c., but these must be very few; and, moreover, there are birds of passao-e

also arriving- every summer in Greenland from America ; so that this favourite method

of accounting for the transport of plants operates both ways.

Animals.

The Arctic seas swarm with life. The dredge brings up hosts of shell-fish, Crustacea

(the crab and shrimp order), ^sea-urchins, and starfishes; and often the calm surface of the

ESKIMO WATCHING luU A SEAL.

ocean is swarming with the varied forms of jelly-fishes—some great, others sufficiently

large to aid in giving that splendid phosphorescent appearance to the Arctic Ocean which

is so marked, especially during the dark autumn nights which succeed the long summer

day. Sponges, and even corals of a tiny description, are found in some portions of the

Arctic Ocean, while the minute, almost microscopic, foraminifera are numerous.

The land fauna is neither so varied nor so exuberant. It is the sea animals which

pre-eminently supply the chief attractions for man—savage and civilised—in these far

northern regions ; and among all these the seals and whales are the principal animals

hunted.

Seal-hunting is one of the great arts of the Arctic region— I might almost say

the greatest of all the occupations which attract Euro])eans to those inhosiiitable zones

—

and the most important occupation of the natives themselves. It is pursued in two ways

:

first, on a large scale, during a few weeks in the year, by the European ships which leave

Scotland and the northern ports of the Continent for that purpose ; and throughout the year
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l)y the natives themselves. The Greenlander may be taken as the type of the Arctic seal-

hunter. To him the seal is all in all. It affords him food^ light^ and clothing*, and even its

bones and intestines supply material for hunting implements and articles of domestic

economy. There are, exclusive of the walrus, five species of seals on the Greenland coast.

None of these are stationary all the year round, but some of each kind are always to be

found in greater or less abundance. A Greenlander is trained from early youth in all the

art and mystery of paddling a kayak, or skin canoe, and of hunting the different si:)ecies

of seals. Without having learnt, and being thoroughly acquainted with this art, he could

not live in the frozen North. The general principle adopted is that employed by the

Europeans in killing whales, viz., striking- the seal with the harpoon, the line of which is

attached to the inflated " drogue," or bladder, and then, after it has tired itself out diving

and rising to the surface to breathe, to kill it with the lance. When the seal is only a

small one the bladder-arrow is used. This so-called bladder-arrow is a small harpoon

without a line, and with only a small bladder to buoy up the weapon should it miss its

mark. This weapon is also employed in the "halloo hunt," which consists in a number of

Greenlanders driving a flock of seals into a narrow inlet or bay, and slaughtering them in

this confined place. Firearms have been introduced by Europeans, and have now, to a great

extent, replaced the native weapons. In seal-hunting, however, the rifle can, owing to the

seal sinking so rapidly, be only used when the hunter is stalking the sleejiing seal on the

ice-fields during the winter and early spring. Sometimes a dog is employed to point the seals,

being covered over with snow, and only to be detected in daylight by the steam which

rises into the frosty air. The wild Eskimo of the w^estern side of Davis^ Strait use this

method of hunting much during the winter season. When the seal is found the hunter

plants his spear in its body, and holds on by the line until it rises again, if he does not

succeed in killing it immediately (p. 77). A little white screen raised on a tiny sled is also

employed to stalk the sleeping seal. The barrel of the musket is rested on the cross-bars

between the supports of the screen, the barrel merely protruding through a hole in it. This

the hunter pushes gently before him. To the quick-eared seal it looks simply like a piece

of ice, and is disregarded after the first alarm. The stalker approaches until he is within

shot, and may think himself fortmiate if the seal, in the first agonies of the wound, do

not roll over, and disappear down the breathing-hole in the ice, near which it always

lies ready to disappear at the first sign of danger. I have seen the wild Eskimo of the

western shores of Davis^ Strait adopt much the same method of stalking the seal, only

in this case they dispensed with the screen, and depended on getting within shooting

distance by rolling over and over, tossing a little snow in the air, and frisking, after

the manner of their prey, which their dress of sealskin gave them every advantage in

doing. To protect their arms and hands from abrasion by the ice they used to w^ear

gauntlets of bear-skin, a pair of which the writer still possesses. A white shirt was

also eagerly coveted by them, in order that, by putting this over their ordinary dress,

they might be better enabled to simulate the colour of the ice and snow among which

they were sliding along. Seals are also captured with nets, either singly or in droves;

indeed, the different methods of capturing seals by the Eskimo form one of the most

interesting of the chapters which Dr. Rink, the quondam Governor of Greenland, has written
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upon the northern land which he so long- ruled. The inhabitants of the Arctic regions also

kill the different species of whale^ thoug-h their modm operandi does not greatly differ^

in its general principles^ from that adopted by the Europeans, to be presently described.

In all there are five seals within the Arctic regions : the saddle-back, or harp seal, so

called from the shape of the dark mark on the back of the male {Phoca GroenlamJira)

;

the Hoe-rat (P/ioca foitida); the bladder-nose—deriving its name from the inflated hood,

or "caul,""' as the old navigators call it, on its forehead {Ci/stophora cristata) ; the

fresh-water seal [Phoca vitulina, p. 70), which, though the most common seal on our

shores, is the rarest in Polar lands, and the ground or grown seal {Phoca harbaia).

The first two, with a few of the ground seals, are those chiefly killed by the European

sealers. All of them are " hair " seals, their hides being only used for leather, or by the

Eskimo for clothing and the other varied uses to which they put every part of this animal.*

The different species of fur seal are confined to the North and South Pacific, and in the

former locality penetrate within the Arctic Circle ; but the " fishery " of the fur seal can be

best described when we are engaged, farther on, in considering the fur countries proper,

their products and their industries. Though the Greenlanders and other Eskimo tribes kill

many thousands every year, yet the vast majority of the seals brought to this countrv, to

the Continent, and to America, are obtained by the slaughter of the flocks of them which

congregate in the sjiring on the floe-ice off the coast of Newfoundland, Labrador^ and in

the vicinity of the island of Jan Mayen, between Iceland and Spitzbergen.

The ships engaged in the Newfoundland and Labrador sealing are very often "country

vessels^''

—

i.e., belonging to the port of St. John^s; but those which frequent the Jan Maven,

or " Greenland sealing,^^ as it is erroneously called, are chiefly from Scotland, Holland,

Germany, and Norway, and generally those which afterwards go to the whaling (Chapter Y.).

They leave home about the last days of February or the 1st of March, and after calling in at

Lewick, in Shetland, for "extra hands,''^ arrive at the edge of the Arctic ice in ten days or a

fortnight at the outside after leaving I'ltinia Thiile. They coast along its " bight,''^ or edge,

looking for the flocks of young seals, or penetrate the leads or openings in the ice-field

(p. 5£) in search of their prey. The old seals are not so easily killed as the young ones;

accordingl}', the sealers wait until the seals whelp, or " pup,^^ in order that they may slaughter

the white-coated young. It is not for a week that the pups can take to the water;

accordingly, during that time they fall an easy prey to the sealers, who land in groups, armed

with spiked clubs, and provided with " rueruddies,'^ or ropes attached by broad belts over their

shoulders. A blow over the nose by the club or heavy boot is generally sufficient to kill, or

at least to stun, the young seals. As these flocks will sometimes number many thousands,

stretching far and near, the slaughter is immense. No sooner are they killed than another

man whips out his knife and, by a few adroit cuts, turns the carcase out of the jacket

—

i.e.,

the hide and blubber combined. The hides are then collected in piles, and dragged by the

"rueruddies" to a convenient place for being taken oft* by the boats, which are continually plying

between the ship and the ice; or, if the ship be frozen in, they are dragged to its side; then

* For which I may be allowoil to refer the reader to my notes on the Seals of Spitzbergen and Greenland in

" Proceedin£?s of the Zoological Society" (1868); or the Admii'alty's "Manual of the Natural Hi:<tory of Green-

land," &c. (1875).
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tliey are dropped into the hold, and after, at a " slack time/' are taken up again, the blubber

sliced off, and the skins salted, for better preservation, until the vessel arrives home. The

number killed is sometimes enormous : vessels have arrived in Dundee with as many as

22,000 seals, the product of only a few weeks' slaughter. Of late years an attempt has

been made to get the different European governments engaged in the business to agree to

a " close time." As yet this has been unsuccessful, and it is more than doubtful, looking at

the question purely from a commercial view, whether this would be possible. The greater

number of the seals killed are young ones, and the immense slaughter solely depends on the

fact that the pups, or " white-coats," are unable to take to the water, and so fall an easy prey to

their murderers. The old ones will remain as long as possible guarding their young, and even

after they have left the ice will sometimes raise themselves up, and severely bite the unwary

"hunter."

Sometimes the sealers penetrate as far north as between 70''' and 7-3^' X. latitude, and

there continue sailing about until they find the seals, which they generally do about the first

week in April. If they do not get access to them, they remain until early in May, when, if

they intend pursuing the whaling in the Spitzbergen sea that summer, they go north to

about 74^"-' N. latitude, to the "old sealing," or further still—even to 81^ X.—to the

whaling. Most of them, however, if not successful by the middle or third week of April,

leave for home, to complete their supplies, in order to be off by the 1st of May to the Davis

Strait whale fishery. During the month of ]\rarch and the early part of April the sealers are

subject to all vicissitudes of weather, calm and storm suddenly alternating, while the ther-

mometer will stand for weeks at zero, or even many degrees below it. Many risks are run

by men being turned adrift on pieces of ice, owing to storms arising, and accidents from this

and other causes are frequent.

In Newfoundland the seal-fishery is an important element in the prosjjerity of that ancient,

if frigid^ colony. It is carried on by sailing vessels and steamers, the crews of which number

from 20 to 250 men. The sailing vessels begin work not earlier than the 5th of March, and

the latter not earlier than the 10th of the same month, a "close time" to this extent having

been enforced by the colonial Legislature. The "take" of the Labrador sealers is even more

enormous than that of the Greenland ones. For instance, in the spring of 1872 the steamer

Commodore brought into port 31,314 seals, weighing 655 tons, and valued at £23,731 16s. 9d.

Yet this vessel was only 290 tons, and as she sailed into the port was so deep that one side of

the deck was actually under water. Her crew numbered 200, and as the crews of sealers and

whalers work partially on the co-operative principle—that is, they are jxiid according to the

value of the cargo—each of the ordinary seamen received upwards of £39. The Dundee seamen

receive £2 10s. per month, with 2s. 6d. per ton "oil money," so that, supposing the vessel

gets enough to make 100 tons, each man would receive for his trip the sum of £16. The

European sealers do not generally carry such large crews, and the return per man is

usually less. In the previous year (1S71) the Xewfoundland sealers took about 231,000 seals,

making an average of 21,000 each, the largest for many seasons. Most of them made

two trips. In 1^65 the four Dundee vessels captured 63,000 seals. In 1866 seven vessels

took 5S/J00. In 1867 eleven vessels took 56,000. In 1868 twelve vessels took 16,760.

In 1869 eleven vessels had 75,600. In 1870 the number of vessels engaged was nine,
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but they brought to the port 90^-150 seals; and so these figures give a fair average. In 1871,

on the nth of April, one Dundee vessel, the Arctic, had 15,U0U on board, and the Esquimaux

14-,oo0, though the season had not then finished. On the other hand, cases are by no means

unfrequent in which vessels will cruise around—penetrating this "lead'" and that "bight,-"

coasting here and there, suffering all the hardships o£ an Arctic spring—and yet not capture

a single seal. The sealing, like the whaling, does not now occupy the same number of

men it formerly did. This is greatly owing to steamers being more employed than before.

Fifteen years ago, 15,000 men were emploj^ed in sailing vessels; now little more than

half that number are so occupied. On the other hand, the " hands " on board the steamers

in the Newfoundland seal trade—it is of these we speak—number about 8,000. It is

calculated that on the extinction of the sailing fleet, only about 5,000 men will get berths.

The value of seals varies with their species, size, and general condition. The young saddle-

back will weigh from forty-five to sixty pounds, while the old female of the same species

will weigh from seventy to ninety pounds, and the male from ninety to 150 pounds. The

ground seal, or " square fipper,^^ as the Newfoundland sealers call it, will sometimes weigh

as much as 650 pounds. This includes skin and fat alone, for the carcase is of no use,

and is always allowed to lie on the ice, to be the prey of the bears or white foxes, and

finally to go to the bottom. The bed of the " sealing grounds " must be perfectly paved with

phocine skeletons. The price the seals bring varies also according to the demand for oil

and skins : 35s. per cwt. is a good sum for young saddlebacks, while the others rank at

about 2s. per cwt. less. When the seals have arrived at the maximum fatness, eighty

generally yield a ton of oil; otherwise the general average is about 100 to the ton

—

[i.e., 252 gallons wine measure; weighing, at a temjierature of 60*^ Fahr., 1,933 lbs. 12 oz.

14 dr. avoirdupois). A few years ago good oil was selling at £33 per ton; add to this

the value of 100 skins at 5s. each, and the whole value of 100 seals would then amount

to £58 sterling. That is the calculation received from Dundee, the first mentioned being

the one made in Newfoundland. The average catch of seals in Newfoundland for the last

twenty years has been about 350,000 annually. In 1873, 463,531 seal-skins were exported.

The number obtained by the vessels in the European fishery is usually much less; perhaps

among them all an average of 200,000 per annum would be thought rather over than under

the mark. This does not, of course, include the number killed by the wild Eskimo—which

cannot be ascertained—or by the civilised Greenlanders—the latter killing, according to

Dr. Rink, about 89,000 seals, and 700 white whales and narwhals every year. Seal-

hunting is of great antiquity. It is said that some of the old Icelandic sagas, or romantic

histories, were written on seal parchment. The Germau warriors who confronted the Roman

legionaries were clothed in seal-skins, and the Roman military tents were at one time also

constructed of the same material. It was believed to be so sure a talisman against lightning,

that Augustus always wore a piece upon his person to act as a safeguard against what

he so dreaded. In the North, cables were made of seals^ and wahW hides, and the Finns

and Lapps paid their tribute in them. The old Icelandic colonists in Greenland paid their

Peter^s pence in the same material ; and a receipt is still in existence showing that their

contributions to the Crusades were paid at Bergen in 1327 in sea-horse tusks. The flesh of

some of the species is excellent. The Eskimo live almost entirely upon it, as do also
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the Danes in Greenland. The writer, during- his residence in that country, also ate it

repeatedly, and, like most other people, learned to like it.

The hunting- of the morse, walrus, or sea-horse {Trichechus i-o>iriiani^, p. hi), if not -so

important commercially, is even a more exciting pursuit than that of the seal. The

walrus is widely distributed over the entire Arctic regions, round the whole circuit of

the Polar basin, and extends at least to the southern extremity of Behring Strait. It

is essentially a coast animal, and one found in shallow waters. It is never to be seen

out on the hiffli seas or more than a short distance from land. Little is known of its

habits during the winter, but it is the belief of Mr. Lamont—who, of all Englishmen, is

probably best acquainted with the habits of this great seal, for such it is, and to whose

observation the following pages owe almost everything of value—that they congregate

in vast numbers at that season about the south-west edges of the great ice-packs of Novai

Zemlai and Spitzbergen. A walrus is now and then found floating in the open sea, on a

fragment of an ice-field; and it is to this accidental migration from its usual haunts that we

owe its occasional presence in the north of Norway, and even in Shetland, Orkney, and the

west of Scotland, to which the few killed in these localities have apjiarently swam, as the

nearest land, after their ice-rafts had broken up. It is even believed that as late as the

fifteenth century it was a regular visitant to our shores, and that the ivory ornaments of the

ancient Britons' horse-trappings and weapons were carved from the sea-horses' tusks. As the

ice breaks up in the spring the walrus move with it, and congregate together in troops, and

finally go ashore in some rocky bay, where they may be sometimes found in thousands. Here,

towards the end of August, they remain in a semi-torpid condition, neither moving nor

feeding.

When found away from the coast it is necessary for the walrus to frequent shoals in order

to obtain the shell-fish which constitute the principal part of its food. Its genenU appearance

may be learned from our figures {pp. 28, 81). The most salient features in its portraiture are its

gnarled hide, its whiskers the thickness of crow-quills, and its two great ivory tusks, or canine

teeth, in the upper jaw. Its broad grinders enable it to crush the shells of the mollusks on

which it feeds, and it is ditticult to say what use it makes of its tusks, unless to stir up the

mud in which its food is found, or to enable it to raise itself upon the ice. It is, however,

these tusks and its coarse hide which render it valuable in commerce. Its ilesh is eaten by the

Norwegian and Siberian hunters, and by the Eskimo, but in the eyes of traders is of no

value, and is not brought to Europe. On the fioes over soundings and shoals the walrus often

accumulate in immense numbers, and lie huddled upon the ice. INlore frequently in Davis'

Strait and Baffin's Bay they are found floating about on pieces of drift ice, in small family

parties of six or seven ; and in my voyages in those parts I have not unfrequently met a

solitary hermit lying asleep on the ice all by himself. Whether in large or small parties, one

is always on the watch, as was noticed long ago by the sagacious Cook. The watch on the

approach of danger will rouse those next to it, and, the alarm being spread, presently the wliole

herd will be on the alert. When attacked, unlike other seals—unless it be the bladder-no-rj

—it will not retreat, but boldly meet its enemies. I was one of a party in a boat ivhich

harpooned a solitary walrus asleep on a piece of ice. It immediately dived, but presently

arose, and, notwithstanding all our exertions with lance, axe, and rille, stove in the bows of
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the boat by tearing the planks asunder with its powerful tusks. Indeed, we were only too

glad to cut the line adrift, and save ourselves, by taking to the ice which the walrus had

left, until assistance could reach us. Luckily for us, the enraged morse was magnanimous

enough not to attack its chop-fallen enemies, but made off, grunting indignantly, with a gun

harpoon and a new whale-line dangling from its bleeding Hanks. Its atlnk, or breathing-hole,

is cleanly finished, and not unlike that of the seals, but in much thicker ice. It ^\nll devour,

VIEW OF Sanderson's hope, near vpekmvik, bafiin's bay, 3,300 iket high, (froi/i ai. urMjuiui 6ivrfcii.)

also, the carcases of floating whales, for the stomach of one killed by us close to where a

whale had been "flensed'' was found crammed with the "krang'' of the departed cetacean.

In its stomach and around its ailn'k are generally found stones—a fact which is also true of

the digestive apparatus of the ground seal and the white whale. Next to man ils chief enemy

is the Polar bear. It is easily domesticated, but has only been once or twice brought 1o

Eno-land. One which I saw on board a whaler would follow its favourites about liko a

dog. It was, however, easily incensed. Its food was chiefly pea soup, and anything else

which it could get. It survived for nearly three months, but not long enough to allow

its " Awook ! awook !
" cry to be heard in the London Zoological Gardens. It is to this cry

of '' awook !
" that the Eskimo name for it [aicook] is due.

From the earliest period it has been determinedly hunted. Old Othere, the first sailer
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beyond the North Cape^ "hunted the wah'us and the seal'^ in the White Sea. From that

date, and probably long- anteriorly, the war of extermination has been going on in Spitz-

bergen and Novai Zemlai, until now the Norwegian walrus hunters have to direct their

vessels far into the Kara Sea in search of their prey. Few, if any of them, now winter

either in Novai Zemlai or Spitzbergen with a view to more easily hunt their prey : they

depend upon the success of their summer work. Year by year their tierce quarry is escaping

EECKEATIOV NEAR THE NOKTH POLE.

to more and more inaccessible localities; and most probably this ruthless persecution

which the walrus have undergone has altered its habits greatly. It is rare now-a-days,

even with the aid of steamers, to bear of such a windfall as the slaughter of a whole

herd. If they be hilled in great numbers in one place, it is almost certain that they

will not be found there in the following season. They will have made a prudent

retreat to less easily reached haunts, where possibly, in future times, the species will be

preserved, when it is no longer possible to derive either sport or profit from its slaughter.

In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries—though it had then been hunted bv Dutch,
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English; Xorweg-ianS; and Russians—they were described as " lying like hogges upon heaps " on

Bear Island^ south of Spitzbergen. Captain Thomas Edge;, in 161 6, killed in East Spitzbergen

no less than a thousand. In other parts of the world they were equally numerous. For

instance; in Lord Shuldham^s day they assembled on the Magdalen Islands^ in the Gulf of St.

Lawrence, to the number of 7,000 or 8,000, and sometimes as many as 1,600 were killed

at one onset by the hunters who 2:)ursued them. AVhen Marten visited Spitzbergen, it

was possible for a ship's crew to kill 900 in seven hours on Cherry Island.

The walrus is generally harpooned like the whale, and then killed by lances while

swimming. Sometimes they are enticed within shot by having a junger—or young one

—

on board, or by using an instrument which, like the deer-call, simulates the cries of the

young in distress, and so attracts the mother until she is near enough to be attacked.

" Many men I have conversed with/' writes Mr. Lamont, " have averred that there is no more

successful trick in the trade than to secure a 'leetle-boy walrus,^ and, by prodding him

up with the butt-end of a lance, elicit the plaintive barks which cannot fail to appeal to

the clannish instincts of any walrus within hearing. I remember on one occasion, some

years ago, falling in with a herd of walruses in the water. The mode of attack was to

endeavour to harpoon them, by dint of hard rowing after the herd, as they alternately dived

and swam on the surface to gain breath. If there are calves in the herd, they cannot go much

faster than the boat, if so fast; and the calves having to come up to breathe much more

frequently than the old ones, the whole herd generally accommodate their pace to that

of the old cows with young ones. In all my sporting experience, I never saw anything to

equal the wild excitement of such a hunt. Five pairs of oars p»ulled with utmost strength

make the boat seem to Hy through the water, while, perhaps, a hundred walruses, roaring,

bellowing, blowing, snorting, and splashing, make an acre of the sea all in a foam before and

around her. The harpooner stands with one foot on the thwart, and the other on the front

locker, with the line coiled in his right hand, and the long weapon in both hands ready

balanced for a dart, while he shouts to the crew which direction to take (as he, from standing

upright in the boat, has a better opportunity of seeing the walruses under water). The herd

generally keep close together, and the way in which they dive and reappear again simul-

taneously is remarkable; one moment you see a hundred grisly heads and long gleaming

white tusks above the waves : they give one spout from their blow-holes [nostrils], take one

breath of fresh air, and the next moment you see a hundred brown hemispherical backs, the next

a hundred pairs of flippers [paws] flourishing, and then they are all down. On goes the boat,

as hard as ever we can pull the oars, up come the sea-horses again, pretty close this time, and

before they can draw breath the boat rushes into the midst of them ; whish ! goes the harpoon

;

birr ! goes the line over the gunwale, and a luckless junger, on whom the harpooner has fixed

his eye, is fast ; his bereaved mother, snorting with rage, charges the boat with flashing eyes

;

she quickly receives a harpoon in the back and a bullet in the brain, and hangs lifeless on the

line; now the junger begins to utter his plaintive grunting bark, and fifty furious walruse.';

close round the boat in a few seconds, rearing up breast high in the water, and snorting ana

blowing as if the}' would tear us all to pieces. Two of these auxiliaries are speedily harpooned

in their turn, and the rest hang back a little, when, as bad luck would have it, the junger give<>

up the ghost, owing to the severity of his harpooning, and the othei's, no longer attracted by
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his cries, retire to a more prudent distance. But for this untoward and premature decease

of the junger, the men told me we should have had more walruses on our hands than

we could manag-e. This curious clannish practice of coming to assist a calf in distress

arises from their being in the habit of combining to resist the Polar bear, which is said

often to succeed in killing the walrus ; if, however, Bruin, pressed by hunger and a tempting

opportunity, is so ill-advised as to snatch a calf, the whole herd come upon him, drag

him under the water, and tear him to pieces with their long sharp tusks/' A hunter

told Mr. Lamont of such a case. The bear was pulled under the water, and " nothing of

him came up again, but small scraps of skin with white hair on them.'"'

A still more remarkable case was related to him—namely, of the skipper of a ship, who

had been seized by a bereaved cow walrus, and by her dragged twice to the bottom of the

sea, without sustaining any other injury beyond being nearly drowned, and receiving two

deep scars on his temple from her tusks. He thought the walrus did not wish to hurt

him, but mistook him for her calf, as he floundered in the water—an excuse highly creditable

to the captain's confidence in the kindliness of the walrus, but not altogether complimentary

either to his own appearance or to the animaPs intelligence !

No animal displays more maternal aifection than the walrus. Cases are not uncommon

in which a cow-walrus will hold her young one under one of her flippers, and interpose

her own body between the harpooner and her offspring. They are also combative, and

will use their tusks against one another, in the same way that game-cocks use their

beaks. Contrary to what might be expected, from their unwieldiness, the walrus can

not only strike downwards, but turn their necks with great facility and quickness, and

strike either upward, downward, or sideways, with equal dexterity. Mr. Lamont has

frequently seen them fighting with great ferocity on the ice; and the skins of the old

bulls, which are light-coloured and nearly devoid of hair, are often covered with scars

and wounds received in these encounters. Their tusks are firmly embedded for six or

seven inches in the skull, which is itself so thick that an ordinary musket-bullet will

flatten on it. A good pair of bull's tusks may be estimated at two feet in length, and

four pounds apiece in weight. Sometimes, though rarely, they will measure thirty-one

inches in length, and weigh as much as eight pounds each. Cows' tusks will average

fully as much as bulls', but, from their liability to be broken, they are seldom more

than twenty inches long, and throe pounds each in weight. It is a common belief

among the hunters that those walrus which have wide-set tusks are the most savage

and dangerous, and more particularly if the tusks diverge from one another in curves^

as is occasionally the case. The ivory of these tusks is extremely hard, dense, and

white. Their small size, however, renders them inapplicable for many of the ivory-turner's

purposes, and accordingly they do not command so high a price as elephant's ivory;

but they arc in good repute for the manufacture of false teeth, and for making chess-

men, umbrella handles, whistles, and other small articles. The hides are used to make

machine bands, and are employed in various other arts, for which a strong quality of leather

is required. The walrus yields an enormous quantity of fat—sometimes between seven

hundred and eight hundred pounds. The flesh is very welcome to hungry men, and the

tongue particularly so; indeed, among some of the Baffin's Bay and Behrino^ Straits whaler?,
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salt walrus tongue is a favourite dish. The Eskimo hunt the walrus by harpooning, but the

South Greenlanders hesitate to attack it in their kayaks. Aivooh is their lion_, and they

always s^-eak of him with the most profound respect. The wild denizens of Smith's

Sounds however^ though—owing to the want of kayaks, or boats—unable to attack the

walrus in the water, boldly harpoon him as he lies on the ice-floes, and so supply to

their families the food, warmth, and light which make tolerable the long Ai'ctic night.

The walrus is, indeed, the most formidable-looking animal in the Polar lands. From nine

feet to sixteen feet in length, weighing about twenty hundredweight, encased in a coat

o£ mail, in the shape of a skin two or three inches in thickness, his head crowned with

NARWHALS.

Ugly large eyes, and formidable tusks, surrounded at the base by coarse bristles, he is

sufiiciently demoniacal in appearance to suggest in the superstitious mind of the dweller

in high latitudes a wholesome dread of him. According to them, he is under the pro-

tection of a walrus-deity, whose roars, far from beyond the lands which come under their

ken, they affect to hear in terror, sounding through the aurora-lit winter night. The

whales of the Arctic regions are many, and though all of them are more or less hunted

by the Eskimo, there is only one—viz., the right whale, or mysticete {Bahcna riiysticetiis)

—which is of great economic value. The narwhal, or sea-unicorn {^lonodon monoceros)

,

about sixteen feet long, and armed with a long, straight horn-like spiral ivory tooth,

sometimes ten feet in length, is one of the most remarkable of the Arctic cetaceans, as well

as one of the most beautiful. This " horn " is, in reality^ one of the canine, or eye-teeth,

of the whale developed straight out, just as those of the walrus are bent downwards.

However, while the teeth of the walrus are invariably developed in pairs, the horn of the

narwhal is usually single, though in some cases both are protruded. These horns are greatly
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valued for the purposes of the ivory-turner. At one time they were used in medicine,

and cups made of them were believed to possess the power of detecting and neutral-

ising- any poison contained in them. To this day the Chinese esteem these horns for

their medijiual properties. In old times it was supposed to be the horn of the fabled

unicorn, and sold at enormous prices. In the Palace of Rosenborg, in Copenhagen, is

a throne of the kings of Denmark, manufactured out of the ivory ; and the father of

Dr. Scoresbv had a bedstead made out of them. In 18G1 the price of narwhal's ivory

l-ALLS Oi' THE liKL'AUA, ICELAND.

was Is. 6d. per pound, but of late years it has risen prodigiously in value, owing to its

being in request for the repair of the Chinese palaces, but it is again falling. The oil

is highly esteemed, and the flesh is very palatable, though, indeed, the learned Wormius

warns us that it is a deadly poison. The skin of the narwhal, boiled to a jelly, is

looked upon, and justly so, as one of the prime dainties of a Greenlander. The hospitable

Danish ladies resident in Greenland always make a point of presenting a dish of mattak

to their foreign visitors, who are, however, sufficiently rare not to make great demands

on their culinary skill, and in most cases, of tastes cosmopolitan enough to appreciate

the outlandish luxuries set before them.

The white whale {Beluga alljlcuns) is probably of even more importance to the Eskimo

than the narwhal. It is ecpially common, and its haljits and migration are much the same

12
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as those of the latter, which again follows the right whale in its migrations. It goes as

far north as 78° at least. It wanders, however, further south than the narwhal, being

found as a regular denizen in the St. Lawrence River. The Greenlanders, during the

summer, kill great numbers of them, preserve their oil, and dry their flesh for winter

use. Of this animal and the narwhal about 500 are yearly caught in Greenland by

means of strong nets, or are harpooned, but the majority of them are white whales. It

is about sixteen feet in length, and derives its common name from its creamy-white

colour. It is a rare occurrence for the whalers to kill one, its swiftness and activity giving

them more trouble than the oil is worth. They are sometimes called " sea-pigs/^ from

their bearing some resemblance to that animal when tumbling about in great droves on

the water.

The porpoise, dolphins of various species, and several species of fin whale, make up the

other Arctic cetaeea. The fin whales—so called from having a fin on their backs—are

the largest known cetaeea, often exceeding 100 feet in length, while the right whale rarely

exceeds sixty; they are killed by the Eskimo, but not by the whalers. Their swiftness

and fierceness render their pursuit difficult, while their thin, hard cartilaginous blubber—not

unlike soft glue—yields little oil, and the whalebone in their mouths is short and all but

worthless. They mostly belong to the genus Baldnoptera, and are known to the whalers

as " finners '' or " rorquals." They are almost equally common on our coasts during the

herring-fishing season. They also frequent the cod banks, their large throats, unlike the

right whale, permitting them to swallow great gulps of fishes at one mouthful.

The right whale {Bidcena m^sticefus) has been long pursued for the sake of its blubber

and whalebone. The whales killed in the Middle Ages by the Basque whalers in the

Bay of Biscay are, however, believed to have been a different species. As the range and

migration of the present species will be more fully narrated in the succeeding chapter,

we may be brief in our description of this, the most important of the Arctic " sea

monsters." Its throat is so narrow that it cannot live on fishes, but on Clio horealls, a

small mollusk found in abundance throughout the Polar regions, and on the little shrimp-

like Cetocliiliis arcticus, and its relatives. These animals again live on the minute

microscopic plant called the diatom, which discolours, of a green hue, great portions of the

frozen seas. Tlie clios and entomostraca, therefore, are chiefly found in these places.

The whale frequents the localities where its food is most abundant, and the whaler sails

with all haste from one feeding-ground to another in search of it. It is, therefore,

no exaggeration to affirm, as I did some years ago, in another place, " that in all the

annals of biology I know nothing stranger than the curious tale I have unfolded : the

diatom, staining the broad frozen sea, supporting myriads of living beings which cro\^'d

there to feed on it, and these, again, supporting the huge whale; so completing the

wonderful cycle of life. Thus it is no stretch of the imagination to say that one of

the greatest animals in creation*—whose pursuit gives employment to many thousand tons

of shipping and thousands of seamen, and the importance of which is commercially so

* Xilsson, in his " Skandinavisk Fauna," vol. i., p. 643, estimates the full-grown B. mysticetus at iOO tons

or 220,000 lbs., or equal to eighty-eight elephants or 440 white bears.
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great that its failure for one season was estimated^ for one Scottish port alone (Dundee, in

18G7), at a loss of £1(JU^UUU sterling—depends for its existence on a being so minute

that it takes thousands to be massed together before they are visible to the naked eye,

and, though thousands of ships for hundreds of years sailed the Arctic, unknown to the

men who were most interested in its existence; illustrating, in a remarkable degree, how

Nature is, in all her kingdoms, dependent on, and how great are, little things !

"

The gun harpoon (a harpoon lired out of a huge horse-pistol-like weapon, mounted on

swivels in the bow of the boat) has now almost entirely superseded the old hand harpoon.

It is, however, still believed that the latter, if more difficult to use, is a more efficient weapon.

After the whale is " struck,^' it generally dives or makes for the nearest ice, among the

frozen fields of which it is sometimes lost. The boat which is " fast " hoists a Hag, when

the other boats come to its assistance. If the whaler is " paying out " much line, they

unite their lines to the first one. When it comes up to breathe, the other boats either

harpoon it afresh, or, if it is weakened, lance it ; for the harpoon acts merely as a hook,

the whale being killed by the long steel lances. When killed, the boats tow it alongside

the vessel, where, by a contrivance of cords and pulleys, it is secured, and turned gradually

round to permit the blubber being taken off it, and the whalebone strijis cut out of its

upper jaw. The blubber is then put into iron tanks with screw tops, or if these fail, into

casks, which are taken out in staves, or " shakes,^' and put up b\' the cooper as occasion

requires. The oil is fried out after the ship comes home. The ways of life of a whaler

we may have occasion to describe when, in a future chapter, man in the far Xorth is

sketched. The wdiales are being gradually driven further and further to the northward

;

but the varying fortune of the whaling trade is as much owing to the ill luck of" the

whalers in coming across their haunts as to the want of whales. I am not at all sure that

they are decreasing so greatly in numbers as is the general belief. Every now and again

cargoes equal to anything that was obtained in the best days of the trade are procured.

In 1861 I came home to England, " shipmate ^^ (as the phrase goes) with no less

than thirty right whales, in addition to a miscellaneous menagerie of Arctic animals,

dead and alive, and a motley human crew—a company so outre, that I question if ever

naturalist, or even whaler, sailed with the like before. No doubt, many of the whales

were only half grown, or even younger; but still, the cargo was a monster one. The

whales of the Sea of Okotsk and Behring^s Strait are said to be different in species from

those of the North Atlantic. They are, however, as yet very imperfectly described, and

it is known that whales harpooned in Baffin^s Bay have been afterwards killed in the

North Pacific, having accomplished the "North-west Pa.ssage." The common porpoise is

also common to both seas.

The white bear {Ursns mar it Iin us) is one of the best known of the Arctic land animals.

It ranges both sea and land in search of its prey, but its favourite food is seals,

for which it ingeniously lies in wait and attempts to circumvent. It is still common

in most parts of the Arctic regions, but of late years has been almost exterminated

in Middle Greenland. It will often be found far from land; and during the sealing season

it is a constant attendant on the sealer, for the sake of the carcases, in pursuit of

which it is more free than welcome. It is a powert-ul animal, often weighing from ten
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to twelve hundred pounds. It will also in the summer vary its diet by a feast of eggs.

It will even eat seaweeds in the last extremity of that hunger to which it is often

driven. The smell of burnt fat will attract it for miles, and though, as a rule, it will

run before man, yet it is by no means an enemy to be despised.

The Arctic fox {Vidpes la(jopu.'i) is another widely-spread Arctic animal. Like the bear,

ifc also leaves the land to search for its food, though it confines itself to the ice-field, and

does not take to the water. It will often be seen hundreds of miles from land during the

sealing season. When in pursuit of the wandering lemming it sometimes loses its way

home, and has been taken in places far from its natural haunts. There are two varieties,

the blue and the white. The former is much more valued for its fur than the latter, a

sino-le skin often fetching £3 in the European markets. Both cast their coats during the

summer, and become ])rown. At that period it is rarely killed, its fur being of little value.

It is then found in the mountains, preying on the young ptarmigan; in winter • it comes

down to prey on shell-fish and other marine produce, at the open places near the shore

when the tide breaks the ice. About this time it can often be seen barking its " ak !

hak-a ! " most impudently at the solitary hunter. It is not a retiring animal by any means.

When the hunter returns from his day's labour it is one of the first unannounced visitors

which come either to share the produce of the chase or to plunder his provision bag.

It accompanies him—at a respectful distance—on his sledging or other expeditions, and

rewards itself for this unasked attention by purloining whatever it can obtain. If fired

at, it will simply, if unhurt, bark at its assailant, and retreat reluctantly.

The snowy-white hare [Lepus glacialls) is one of the most beautiful of Arctic animals,

and though it differs from the European blue hare in very few characters, is in habits

widely different. The '^' timid hare"'' is with us a j)roverb; but in the Polar regions,

its cousin is, on the contrary, fearless of man ; it will sit " as if nailed in its rocky

refuge/' however near the hunter may pass it. The German Expedition to East Greenland

described certain places in that country—on mountain slopes—as being dotted with white

spots, which, on examination, proved to be hares. Often after missing a hare, the hunter

has been enabled—so careless is it—to take out his note-book and sketch it in various

attitudes, while it was quietly nibbling the moss, and then at his leisure shoot it. Its

hair is sometimes used by the Eskimo to weave thread, out of which they make children's

caps. Its flesh is very insipid.

The wolf—not the " grey beast of Pyrenean snow,'' but a species peculiar to high

latitudes {Cauls Lupus, var. albus)—is unknown in Arctic Europe or in East Greenland.

It has, however, once been killed in West Greenland, having ei'ossed over the ice from

the opposite shore, where it is common. It is very like the Eskimo dog, which is, in all

likelihood, only a long-tamed wolf. This dog and its use in dragging the sledge we have

already spoken of.^ It is now rapidly being decimated by disease both in Greenland and

* "Races of Mankind," Vol. I., p. 11. In that work I inadvertently described a team of Eskimo dogs as

being- capable of dragging a sledge IGO miles a day. I ouglit to have said that they will frequently travel

ten hours a day, and on smooth ice go at a speed of sixteen miles an hour. This, however, they cannot keep

up, though in many cases a team has been known to travel eighty miles i)er diem for several days together.

If the ice be rough, or the sledge delayed by obstacles, an average of four or five miles is nearer the mark.
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ill Xamskatka. This disease is akin to hydrophobia, but differs from that complaint in

many particulars. " Stamping out ''
is the only cure {-sic) yet suggested for it.

The Arctic lemming is a variety of the Lapland and Norwegian species. In East

Greenland it is common in the vicinity of Scoresby's Sound and the winter quarters of

the German Expedition (75- North lat.). Southward it seems unknown, and does not appear

again in "West Greenland, until we reach the upper ]>art of Smithes Sound. This curious dis-

tribution shows that most likely there is a route by which animals can travel around the

northern end of Greenland to the east coast, or that, far to the north, the great interior

inland ice is interrupted. "We will see presently that the musk-ox has a similar distribution

as well as the ermine, which, unknown in South Greenland, either on the east or west, is

found on the far northern part of either coast. It is unknown in Spitzbergen, but exists in

Xovai Zemlai, and, like the lemming, is abundant in Hudson^'s Bay and almost every other

part of the Arctic region. The Hudson^'s Bay lemming (Jlj/ode-s torquatu-^, var. Hudaouius)

is, however, a different variety.

The musk-ox, or properly, the musk-sheep {Ovibos moscliatuH), is another of the Arctic

animals, but is altogether contined to Arctic America and to a very local range in Greenland.

It is rather smaller than the average European ox (Fig., p. 93). Its threatening ai:»pearance

quite belies its harmless character. It is black in colour, with long hair falling in rough

manes, though on its back is fine wool. As its name im2)lies, its flesh and fat are musky

in odour; but on the whole they greatly resemble those of the domesticated ox, and when

young its meat does not differ greatly from the best beef. Like the reindeer, it is

usually met with in herds—rarely exceeding from 100 to 200 in number. ^Vhen first the

musk-ox sights the stranger it remains as if rooted to the spot, "staring at the strange

unknown enemy, and arrives very slowly at a resolution.''^ Its head is its invulnerable

part : a bullet w^ll fiatten on it. " If a family, or herd with young ones,"'' writes the

historian of the German Expedition, " are surjDrised, they either form a sc|uare (the young

being in the centre and the old outside, with their heads down), or else the bull, placed as

a sentinel, takes to flight, and the others follow closely, the placing of their outposts being

astonishing. They are also excellent climbers. A retreating herd climbed a snow path,

at an incline of not less than 45°, on a high mountain near our winter harbour, and, to our

great astonishment, we saw one looking down on us from between the craggy walls of

Cape Hamburg.''^ On the tup of Cape Franklin, at a height of 4,875 feet above the sea-

level, and on the back of the Hasenberg, at 1,950, traces of this strange sheep-ox were

observed. At one time it was believed to be entirely unkno^Ti in Greenland. It was,

however, found in abundance near the German ^nnter quarters, in about 75"^ north

latitude, and by Hall at a few degrees further to the north in Smithes Sound. South

of these limits it is unknown in Greenland, though, curiously, the Eskimo in that country

still call the domesticated ox by the name of the musk-ox, viz., VminingmaK.

The reindeer {Rangifer tarandui) is one of the most characteristic of Northern animals.

(Figs., ]). 96.) It is found over the whole range of the Arctic regions, stretching further to the

south than most other Polar animals ; and though there are varieties, yet the distinctions

between these varieties in America, Greenland, Lapland, and Spitzbergen are so trifling, that

we may look upon them as all one species. In no portion of Greenland or America is it
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tamed as in Lapland, the north of Russia, and Siberia. In Iceland, though not a native

of that island, it is found in abundance, having- been imported into the country from

Norway by Governor Thodal, in 1770. It is not, however, tamed, but runs wild in the

interior in great herds. In Lapland it is a domestic animal. The Lapps breed it,

and pasture it in great flocks; it is their sole wealth—their dreary, mossy wilds or

lichen-clothed forests yielding little food. To them it is, at once, the cow which yields

milk, butter, and cheese, and the beast of burden which drags their sledges—" their ox,

their ass, their everything." Its skin supplies the Lapps with clothing, and when old or

infirm its flesh is valued as food. Moreover, it is to the dusky traveller in the north of

Europe not only a faithful servant, but even an uncomplaining companion. It feeds on

lichens, mosses, willows, buckbean, and other dwarf Arctic vegetation, and in the winter

will dig under the snow for the scanty herbage : this, during the winter in Norway,

consists almost entirely of the reindeer-moss {Cladonia rangiferina). These animals are

found in immense numbers in Sj^itzbergen, and Mr. Lamont considers that at some time

they must have passed over the ice and intermediate frozen lands to Spitzbergen from

a point of the continent of Asia almost exactly opposite. Some of them were killed,

with ear-marks, such as the reindeer herdsmen sometimes put on them. Often in Eastern

Siberia herds of tame reindeer stray away, and are said to go over the ice and be never

seen again.

In Greenland they are also found in vast numbers, and are very recklessly slaughtered by

the Eskimo. Their skins are worth in Copenhagen from Gs. i)d. to 15s. 9d. each, according

to the quality, though the natives only get Is. Gd. for them. The yearly number killed used

to be, in the summer, from 1U,0Q0 to 20,000, but it is now on the decrease. During

the early summer the reindeer in Norway descend from the sub-Alpine pastures for the

purpose of feeding on the sweet young grass springing up ; but in the hot weather,

like deer generally, they return to the higher regions, to avoid persecution by a species of

breeze-fly [CE>itrus tarandi), which lays its eggs, covered with an adhesive substance, on

the back of the deer's neck. The larvae, when hatched, burrow their way beneath the

skin, and form a considerable swelling. The American "caribou," or reindeer, frequents

densely-wooded districts, as well as extensive " pine barrens " and open places, while the

Scandinavian reindeer more affects mountain regions. Formerly, great numbers of wild

reindeer were captured in Norway by means of pitfalls—usually constructed in some narrow

rocky place through which the deer were compelled to pass. These pits were called

Rengrave (reindeer graves), but by the Norwegian game laws they are now compelled to be

filled up. They were covered with sticks, over which a thick layer of moss was spread; of

course, as soon as the deer trod on the treacherous ground it was engulfed, and from the

narrowness and depth of the pit, found it useless to struggle to escape."^ Sir John

Richardson describes an ingenious plan of capturing the American caribou, as practised

in Chesterfield Inlet. The sides of the trap are composed of blocks of snow; an inclined

plain of snow leads to the entrance of the pit, which is about five feet deep, and of

sufficient dimensions to contain three full-grown deer. "The pit is covered with a large

* Austen, in Lartet and Christy's " Reliqiiia? Aquitanicas," p. 217.
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thin slab of snow, which the animal is enticed to tread upon by a quantity of the lichens

on which it feeds being- placed conspicuously on an eminence beyond the opening. The

exterior of the trap is backed up with snow^ so as to resemble a natural hillock^ and

care is taken to render it so steep, on all sides but one, that the deer must pass over

the mouth of the trap before it can reach the bait. The slab is sufficiently strong* to

bear the weight of a deer until it has passed the middle, when it revolves on two stout

axles of woodj precipitates the deer into the trap, and returns to its place again, in

KEIXDEEIl (Rangifc, tu-andiis).

consequence of the lower end being heavier than the other.'^ The Eskimo likewise kill

them by spearing them from their kayaks as the deer are crossing* lakes or inlets on

their annual migration southward. INIr. Austen also describes another ingenious device

adopted in Russian Finland and some parts of Lapland to capture the reindeer. It is

called the "Vild Ren Hage.^^ A kind of fence, about two miles long, is constructed

of small trees, matted and interlaced with brushwood ; openings are left at intervals,

about three feet in width, and stout posts are driven into the ground at each side.

"To one of these is attached a strong noose, made of thick rope, which is retained in

a circular form by means of very slender tudgs, which give way at the slightest touch;

and to prevent the fawns from leaping through without entangling themselves, two threads

are ]daced diagonally across it. It is said that when the deer meet with these hedges

(which are usually made at the time of their partial migrations to the lower grounds, in
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spring-) they proceed along them until they come to one of these openings, in forcing

their way through which one of the number is usually entangled in the snare."

We have said so much about the larger Arctic animals, that if we are to keep this

AX ASSKMliLAGE OF PUFFIXS, AlKS, AND OTHKU ARCTIC lURDS.'*

part of our subject within due bounds, we must say but little of the Arctic birds and

fishes. Some of the former we have already spoken of; and as most of them, if not all, are

also feathered friends of lower latitudes, we may have occasion to meet the melsowhere.

* The Great Auk {Alca impennis), once a common bii'd in Northern Europe and Amonca, is now believed to be

entirely extinct. At one time it was plentiful in Newfoundland, Iceland, Greenland, &e., but being unable to

escape by flight, it seems to have been exterminated by man.

13
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Taking" Greenland as the type of the Arctic world as regards birds, we have, according

to Newton, among the regular feathered inhabitants five species belonging to the Old World,

eleven to the Xew World, and forty-five species comr.ion both to the Old and Xew Worlds.

Among the stragglers, nineteen are Old World denizens, thirty-fom- New World, and eight

common to both Old and New Worlds. In each category—inhabitants and stragglers—there

are, respectively, one and two doubtful members. The fishes are not numerous : in Greenland

alone, only seventy-eight being at present known in the fresh waters and the surrounding

sea, and it is not very likely that the number will be much increased. The only ones of

economic importance are the little Coitus scorpius, or " kaniok,'''' which the old Greenlanders

fish from rocks, the Norwegian Sea perch {Sehasies norvegicus), the lump fish [Ci/clojjterus

lumjms), the halibut {Hijjj^offlossus vulgaris), the different species of cod {Gadus agills and

ovah), the salmon {Salmo carjiio), the capeling, on which the dogs are sometimes fed {Mallofus

villosus), and the Greenland shark {Somniosus microcephalus), the eye of which is usually

infested by a parasite, which renders the fish blind. It is a constant attendant on the

flensing of whales, but is very harmless. It is captured for the sake of the oil in its liver,

out of which, it is said, a great deal of the '' cod-liver oil '^ of commerce is made.

The Axciext Forests of Polae Lands.

As there were " strong men before Agamemnon,^'' so there were plants and animals

in the world before the present ones which are on its surface and in its waters. The extinct

ones are found embedded in its rocks. In the Arctic regions, as elsewhere, we find these

in abundance. Most of the geological formations are found within the Polar regions. Thus

in Smithes Sound we have Silurian rocks, and in Greenland, Spitzbergen, and Mackenzie's

River miocene and cretaceous rocks also. In Bear Island and Melville Island—wide

apart as they are—there are carboniferous plants, identical with those found in the same

formation in Britain. ^Meteorites are found scattered over the country with masses of iron,

which there is every belief is of meteoric origin, though the fact has been doubted.

Liassic rocks, with ammonites, and the bones of that great lizard, the Ichtlii/osaurus, are

found about the Parry Islands and elsewhere. The bones of the mammoth, or woolly elephant^

are scattered abundantly along the northern shores of Siberia. ^Slines are rare. Coal is

generally found along with the miocene and cretaceous rocks, and though of poor quality, is

combustible. Plumbago is common ; traces of tin, silver, and copper have been found in

Greenland, and the meteoric iron was at one time used by the Eskimo. But the most

valuable mineral in the Arctic regions is the cryolite, found at Arksut Fjord, in South Green-

land. It is a white mineral, out of which soda and aluminium are extracted. The refuse

is extensively employed in making the fine Danish porcelain, and in manufacturing excellent

plate glass. The examination of the Arctic flora and fauna show that the now frozen regions

were once covered with luxuriant vegetation; and that while dwarf bushes and creeping

^^illows now cover the frozen soil, tropical and semi-tropical vegetation formerly flourished.

The miocene beds of Disco, Spitzbergen, and, indeed, the whole circuit of the Polar basin,

show this in a remarkable manner ; and thouii'h much of the material from which Professor

Heer, of Zurich, described the remarkable plants—from the study of which he drew his
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conclusions—was also collected by the writer and his companions, yet, as no more fitting

words than those in which the famous Swiss palaeontologist summed up the result of his

researches can be found, this too brief and yet too long chapter may be concluded with them.

Speaking generally of the later deposits of the Arctic, he remarks tliat :
—" At the

period when the sandstones which compose the smiling hills of Zurich were deposited,

a considerable extent of terra Jirma must have existed in the extreme north. To this

period the name of miocene has been given, or more generally that of the Tertiary Period.

Our countries had then almost a tropical character. Among the forests of laurels and

the tufts of palm trees lived numerous animals, belonging to types which nowadays

occur only in the warm and even torrid zones. Towards the norths indeed, the ground

was clothed in a different vesture. Nevertheless, Greenland, even at 7U'-' N. latitude,

presents a flora which, by its climatic characters, may be compared with that of Northern

Italy. This flora teaches us that in the neighbourhood of the Island of Disco and the

Noursoak Peninsula there was once a lake of fresh water, upon the marshy edges of which

great beds of peat were formed. These subsequently gave origin to the deposits of coal

which appear along the coast. In our marshes it is not rare to see ferruginous water,

which covers the soil with a reddish-brown crust. The same took place in the ancient

marshes of Greenland : the iron deposited itself upon the plants which fell into the

water, and these in their turn contributed to the precipitation and fixation of the iron.

By this means has been gradually formed that ferruginous rock, in the bosom of which

numerous plants are imprisoned. These fossils show that the marshes were covered with

sedges and reeds; but the marsh cypress, the water pines, the birch, the alder, and the

poplar flourished there : for numerous fragments of these plants are covered by a ferru-

ginous deposit. The water trefoil [Menyanthes arclica, Hr.) no doubt grew in the

marshes, in the same way that che existing species (J/, trifoliata) adorns our moist

meadows with its charming flowers; and the burr reed [Sparganum Styfjium, Hr.), the

• fruit of which has been obtained from the rocks, also formerly raised its bristling head

above the waves. The rivulets also brought in leaves from other localities; they conveyed

them from the primitive forests ; and it is thus that we find their traces in the ferru-

ginous rocks. If we enter into these forests, we shall see a marvellous profusion of

trees and shrubs, among which we can distinguish forty-five different species. A tree

with acicular leaves [Sequoia Langsdorjil, Brogn.) strikes us at once by its enormous

proportions. It has left leafy branches in such numbers that there is scarcely a fragment

of stone which does not contain its remains; and the remains which the hammer has

extracted from the rock enable us to reconstruct the entire tree. It is accompanied by

two allied species {S. Cuuttsiay Ilr., and S. longifolla, Hr.), one of which {S. Coutfsice),

by the configuration of its branches and leaves, vividly reminds us of the Sequoia giganfea

[Welling Io)iia) of California. A Thuja had a different asi")ect, as also the gingko {Salisburea

adiantoides, Ung.), of which the leaves resemble the fronds of ferns, and differ so widely

from those of other Coniferse. The leafy trees are especially well represented : while our

existing forests only present two species of oak. North Greenland possesses nine, four

of which are evergreen, like the Italian oak. Two beeches (Fagus Deucalionis, Ung.,

and F. sp. )^ a chestnut [Castanea Ungeri, Hr.), two planes [Platanus aceroides, Goep.,
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and P. GnillelmrB, Gcep.), and a walnut [Jnglans acuminata), from this forest, resemble

the types of the same name known to everybody. Besides these, American species, such

as the magnolias, sassafrasses, and liquidambars were represented there ; and the charaxjters

of the ebony tree {DlosjJi/rus) are to be distinguished in two of the species. The hazel,

the sumach {Rhus), the buckthorn, and the holly, the guelder rose and the white hawthorn

{Cratagus), probably formed the thickets at the borders of the woods; while the vine, the

ivy, and the sarsaparilla climbed over the trees of the virgin forest, and adorned them,

with garlands. In the shadow of the wood grew a profusion of ferns, which covered the

soil with their elegant fronds. The insec'^.s which gave animation to these solitudes are

not all lost. The impressions of these which have reached us show that little Ckryao-

melas and Cisiilldce enjoyed themselves in the sun, and large Trogsifce pierced the bark

of the trees, while charming Clcadellce leaped about among the herbage. This picture is

not a dream of the imagination. Plants and animals have all passed under my eyes.'''

CHAPTER V.

Whaling axd Whalers of the North.

" In a pour of sleet and snow/' we read in the newspapers, that the whalers Camperdown,

Narwhal, ox Ann Elizabeth, "sailed for the Greenland whale fishery." Such notices as this

begin to appear about March, and disappear after the first days of May, all of the whalers having

then left for their summer haunts. Now if many, indeed most people, were asked where they go,

they would readily reply, "Oh ! somewhere up in Greenland,'' a vague, and, as we shall have

occasion to show, not altogether a very correct answer. When anything is said about whales

and whaling, Scoresby and his "Arctic Regions" are abundantly quoted, for who is there

who has not, in some form or another, seen the frontispiece afl!ixed to that really valuable

book of the whale tossing the boat, with its crew, high into the air, the boat being, however,

rather larger than the whale, and the feat being one which it would be hardly possible for

any created being—living or extinct—to accomplish ! The artist has not, however, hesitated

at trifles, and editors of boys' books are not likely to willingly let the celebrated illustration

die for want of reproduction. It is now, however, many a long year since the "Arctic

Regions " was published. Since then Captain Scoresby, the whaler—subsequently the reverend

doctor—has slept with his fathers, and his book has almost disappeared from the catalogues.

Whaling has also undergone many changes. No longer do any South Sea whalers sail from

England, and the North Sea " fishery " is now reduced from the once large fleet to only a few

vessels, starting entirely from Scottish ports. The vessels have changed too. No longer are they

great, jolly, bluff-bowed " snuff-boxes," in which it was hard for the uninitiated to distinguish

the stem from the stern. Smart vessels—novelties undreamt of in Scoresby's day—fitted

up with all the appliances of modern science, have taken their place. The character of the

crews, the capta.ns, and of the very boats used has all changed. Even the locale of the fishery
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has shifted. Instead of^ as formerly, " Old Greenland " or the Spitzbergen Sea being- the

scene of the whalenian^'s triumph and hardships, Baffin^s Bay, the western shore of Davis^

Strait, and the " Meta Incognita " of old iVIartin Frobisher, are his haunts—familiar enough

to many now, though all unkiiown land in these old pre-Rossian days.

Dundee, Peterhead, and Aberdeen have now the monopoly of the British whaling

business, though year by year it is concentrating more and more in Dundee, and it is even

doubtful whether the two latter ports will in future send out vessels. With one or two

exceptions, the whalers are now screw steamers, built especially for this trade, and the few

remaining sailing'-vessels are every year decreasing in number, being either sold or cut down iu

order to put engines into them, the advantages of steam being so apparent. Nearly all of

them leave port about the end of February, and proceed north to the seal fishery, off the

island of Jan Mayen, in the Spitzbergen Sea, described in the preceding chapter, calling at

Lerwick, in Shetland, for extra men, and returning home again about the end of Aj^ril if they

jn'opose proceeding to the Davis^ Strait fishery. The one or two who remain in the old

Greenland whaling cruise about the Greenland Sea until about August, when they return,

the ice forming sooner in the high northern latitudes which they frequent than in the region

of Davis^ Strait. Most of the whalers, however, which visit " Old Greenland " are from

Norway, Holland, or Germany, though there are still a few Scotch vessels, almost entirely

from Peterhead, which, either from old custom or for the sake of making a shorter

voyage, prefer this dreary hunting-field to the more popular one indicated.

For " THE Straits.^-'

The Davis^ Strait ships accordingly discharge what cargo of seals they may have on board,

refill with coals and provisions, and by the beginning of JVIay, at the latest, are on their

way again for the Arctic seas. A voyage across the Atlantic, from Cape Wrath to Cajio

Farewell, thoug-h a couple of thousand miles, is at that season a mere holiday trip, as,

indeed, an expedition to Greenland may always be, the amusing popular notion as to its

hardships to the contrary notwithstanding. High seas are then rare, and calms are the

chief annoyance of the whaler, for on the way out he uses his sails whenever j)ossible, the

necessary stowage space of his vessel only permitting of a small quantity of coal, for

ice navigation, being carried. In a fortnight or three wrecks from Cape Wrath he may

be in the latitude of Cape Farewell, the most southerly point of Greenland, but I have

met few Arctic navigators who have ever seen that promontory. Though I have doubled

it four times, I never yet saw it, the reason being that there is generally a great ice-

drift brought l)y the east coast current round the cape, so that, in order to avoid this,

experienced mariners keep off to the Avestward, and rarely sight the Greenland coast much

below Holsteinsborg. Here the east coast ice is jammed in upon the coast by the westerly

current, which impinges on the coast at this point. Accordingly, until you get into high

latitudes, the coast is clearer of ice north of this point than south of it. It is, in fact,

always difficult to get into the South Greenland ports early in the year, and even at a later

period. Vessels have been known to have been unable to get in there, and forced to sail

again for Denmark without landing the stores or taking away the produce of the trading
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posts. On the other haiiJ, it not unfrequently happens tluxt the annual ship is shut in by

the ice^ and is unable to effect her escape before the winter sets in. Such an untoward

mishap befell the ships no later than 1875. An ig-norance of these facts about the southern

portion of Greenland being more ice-jammed at certain seasons than others has been a

source of inconvenience to the only yachtsman who has yet ventured so far a-field, viz.,

Prince Napoleon. He hesitated to proceed further north than one of the most southerly

settlements, while, at that season, he would have found the sea, as far as the limits of the

Danish possessions at least, almost free fi'om ice.

We are, however, proceeding- a little too fast. It is not with imperial yachtsmen that

this chapter is concerned, but with a hardier and humbler race of seafaring folks. Generally

speaking—I dare say with exceptions—fully one-half of a whaler's crew is under the influence

of strong waters just as the vessel is hauled out of dock. Knowing this—in Dundee at least—^it

is customary merely to drop down the Tay that night, and anchor until da}light and sobriety

come in company. If the vessel be a steamer the services of the crew are not required, the

'' engineer's squad •'' being quite sufficient to get her beyond the boundaries of the port. The

home-pilot is scarce well off the deck before we are in the Pentland Frith, where, as in

Martin Frobisher's day, " two lusty fellows taketh us through," only that nowadays

generally one sufficeth. The land fades away behind us ; we may possibl\', if driven a

little out of our course, sight Rockall—that "solitary rock amid the main''—but more

commonly the last of British land we see are the Flannan Isles, or " Seven Hunters," and

the islands of Barra and Rona, inhabited by a few families of fishermen, who are so isolated

from the world that—honest folks—they prayed for George III. three months after his

death, and are not yet remarkably sure under whose benign government they live.

" Makixg Free of Greenland. '•'

We have scarcely done so, however, before the May-day saturnalia commence. I do

not remember ever to have seen them described, so that I may spare a little space to these

peculiar rites—the Arctic substitute for others more familiar in milder zones. For some

days previously, a huge unwieldy-looking instrument, made out of rusty iron hoop into the

shape of a razor, has been suspended in a prominent place. It is well notched here and there
j

and beside it is hung another piece of hoop, bent into the form of a rather rough pair of

tweezers. A piece of chain, symbolical of after proceedings, bear the tonsorial instruments

company. If not already initiated into the mysteries of it, the inscription chalked in very

legible, if not elegant, letters, by the " scholars " of the " 'tween decks," will give the

neophyte a rather close suspicion of the uses and usages thereof :

—

"on may 1 AT VZ o'clock PRESESLY BARBAR snip & NEPTUNE AND RETINU

WILL COME ON BOARD FROM LIFLY." *

The three utensils are supposed to be the razor, strop, and nose-holder, with which the

neophyte—including, perhaps, the reader— is to be initiated into the art and mystery, and

*•= Licvely or Gudliavii, the familiar El Dorado of the Grecnlaud whaler, afterwards uientioned.
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received into the worshipful brotherhood of Arctic Navigators. True enough at twelve

o'clock '^ presesly
'' (remember we are in a Scotch whaler), a most hideous noise com-

mences. The bell commences " striking '' furiously, Xeptune is hailed from the ship and

sea, and finally, amid much noise and trampling of feet, a procession comes down the

companion-way, and an unearthly voice bawls through the speaking-trumpet into the

cabin, " Captain, hae ye ony objections tae a sang frae Xeptun' and his retinu ? '' With

VIEW OF GODIIATX, DISCO ISLAND, XORTH GREENLAND.

the licence allowed by long usage on such occasions, " Neptune and his retinue '' make

their appearance in the main cal;)in. It consists of the following not strictly classical

personages :—Neptune (with a trident of tin, and a red herring stuck on the end of

it), Madame Neptune (very loving, and, under the influence of a glass of rum—unbecomingly

so), Neptune's doctor and mate (in pilot jackets, white collars, and ties of paper), Neptune's

barber and mate, closed by the constable (in a real policeman's coat). The songs then

commence, the choruses being vastly increased by the steward serving out the long-looked-

for grog. Indeed, we can overhear Nejitune, in a voice savouring of most ungodly

words, wondering huskily to his spouse when the rum is likely to be forthcoming. The

last of the ditties is one entitled, " Sister Mary," the air and words of which are, I dare
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say—and not improperly -unknown to the Italian Opera, Lut of which the chorus contains

the ominous refrain-

-

" For the time is drawing nigh."

He is a very foolish man who would attempt to resist on these occasions, and accordingly

all the ''green-hands'' connected with the caljiu (almost invariably the surg-eon, the steward,

and possibly a stray naturalist who unthinking-ly has taken passage northward) are marched off

A WIIAI.KH WITH I;OATS FAST TO A '• I IMI " (A ITll THE GVN nAKl'OON)

by the constable and his assistants armed with broomsticks. He is received by all the idler.- in

the 'tween decks, brilliantly lighted up, and draws lots for the order of precedence. Generallv

the ''officer and gentleman" pas.'^enger, if anything of a favourite, is let off very lightlv, the

probabilities having been that already he has secured an almost entire imnumity l)y sundry

gifts of grog and tobacco in an early portion of the evening. The others are marched in suc-

cessively—all blindfolded—amid blowing of trumpets and every conceivable noise and hubbui)

possible to conjure up on board a ship with a crew of seventy men, each more inter.t than tbe

other on fun and frolic, the roughness of which is the chief element in it. We, of course, like

unfeeling wretches as we are. sit round cpiite unconcerned, enjoying the trepidation of our

comrades, proving to a demonstration the truth of Rochefoucauhrs bitter maxim, that every-

U
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hody rejoices in the misfortunes of his neighbour. The victim, seated in a roughly-improvised

chair, and bound to the mizen-mast, is asked br liis Majesty various questions, such as his

name, was he ever here before, and so on. The barber's mate then proceeds to lather him well

with tar and grease, the abominable mixture being well rubbed if it be seen that (as is usually

the case among '' knowing, hands ") the beard has been well greased beforehand to prevent the

tar sticking. The barber then, with many time-honoured witticisms on the smooth board of

the gentle youth, proceeds to j)erforin his function with the uncouth razor already described^

courteously consulting him in a tone of ironical politeness regarding the particular style of

whisker preferred. Ignorance is no bliss here, so the victim wisely keeps his mouth rigidly

shut, knowing well that were it opened to answer any question, the penalty paid would

undoubtedly be the entrance of the tar-brush, with many apologies for the barber's awkward-

ness. The " towel " is a wet ship's mop, not particularly clean, and with this the barber's

mate is most assiduous in wiping the freshly-shaved chin. Meanwhile, the " doctor
"

expresses - great anxiety for his health, feeling his pulse learnedly, and quoting with the

most amusing' absurdity the longest words which it has been possible for him to muster

out of the patent medicine advertisements in the newspapers. Every effort is meanwhile

being made to induce the victim to open his mouth, and here the nose-holders come in,

their chief use {sic) being to prevent the poor wretch breathing by the nostrils, and so

being compelled to open his mouth. "Woe betide him! Instantly a pill composed of

unmentionable materials is pushed into it, followed by a dash of some liquid (sea water or

worse). He must finally, before being released, hail the ship three times through the speak-

ing-trumpet, a rush of cold water being thrown down the speaking-trumpet the last time

he opens his mouth to hail. The j^nsoner is then released, and declared free of the Greenland

Sea, with all the honours, pleasures, profits, and immunities thereto pertaining. The same

scene is gone through with the rest, the musician in the meantime playing doleful tunes on

that not very hilarious musical instrument, the bagj^ipes. Considerable amusement is

generally got out of some obstreperous individual who may be foolish enough to resist.

Naturally, he fares all the worse, no one enjoying his misery more than those who five

minutes previously were undergoing the same ordeal, displaying that savage zest which

it is said the slave used to exercise over his fellow-negroes when elevated to the office of

driver. Generally, however, all is given and taken in good part, the evening ending with

a dance and other rougher fun sailor fashion. The stimulus of the grog being exhausted,

those who are not " on the watch " " turn in," and the quiet routine of a j^assage-making

merchantman is resumed. Next morning the May garland, gaily ornamented with ribbons,

is hoisted on the maintop-mast, the whole being surmounted by a miniature ship. This

remains during the whole passage, considerable pride being displayed by the different ships'

crews in this ornament, the making of which is the province of the most lately-married man

onboard. AYhat can be the origin of all these saturnalia? Is it a sea-going celebration

of the jNIaypole festivities once so common in England, and which, while almost forgotten

on land, with that conservatism in everything pertaining to the sea, still sticks among

the honest seamen? or is it merely a revival in another hemisphere of the well-known

custom of shaving' the Tuiinitiated in crossing the equator? Perhaps it is a mixture of

both, flavoured with a dash of that meaningless nonsense infused into by the seaman, only
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too anxious for any '' lark " to break the dull monotony of his life. Curious, however, is it

not? this i)ersistuncy of seafaring- customs, for little do these rough sailors know that when

they are shaving the little middy who has made his first voyage " over the line " they are only

repeating certain heathen rites which their predecessors, the Tyrian mariners, performed to

Neptune after passing the pillars of Hercules,

"The East Land/'

Bleak and dreary enough looks the Greenland coast at any time of the year—and distance,

contrary to the wont, lends no enchantment to the view. Black cliffs, with a cascade of

melting snow falling over them, a white glacier creeping down from the inland ice, a crash

as of a berg breaking off from the glacier, an iceberg floating down the coast, are the chief

objects which strike the eye and ear. The height of land is not great j and, with the

exception of a peak or two like Sukkertoppen—the sugar-loaf hill—the cliffs are all shaved

and rounded by the action of ice in former times, when this land lay beneath the sea, or was

covered by the huge mer de glace which now overspreads the whole interior of Greenland

in one vast winding-sheet, as already described (Chap. III.). The first iceberg is always

something to be remembered. Most frequently it is quite disappointing. They are generallv

seen long before the land is in view, and are then only fragments of the more gigantic ones

nearer land^ but which have before reaching the mouth of Davis' Strait got broken and

washed into comparatively small dimoiisions. Sometimes a black speck may be seen afar

off, and then every eye is directed on, and the rigging is run to. It is an Eskimo, or '' Yak,''

as the whalers universally call them, out fishing, or perhaps venturing out with that all-

prescient scent of his after rum, pea-soup, pocket-handkerchiefs, and other good things

usually found on board '' Tuluit," or English vessels. If we are on board a steamer wo

shall have little chance to see him, as he knows that we are not like the sailing vessels,

dependent on wind and tide, and may move away at any time. It is not until off

the Whalefish or Kron[)rinds Islands, near the mouth of Disco Bay, that we see nnuh

of the natives of the country. Most frequently whalers, if the ice does not look very open

ahead, make a call at Godhavn, (p. 101) cr, as they call it, Lieveh', a little Danish trading-post

and residence of the Royal Inspector of North Greenland, situated on an islet off the south-

westerly point of Disco Island. It consists of the residence of the inspector, the colonibestyrer,

or governor, one or two workmen's houses, all built of wood pitched, the store-house, and

perhaps a couple of dozen rude Eskimo huts. It is one of the smallest of the Danish posts,

but acquires an importance as being so directly on the route of the whaler and exploring

vessels, and accordingly touched at by tliem, and as the " seat of government." Tlie trade of

Greenland is a strict monopoly of the Danish Government, and accordingly the government

puts a check upon any trading or fishing within a certain distance of the coast. It does not,

however, prohibit the sale of small articles not used in their trade ; and accordingly, in additicui

to obtaining news of the ice, and such other infurmation, here commences a curious traffic with

the natives, well known to Scotch whalers, at least, under the name of " troaking," or bartering.

The articles most in demand by the seamen are models of the native kayaks, sealskin tobacco-

pouches, slippers, bags, gloves, caps, trousers, and waistcoats, and various nick-nacks carved
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out of walrus or narwhal ivory, which the Greeulanders execute with great neatness and

patience, occupying most of the dark winter months, when confined in-doors, in such labour.

In payment they prefer biscuits, cotton handkerchiefs, black silk ones, for the women to put

round their heads at the place where the hair, being pulled up to form the "top-knot"' is

o-ettino- thin, shirts, or still better—if it is to be had

—

rum, which physiologists tell us is, in

VIEW ,il Ul'EKXIVIK, NORTH G1;EEXLAXD.

some form or another, a necessity to a people living on an animal diet, and that the craving

for spirits found universally among all races so situated is only Nature demanding the

exemplification of Liebig's law about the mixture of azotised and non-azotised food. The

poor people look forward from one year's end to the other to the chance of these stray visits,

and will often come far out to sea to have an opportunity of selling their things. Here

there is more competition, and accordingly they meet us everywhere, with a from-ear-to-ear

grin, dodging us behind the house to offer some pouch or specimen of their workmanship,

redolent of an ancient and a fish-like smell. The English sailor, with his proverbial

generosity, gives them comparatively high prices for their commodities, and much largesse

beside in pea- soup and rum. After they return home, they lie abundantly about their luck

on boarJ such and such a like ship, neglect work, and for some time afterwards are dis-
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satisfied with the Danish traders' tariff. They hkewise learn English with a very improper
vocabulary; and, forsooth, in distant Lievely you hear rather a sprinkling of the oath of British
commerce. This '' whaler English " is a peculiar jargon, though each party concerned looks upon
it as the language of the other—such as " troakem/' a corruption perhaps of tlie Lowland Scotch
"troak'' (or trade); "andre man'' (other man), doubtless the Danish " andre ; " ^'keesee"
(ice—the Eskimo being '^ seko/' though they alfirm that the former word is English);

A GXiEENLAXD ESKIMO HOUSE.

"meekie" (dog); "keese meekie" (ice-dog, or bear); "shmalley," (small); ^^nuphstaw"
(understand)

;
and so with some others, the origin of which admits of no sort of doubt, and

are, therefore, unnecessary to be entered in this very proper narrative of facts. Many of the
words are corrupted attempts of the seamen to pronounce words taken from the language of
the Eskrnio on the other side of Davis' Strait, which language differs very considerably
from the Greenland dialect preserved to us in the dictionaries and grammars of Fabricius,
Klemschmidt, and others, and in the various works translated into that language for the use
of the natives. The whaler cannot long afford to accept the hospitality of LieveK', for
he must make all speed for the north. Few whales are now caught 0:1 t!ie Greenland ccast
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after April or ^lar, and. though Disco Bay and vicinity were at one time the favourite

localities of the whalers^ it is rarely that even a Baliena mi/sticelus is killed in that region.

So little is this looked upon as a contingency that the whalers do not allow it to enter into

their calculations as tu the success of their voyage."^ Sometimes when the ice lies far out to

seaward^ joining the middle ice of Davis^ Strait^ the \\haler will endeavour to go through

the Waigat Strait^ between the Island of Disco and the Xoursoak Peninsida, and then he

calculates (or^ at least, used to do in the old times) on findiug '• lish." Here you will hear

quoted a rough old distich commemorative of this :

—

'•Disco dippin',

Waigat open,

TliCTe you'll find

The whales nappin'."

^lost frequently, however, at this season (June) he will be stopped off the end uf the

Xoursoak peninsula by the land-ice projecting out for several miles^ and he will nut fail to be

visited, as we were, by the natives in their dog sledges from Xoursoak (p. •1\\) and X'iakornak,

two Danish outposts, each presided over by a cooper or carpenter^ called an " udligger,"^ or

literally, " outliver,'^ the amenities of whose life are none of the liveliest. The udligger is a

gentleman generally possessed of an Eskimo wife, and a numerous brass-complexioued

prugeny. He is very hospitable withal, and slightly addicted to rum and other ardent

beverages— weaknesses which the "governor/-' as he is jocularly called, has numerous

opportunites of indulging while " Herr Englanderen " is ice-bLauid off his httle post.

The whaler has his own names for places along his route, consecrated by long usage

and not always in strict accordance with Admiralty charts. His nomenclature is, however,

equally to the purpose. Every ^prentice boy knows the dark trap-cliff's of the Disco Island

where the snow lies for only a short period as " the black land o' Lievely,^^ and '' Bunke

land " lies north of it, and north of this again is " Black Hook," which is only, however, a

translation of the Danish Svarte Huk. The little commercial establishment of Proven is soon,

passed, and we may drop a boat ashore at Upernivik (p. lUb), in latitude 72° 4S' X"., fur letters

for England. At Tessuisak, a little further north, is the last Danish outpost, which has the

distinction of being the most northerly abode of civilised man (p. 112). Here lives Jensen,

whose name is familiar enough in more southern latitudes, as Dr. Hayes^ dog-driver and in-

terpreter; and at Upernivik used to live Carl Petersen—now the quiet keej^er of a lighthouse

on the Zealand coast—so well known as the companion of Penney, M'Clintock, and Kane,

and as the reputed author of a narrative of some of these expeditions.f Those who have

only learned the Greenland dialect of Eskimo, and especially that, too, the rather corrupted

version known as " coloni Gronlandske," can but imperfectly understand the natives of

Smith's Sound, and still less the Western Eskimo, whose language Petersen could

but imperfectly translate. I mention this to show that allowances ought to be made for

* For an elaborate reWew of the capture of whales off Danish Greenland, see Reinhardt and Eschi-icht's Ear

Society's llcinolrs on the Cetacei, 1837: Rink's Gronland GeographlsJc og Statisfisk ; and Lindeman's ArJdifc'ne

Fischerei der Beutschsn Scestddte, 1620— 1868 (Gotha, 1869).

t Ben Sidste Frinklin—Expedition mid Fox (Cop?nhagen, 1860). • Erindringer fra Folarlandene optegnede af

1850-55. Udgivne af Lieut, i, B. Beichman (Copenhagen, 1855).
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Greenland interpreters^ and that future explorers should not unjustly accuse their interpreter

of deficiency in the languag-e if he cannot readily translate the dialect of the "Western Eskimo,

even though their country lies but a few days^ sail from his home. "We are amid a little

group of islands, on one of which (Kingatorsoak) was found in 1824, by an Eskimo named

Pedluit, a Runic column showing that loug before Ross and Parry were dreamt of, old Norse

fishermen—it may have been pirates—on one of these restless, roving expeditions of theirs,

during which they discovered America, and settled near where Taunton now stands, visited

this high northern latitude. The stone has been long in the Museum of Northern Antiquities

at Copenhagen ; and though the inscription on it has l^een variously translated, the following,

by the late Dr. Rafn, himself an Icelander, may be received as tolerably correct :
—

" Erling

Sigvatson and Bjarne Thordarson, and Endride Oddson erected these memorial-stones

and cleared this place on Saturday before Gangdag^' (25th April, or according to our

calculations, 1st May), "in the year 1135.^' Little recks the whaler for such musty

old memories, or that he is now among the Frue Islands of the Danes—the " Women's

Islands " of stout John Davis, of Sunshine and Moonshine memory, so called because the

men all fled in trepidation when they sighted his ships, and only left the women to

face tbe explorers. They are not so bashful nowadays. Just as little do our friends

care for the islets of plumbago which dot this archipelego—for it is not worth its freight,

and there is better game ahead ; so he j)ushes north with all the speed he may until he

reaches the Duck Islands. Then again he is stopped by a barrier of ice, for we are now

opposite the entrance of Melville Bay—that most dreaded spot in all the whalers' route

—

to pass which is literally " running a-muck •" with the Arctic ice-iields.

"Taking the Bay.''

For weeks past we have been hearing enough about " ihe bay," and are somewhat familiar

with it in theory at least. " Taking the bay " is a serious consideration, a proceeding not to be

gone about in a reckless manner. Accordingly, " the fieet"" hooks on," with their S-shaped

ice-anchors to the floe, which now begins to stretch tolerably—or rather, intolerably—continu-

ously among the islands until the captains have reconnoitred the ice, and talk among themselves

about the best method of " making the j^assage." One after another you may see the ships

hook on to the thick ice, and boat after boat drop from their sides with crews of volunteers,

only too glad for a little " run ashore," even if it should be knee-deep in snow, to the higher

islands, to have a look ahead. "We join one, and -land at an "'ice foot," or the remains of the

winter ice which clings to the land long after the main floes are broken up, and floundering

over the snow-banks which lie deep in the hollows of the island, we climb to the top. "What

a dreary look-out ! To the northward there seems nought but one continuous white ice-field,

here and there lined by a few dark-coloured "leads" of water (p. 52), or varied by hummocks

of ice and snow, which the pressure of the currents or winter gales have forced up; while land-

ward rise a dreary coast with high cliffs, glaciers, and snow-banks. One remarkable object

meets our eye here. It is a curious peak familiarly known to every one who has ever gone so

far north by the nnme of the " Devil's Thumb" (p. 113). It is generally looked upon as the

entrance of Melville Bay, and is, I am informed by those who have landed there, an island.
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The shore-line of INIelville Bay has^ however^ never been properly, if at all, surveyed, the ships

which have passed through it being only too anxious to get to the northward, even had the ice

allowed a boat to get in shore. The " DeviFs Thumb " I can compare to nothing better than a

huge edition of the odontoid process of the axis vertebra, a simile which will be familiar enough

to many of my readers. Everywhere the island we stand upon bears mark of the wintry cold

of the region we are now in. Rocks are scattered about, rent by the frost, and the disintegrated

trap is strewn with rough garnets which you may pick up by handfuls. A little green leaf is

THE MOST NORTHEKLY AliODE OF CIVILISED MAM

peeping out here and there, even above the snow, and the wet banks are spongy with mosses and

lichens. A snow bunting [Plectojjhranes nivalin) is looking about for a nesting-place, and a

flock of eider and king ducks {Somaterla mollissima and S. sj^ectahills) fly quacking by. Just

as we slide shouting down a snow-bank, we hear a rush, and a creamy-white object turns the

corner. Instantly our rifle is unslung, but we are too late, for before we can get within range

our ursine co-occupant of the island is off across the ice-field at a rate which defies pursuit, even

did our valour outstrip our prudence so far. Seals are lying lazily basking here and there at

their aflukfi or breathing-holes in the ice, affording abundant food for the Polar bear, though

he does not seem always to be so well fed. On these islands are remains of the whalers^

prolonged visits, for in addition to the unfailing sardine-box and broken bottle which all

the world over remain the monument of the travelling Briton, we find sadder memorials in

the shape of graves of officers and seamen of different ships. On one we find the graves

of two Eskimo, who wxre brought to Scotland by one of the Kirkcaldy whalers, but died
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of phthisis—a common disease among- those broug-ht to milder chmates—on his way home

again. All of these graves are mere mounds of stones heaped over boxes containing the

bodies^ with a piece of board tellings in rudely-cut and not remarkably well-spelled words,

the name and desig-uation of the dead man beneath. Some of these boards were gnawed down

by the bears to the very stump, showing that occasionally they had been driven to con-

siderable straits by famine. They had even attemi)ted to get at the dead bodies bv pulling

down the stones. One of these attempts gave us an opportunity of witnessing the remarkable

THE • UKVIL 6 TUL.MJi, MELVILLE liAV, NUltTU UKEENL.\N1).

antiseptic powers of cold in this northern latitude. Tiic half-'v\Tenched-off lid of one of the

boxes showed the Ijody quite fresh, as if it had been dead but yesterday, though the date on the

board proved that it had laid there for nearly twenty years. In the winter, of course, decay is

out of the question, and in the sliort heat of summer the frost iml)ibed is sutlicient to ])reserve

all animal substances, without decay commences before the winter again freezes it. However,

in the Danish burying-gronnds in Greenland the bodies are decayed, as one has an abundant

opportunity of witnessing, for the bones are scattered aronnd, apparently nnheeded. In

some instances these boards seem to have been taken away by the natives, who come up in

the summer to gather cider-down among the islands. We see none yet, but a broken paddle is

seen to be frozen in the ice-lloe, telling of former visits. In a week or two these islets are

literally covered with millions of eider ducks, who come north here to breed. It is then almost

impossible to step ashore without setting one's foot on a nest with eggs, and the whole islet is

circled with swarms of birds. In addition to endless roast ducks, the whaler then luxuriattis,

15
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from cabin to galley, in eider-duck eggs ad nauseam. The ships bring boat-loads off, and it is

amusing to see the men in the heat of the summer sun and the ardour of the pursuit running

about in their drawers, having drawn off their trousers to convert into extemporised bags by

tying a bit of spun yarn round the bottom of each leg. Many of the ships will collect

in a day or two as many as from fifty to two hundred dozen of eggs, pi-eserving them

perfectly easily by exposure to the open air. From morning to night, and all night

through (for we have now continuous daylight), the report of guns is heard from '' ducking

parties,^' " looming parties,"*^ or whatever name it may be necessary to apply to boats'

crews in search of looms or guillemots [Alca arm), rotjes {Mergnlu-s), and other Arctic birds

which now swarm in the open places among the ice-fields, and make the air merry with

their noise. In such amusement day after day passes, until suddenly the smoke of the

steamers Ijegins to rise in the clear frosty Arctic air, and there is hurr^^ing and scurrying

each one on board his own ship, for the floes are opening. Usually some energetic captain

takes the lead, for this is something to talk about all summer through, and during the

next winter, as the skippers hang about the wharves. Sitting in the " crow's nest,'' or

cask, at the masthead (p. 105), he directs the steersman. Into the opening made by

the parting of the ice-fields (by winds or currents) the leading ship enters, followed by

several others, either tempted by the same reason or with a view to the additional safety

which numbers afford. If the lead continue open all the way through to the " North

water,^' the ship may go through in a few hours, as in the case of the Alert and Discovery

in 1875, but this rarely happens. Suddenly the floes are seen to be slowly closing again;

then with all speed the ice-saws are got out, and "a dock" is cut in the ice—that is, a

piece the size of the ship is sawn out of the side of one of the opposing floes, and into

this space the ship is placed, so that when the two ice fields come together they may not

injure the vessels, as they would if she remained in her old position. Sometimes, however,

they are too late—the floes are seen to move together; first is a creaking sound, then

a cracking of beams, then the stout vessel goes like a chip box of matches. Nothing

can oppose the enormous force of these ice-fields. " If the ice does not go through her it

will go over her," was the sage remark of an old ice-master. In the meantime the floes

which destroy the ship save the crew, who throw over upon the ice bags of clothes, provisions,

and other necessaries, which they have in readiness for such a contingency, and another vessel

more fortunate picks them up. Sometimes the vessel is only " nipped," and for the rest of the

voyage its effects are seen in the cabin-doors not being able to be shut, and so on. At other

times the vessel may be buoyed up by the ice for several days ; but, again, she may go down

so suddenly that the men have barely time to jump ashore. I know of a case in which the

vessel went domi so suddenly that the cooper, who happened to be in the hold at the time,

went down before he could escape ; and of another where a man, after being confined for nearly

a whole day, was cut out by the side of the vessel by his comrades. The man's horror of

mind dur'ng the interval may be imagined ! The ice-fields move away again, and down goes

the vessel. The bottom of Melville Bay must be perfectly strewn with wrecks. Sometimes

the vessel may be able to get through into open water before the floes can close, and here

the value of a steamer is apparent. Sailing vessels used to put out their boats and tow

the vessel through, or the men tracked her laboriously along the floe sides. The few sailing
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vessels now generally make arrangements to get a tow from the steamers under these

circumstances. When once they are in the North water the men shout heartfelt shouts of

joy. Now the great danger—the almost only danger of an Arctic summer voyage to the head

of BafRn^s Bay—is over, and their chances of a cargo are augmented. Sometimes, however,

tliey will be unable to make a passage in time for a fishery in Pond's Bay, and even, as in some

years, unable altogether to get across by Melville Bay, and must go round the southern end of

the great middle field of ice lying down Davis' Strait, and work up the oi)posite coast in

the pursuit of the whale in its migration. The reason Melville Bay is so full of ice is

that the floes from the north are jammed in that depression by the north winds, so that,

unlike the other portions of Baffin's Bay, it is never entirely free from great fields of ice.

As the ice is turned up by the iron-shod prow of the steamer a dark, slimy mass is seen,

which wags in long strings through the water, like the fronds of the brown tangle"^ now

and then seen floating. This is known as rotten ice by the whalers, and the writer was

fortunate enough to discover it to be great masses of diatomacese, and that as described

in a former chapter (p. UU). To these diatomaceae the discolouration of the Greenland Sea

alluded to by various mariners, from Hudson and Davis to Scoresby, was also due.f

In the "North Water."

The whalemen are now oi:)posite Cape York, and if close enough the " crimson cliffs of

Beverley," dyed pink with the red snow plant, can be seen; and, perhaps, some of Drs.

Kane and Hayes' friends performing wonderful antics on the ice to tempt the whalers

ashore, for the Eskimo here have no kayaks, or boats, these being almost unavailable, owing

to the short time the sea is free from ice, and to the fact that the land-floe is continuously

attached to the coast-line. Soon the opening of Smith's Sound will be in sight, but it is

rarely that the whalers can go up there. It is often encumbered with ice, and whales do

not seem to travel in that direction, but cross Baffin's Bay to the western shore of that sea.

All this time we have left the whaling fleet, either frozen fast in Melville Bay, or, what is

better, sailing in the North water in sight of Smith's Sound. Let us take the more hopeful

view of the matter, and suppose that they are en route for the " West Land," following up the

migration of their gigantic game. They rarely cross north of the Carey Islands, going most

frequently southward of that group. Very few whalers have ever landed on them, but I am
informed by those who have, that there are numbers of the former habitations of Eskimo

there. They now reach the opening of Lancaster Sound, and occasionally sail up that inlet.

It has been discovered by Messrs. Philpots and Browne that Cape Horsburgh is in reality

the extremity of a large island. J In like manner, it will be found that there are many
unexplored inlets between Jones and Lancaster Sounds, and between Lancaster, Eclipse, and

other sounds lying south of it. Whales are sometimes killed in this vicinity, but most of the

whalers make with all haste south to Pond's Bay, where they remain generally for three or four

* Lammaria loufficniris, De la Pyl.

t " Trans. Botanical Society, Edinburgh," Vol. ix. ; "Das Ausland," 18G8 ; and retermann's " Mitheilungen," 1869.

X Now known as " Philpot Island," see " An account of the land in the vicinity of Capo Horsburgh, lat.

74° 44' 24' N., long. 79« W., and of the island discovered there" by Ed. P. Philpots, M.B. ("Proceedings of

the Itoyal Geographical Society," Vol. xiii., p. 372).
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wec^ks. It is a common calculation among tliem that if they can reach Pond's Bay by the fir?t

week in August, thev are tolerablv sure of a g-ood caro-o. This inlet was named in honour of

the Astronomer Royal of that name, but it is not a bay, as was originally supposed, but an

extensive inlet of the sea, the innermost portion of which is called Eclipse Sound, after the

whaler Edipse, which first sailed up it. Its shores are inhabited by numerous Eskimo, most of

whom remove in the summer to the outlet of the sound, to be near the whalers. The land ice

generally lies at this period for several miles off the shore, so that it is difficult to land. How-

ever, we are soon visited by the natives. A darkish speck is seen in the distance, then another,

and another, until they ajiproach near enough to show them to be parties of Eskimo with their

dog-sledges. Afar off they hail u? with cries of '^ Timoo ! Timoo,'"^ which ring clear through

the Arctic air, and as they approach nearer, " Pilletey ! Pilletey !

"—" Give us something !

give us something !

•" They are a wild-looking set of fellows, very different in appearance from

the mild Lutherans on the other side of the strait, but, withal, they cannot be denied to be

a manly-looking race of pagans, vastly superior to their civilised Greenland brethren in every

jihysical characteristic. Their object is to trade narwhal " horns,^^ walrus teeth, skins, orna-

ments, whalebone, and, indeed, everything for anything they can get. Muskets are, however,

chiefly in demand, and most of them having obtained these, they are very anxious for gun-

powder and percussion-caps. At one time they would accept almost any kind of gun, but they

are now remarkably good judges both of the workmanship and shooting powers of the weapon.

Anything they will sell, and I have seen natives strip themselves almost stark naked when

offered a price for their clothing, nor will they even hesitate to offer to trade off their chuljbv-

looking babies, if they think any one is willing to purchase them. They, however, always

show a i^reference for useful articles over mere toys, though a story is told of one who

was so captivated by the charms of a fiddle in the possession of one of the seamen, that he

offered whalebone for it, until finally the owner received enough for his instrument to bring £100

in Dundee. They are very fickle, however ; for before the ships left the fiddle was bought back

again, in exchange for a pair of scissors ! Barter with these natives is a perfect passion, and

during the whole time the whalers remain at Pond^s Bay their time is passed in one continuous

round of excitement, dashing backward and forward between the shore and vessel, often sleeping

all night coiled up on deck or below, and sometimes on their sledges out on the ice, or inside their

upturned skin kayaks. Their women and children are brought along with them, the object being

to pick up " unconsidered trifles," for nothing is safe from these hyperborean savages, though

their brethren in Greenland are now so moralised by the missionaries as to be perfect strangers

to dishonesty. Some of the women arc occasionally not very well behaved, and during our stay

a melancholy tragedy occurred. One of the chief men, suspecting his wife of infidelity, took

her out on the ice and plunged his large knife into her heart, killing her on the spot. Gene-

rally, however, all goes well, and our wild friends enjoy to the utmost their annual holiday, to

which they look forward through all the long winter and short summer. If you meet them

when walking along the ice-floes, they will immediately make room for you on their sledges,

though it is not practicable to stop the dogs in their wild career. Accordingly, you watch your

chance, and tumble do\vn upon the motley occupants of the open sledge amid shouts of

laughter. The natives sit on their sledges back to back, like the people on an Irish cai'o

* A mere salutation, equivalent, perhaps, to " Good clieer !

"
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There is no covering' oi any sort in the snmmerj but behind are an upright pair of reindeer

hornS; on which hang- extra lines^ whips, traces, hunting* utensils, &c. Every article is of a

ruder make than those of the Greenlanders. Wood is scarce, and a piece of iron hoop has its

price among these denizens of the snow. Their kayaks and umiaks (open flat-skin boats) are

built on exactly the same plan as the Greenlanders', but larger, and of a ruder construction.

Most of the women are slig-htly tattooed, but all are taller and healthier-looking" than the Green-

A STRANDED SPERMACETI WHALE. [CatodoH IliaCrOCCpfia/llS*
)

Janders. Going ashore, you are received kindly by them, but Ihey are not always to be trusted.

One of our crew, having wandered off from his companions, was enticed into a hut by some of

them, and there stripped to his shirt (and that he with diflleulty saved), in which woful jdight

he returned to the vessel. Their habits are those of the rudest pagans, though in a slight

sketch snch as this, in which they are only incidentally met with, it is impossible to say more.

* Tho Spormaceti whale is chiefly a denizen of tlie warmer rep^ions of the Paeifio. It is, however, not uncommon

off the north-west coast of America, and oven ascends within tho Arctic rcjjions north of Behrinpf's 8ti-ait. Though

Fahricius mentions it as frequenting the southern portion of Davis' Strait, and as known to the Eskimo under the

name of Kegtttilik or Kigutc!irlf:nal-, it is ceitainly a very rare Cetacean in the North Atlantic, and is at present only

known to tho Greenlanders from tradition. I have never heai'd of more than one being killed in Baffin's Bay la

modern times.
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Dr. Kane's account of the Smith's Sound Eskimo, with some variations, gives a fair account of

these rude children of the snow and ice-fields. When the whalers move away the Pond's Bay

natives settle down again to the ordinary routine of their hard struggle for existence, but it

is said that the dissipation they indulge in during the few weeks the whalers are in their

vicinity operates badly upon them, though it ought to be noted that they do not care for

spirits, and that rum is seldom offered them.

They are very migratory, and move up and down the coast at different times of the year.

Like the nation generally, they are rapidly decreasing, their number being now much smaller

than in former times. They collect in one or two little communities, principally for the

convenience of meeting with the whale ships, and mostly in Pond's Bay and Cumberland

Sound. Some years ago a whaler landed at a locality where in former years natives used

to come off to the ship, and was horrified to find the first hut full of dead bodies, black and

stiff. The second visited was the same, and so on with the half-dozen of which the settle-

ment consisted. Small-pox does not a^^pear to have troubled the western natives much^

though in earlier times several thousands of the Greenlanders died in a few years of this

fell disease, and many thousands more with what the old writers call the " black death,"

u plague which in the Middle Ages desolated Europe.

On the " West Side.'^

September is now approaching, one of the pleasantest of autumn months in more

favoured regions, but in these dreary latitudes it is the season in which the nights are

beginning to be cold and dark, and sleet, snow, howling blasts and crashing icebergs^

warn the navigator that the winter with its icy terrors is approaching, and that all who

know what is good for them ought to be preparing to leave for another country. Hitherto

the days have been sunshiny and warm— almost too warm— though out at sea the gentle

breeze blowing over the ice-fields keeps it always cool. However, a ramble on land is

not so pleasant. Without shelter of any sort, the sun's rays, reflected from the glittering

snow-banks and bare lichen-covered rocks, are overpoweringly warm, and the perspiring

traveller, floundering it may be through snow-wreaths, soon sits down exhausted, most likely

tempted to quench his thirst by eating snow, a practice which, as every mountain tourist

knows, only aggravates his craving for water. Out on the ice-floe, which is our usual

place of promenade, the heat is still more oppressive, even if om' "constitutional" be not

disturbed by somewhat unpleasant companions. It is about this period that the ice-floes are

breaking up. Of this the writer retains a rather unpleasant recollection. W^alking one

morning, fowling-piece in hand, along the edge of the floe, I noticed a crack in the ice

which could be easily stepped over. Having forgotten my snow goggles, on returning, half-

blinded w^ith the glare of the snow, I was suddenly brought to a standstill by plumping into

the now broadening crack between the separating fields. Luckily I came up at the edge,

and while endeavouring to scramble out, was in no way reassured by observing a Polar bear

—

thwarted in its endeavours to procure a seal for breakfast—watching me attentively from an

ice hummock close at hand. There was just a possibility that the bear might have mistaken

me for a seal^ and as my lethal weapon was now so damped by the souse it had undergone,
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my situation was not the pleasantest. Luckily it was observed from the ship, and

a few rifle-bulletsj landing- in disagreeable proximity to the bear's head, soon frightened it

away. Night is the pleasantest time to go a-field. That is, we call it night by courtesy

;

but for three or four months it is just as light at midnight as at midday. However,

the sun gradually sinks lower and lower, until it appears merely as a great shining ball

on the edge of the horizon, and then slowly disappears below it. It is at first rather

confusing, this mixing up of the old conventional night and day, and sometimes ridiculous

mistakes occm*. Yet there is always something about night in the Arctic regions which

indescribably stamps it as night. There is out at sea the same unwonted calmness and

stillness in the air, and in all the surroundings, which I have noted as characteristic of a

Greenland settlement at the " midnight time/^ The sun gleams with a subdued glare

over the golden-tinted snow Ids and ice-floes, and the bergs float along, with the mild

light reflecting from their glistening sides, like silver castles in that quiet summer sunlight.

The snowy ivory-gull"^ flits now and then about the hummocks, or sits dreamily floating

along on the broken pieces of ice. The noisy swarms of mollemokes.f—the spirits of

old Greenland skippers the sailors affirm— gorged with blubber, have now returned to the

ice-floes ; and the only noise heard is the angry cackle of an obese Procellaria, crowded out of

its sleeping-place by its fellow. The rotjes, looms, and dovekies, which all day long blacken

every pool in the ice-floe, are now sitting in long pensive lines on the edge of some floating

piece of ice. A seal, resting to stare round just at our stern, or a small family part}' of

walruses floating along on the ice, are the only living things about. A temporary excitement

may be raised at the sight of a huge bear which has approached, having scented out the

smell of supper from afar oif; or the stillness of the midnight air in Ilyperboria is broken 1)}'

the shouts of the crew, who tumble up half-dressed from below, the twirling of pulle\s, and

the " flop " of ropes as the boats are hastily lowered, for a whale has just blown in (hlce far

nienfe ease not a hundred yards from the ship.

Autumn and Home.

All is over now. The twilight has given way to the alternate mght and day.

The nights are cold, and in the morning a " raw fog/' which goes to your very Ijones,

meets you as you come on -deck. Storms of wind are not uncommon, and the noise

of the bergs crashing together, though beautiful to people abounding in more sentiment

than is usually harboured aboard a whaler, is rather disquieting to the captain's mind.

He accordingly moves "suth'ard," in advance of the weather, and in pursuit of the

whale, which now begins travelling along the westward shores to its winter quarters

somewhere out of the limits of fixed ice, ])ut where, is not known. Short halts are made

at Home Bay, Clyde River, and other localities, the names of which hardly express

the real geographical nature of these places. Most of them are inlets of the sea of

great but unknown extent, never penetrated by man ; and, imless the Admiralty choose

to spare one of their idle ships, and a few of the many officers wearing out tlieir lives ashon*

on the cheerltss joys of half-})ay and prospects, most likely never will be. V>\ the beginning of

* Pa^ophila cburnca. \ Procellaria glacialis.
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October they are opposite what is marked on the chart as Cape Hooper. South of this lies an

extensive sounds not indicated on the usual charts, known to the whalers as " Yakiefjord/^ or

literally, Eskimo-fjord, from the number of natives who were found there when it was

discovered, thoug-h few, if any, are there now. If the whaler has not a cargo yet, he

either goes south to Cumberland Sound (Kemisoak), or to a little harbour known as " Hang-

man's Cove" (from the circumstance of a native being found suspended by a line over a cliff

when it was first entered), or the majority retreat into this " Yakiefjord "—or rather into

a little ciil de sac just off it. Here the ships lie secure while the autumn storm rages

outside; and every morning the boats go out waiting for the sight of whales. This is called

" rock-nosing." It is not very successful, but still there is a chance of their obtaining " a

fish." If one be captured the vessel comes out and assists in towing it into the harbour,

there to be " made off'," or stripped of its blubber and whalebone. While in Yakiefjord,

the idlers on board, such as the engineer, cajitain, surgeon, &c., amuse themselves reindeer-

hunting, and occasinnall}' have a pot-shot at a wulf, numbers of which abound in this

locality. It was for this reason that the Eskimo abandoned the locality—they could not

keep their dogs from the wolves. According to his industry, or the state of his cargo, the

whaler ^^•ill now move home. It is not often that he stays later than the 20th of October,

though it sometimes happens that tliuse who go into Cumberland Sound will even prolong

their stay until the beginning of November. This later locality is the Meta Incognita

of Sir Martin Frobisher. Of late years it has become a favourite haimt of the whaler,

many of the ships, particularly the American, wintering there to capture whales in early spring.

They are assisted in this l)v the natives, who are now amazingly Americanised, speaking

broken English after the transatlantic fashion, and accomiilished in many vices not altogether

peculiar to our American cousins, but which, nevertheless, the}' have the resjionsibility of

having introduced into this locality.

Though British territory, by right of disco\ery and proximity to Hudson^s Bay and

the Dominion of Canada, I should not be surprised were the Americans (in case the locality

becomes valuable) to claim it by right of occupation, and on account of their nation having

produced a citizen who first surveyed it in a rough way. Formerly all the localities hereabout

had some flavour of that quaint piety of the old navigators who thought, that when they went

so far afield, they were taking their lives in their hands. The " Cape of God's Mercy " is on

our lee, named in all sanctity by John Davis, of Bristol ; but immediately to the south of this

is (let us say) Cape Silas Y. Dollup of Dollupville, Arkansas, who presented a jack-knife and a

keg of dried apples to the '"' expedition " of his enthusiastic countrymen, to whom we owe

the somewhat peculiar nomenclature which has now overlaid the ancient cue afiixed to the

Meta Incognita by the gallant captains of Queen Besses reign. By the first week of

October there are few of the whalers which have not left for home. For the next few weeks

stormy weather may be expected. Gales are sure to be experienced off Cape Farewell,

and across the Atlantic a calm is a rarity indeed in the month of October. It is seldom

that more than a fortnight is occupied at this season in running between land and laud.

The old whalers were rough navigators. Some of them knew no more of scientific navi-

gation than was comprised in taking " a latitude " by the quadrant. Having obtained

lr.titude o-ot in a rough way, they '•' put her into it," raid '' ran down the coast." Sometimes
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the land-fall, thanks to good seamanship and better luck, was tolerably fair. At other

times it was not so good, and probably the west of Ireland would be the first land-

fall. However, so long as they did not miss the British Isles the whaler of the ancien

regime was content. He was a rough, but a courageous, hardy sea-dog. In war-time

he frequently took out letters of marque as a privateer, and, generally speaking, not only

defended himself, but is even rumoured to have, in some cases, made up for a bad voyage by

a profitable raid on " Bonny^s '^ merchantmen. Traditions are indeed still extant of the stout

fights the last-century whalemen made for liberty and cargo with the French cruisers who

hovered around them. One is said to have fired off all his ammunition until he took to

loading with cheese, and, finally, as a last resource, fired, with his last pound of powder, the

poker and tongs. The "Parthian shot" was successful. The Frenchman sheered off, under

the belief that his once-despised enemy was only beginning to fire chain-shot. Still many

were captured ; but fourteen or fifteen years ago, when the writer of these lines was more

intimately acquainted with the jjersonnel of the whaling fleet than he has been since, he was

acquainted with old men who, as very young ones had lain in the French prisons, captives in the

first Xapoleon^s wars. Another terror, almost as much dreaded, was the press-gang. Knowing

when the whalers were likely to return, cruisers lay off Shetland and the Pentland Frith, ready

to fill up their complement of men with the excellent seamen whom they could always find

in alundanee on boai-d the whaling.-vessels. To avoid this pestilent necessity of war-times,

the men were in the habit of taking the boats as soon as they arrived on the Scottish coast,

and then cautiously working their way to port along the coast, keeping in shore, avoiding

towns, and keeping a sharp look-out seaward. The apprentices and officers, who were not

pressible, then took the ship home. The whaling captains of modern times, though rather

inclined to be rough in their manners, and, from much association with each other, and

little with the rest of the world, to err on the side of " over-bumptiousness/^ are yet skilful

seamen, well acquainted with the my.?tery of modern navigation and the best nautical

instruments. They make a sure land-fall, and by the middle or end of October are signalling

for a pilot for the Pentland Frith, if necessary ; and as they generally reserve coal enough to

be able to steam down the coast, are usually in Dundee within a few days of sighting Cape

Wrath. It is pleasant to see again the familiar merchantmen, the sleepy towns, the bays,

the trees, the cows, the horses, and other signs of a world fitted for civilised man. By long

habit and tradition certain courtesies are expected to be paid to a whaler by the old-fashioned

coasters. One of them is to "broom'''' a whaler. A passing vessel will send a man into the

rigging to wave a broom. This is equivalent to asking "' Whaf's the cargo ?
•'' The whaler's

boatswain replies by a downward sweep of the broom for every whale on board, and at the

conclusion he is always treated to a friendly cheer from the coaster. It is needless to say

that, apart from the " crow's nest,'' which has probably not yet been removed from the

rigging, all seafaring men know a whaler by her build and general rig. For days past the

vessel has been thoroughly cleansed, and by the time she drops into harbour, and the wives

come on board to welcome their errant husbands, everything is "ship-shape Bristol

fashion." The oil is discharged in a few weeks, the men paid off, and for some time the vessel

lies " laid up in ordinary," with nobody but the ship's keeper on board. By February,

however, she must be again fitted out, and in March the good ship takes her departure to the
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frozen North. The seamen in the whaling trade rarely know of any other branch of seafaring

life. Many of them have never seen corn grow since they were boys, and all of them are

greatly wedded to their life. They think there is no life like a whaler's life. They appreciate

their stirring adventures, and are inspirited by the gambling element which enters into it.

Poetry they have httle of, yet in talking with these rough, honest men one is frequently led to

believe that they can appreciate the spirit of the lines in their honour if they fail to understand

their metre :

—

" Calm through the heavenly sea on high

Comes out each white and quiet star

:

So calm up ocean floating sky,

Come one by one upon

White quiet sails from the grim icy coasts

That hear the battles of the whaling hosts
;

Where homeward crews with feet and flute in tunc,

And spirits roughly blythe make music to the moon."

CHAPTER VI.

Man in the Far North.

We might linger long in the Arctic regions, fascinating as are these seemingly inhospitable

lands ; we might speak of Iceland, its sagas and its songs, its warriors and its scalds, even

though little of that island lies within the Arctic Circle. We might describe Novai

Zemlai, and recall AVilliam Barentz and his adventures, and the romantic story of the

discovery of his wintering-house and relics a few years ago; or we might S'ketch Greenland

more fully, and run in imagination round the circumpolar lands discovered by Ross,

Franklin, Parry, and others. Of these, however, the map will give the outlines, and

their general features and character we have already described in sufficient detail in the

preceding chapter. Our space is limited, while the Arctic regions are almost unlimited ; for

we do not yet know their extent. We must, Uierefore, devote our last chapter to man

and society as they exist in the lands chilled by the '' north wind's breath."

1)an]sh Life in Greenland.

The popular idea of a residence in Greenland may be summed up in a very few

words— cold, train-oil, and blubber, with general misery thrown in to fdl the interstices

of the dismal i)ieture. In reality it is no such thing. The European resident may drink

train-oil if he can afford it, and eat blubber if he prefers this article of diet, and his

digestion can bear it. As for misery, he can get that anywhere without going to

Greenland for it. From Cape Farewell up to a little north of Upernivik, in 72*^ -IS' (p. 108)

north latitude, the west coast of Greenland is dotted with little Danish trading posts.
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The east coast, and all outside of these limits, are left to Polar bears and the handful of

Eskimo who dispute possession of the ice-bound coast. As for the interior, it is no
man's land. These little Danish outposts of civilisation are very primitive settlements.

We have figured some of them on pp. 2U, U, lOJr, 108, 112. A few dog-s, generally never more
than four or five, with their families, and a little collection of Eskimo, constitute the jjersomiel

AX ARCTIC SXOW-STOfiM.

of the settlements. The trade of Greenland is a strict monopoly of the Crown, whose

oflScials are placed there to superintend it. The Government conducts the commerco
solely on principles of philanthropy, the interest of the natives being the chief object in

view. The result is that the Eskimo are, within the Danish limits at least, prosperous,

educated, and Christianised little fur-clad folks, and if they be sometimes in want thr.t

is due to no fault of the Danish Government, but mainly to their own improvidence,

or to the many slips '' between the cup and the lip " which fall to the lot of the hunters of

seals and whales, and the fowler of eider ducks and geese. It would be difficult, within

moderate limits,^ to impress upon a reader who has been taught to associate Greenland
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and whale oil, Iceland and ice^ Ihe wholesome fact that neither idea is exactly correct.

Ice there is enough in Greenland, but there is also a pleasant life, such as the kindly

Danes, who have made that country their home, chose to make. Perhaps I can best

transfer to the reader my own impressions if I sketch here a Danish settlement as it

first came under my notice some years ago. The settlement is in about iJd° N.

VIEW OF (JUEEN AVGUSTA's VALLF.Y, KING ^VII.I,IAM's LAND, EAST CiKEE.NLAM).

latitude, and the sketch may do service for almost any of them. First, however, it

must 1)0 premised that the Danes have had modern settlements in Greenland since

1721, the Icelanders, who discovered it in the tenth century, having previously lived in

the southern fjords until about the year 1500. Let us, then, suppose ourselves landed

from the good ship which has l)orne us from Copenhagen. The Danish ships are lumbering,

bluff-bowed old vessels, never in a hurry, and rarely making more than one voyage

during the summo/ months, which is, of course, the only season when Davis' Strait and

Baffin's Bay are open to navigation. Their arrival, it is needless to say, is the great

event of the year. They form the sole connecting-link between Europe and Grccidacd,
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between the Greenland Dane's land of adoption and what he yet fondly talks of as '^home/''

Let us suppose, therefore, that the Eskimo pilot has guided us through among the icebergs

into one of the little harbours of his country. The rusty battery on the cliff has been

fired, the white cross of Daneborg has been run up, the scarlet and yellow-hooded ladies,

in their skin jackets and b s, on the cliffs have raised a treble cheer, which the bass

lungs of the boys and men have caught up, the anchor rattles through the hawse-holes,

the " Governor " and the priest have boarded us, and in a few moments we land in the

flat-bottomed skin boat, or umiak. AVe jump ashore on the ice-shaven rocks, and are in

John Davis's " Land of Desolation." It is June, but the snow is not yet off the

ground. There is a snowy-looking sky overhead, though the air is clear, and the calving

of the icebergs far off can be heard with a distinctness unknown in southern latitudes

through the clear, rarified air. We arrive just as the birds of passage arrive, and

all nature has got thawed out of the winter bonds of frost and snow. We live in the

"kirk loft," the attic above the church, and a queer little wooden structure, black pitch on

the outside, it is. It is built of drift logs, and beyond the fact that it serves for the legitimate

purposes of a church now and then, its walls are chiefl}'' utilised by the Eskimo as the place

for hanging their muskets, spears, and harpoons. These lethal weapons festoon it like

votive offerings in a hyperborean temple of Neptune.

We have been engaged all the morning in getting in our household gods, and now we are

citting talking of our future life in this distant portion of the world, as we look out of

the window, taking a bird's-eye view of the settlement. The snow-storm which, soon after our

arrival, welcomed us, has now abated for a while, and the sun being now high in the sky the

bare ice-polished rocks appear black, above the surrounding whiteness. Here, tumbling over

a cliff, is a mimic cascade, formed by the melting of last winter's snow, or a hollow

where the water has accumulated until it forms a little lake, bordered by a thicket of sedge

and other Arctic plants, now beginning to sprout above the snow. Not a tree nor a shrub

is to be seen. We are in North Greenland, and these sylvan luxuries are not to be found

here. Our apologetic guide, jealous of the honour of his country, however, assures us that

in South Greenland there are birches high enough to conceal the reindeer, and rumours

even that one sixteen feet high has been seen in some of the sheltered fjords of Frederickshaab

district.

In this part of the northern world, however, we are content to gaze vnih wonder on

an inch-and-a-half stem, which is exhibited in front of the Governor's house, as the limit

to which an Arctic forest tree in the '' seventies " can attain. All else is snow and bare

rounded rock, alternated with many swampy valleys ; and far beyond is the inland ice

;

while seaward shows itself in fleets of icebergs, and to the ear is patent by the dull,

sullen sound which every now and again strikes the ear, as one is detatched from the glacier,

or is dashed against its neighbour, when the displaced water rolls in like breakers on the

tideless beach. A few Eskimo huts—humble turf mansions—are scattered over the rocks,

and the inmates are boiling coffee over a fire made of Arctic dwarf birch, in front of the

trap-like door. In winter they burn oil as fuel in their soap-stone lamp, but just now

they are economical. Coffee is, however, the Greenlander's great luxury. A stimulant he

yearns for; and as spirits are denied to him by a paternal government, he supplies
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the want with black coffee, burnt on a stone, and roughly bruised with stones as the

beans are enclosed in an old leather mitten. A woman, who has been trying to clean some

eider-down on the rocks, has been lately driven within doors by the snow, and is now
hurrying down to the shore to dress a seal, which her husband—a chubby Eskimo—has just

landed out of his kayak. He is now—his share of the labour over—putting his little skin

and lath canoe on the frame, where repose the rest of the canoes belonging to the "coloni.^^ All

of the smaller fry—the hoods of their skin jackets over their ears—are running down to

see if Johannes^ seal is fat, and in good condition, and the dogs are scenting the plunder

from afar. Already a fierce-looking wolfish brute has seized hold of a fathom or two of

intestines and is off (pursued by half a dozen little boys and girls), howling, as ever and

anon the well-aimed crack of the long whip tells that the bit has come out. Over on a little

island, just off the shore, other women, more careful, have removed to dress their seals.

Here they get rid of the dog nuisance, and the rocks are spotted brown with seals' flesh

drying for winter's use. On frames are suspended long festoons of the intestines plaited

like the "gimp"" on ladies' dresses. Bones and refuse lie everywhere about, giving forth

that odour—an arrant and a sealy smell—characteristic of a Greenland settlement. The

men are "loafing" about, sitting on the flat roofs of the huts, or leaning against the turf

embankment of the church end, which seems to answer the jilace of the street corner in

more southern climes. Lines of boots made of dressed seal-skin, with their dogskin socks,

are hung out to dry, and women are busily engaged rubbing them with a piece of wood.

This is called the kamek or boot-stick, and well-to-do folks always require at least half-

a-dozen pairs of boots, because they must be frequently changed if wet by perspiration, or

otherwise, and rubbed soft with the " kamek-stickJ" This kamek-stick is often familiarly

called the " reiser kone," or travelling wife—it being the wife's special province to rub the

boots until they are in a condition to be worn again.

In Greenland, if you don't wish to be " cut," you must make the fii*st calls at the houses

of the residents. Indeed, the custom is a Danish one, and, moreover, a rather awkward

one, but still it is absolutely necessary to obey it, if you wish to keep from offence. We
have already peeped in at the Governor's or Colonibestyrer's—literally the " best man in

the colony"—to deliver our official letters, and as we are invited to his house later in the

evening, we shall drop over to the Lutheran priest's. We reach his sitting-room under the

pilotage of a strange-looking Eskimo servant girl, with a high topknot and gaudy boots of

dyed leather, through the kitchen, for Greenland houses are built more with a view to

warmth than elegance. Most of the Greenland officials speak English, and as " Ilerr Partor"

is a " Kandidat " of Copenhagen University, he is no exception to the rule. We accord-

ingly sip the inevitable coffee, and hear the ways of our Arctic parson's life. He has been

upwards of forty years in the country, and expects to die there. Ten years is, however,

the rule. On the expiring of that period of expatriation the zeal of the young missionary

has usually evaporated to that extent that he accepts with avidity the smallest parish in

Jutland or Zealand. In reality, however, there is little of the missionary in his calling,

his duties partaking more of those of a parish priest than anything else. They have only

" Danish church " every third Sunday—that being about as much as the European residents

are supposed capable of standing of Herr Partor's ministrations, though the natives are
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favoured with a little discourse every Sunday. As our residence is in and over the church

we are i'ully sensible of the fact. The men sit at one side^ and the women at the other,

after the fashion among the Danish peasants. An Eskimo jilays the organ, the voices

of the congregation joining rather sweetly in singing the Eskimo version of Luther^'s

hymns. If the day be warm we are deeply conscious of the fact that divine service is

proceeding in TU*^ N. latitude, for through the keyhole and the cracks in the door there

proceeds an odour of stale seals—a fact not at all surprising, consideriug that the whole

THE BLUE AUCTIC FOX. ( J^ulpeS LdfJOJiUS.)

audience is engaged, more or less, in the capture and preparation of the flesh and skins

of these animals, and that all of them are dressed in their hides. Even under the Lutheran

gown of the priest there peep hairy trousers and Eskimo boots, and the dogskin collar

of his skin jacket appears mingled in the most familiar manner with his ruff—or "millstone,"''

as the Danish boys irreverently style that distinguishing clerical ornament of the Scandinavian

cleric.

The Arctic vicar's parish is one hundred and forty miles long, thougli sparsely peopled

enough. He only visits it in the winter. While other parsons keep their cob, our

northern friend has his dogs, his sledge, and his ancient dog-driver. With these he skims

over the frozen sea in winter, though the support of his ravenous team in these times when

seals are scarce, is a source of great anxiety to the reverend gentleman's mind. In
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Greenland^ as among- the Danish peasants, no matter what time you call, coffee is

offered to you, and while we drink we examine his hooks. The Illustraled London

News is, we find, " taken in " here, in addition to its Danish imitation. The Tauchnitz

editions of Thackeray, Dickens, and Trollope are invariahle occupants of a Greenland

officer's library shelves, in addition to Danish theological writers of less note but more

unction ; we also find some volumes not less familiar, and recognise in them that superlative

reputation which consists in an author's work reaching the window-sill of a Greenland

VIEW oi- oMKNAK, NOKTii GKEENLAXD. [Trow an Orijinal SIcetch.)

jiriest. The parson lives far from " home," one would think, but yet the father of his

colleague paid him a visit only a few years ago, and, on the whole, onr host is not

inclined to look upon his lot with the same degree of commiseration as we are apt

to do. We leave the prosy old gentleman in a dogskin, and look in upon the

doctor—a more cheerful sort of gentleman—if we could only strike upon a language

which we mutually understood. However, we cheerily "break bread," the bread,

however, bearing about the same proportion to the liquid consumed as the halfpenny

worth of bread did to the " intolerable deal " of sack in Falstaff's bill of fare. The doctor

has passed sixteen or seventeen years in Greeidand as one of tlie two district surgeons,

and is as happy as need be. He is an enthusiastic naturalist, and in the Koyal Museum
at Copenhagen ranks as somebody. He has just returned from a long tour of inspection

17
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in his boat—which is his brougham— and is now busy compounding a cathartic for a

greasy-looking Eskimo who has over-eaten himself at the last debauch of seal's flesh

and coffee. We have now got pretty well over the upper crust of the " coloni
"—the

Danish residents^ though more numerous here than in the neighbouring settlements^ being

less than a dozen—and so we go back again to the church to dress, in order to meet the

" society " of the j^lace. " Dressing " in Greenland consists in washing our hands and

faces, and re-tying our neckerchiefs. The short spell of sunshine has Ijrought out clouds

of mosquitoes, which annoy us dreadfully. Indeed, the natives are not exempt ; and later

in the year we see some of them covering their faces with the most doleful of black muslin

" mosquito bars.''' Flowers are beginning to peer out in the sunny chinks of the rocks

—saxifrages, waxy j^Ji'olas, the Polar rhododendron, and the blaeberry. We ramble over

the rocks, in after-days familiar enough to us, with crowds of natives staring open-

mouthed at us, and a troop of snarling dogs yelj^ing at our heels, until we come to

the " Governor's,''^ or Colonibestyrer's, house, a wooden building of one storey, such as is

figured on p. 112, with doors and window-sashes, and pleasant muslin curtains at the

windows. It is company day at Herr Colonibestyrer's—the regular state Sunday-night^s

party after the ship arrives. A knot of Eskimo are here also, watching the arrival of

the company, and gaping with awe and wonder at the last Copenhagen bit of finery

on the Arctic dandy, who even here finds his unwelcome way. After a circuitous

route through the kitchen, we are ushered into tlie room of the gubernational

mansion, the type of all such apartments in the Greenland " colonies." The furniture

consists of a sofa, which has done duty for a long line of Governors ; a still older

bureau, a long stove surmounted by a statuette of the Great Napoleon, a portrait of

Byron, another of good King Frederick the Seventh of Denmark, with some photographs,

and the usual etceteras of a room. The floor is white scoured, and the windows full of

Indian cresses, geraniums, roses, and fuchsias. There is a piano—the last thing we should

expect to meet with in Greenland. There is also a sleepy cat, and, above all, an

antique eight-day clock in the passage, which strikes six as we enter, and is, to my
mind at least, the most Christian-looking piece of furniture we have yet seen in the

country. Strangers are rarities in Greenland, and our arrival all the way from England

is quite a sensation to this quiet outpost of civilisation. Accordingly we And a little

party waiting to receive us. Through clouds of tobacco-smoke we return their

greetings, as room is made for us on the sofa. It is not a fashionable party, but

we all enjoy ourselves nevertheless. All the men wear sealskin trousers, and most of

them sealskin "aneraks," or blouses, covered with checked cotton. All the men,

women, and children wear the inevitable sealskin boots, beside which our clumsy

English boots look so odd that we are fain to push them out of sight. Everybody is

there : the captain of the ship and his mates, the wife of the Colonibestyrer from over

the fjord, Herr Pastor, and Fru Pastorinde, whom the lady from " over the fjoid " kisses

in quite a home-like fashion : it is so hypocritically British. Then there is a broad-

backed gentleman, who is the "assistant" trader; the doctor, and his wife and children,

besides the Governor's family, including a young lady in pink muslin, an unwonted

garment, which, like the piano, is an agreeable surprise to eyes long unfamiliar with it.
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There is much talk^ andj it is feared^ not a little scandalous gossip, for tittle-tattle and evil

speaking are bits of civilisation not frozen out of Greenland. We have a little music,

and the lady in pink muslin grinds out, for our special benefit, the " Ratcatcher's

Daughter^'' on an accordion, just brought out from Denmark, being apparently under the

belief that the ditty in question is the British National Anthem. This young lady, and her

brothers and sisters, have all been born in Greenland, as were also their father and mother,

and none of them have as yet been out of the country. Except in that indescribable

" something " peculiar to people who live long in isolated parts of the world, neither

would seem to have suffered much from their voluntary expatriation.

The room in which we are seated is pleasantly decorated with bouquets of

Greenland wild flowers, and the windows are bright and fragrant with the plants of a

softer clime. All the men smoke long pipes, to which they help themselves from a

rack on the wall ; and the ladies gossip, until an Eskimo girl, in a topknot and seal-

skin jacket and trousers, announces dinner—"suj^per^^ they call it—in another room.

The Governor then says " Ve's'ko "—if you please — and, after the customary fashion,

we pass through the kitchen to reach tlie dining-room. The meal consists of Greenland and

Danish fare : rye and wheat bread—of which everybody takes two pieces at a time—reindeer,

mattak (whale's skin boiled to a jelly, and very good) ; smoked salmon, sliced very thin,

and eaten raw ; raw ham, stoupes of Kaleralik, another Greenland dish, composed of a fish

allied to the halibut,"^ smoked, but very oily and tasteless
;

ptarmigan, hermetically sealed

in tins since last winter ;
" schnapps," or Danish corn-brandy ; Greenland and Bavarian

beer (" baierske " they lovingly call it) ; claret, or " rodvin," besides Danish butter and

cheese. After these solids and liquids succeeds a cup of a very weak licpiid, which is

expressively enough called The-vcmd, literally '' tea water.'' Tea is, however, very little

drank, coffee supplying its place. The ladies of the house, after the Danish fashion, wait

on the guests, scarcely sitting down at the table. At first there is a little awkwardness,

but it is a custom among the very best class of people, the children sometimes acting

in the same capacity, and is considered not to derogate from their dignity in the slightest

degree. It is only a piece of high-bred Scandinavian courtesy. The meal finished, the

host says, " Velbekome !
" and we all shake hands, and say " Yelbekome ! "—may it

agree with you—and adjourn to the next room, where a veteran, in very wide sealskin

trousers, confidentially imparts to me the .information that in the good old times the

fashion was to kiss when the guests separated, but that it had long been discontinued

on account of strict impartiality in the osculation not being observed. Then many more

pipes, and more " tabak,'' and very much more rum and water. There is also introduced

on the table an abundance of Danish punch, a liquid compounded of a bottle of claret, one

of rum, one of water, with sugar to suit, and a slight amount of '^Swedish banco," a fiery

beverage, tasting like sweetened East Indian arrack. Just as we are beginning to lose

sight of each oilier in the smoke, a sailor makes his appearance to report to the captain

that two icebergs are sailing into the little harbour, down below the window, and are likely

to injure the cable. The alarm proving groundless, the man—no ways loath—is pressed to

* Tliis fish is HippoglossHs pinguis of naturalists, aud is in reality a small species of halibut.
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stay, for, like the mariner in Dibdin's song, he bears the reputation of " playing the fiddle

like an angel,^^ and the room being cleared, those who have not got over their dancing days

waltz and dance reels until the old log-house shakes. The snow still continues, but it does

not interfere with the general hilarity, for the seamen are in the midst of a ball which

they have given to the native 6e/les in the empty storehouse just outside. The sound of

their merriment reaching us here, we have the curiosity to see the fun.

Dripping with snow, we peep in at the door of the ball-room, a low-roofed apartment,

damp and dirty. It is crammed to overflowing, and the floor is crowded with spectators,

principally the uglier of the girls, and the males who are considered sufficiently of the

^aui ton to mingle in the dance with the " Kablunaks."'^ The native Palinurus sits in the

window and scrapes the fiddle most lustily while the Scandinavian mariners twirl their

swarthy partners—hot, perspiring, and odorous of seal-oil—through the "maze^"* of dances,

Danish and Greenlandic. One of these dances, called Akhampengerseout, the '' dance of

eight,'^ seemed to our uncritical eyes to consist chiefly of dancing round in a circle, hand

in hand, and then breaking off into a kind of reel, and now and then twisting your partner

round. The girls danced wonderfully well, and seemed certainly to enjoy themselves

amazingly. After the dance each of them adjourned to a little ante-room, where there was

a modicum of mild watered schnapps, under the custody of a trusty boatswain, who dispensed

it in thimblefuls to the fair {sic) ladies, amid remonstrative cries of " Ah ! ameloo !

"

(More!). We watched them for a little time and then left, amid indignant murmurs,

each "wallflower^-' expecting to have had the honour of dancing with the Tuhdt,-\ and

of sharing in the grog which followed. Some of the girls were far from ill-looking; one

of them, indeed, we were told, was noted as the beauty of North Greenland, though

that tells an indefinite tale, beauty being in Greenland nothing very positive, but a

great deal comparative. We now return to the '^ Governor's,^^ where, after imbibing

more rum and water—plebeian but comforting beverage in the cold June night, for the

sudden warmth which had temj^ted forth the mosquito has now given way towards mid-

night to a dismal chill, which the wind, blowing from the ice-covered interior (see p. 58),

has intensified—we adjourn to our cheerless home in the little church. Just as we are

preparing to sleep the slumbers of an Arctic diner-out, a rush to the rocks of a few idlers

—in these settlements somebody seems never to go to bed—tells us that something

unusual is in sight. It is past midnight, but the sun is above the horizon, as it has been

for some weeks past, and will be for many weeks yet to come. A boat, with the white

cross of Danebrog flying, proclaims that it contains as passenger some officer of the Royal

Board of Trade, which controls the Crown monopoly of the trade and government of Green

land. It turns out to be no less a personage than the Royal Inspector of North Greenland,

a great—a prodigiously great— personage—in Greenland. He is on his tour of inspection,

and everybody, from the poor Colonibestyrer down to the humblest seal-hunter, will experience

a commercial keel-hauling to-morrow from the great man in skin trousers and uniform coat

—

fit emblem of the union of the hunter and bureaucratic life which Greenland consists of.

" Going to bed " with us means lying down rolled in a blanket on some dogskins on the floor

* Danes. t Englislimon,
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The sun streams in throug-h our little windows^ though it is now past midnight^ and little fur-

clad folks, who are yet prov\^ling about the settlement, peep in to inspect our domestic arrange-

ments. As I write, a vision of brown greasy faces, with a shock of black wiry hair in their

eyes, rises up before me. Troops of wolfish dogs make night horrible with their " long cry,"

and we are awoke at intervals with their dismal chorus, until at six o'clock the ringing of

the workmen^s bell is the signal for the renewal of this hyperborean music, and for sleep being

banished from the eyes of the drowsy strangers in the " kirk-loft " of this little settlement.

VIEW OF CHKI^iTIANSHAAl), NORTH GUEENLANU. (KiO/iv ail Ucujinal Hketch )

So ends a typical day in Greenland. One end is very much the same as another—some

are duller, few are more lively. From this it appears that Greenland is pretty much like

the rest of the world—rather given to scandal and tittle-tattle, and with a little, just a very

little, double-facedness. The " colonists " have quite a mania for writing letters to each other

on all possible occasions, and though they are publicly on terms of the utmost cordiality,

yet it is impossible, in the interest of truth, to deny that these good people have a disagreeable

habit of abusing each other privately—a knowledge which materially detracts from your

belief in the couleur de rose aspect of things. Summer moves along; the snow has all

disappeared off the low grounds, except in shady hollows, and the sun shines day and night

with unwonted brilliancy. The heat gets sometimes oppressi\'e, though occasionally the cold

gets more intense than becomes a July day. One's impression of Northern life, from its very
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isolation from all disturbing- influences, remains long- in the memory, but our note-books of

these days convey an even more vivid idea than the mere recollections left after several years have

passed away. For months and months we have heard nothing- from the outer world, and we

are quite content to do at Rome as the Romans do. We are very little interested in wdiat may

be o-oino- on in Europe. We care nothing for the Times, and politics disturb not the quiet

equanimity of the sojourners in high latitudes. Intensely concerned are we, however, in the

little affairs of the settlement, where, in the service of science, we have fixed our home. It is

a matter of paramount importance to learn that Matthias has killed a bladder-nosed seal j that

the ice is pouring out of the " ice-fjord," shutting off communication by sea ; how Kumagdlat's

dog-team all died last week ; or how the cooper's half-breed daughter is to be married next

week to Jans Jansen, the famous seal-catcher of Christianshaab (p. 133). Our life is a

materialistic one " sweetness and light " being entities which a Greenland settlement tends

to sparingly impart to existence. In sunshine and in storm we perform our appointed work,

enter records, and make observations, and enter r-ecords again, which will be afterwards

embalmed in " Memoirs "' and " Transactions " unheard of in Greenland, and little dreamt

of by the simj^le-minded people who watch us as we make them, with a strong suspicion

as to our sanity.

Sometimes the monotony of our lives is varied by an excursion to a distant settle-

ment, wdien the rusty old cannon in front of the Colonibestyrer's house are fired,

and the Danish flag is run up; or we leave on some lonely voyage, in a flat umiak,

or skin-boat, up some of the deep fjords, until the icy wind, blowing from the great

interior mer de glace, meets us, and the water-fowl, which breed in countless numbers on

the cliffs, scream at us in derision as we turn homeward in baffled sadness at our failure

to penetrate to the mysterious eastward. Our life is varied by such incidents from home,

and in our quiet settlement a white stone, or the contrary, marks a day of dog's-meat

tradino- in behalf of our ravenous team, or the sensation of Johannes bringing conviviality

in the shape of a new cask of beer, a guileless but most acceptable beverage, which he has

brewed out of hops and malt brought from Denmark. At other times there is a funeral

winding over the rocks, followed by the doctor's old dog-driver in the tail-end of the

procession. To vary matters, our light-hearted factotum, Carl, who scents out any festivity

from afar, strikes envy into our hearts at breakfast by the relation of the gaieties of the

ball at which he had assisted in the storehouse the night before, and with an account of the

mighty seal-catchers and white whale-fishers who were there. Everybody is known by sight or

by name, and certainly every one is acquainted with us. Of course there are the little local

jokes, but as a very little wit goes a long way in Greenland, and a poor jest, like ill news,

travels apace, it is doubtful if any of them would bear repetition. I am afraid our talk smacked

terribly of seals, icebergs, and train-oil generally. Sunday makes a break in our quiet life. I

return from a long ramble up some mossy valleys, at two o'clock in the morning, and

sleep rather late. Nobody thinks of locking their doors, and people walk in and out of our

establishment with the most innocent familiarity. Accordingly, about nine o'clock, I am

awoke by a preternaturally long and wontedly mild Eskimo catechist shaking me in bed, and

presenting a written paper as long as an unpaid tailor's bill. It is nothing more alarming

than a rambling intimation from the priest " To the Danish residents who, by the grace of God,
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are in " to the effect that there would be Danish church to-day, and winding' up with the

announcement that, "as usual, the time would be regulated by the Colonibestyrer's watch,"

from which it appears that the " bulFs-eye " in question is the only one in the " colonic/' It

is, however, so highly thought of that the priest ventures to dispute the accuracy of our

chronometers, because they disagree with the watch. After service, the people enjoy themselves

as best they can, and the day generally winds up with a supper at the " Governor's," and a ball

in the storehouse. I often wondered what could be the ideas regarding things non-Green-

landic of the Danish children born in Greenland. While working at my table I am visited by

troops of chubby, healthy-looking little ones—Knud and Helga, and little Sopheus, and all

the little skin-dressed Janses, Hanses, and Peders of the settlement ; while a wondering

group of Eskimo children (p. IIU) peep in timidly at the low window. They chatter away

to me in Danish, not supposing that it is possible for any white man not to perfectly

understand that language. To all of it I reply at intervals " ja " and " uae," and they

seem perfectly satisfied. Little Sopheus, in his well-rubbed sealskin trousers and jumper,

perches himself on the highest chair, and is very assiduous in handing me my paper and

other requisites. He is, I dare say, telling me a wonderful stor}', but I cannot appreciate

it. They bring me handfuls of flowers, and wonder if I eat them. All things have their

raison d'etre in Greenland. They are a strange assemblage, these children of the far North.

All the rude sports of childhood are unknown to them, and they look up stupidly enough

in your face when pictures of a horse, a carriage, a tree, or any other thing out of their

limited knowledge, is shown them. Their talk is of seal, and whale, of tatterak, the

kittywake gull, or of apalearsoak, the little auk, or of Peder's big neitersoak or bladder-

nose seal, or of Paulus Rosbeck's umiak, which has come in from Omenak (p. 129).

All these things they seem to know well enough about, for strive as their parents will,

they manage to associate too much with the native children, and learn a trifle too rapidly

their language and manner of talking, as well as their ways of thinking about everything.

Their parents will tell you that if they are sent to Europe they get peevish and discontented

with their lot, and weary to get back to Greenland, and their old associates and scenes.

Almost every autumn I meet in Copenhagen ladies, associating in the best society

of the polished Danish metropolis, and accomplished even beyond the wont of their fair

countrywomen, who were born of Danish parents in Greenland, and who passed the early

years of their life there. They never conceal their belief that though Denmark is no doubt

an admirable country for those who know no better, yet that they weary for the free life

and the wild scenes of the far North. Some years ago two young ladies went to Green-

land on a visit to their relatives. Both returned a second season, and one of them married

and settled down among the icebergs, to the astonishment of the fashionable folks of

Copenhagen, and the supreme disgust of many of the young gentlemen thereof ! In

Greenland the white letter days are not many. The King's Birthday (8th April),

and Bede's Day, or St. Bede's Day (Sth May), when everybody, by sea and land, makes it

a point of having something better for dinner, and drinks more rum and water than usual

—

albeit thei'e is never any great dereliction in that item—are the chief days of merry-making.

But the greatest event in the year in each little settlement is the arrival of the annual ship

or ships, which bring out the stores and take home the oil, ivory, and furs for the year. It is a
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general holiday as long as the ship stays. The children go to no school^ and the whole

})opuktion is too busy gaping at the wonders of the ship from the cliff over the little

harbour to go seal-hunting or fishing. With i/te ship come out the toys of the children^

the finery of the women, and the books, letters, and newspapers of everybody, from the home

they leave behind them on the other side of the Atlantic. It is also a season of enjoyment

for the natives, though, indeed, the male portion do not always appreciate the attention

paid to the native beauties by the interloping foreigners. However, self-respect and

jealousy, when this could be a virtue, is not a marked feature in the Greenlander's character.

While the ships are at the settlement, the Danes seem to spend most of their time in going

round picking up news and gossiping with the captains. Unless there be some extraor-

dinary attraction, the file of newspapers is neglected. Meantime they gain the tale of

how the world has been moving, during the past year, from the captains ; but no sooner does

the last ship sail than the parcel of the Dagsblad, Telegraf, or Berlingske Tldende is taken

down from the shelf, and, with wondrous self-denial, some of the philosophical residents limit

themselves to two papers />(?;• diem. In the winter there is the seal hunt, and even some\imes

a wandering Polar bear (p. 137), which has put the naturalists to shame by w^andering about

in the winter, in spite of their assertions to the contrary, may be surprised and swooped on

by the owls, u^hich, with the hawks, ravens, and ptarmigan, are the only feathered winter

residents of Greenland. Books and letters fill up the leisure time during the winter, and

visits paid on the dog-sledges to the neighbouring settlements relieve the monotony of the

months of darkness. Indeed, in some of the journals, written early in the century by the

old missionaries, the demand on their hospitality by the numerous visitors is complained

of as making terrible inroads on the winter provisions, which in those days there was

little opportunity of renewing when exhausted. At such settlements as Julianehaab (p. 141),

and others in South Greenland, though the country is pleasanter in the summer, and

excursions up the fjords ara really charming, ^ yet, owing to the inclement weather and

the want of sledging ice, they are shut out from the rest of the world for seven months

in the year. The Danes are at home rather a slow-moving race. In Greenland they are

conservative to the last degree, and a Greenland "fogy*' is a fogy indeed. In 70^

North latitude there are plenty of them. For instance, there lives—or used to live, for I speak

of years gone by—an old gentleman at Omenak, who had been sixty years in the country,

and always loudly declared that in his youth the summer days were clearer, and the winter

ones colder, the icebergs bigger, and everything different than in these latter degenerate ones.f

In the summer, half of the Danish families, and most of the Eskimo ones, often run short of

fresh food—even of seal flesh in bad weather—and have to resort to salt pork, young sea-gulls,

and a few fish, while during the winter there is a superabundance. Yet they never think

of an ice-house, though the shores are strewn with fragments of bergs, and the bays are

* See "Sketches of Life in Greenland," by S. N. R. (Geographical Magazine, 1876.) We do not perhaps reveal

any secret when we state our belief that it is to the accomplished wife of the former Governor of South Green-

land, and President of the Royal Greenland Board of Trade, that we are indebted for these pleasant sketches.

t Did not old Nestor, in the boyhood of the world, lament after the same strain ?—" I never saw, nor shall I see,

such men as Perithous and Drj-as, shepherds of the people ; and Coeneus and Exadius, and the godlike Polj-phemus,

and Theseus, son of ^geus—men like the immortals themselves.'*
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full of gigantic ones. In most cases the Eskimo are even too improvident to lay by a store

of any kind for an evil day. If you suggest it^ you will be told that " it is impossible

;

it has never been lefore ! " This is the Jiuale of any proposal of this description—it has

never been done before, and, of course, cannot be done now.

The officials of the Danish Government in the far Xorth are men of the highest

resj^ectability, and are not unfrequently retired officers of the army or navy. The country

is divided, for the purpose of trade and government, into two royal inspectorates,

styled respectively North and South Greenland. These inspectorates are divided into

several colonies or districts, each presided over by a Colouibestyrer, who resides at the

chief settlement, besides various " udliggers,'''' generally a cooper or carpenter, who can

be trusted with a moderate quantity of rum. The average value of the articles exported is

under £50,000—oil being the item of greatest value, though hair seals bring more than

£5,000, and blue foxes (p. 12S) are nearly an equal sum. After paying the cost of

Government, and the nine vessels which are employed in the trade, there will remain

a profit of more than £6,000, not including the interest of £64,4 2 6, at 5 per cent.,

which rein-esents the capital which the Government has sunk in Greenland, and the

royalty paid by the private comjjany which work the cryolite mine. The net revenues

from the trade for the last century have been estimated at £166,000. From the gross revenue

a proportion is set aside to be expended by the Parish Councils, called Jlissnisai or

Farssisid, elected by universal suffrage, for the suj^port of the aged and infirm, the widows

and orphans, and for such necessary public works as, on a very small scale, Greenland

requires. By the last census there were 'ilo6 Europeans in Greenland, and 9,607 natives,

though many of these were of mixed blood. In lS7i- there were 368 births and 'Z6S

deaths, and the women outnumbered the men by nearly 600. Altogether there are iu

Greenland 176 inhabited places.

From what we have said it will be ap^^arent that summer life in Greenland is existence

in no " Land of Desolation,'''' as John Davis designated the country. Our space will neither

permit us to describe fui-ther the amusements of the long day in the far Xorth, nor even

to touch upon winter life, which we have now and then mentioned. Suffice it to say that

to those who have made up their minds to make snowy Greenland their home, there is

nothing very forbidding in the country. !Many of the residents, who have only looked forward

to passing a few years of comparative exile in that country, have returned to end their

life there ; and few who have ever passed no matter how short a time in the Danish

Arctic provinces, but have looked back with satisfaction and even gladness to the life

among the icebergs, the glaciers, and the Eskimo. An anecdote is often told in Greenland

ajn'ojjos of this, and with it I may conclude these brief sketches of Danish Greenland life.

A Moravian missionary, after a long residence in Greenland, returned to Saxony. Xaturally

his friends congratulated him on again fixing his residence in his native land, and supposed

that he would find Germany an agreeable change to Greenland. On the contrary, he

rejilied, he did not—life " at home " was too dull for him. In answer to his astonished

friends, he explained the seeming paradox. " In Greenland there was always something to

amuse or interest one. Xow it was seal-catcbing which was the subject of interest—r.ow

reindeer huutiny;—now the bladder-nose arrived on the coast—now the saddle-back seal.
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Anon the whale was blowing- in the offing—at another time the narwhal appear in droves

off the coast. The long winter had scarcely become wearisome before the long, bright

summer was come. Then there were the ships arriving from Europe—other ships leaving.

The absence of all news from Europe was compensated by the pleasure of receiving so much

every year all at once. In fact, in Greenland there was always something new. In Saxony,

on the contrary, one day was like another—wearisomely monotonous !

"

The Voyager^s Life in the Far North.

The whaler's route, and the whaler's general routine of existence, we have already

briefly sketched. His life is by no means monotonous, and would have been a state of

delirious excitement for the old Saxon priest who rejected the dulness of German village

life. The whaler's voyage across the Atlantic is generally calm, and no sooner does he reach

the Greenland coast than his mind is kept continually on the stretch. Navigation during

the long daylight, without being absolutely dangerous, is yet not unattended with that

potentiality of risk which gives zest to a voyage in the smooth Avaters of Baffin's Bay. There

is scarcely an hour of the day or night during which ice does not grate against the vessel's

side; any one who will take the trouble of examining a whaler arrived from the North

will have no difficulty in seeing in her scarred timbers the A\atnesses of her encounters

with the " thick-ribbed ice " of the regions she has been navigating for so long past. Passing

"the bay" (see p. Ill) is an exciting time, and "the bay" is no sooner gained—supposing

the vessel is not destroyed—than the whaler is on his battle-ground. Once there,

there is an unpleasant uncertainty as to how long the seamen are to be allowed to be

in bed. The " watch " may have just turned in, when a cry of " A fall ! a fall !
" will

turn every one out of bed, his clothes in his arms, and while the boats are being lowered,

and even pulled off, the men will be hastily dressing piecemeal. Every man is interested

in the success of the voyage, and the certainty that his exertions will help his purse renders

laggards rare phenomena on board a whaler. The " making off " is a stimulating labour,

slightly unpleasant at first, but in time ceases to be so, for fresh blubber has really no

smell ; while the excitement of " pulling on to " the unsuspecting whale, harpooning it, and

finally, often after many hours of toil killing the gigantic animal, is an experience before

which every other in the annals of the chase pales. Visits from or to the Eskimo, or a

sail in search of whales about comparatively unknown inlets, and along shores romantic

in their misty obscurity, vary the monotony of the " off-time," when " fish " are scarce,

and the captain more and more desponding every time he comes down from the "crow's-

nest," and more and more inclined to pay greater attention to that hot rum and water

which is not unfrequently—though more rai'ely now than once—the weak point of the

whaler. There are snowy days and many dull hours, in which the old books are road over

and over again, and the last Dundee newspaper, which was just put on board before

sailing, spelled through and through from the first advertisement to the last. Venerable

tales—which were tolerably fresh six months ago, though stale enough now—are told once

more, the listeners keeping up a faint show of pretending that they are new, though

nobody is deceived as to the patriarchal age of the jest. A very small joke goes a long
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way in Baffin's Bay—as it does in Greenland—nor is the quality of the wit particularly

strained. The stories are all excessively local, as might be expected among men of one

profession, all from one port, and few of whom have ever followed any other branch of a

seafaring- life. Many of the whalers have never seen corn grow, and have forgotten what

a flowery land little Britain is. Snow and ice, "fish'' and "Yaks" (Eskimo), "unies''

(narwhals) and "sea-horse" (walrus), are the favourite subjects of conversation when

a party of whaling captains meet together over their grog, or to consult about their

GUOUP OF GREENLAND ESKIMO CHILDREN. {From Original PI. olographs.)

affairs. On a smaller—and probably a rougher—scale, the same conversation goes on in

the "galley," though, contrary to what might be expected, " society" in the "'tween-decks "

is by no means very democratic. The " harpooners " (or " harpooneers ") as they are

invariably called, have a mess to themselves, a boy to wait on them, to bring their rations

from the galley, and their grog from the steward's pantry; and altogether are very great

men. They are, in fact, warrant officers, who may look to be captains at no distant period,

provided that they are " scholars," and can " pass the Board " in Dundee. Then there

is the " spectioneer "—or blubber king, who superintends the stowage of the cargo—the

sail-maker, carpenter, and cooper, who, being in a manner civilians, are only tolerated by the

o-reat men alongside of whom they have a relative rank, and by whom they are esteemed very

respectable men—in their way—though not bred to the sea and to " the trade " from their
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youth upwards. The " loose harpooneer " is also a great man is his own esteem and that

of the hoat-steerers. In due time he will become a full harpooner, and then a boat-steerer

will take his place, and a line manager—or seaman who looks to the running out of the line

after the whale is struck—will succeed to his dignity and pay. There is then the democracy

of the seamen, the ship's apprentices, and lowest of all, the " green hands "—generally

Shetlandmen, or " shoremen,^'' who have been induced by necessity, or more frequently by

curiosity, to try a seafaring life for a few months. But as they can neither " reef, hand,

VIEW 01' JLLIANEUAAli, SUUTH GUEi;^L.^^U. ^i•',0(U uii Uni/KuU i>;>t:(i.(i.

J

nor steer,'' and can do little better than pull boats after a rude fashion, stow blubber, and

clean decks, their pay is small, and their dignity less, while their capacity for bearing

jibes and jeers must be necessarily great if they wish to lead a moderately peaceful life,

and are emulous of smoking many pipes by the cook's fire.

The food on board a whaler is plentiful but rough. No class of seamen are better

provisioned or more sumptuously grogged. The number of meals taken in the day is

generally three ; but if whales be killed, they are simply indefinite. At no matter what

hour of the day or night a whale is killed, a meal is the invariable preliminary to "making

off," and rum is served out to the men with a liberality unknown, and which would be

dangerous in lower latitudes. In addition to the ordinary articles of seamen's dietary, the

whaling sailurs have frequently fresh messes. Ducks, and, above all, sea-fowls—such as
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guillemots, looms (the Danish lomvla), dovekies, and rotjes—are among the most,

familiar articles which festoon a whaler's rigging. After they have hmig sufficiently long

to get tender, they are made into " scouse/'' " sea-pie/' and other similar mysterious dishes,

in which the stout stomach of the seafaring man delights. The cabin table is well supplied

with preserved meats, hams, and fresh meat, which preserves very well in the rigging

throughout the voyage. It is tender, and possibly even somewhat high-flavoured towards

October. But that is a trifle to hardy appetites. Altogether, a whaler's life in the far

North is not the least desirable phase of a sea life. He is fed better, he lives in a healthier

climate, has more food, and generally better and more money and less monotony than sailors

in almost any other employment. He is at once a seaman on the Atlantic and a '' fisher-

man " in Baffin's Bay, and the conjunction of employments is apparently pleasant, for few

who ever enter upon the employment desert it, and many follow it from father to son.

The yachtsman's life in the Arctic seas we have already more than once touched on,

and need not revert to. Most of the amateur sailors within the Arctic circle visit the

North for hunting or for amusement. Occasionally they vary it with an attempt at

amateur exploration, but few of those who have attempted it have, either from want of

training in themselves or their crew, been so successful as to call for particular remark.

The explorer pure and simple has a graver work before him. Most frequently he is

a stranger to the North, and in this case everything is new to him, and what would be

novelty to any one becomes doubly so to the enthusiast, whose mind has for years been

dreaming of what is now a reality. His mind is daily tortured with anxiety, or the disap-

pointment which makes the heart of man bitter, for in the ice-choked seas of the North,

more than in probably any other part of the world, is the truth of Pliny's maxim

demonstrated—" That on earth there is nothing certain, unless that nothing is certain
;

"

or he is exulted by hope of accomplishing what no man has yet accomplished, as his

vessel gets free from the icy barriers which a few hours before rendered all progress

impossible, and once more sails in an open sea and free. Again he is stopped—again he

is free ; hope and despair alternately excite or depress him, until the inevitable winter

arrives and imprisons him for five or six months. His life is a gamblei''s life. He is

throwing for a great stake, and yet his success or his failure is in many respects independent

of skill. The Arctic explorer's success or failure is to a great extent dependent on what,

for want of a better name, is called luck. He may be the best and boldest seaman who

ever trod a deck—a Nares, a Markham, or a Stephenson—and the ice may—as the voyage

of the Alert and Discover)/ only too completely demonstrated three hours after sighting

it—render his efforts futile. On the other hand, the most indifferent of seamen may meet

with open water, and sail to a latitude, and attain a reputation, denied to his predecessor,

who really deserved the applause of the world a great deal more. In a word, failure

in the Arctic regions does not necessarily mean want of skill or perseverance, any more

than success demonstrates the possession of these qualities. It was this alternate hope

and fear that actuated the old navigators—men of whom it might be truly said, that

they "feared it not, the spirit which dwelleth in the land of ice and snow." Whethei

they sought for a North-east or a North-west passage to Cathay and Cipargo ; whether, in

other words, they dreamt of reaching India, China, and Japan by doubling the northern
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end of Europe and Asia^ or of America^ they were buoyed up by the same alternate hope of

success and fear of failure. They thought that the continents might terminate northerly in

a narrow part, as they knew America did in the south, and that after doubling- this cape

they might reach an open sea and a free. Thence they would sail into the Pacific of

Galboa, down by the lordly Spanish ]Main. There would they take little of the good

things there to be found—they would freight their ships with gold dust in the land of

Cathay, or with diamonds and rubies in the mysterious Indies of the mighty Genoese

—

ballast them with piles of Spanish doubloons, with sacks of Portuguese milreis, with bushels

of pieces of eight! Seekers after shadows they were, no doubt, all of them—dreamers of

dreams. But they sought after shadows which in their eyes were very substantial, and

dreamed dreams wbich even now we acknowledge were grand old dreams. Their enthusiasm

consoled them for all misfortunes, and buoyant hope carried them forward under repeated

failure. When the thick ice grated against their vessels in the cheerless North, and the chilly

wind caused them to shiver in their furs, they whispered unto their souls to take courage;

for before the flowers bloomed again in merry England they should be in fair land, where

coral reefs fringed the palm-shaded shore, where the soft tropic winds were wafted seaward

laden with the odours of spices, of myrrh, and of frankincense; where the dark-eyed maidens

wrapped themselves in jewelled robes ; where the bondsmen were clad in goodly garments !

Wintering in the Arctic regions for exploring ships has now been almost reduced to a

science, from the hour the ships get frozen in, housed over, or banked up with snow.

Health and amusement are carefully attended to by warming and ventilating apparatus

on board the ships; exercise, theatres, schools, newsjDapers, scientific observations, and

abundance of other methods of entertainment, which must be familiar to many of my
readers who remember the varied articles of outfit put on board the Alert and Discover//,

and the still later descriptions and sketches which were published after their return. Yet

still the winter is dreary enough—the long darkness, combined with the uncertainty of

the future, and a frequent attack of home sickness, making winter life on board an

exploring ship, even under the best of auspices, not very desirable (p. 45).

Whalers are occasionally frozen in if they delay their stay too long in the Arctic regions,

and though they are generally provisioned for twelve months, yet, in any case, they suffer

greatly. The hardships of the beleaguered Blana, of Hull, in the winter of 1866-7, must be

still fresh in public recollection, and how she gradually floated southward, out of darkness into

light, arriving on the coast of Shetland in early spring with half her crew dead or scurvy

riddled. Others, chiefly American vessels, winter in Cumberland Sound and that vicinity,

near the mouth of Davis' Strait, in order to catch the whales on their spring migration. In

that latitude, though the winters are gloomy and cheerless to the last degree, yet there is

no continual darkness for several months as there is further north. At one time walrus

hunters used to winter on Spitzbergen, and even Novai Zenilai. These men were chieHy

Russians or Norwegians, but though of iron constitution, they suffered terrible hardships.

Some seamen have also wintered on Jan Mayen, on which was a volcano, but were unable

to survive the winter.*

* Pinkerton's "Collection of Voya,2;cs and Travels," Vol. ii. ; Laharpe, " llistoi'ie GeucTule des \'oyagL'S," Vol.

xvi. ; Harris' Collection, Vol. ii. , Dufterin's " Letters fiom High Latitudes." kc.
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The Natives of the Arctic Regions.

Hitherto we have only spoken of the Arctic regions as a dreary land into which explorers

penetrate^ and a few Danes live for longer or shorter periods. But forbidding as the country-

is, it is the home and the native land of thousands of people, civilised and savage, who prefer its

solitudes to the more inviting countries which lie to the south of it. Among these we may he

expected to include the Icelanders. Iceland is, however, an essentially European island, and will

be sketched at a later period when the North Sea isles are the subject of a chapter. Indeed,

only a small portion of the country is within the Arctic regions of the geography, and

the very title of the country is a misnomer, as we have already pointed out. It is a dreary

enough lava field, however, only a few dales and flat districts near the coast being

inhabitable—the 60,000 or 70,000 inhabitants dividing their time between tilling a little

land, rearing dwarfish sheep, cattle, and ponies, and capturing, salting, and drying the fish

which are found in such al)undance off their shores. Of late years the scenery of

Iceland, its geysers and volcanoes, as well as its easy proximity to Europe, have made it

a favourite haunt of the ubiquitous summer tourist, so that the inhabitants have, in addition

to their natural resources, the additional one of preying on the birds of passage who come

to see them and their island. The island was discovered and settled in the ninth century

bv emigrants from Norway, no aboriginal inhabitants having ever existed here. From the

earliest period these emigres were distinguished for the turbulent character of their disposi-

tion, their love of freedom, and their love of letters. "While the rest of Europe was steeped,

in ignorance, the Icelanders cultivated letters, and their sagamen and skalds composed the

popular histories which have since received so much attention from modern scholars. The

same love of learning distinguishes the inhabitants at the present day. They still speak

the purest dialect of the Danish, and have numerous works either written in or translated

into their mother tongue. They are hospitable and kind, though primitive in many respects,

and dress in a picturesque and rich costume, of which they are immensely proud (p. 1-15).

They are said to inherit the character of their forefathers, and give an endless amount of

trouble to Denmark, which now owns the island. It is, in fact, the Ireland of the little

Scandinavian kingdom—the inhabitants bearing, in more senses than one, a remarkable

likeness to the people of the Emerald Isle. It ought to be added that they are honest

and moral even beyond the high standard of the Danes; and that though poor, it is rare

to find one of them who cannot both read and write. They are very patriotic, and are fond of

studying the history of their country, in the ancient sagas and poems. At one time they

numbered 100,000, but in 1S70 the census only showed 69,763, and since that date they

have been decreasing, numbers now emigrating to the United States and Canada, the

people being discontented with their lot, notwithstanding the liberal constitution granted

to them by the Danish King on the l,OriOth anniversary of the settlement of the island

in lS7-i. If these colonists be successful, many more will follow, so that in time we

may expect to see the ancient glory of the " island grand " fade and disappear. Regarding

its scenery, and the quaint customs of the inhabitants, much information is now made

accessible to the English reader by the works of Symington, Forbes, Burton, and numerous
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other writers of greater or less note. Of the Hudson's Bay officers in the far Northern

beleaguered forts of the fur countries we shall speak in succeeding chapters, and of the life

of the Siberian residents—free or bond—we may have occasion to touch on in a future volume.

The aboriginal inhabitants of Polar lands we have more or less fully spoken of in

another and companion work. The hardy men who have chosen the Arctic regions for

their home are the Eskimo (pp. Ti, 11 , 109, 140, &c.), the Samoyedes (Plate V.), the Lapps

(p. 32), the Ostiaks, and similar allied tribes, who roam—as in the case of the Eskimo—over

ICELAXDIC FEMALK CORTUMES.

the whole stretch of Arctic America, and even part of Asia ; and in the case of the others,

over the northern parts of Europe and Asia. In many respects they are similar in appearance

and habits, and all of them fight a stout battle for life with the iron skies they live under.

Indeed, it is a little difficult at first sight to distinguish a Samoyede from a Siberian

(pp. 36, 37), and either from an Eskimo. The habits of men are moulded by the physical

agents by which they are surrounded. Hence the Northern men, though they may differ

in religion and in minor customs, will have a general similarity of life, whether they

are known as Eskimo or Kamtskadal, Ostiak or Koriak, Lapp or Vogul—whether they

live in the cold continent of Europe, in Northern Asia, or in those cheerless Kegious

— -vvhcro the moving isles of winter shook

By night with noises of the Northern sea."

la
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CHAPTER VII.

The Fur Counteies of North America.

In the winter of 1865^ some time about Christmas, there was a commercial transaction enacted

at Ottawa, the capital of the then newly-created Dominion of Canada. A clerk handed over

a few Treasury Bills, and a factor received them. Three hundred thousand pounds was their

amount; but with the payment of that sum a famous old company of merchantmen sank

into mere hucksters—buyers and sellers of furs—and the last of the great monopolies

ceased to be. The sum was paid by Canada as the price of the cession of the political rights

and privileges of the '' Honourable Company of Merchant Adventurers trading unto Hudson's

Bay.''' From that day forth they ceased to have any power over the huge tract of North

America, usually styled Rupert's Land, or the Hudson's Bay Territories, and became, in the

eye of the law, as the rest of the traders who did their business in the wild forests, prairies,

and Arctic-like wastes that stretched on to the Frozen Sea under the rule of the land that

Jacques Carter explored. The Hudson's Bay Company was as nothing compared with the

East India Company ; but yet, in their own small way, they were a close imitation of that

lordly corporation. It was a mere commercial association which, with a few clerks,

ruled more than half of North America—a territory larger than all Europe—after a fashion

despotic and irresponsible enough, and yet, on the whole, just, wise, and to the honour of the

English name, a mere joint-stock company of traders, who yet, at their own sweet will, under

their own banner of Pro pelle ef cute—for peltry and hide—declared war and made peace, and

without a single soldier held in awe and loj'al subjection fierce tribes of Indian warriors,

all across the broad continent of America. The last of the old proj)rietary governments

—

they saw the gorgeous career of the East India Company, and its decline and fall. They

witnessed Louisiana ceded by his most Catholic Majesty of Spain, and the Seigneurs of

New France become subjects of Great Britain and again of the new-born Dominion of Canada.

They witnessed the ruin of the Darien enterprise. They saw the South Sea Bublile burst, and a

dozen rivals come to nought. They remembered when all North America consisted of the

"plantations of his Majesty,^' they remaining loyal and attached when the colonies broke

from the mother country. They survived eleven sovereigns, and died in the reign of the

twelfth. In a word, the history of the Hudson's Bay ComjDany is the history of the fur

countries and fur-trade of North America. Wherever the furs were best there they reigned

;

wherever the trade was most profitable their forts, and their all-embracing monopoly, ex-

tended. The American Fur Company had posts on their border lands, and a score of

private traders lived on the oifpourings of their hunting ground. But at the fulness of

their power the Hudson's Bay territory consisted essentially of the fur countries of North

America. No description, however brief, of the interesting border country between the Arctic

regions and the land of corn, of cotton, and of wine, can be written without a sketch of the

rise and fall of the great Fur Company. In its day it was the fur-trade, and it ruled and

explored the fur countries,
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We—and by ire 1 speak of those who renicniber the Company before it ceased to be a

political power—who knew the Company in its palm\' days ; who drank its good wine and

ate of its salt ; who hobnobbed in its picketed forts with the sturdy factors at great and

oaken tables laden with beaver-tails, buffalo-tongues, and huge roasts of moose and of elk

and of caribou ; dishes of tender antelope, and luscious salmon from the rivers of its empire

of territory
;
ptarmigan from Hudson^s Bay, oulachan,"^ most delicious of fishes from ^'aucouver

Island, and snowy hares from the Eskimo, along the shores of the Arctic Sea; we who

shared its stirring enterprises, and floated down far western rivers in its birch-back canoes
;

who have been honoured by seeing' our names carved on tamarac " lobsticks "" on the

Albany River, and on cedar ones on the Columbia or Fraser, in return for fojale-f of rum,

tea, and tobacco, largessed unto its voyageurs ; we who were, in a word, of i(, have pleasant

memories in relation to the great corporation, and may be excused if we linger fondly

over its history, even at a time when the world—when the world has not forgotten it—is

disposed to hold its achievements cheaply, and to dwell with luidue severity upon its

misdeeds and shortcomings.

The Hudson^'* Bay Company .\xd their Lands.

About the year 1GG7 there was living in a dull set of chambers in the Temple a retired

soldier, who, after having done knightly service for his Royal uncle of the " sacred memory,"

was busy with endless chemical experiments, never i)roductive of much good to the world,

and rather injurious to the slender purse of " Fiery Rupert of the Rhine ^'—the gentleman

in question. lie had always been on the eve of some great discovery, but had never

made it, for " Rupert's drops " is but a slender peg on which to hang a chemist's

reputation; and now his Serene Highness the Prince Palatine of the Rhine was fast

settling down to being a sort of ]Maicenas to every needy adventurer who found his way

with a plausible scheme to the further side of Temple Bar. Rummaging through the dusty

tomes of the Temple Library, he read how in 1252 Marco Polo, the great Venetian traveller,

saw in the tent of the Grand Khan of Tartary furs and sables 'Mjrought from the North,

from the laud of darkness." The idea struck him, that could these furs be got now, what

a si>lendid scheme it would ])e. Just then he was waited on by a man who had travelled

much in North America, and was well acquainted with the wild Indian tribes not far from

the shores of Hudson's Ixiy. This was ^NL de Groiseliez, a Frenchman, almost as full of

ideas as the prince himself, Init, on this particular occasion, occupied with one more

than ordinarily feasible. He fired the imagination of the Palatine by his pictures of the

exceeding abundance of fur-animals on the shores of Hudson^s Bay, and the great profit

which could l;e made from them. The result was, that after* ail experimental trip had proved

successful, the inlluence of Prince Rupert succeeded in forming a joint-stock company ot

noblemen and gentlemen for the })urpose of pursuing this fur-trade. Furthermore, his

cousin, the king—for what baek-lianded (loiircur history does not inform us—granted to

this company of " INIcrchant Adventurers trading unto Iludson^s Bay " a charter investing

them with a monopoly of the furs and lands of the i)ordefs of all the streams flowing

into Hudson^s Bay not occupied by the subjects of any Christian prince ; and, furthermore^

* The Pacific Smelt {Osmcnis pacijiaiii).
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the privileg-e to make " war and peace with the people not subjects o£ any Christian prince/'

This was dated the 2nd of ^lay, 1669. The adventurers gradually extended their enterprise,

until, 190 years later, they possessed 155 establishments, in charge of 25 chief factoi*s,

2S chief traders, 152 clerks, and 1,200 other servants, besides having a large number of

natives under their control. These trading districts (thirty-eight in number) were divided

into five departments, and extended over a country nearly as big as Europe, though thinly

peopled by some 160,000 natives—Eskimo, Indians, and half-breeds.

VIEW OF YALE, OX THE ERASER KITER, BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Of course, such a successful Company as this was not long in being opposed, and the story

of the rival traders is not the least interesting or smallest item in its chi'onicles. Previous

to the year 17S3 the adventurers had many petty rivals to withstand, but these they

chiefly got the better of by fomenting divisions and animosities among the Indians of the

interior, so as to terrifj' any one from engaging in trade in that quarter. This has been an

old trick of theirs when any Indian tribe was likely to combine with another against them, and

now they turned the same time-dishonom*ed weapon against their commercial enemies. Nor

were they at all scrupulous as to the means by which they ousted their rivals from their

domains. There stand on record two cases in which ships had attempted to enter

Hudson's Bay for the pui-pose of trade by sea. These the Company seized and drove

ashore, pleading—so, at least, runs the tale—that they were lost by stress of weather.
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FVR ANIMALS : BBAVEKS {Castor Canadejisis).

The CotUKtjus de Bois.

The French fnr-tvaders from Canada also not a litili^ annoyed tiiem. The St.

Lawrence ran through the heart of a country which, in the times we speak of, was rich

in fur animalsj the settlers bcin<4' few and cultivation still rarer. The fur-trade was
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agreeable to the light, volatile disposition of the French hahllaul, who thus in time

monopolised the trade outside the British territories proper, and Ix^came, as he is in the

2)ersou of his descendants to this da}', active—though then he was a somewhat more important

l)eisonage than he is now—in the collection of peltries. The French had not only great com-

panies which, in importance in those da}s, rivalled the Hudson's Bay traders, but numerous

private individuals were engaged in the same lucrative traffic. Indeed, " La Conipagnie de la

Nouvelle France '^ was very much the same in constitution as that of their subsequent

British rivals. They had the disposal of all settlements formed or to be formed in Canada,

or New France, as it was then called, with the power of fortifying them, or of making

war or peace just as they thoug'ht most conducive to their interests. So anxious, indeed,

was the French King to back up this association, constituted in 10:28, that he made it a present

of two large ships, and raised twelve of the principal members of it to the rank of the

nobility. It was, however, a failure. Great enterprises of colonisation and exploration in

distant countries have never been the strong point of our French neighbours. But the freedom

which the fur-trade received from the dissolution of the monopoly of one great Company

gave a mighty impetus to the efforts of individual adventurers. The licence of a savage

life, and the profits derived from the trade, attached to it the " jetsam •" and " Hotsam ''

of France, Canada, and other countries, and all the waifs and strays which invariably turn

up when anything' which entails much labour and great danger, but promises a chance

of profit and a certainty of adventure, is to the front. Furs, however^ soon grew scarce

in the vicinity of the settlements, and accordingly the Indians, accompanied by the

cutirenrs de (jois, or rangers of the woods, went with them on their exj)edition. Thus in

time arose a class who became as well acquainted as the savage trap2)ers themselves with the

best hunti]ig-grounds, and who were able, by their friendship with distant tribes, to

persuade them to bring their peltries in to the trading posts. Bight and left—east, west,

and north—the cunreurs de Lois extended their operations, until they travelled through

a country i)eopled only by treacherous savages, more than 2,000 miles from the settled

jDortions of Canada, their only means of subsistence what their traps or rifles could supply

;

their sole means of travel, the birch-bark canoes in which they navigated the lakes and

rivers which formed their highway into the interior. Washington Irving-^ who in his

youth had associated with old men who rcmemljcr the later—though it may be the

waning—glories of the Canadian fur-trade, gives a lively picture of the palmy da}s of these

(jfallie adventurers in search of jjeltry :

—

" Every now and then a large l)ody of OttaWas, Hurons, and other tribes who hunted

the countries bordering on the great lakes, would come down in a squadron of light canoes,

laden with beaver-skins and other spoils of their yearns lumtiug. The canoes would be

unladen, taken on shore, and their contents disposed in order. \ camp of birch-bark

wovdd be pitched outside of the town^ and a kind of primitive fair opened, with that grave

ceremonial so dear to the Indiaus. An audience would be demanded of the Governor-

(ieneral, who would hold the conference with becoming state, seated in an elbow-chair,

with the Indians ranged in semicircles before him^ seated on the ground, and silently

smoking their pipes. S})eeches would be made, presents exchanged, and the audience would

break up in universal good humour.
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Now would ensue a brisk trnflk- with the luerehants, and all ^lontreal would be

alive with naked Indians running' from shop to shop, bargaining for arms^ kettles,

knives, axes, blankets, bright-coloured cloths, and other articles of use or fancy; upon all

of which, says an old French writei-, the merchants were sure to clear at least .^00 per cent.

There was no money used in this traffic, and after a time all payment in spirituous licpiors

was prohibited, in consequence of the frantic and frightful excesses and bloody brawls

which they were apt to occasion.

Their wants and caprices being supplied, they would take leave of the Governor,

strike their tents, launch their canoes, and ply their way up the Ottawa to the lakes.

.... The French merchant at his trading-post, in these primitive days of Canada,

was a kind of commercial patriarch. With the lax habits and easy familiarity of his

race, he had a little world of self-indulg*ence and misrule around him. He had his clerks,

canoe-men, and retainers of all kinds, who lived with him on terms of perfect sociability,

always calling him by his Christian name. He had his harem of Indian beauties, and his

troop of half-breed children; nor was there ever wanting a louting train of Indians

hanging about the establishment, eating and drinking at his expense in the intervals of

their hunting expeditions."

In fact, by slow degrees, and sometimes rapidly too, the courenrs de bois descended,

as did their successors, the Western trappers, into white savages. They lost in time a

relish for white men's ways and white men's, civilisation. But just in proportion to their

love of a savage life did their use to the fur-merchants of Montreal increase. These

merchants supplied them Mdth an outfit, and dispatched them on their perilous errand.

Fearlessly they would find their way up the great rivers and their tributaries, launch their

frail skiffs on unknown lakes, and land wherever they saw the smoke of wigwams or the

hope of beaver, careless or fearless whether their scalps might not have to pay forfeit for

their temerity. '' Sometimes they sojourned for months among their savage allies,

assimilating to their tastes and habits with the happy facility of Frenchmen, adopting

in some degree the Indian dress, and not unfrecpiently taking to themselves Indian

wives. Their voyages would extend often to twelve or fifteen months, when they returned

in i"ull glee down the Ottawa, their canoes laden with rich cargoes of furs, and followed

by great numbers of the natives. Now Avould come a period of revelry and dissipation

—

a continued round of drinking, gaming, feasting, and extravagant prodigality, which

sufficed in a few weeks to dissipate all their gains, when they would start upon a fresh

adventure, to be followed by fresh scenes of riot and extravagance."

Their conduct, both in cam)) and in town, became so disgraceful, that, to prevent

their pernicious example corru])ting the already indifferent morals of the Indians, the

Government was induced, by friendly influence, to so far control the trade as to grant

licences to pursue it. These licences for a time acted as a check on the lawless adven-

turers, as they were only bestowed on persons of good character, and in time as a reward

to officers and their wndows, who, not being of the material out of which cmnrifrff dc

hols were made, sold their privileges to merchants and others, who soon brought about

the old system again. In fact, though the generalisation may admit of exceptions, the

rule was in those days that coin-age and morals did hdI go together. The "^"^ great army "
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of fur-traders '' swore dreadfully " in the fur countries, and committed all manner of other

wickednesses, which are popularly supposed to appertain to the morals of those of loose

tongues. The military posts, however, which were established in the interior, did a great deal

to restrain the lawless trapper and trader, though the fur-trade appeared at this time

to be quite an epidemic. Even the military officers were seized with it, and eagerly

KOKTU AMEltXtAN I'lXK TOKEST.

begged licences to engage in this lucrative branch of trade. They, however, conducted

the business in a more orderly manner, and to distinguish themselves from the fur-traders

pur et sim/ple, designated themselves " commanders/^ Many of the scenes of the most stirring

tales of romantic adventure, and the hairbreadth escapes from—and sometimes attacks by

—

the treacherous Indians connected with the early history of Canada are laid round these

military fur-trading posts. Doubtless, many of these New World " commanders " were

gentlemen of but indifferent reputation ; but they were no worse, if no better, than the

*' gentlemen " who fought under Marlborough or De Yillars in the Old one.
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AN AMERICAN TRAPPER OF THE ASCIES RLUlilE.

The North-Westers,

Just about that time rose the great rival to the Hudson's Bay Company, which liad

hitherto led rather a sleepy if lucrative existence along- the Arctic shores of Hudson's

Bay. The Company had, moreover, as we have seen, been carrying things with a rather

high hand, and not being very moral, or strikingly honest themselves, they could

20
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scarcely have expected their rivals to be much more conscientious. Competition by the

rival Canadian Fur-trading Companies—under the new British rule of that country

—

was carried to such a ruinous extent, and the natives were so demoralised with spirits,, that

the whole trade became disorganised, and the traders ruined alike in purse and morals.

This could not last long; and now commenced the work of the great opponents of the

Hudson^s Bay Company, viz., the North-west Fur Company of Montreal, which was

made up of a combination of the chief merchants engaged in the fur-trade of

Canada. From small beginnings it spread until it became the most powerful organisa-

tion of the kind in North America. Hitherto the Hudson''s Bay Company had only

paid their employes by salaries; but now the North-westers introduced another system,

that of advancing the chief officers by their merit into the condition of partners, in

fact, the method now in vogue in the Hudson''s Bay Company, which was roused

from their fat lethargy by the activity of their opponents. In the year 1788, the

gross capital of the new adventure did not exceed £40,000 ; but by exertion and energy

it was brought in eleven years to triple that amount. The sleejn' " lludson Bays "

were astounded at the magnificence of the new comers, and old traders yet talk, with

something like awe, of the lordly North-westers. It was in those days that young

"Washington Irving was their guest, when he made his memorable journey to Montreal

as the New England attorney's clerk. The agents who presided over the Company's

affairs at head-quarters were, as might be expected, very important personages indeed.

They were veterans, who had grown grey in the wilds, and were full of the traditions

of the fur-trade. Bound their grizzled heads were bound the laurels of the North.

They were, in fact, a sort of commercial aristocracy in Quebec and Montreal, in days

when nearly everybody was more or less directly interested in the fur-trade. To behold

the North-west Company in all its state and grandeur, it was necessary to witness

uu annual gathering at Fort "William, near what is now called the Grand Portage on

Lake Superior. Here two or three of the leaduig partners from ^Montreal proceeded

once a year to meet the partners from the various trading places in the wilderness,

to discuss the affairs of the Company during the preceding year, and to arrange plans

for the future. On these occasions might be seen the change since the unceremonious

times of the old French traders, with their roystering conreurs de hois. Now thd

aristocratic chatacter of the Briton—Or rather the feudal spirit of the North Briton,

for the " Macs " predominated—shone out gloriously. Every partner who had charge

of an inteirior post, and had a score of retainers at his command, felt like the chieftain

of a Highland elan, and was almost as important in the eyes of his dependants as in

his o-^TL. '' To him,"*' writes the author of " Astoria,''^ " a visit to the grand conference

at Fort T\'illiam was a most important event, and he repaired there as to a meeting of

Parliament. The partners from Montreal, however, were the lords in the ascendant.

Coming from the midst of luxurious and ostentatious life, they quite eclipsed their compeers

from the woods, whose forms and faces had been battered and hardened by hard living

and hard service, and whose garments and equipments were all the worse for wear.

Indeed, the partners from below considered the whole dignity of the Company as represented

in their own persons, and condu^^ed themselves in suitable style. They ascended the
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rivers in great state like sovereigns making" a progress, or rather like Highland chiefs

navigating their subject lakes. They were wrapped in rich furs^ their huge canoes

freighted with every convenience and luxury, and managed hy Canadian voyageurs, as

obedient as Highland clansmen. They carried up with them cooks and bakers, together

with delicacies of every kind, and abundance of choice wines for the banquet which

attended their great convocation. Happy were they, too, if they could meet with any

distinguished stranger—above all, some titled member of the British nobility—to accompany

them on this stately occasion, and grace their high solemnities. Fort William, the scene

of this important annual meeting, was a considerable village on the banks of Lake

Superior. Here, in an immense wooden building, was the great council-hall, as also the

banqueting-chamber, decorated with Indian arms and accoutrements, and the trophies of the

fur-trade. The house swarmed at this time with traders and voyageurs from ^Montreal

bound to the interior posts, and some from the interior posts bound to Montreal. The

councils were held in great state ; for every member felt as if sitting in Parliament, and

every retainer and dependant looked up to the assemblage with awe as to the House of

Lords. There was a vast deal of solemn deliberation and hard Scottish reasoning, with

an occasional swell of pompous declamation. These grave and weighty councils were

alternated by huge feasts and revels, like some of the old feasts described in Highland

castles. The tables in the great banqueting-room groaned under the weight of game of

all kinds—of venison from the woods and fish from the lakes, with hunter's delicacies,

such as buffaloes^ tongues and beavers' tails, and various luxuries from Montreal, all

served up by experienced cooks brought for the purpose. There was no stint of generous

wine, for it was a hard-drinking period—a time of loyal toasts and Bacchanalian song

and brimming bumpers.

While the chiefs thus revelled in the hall, and made the rafters resound with bursts

of loyalty and old Scottish songs, chanted in voices cracked and sharpened by the Northern

blasts, their merriment was echoed and prolonged by a mongrel legion of retainers

—

Canadian voyageurs, half-breed Indian hunters, and vagabond hangers-on—who feasted

sumptuously without, on the crumbs from their table, and made the welkin ring with old

French ditties, mingled with Indian yelps and yellings.'''

" One or two partners," it is added, " recently from the interior posts, would occasionally

make their appearance in New York in the course of a tour of pleasure or curiosity.

On these occasions there was always a degree of magnificence of the purse about them,

and a peculiar propensity to expenditure at the goldsmiths* and jewellers' for rings,

chains, brooches, necklaces, jewelled watches, and other rich trinkets, partly for their

own wear, partly for presents to their female acquaintances— a gorgeous prodigality, such

as was often noticed in former times in West Indian planters and Eastern nabobs flush

with the spoils of Oriental conquest.''

The Hudson's Bay Company had only confined their operations within the limit of

this original grant, and now prosecuted their trade M'ith very great vigour. But

the " Nor'-westers " pushed away north and west vmtil they had reached the Rocky

Mountains, and even beyond, on to the waters of Peace River. No doubt the Hudson's

Bay Company took alarm at these new rivals, but it is more than probable that they
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would have been unopposed bad not an accident just tben occurred wbicb changed the

aspect of affairs. Lord Selkirk, an energetic Scottish nobleman, having attempted to

establish a colony on Red River (afterwards the nucleus of the Canadian Province of

^Manitoba, was violently opposed by the North-west Fur Company, who found the plains

on which he proposed to settle his colonists useful for buffalo-huntiug and preparing

the great supplies of '' pemmican " (ground dried meat and tallow), which formed

the travelling food of their fur parties. This strongly incensed the Earl against the

New Company, and to enable him the better to punish them he went home and

bought so large a number of Hudson^s Bay shares as to obtain a controlling voice in

the direction of that corporation. This influence he now exerted against the flourishing

and obnoxious North-west Company. Rousing up the " Hudson Bays " from their

indolence, a vigorous competition commenced, and coutinued for some years. Wherever the

North-westers established a fort their opponents built another in close proximity. Every

method which artifice and fraud could suggest, or even open violence compass, was adopted l)y

them to outwit each other, or to obtain the furs of the Indians. At first friendly, when trade

did not intervene, they had no mercy when the interests of their rival Companies were

concerned. Forts were taken and burnt, the officers in charge and the servants imprisoned

and half starved, and sometimes even obliged by famine to sui'render ; the furs on the way

to the rendezvous were intercepted and appropriated, and the whole trade turned into a

furious conflict. The Governor-General of Canada sent out warrants and proclamations

in vain ; these were equally treated with the most sovereign contempt in a land where

" the kiugs's writ runneth not," nor had he any power to control the refractory fur-traders.

Thmgs went on in this fashion until they culminated, in ISIG, in a battle, in which

seventeen men and three officers of the Hudson^s Bay Company, including Governor

Semple, were killed. This was perhaps the most serious casualty which the rivalry occa-

sioned, but still it did not abate the fighting. Now all parley was at an end, and the

password was " war to the knife.''^ Officers and men were absolutely engaged by either

Company for little other purpose than fighting; and though ostensibly occupied in the

fur-trade, their chief recommendation for the posts they held was their pugnacity. These

stories form part of the stock-in-trade of a Hudson's Bay host's repertoire to this day.

This could not go on very long ; and accordingly, in 1S21, both Companies began to see the

folly of their proceedings. The trade was ruined. The Indians were demoralised by

" fire-water." The prices given for the furs were out of all proportion to their value,

and nobody was benefited unless it were a bellicose clerk, or other emjdoye, who had

distinguished himself in this guerilla kind of commerce. The result was that the two

Companies coalesced under certain stipulations. Parliament granting them some additional

privileges which it would be out of the province of these chapters to describe.

The Ci'l:>itnation. Decline, and Fall of the Great Fur Traders.

The new organisation retained the name of the Hudson's Bay Company, and

under this title it continued to prosper until its trading posts extended rig-ht across

British America, and even within the limits of the I'nited States, to the very shores of
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the Pacific, where, indeed, now its chief establishments are situated. By-and-by, as the

Company spread its wings, and crossed the Rocky Mountains into Oregon, where its traders

had no real right, they were annoyed by less powerful but more irritating opposition. Every

Western backwoodsman " went into '' fur-trading on a small scale, and '' calculated to

do a right smart chance of a trade.^' But he reckoned without his host, or, rather, his

next door neighbour occupying the picketed fort on the prairie. Xo sooner did Angus

M'Tavish or Dugald McDonald, the Hudson^s Bay traders, hear that Ephraim E. Goliath

was about to go up the Columbia or Willamette River on a trading expedition, than he

would start off ahead with a plenteous supply of goods. Intimately acquainted with

the country and the people, the legitimate trader would soon make rapid progress.

From their mat or board lodges on the banks the sleepy Indians would cra\vl down

to the water^s edge and buy powder, shot, and vermilion to paint their squaws and

their own dusky cheeks, and Ijlankets to cover their nakedness, offering the Hudson's

Bay trader the usual furs in exchange. Now began the trader's policy. Either he

refused any pay at all, or gave them the goods at a ridiculous loss to himself—all the time

drumming in their ears that " we are your good friends, not like those miserable Boston

men

;

" * and left amid the plaudits of the Indians to repeat the same game elsewhere.

Well he knew that the Indian, having once obtained what he wanted, would not take

the trouble to come down to the water's edge when Ephraim E. Goliath's canoe load of

'' notions " made its appearance ; or they would want them at a price which it was out of

the power of the small capitalist to agree to. The Hudson's Bay Company could afford

to lose on one trip, knowing that they recoup themselves on the next. The petty trader

was, however, ruined, and ceased in future to be an opponent in the field.

In regions where they had the exclusive right of trade, they could invoke the strong

arm of the law—in the shape of force ; but that, in other regions, was a rather dangerous

card to play. In British Columbia, for instance, their exclusive right, licence, or lease

to trade expired in 1S59, when that country was constituted a British colony. In the

settled parts the Company had to stand much competition. But in the Northern

districts they had, and have to this day, notwithstanding that it is a province of Canada,

virtually the monopoly of the fur-trade, no one, as yet, finding it to their profit to

oppose them. They have their forts—such as they are—their organisation, their established

routine, and intimate knowledge of the Indians, and can, therefore, beat in open competition

any interlopers.

Here they would either attempt the old Oregon trick of underselling the trader, or,

what is much easier, and nearly as cheap, show the Indians that it is to their

profit to deal with no outside trader. They know every Indian in their " district " by

head-mark, and soon hear who has been tempted by the big price of the "fur-traders"

to sell a fur last summer, and a black mark is put against his name in their " trading

lists." For long, it may be, the offender hears nothing about it. Regularly he j^ays his

visit to the Hudson's Bay fort, laden with furs. Then he is a welcome visitor, and departs

* On the North Pacific coast the Indians call all Americans " Boston men," most of the earlier traders

being from Boston. On the other hand, the English are called " King George men," most of tho

discoveries of Cook and Vancouver being in George IIL'e reign.
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with the customary present. But one unfortunate winter ill-luck befalls the hapless

hunter, and, half starved and shivering, he creeps up to the Hudson's Bay fort to beg

credit for a few pounds of powder and. shot, a couple of beaver-traps, and a blanket.

Then he hears of his old offence, and is not over-politely told "to go to the man he

traded that black fox's skin to three years before

—

he will be sure to give him credit.'^

On the whole, the Indian becomes convinced that, after all, it is better to trade with the

Old Hudson's Bay Company. Their forts are always to be found. When he is " hard up," he

can get credit; and when too old to hunt, he will not be allowed to starve, if he be known

as a former good hunter and faithful customer of the Company.

At other times the Company adopted a course which was not so pleasing to its employes,

namely, buying up a powerful rival. I know of an instance where, many years ago, this plan

had to be adopted. A smart young skipper from Boston came out to the North-west coast in a

spanking new brig, laden with every kind of Yankee " notion," and pursued his trade with such

spirit that he was ruining the Company completely. With a sorry heart, they bought his ship

from him at a high figure, and had no sooner done so than they recollected that they would

have to buy him too, otherwise he would have gone back, provided another brig, and adopted

the same course again. So, with a very wry face, they bought up the New Englander, and

made him a chief trader in the Company at once ; and there he is still, for all I know to

the contrary, one of the highest dignitaries of the Company, and, what is curious, one of

the most intense Britons in its service. I believe he stands alone as an American converted

to an Englishman—we have not a few instances of the reverse !

For long there were evident signs of decay in the Old Company, and its best friends

often wondered how it could have stood so long, with its originally rather crazy constitution

continually battling with Parliamentary commissions and inquiries. Again and again it

was " sat on " in St. Stephen's, but its friends pulled it through. Then it got into a lawsuit

with the United States, about recompense for infringements on the rights secured to them

by that treaty; but the Scotch factors were too much even for the Philadelphia lawyers,

and the Treasury at Washington had to contribute to the one in Gracechurch Street,

London. The old shareholders, with the intuitive shrewdness of old times, saw the troubles

ahead, and, in 1863, to the horror of the commercial world, which was shocked—albeit that is

iiot a weakness of Capel Court—at their impropriety, so widely different from the traditions

of the Company, were persuaded to sell out for a high figure to a New Company of Proprietors.

I was " in the country " at the time, and well remember the consternation excited by this

unseemly feat of the venerable Corporation. The Company's shares were quoted on the

Stock Exchange, and, worst of all, for the first time for two hundred years, at a discount

!

The New Company began, like the proverbial broom, to sweep clean. They proposed many

improvements, and discussed the question of making a railroad through their territories. They

talked of introducing colonists, and of many other things which wiser heads had long

before proved to be incompatible with the fur-trade. But with experience came reflection,

and then began the Dominion of Canada, which, with that earth-hunger which is peculiar

to new and growing countries, cast envious eyes on the Hudson's Bay lands. They even

threatened to contest the charter, and have Canada from Maine to the Arctic Ocean. They

would have them without paying for them cither. They would ^o to law and win liiccwice.
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Meantime sager men than the "Canadian ministry ^^ intervened, and persuaded the

Dominion to "pay the Company for their rights, real or supposed, and the Company to part

with them. To\his they agreed, and sold their birthright for the very substantial mess

of pottage represented by £300,000. And so, in the words of the Lord President as he closed

the last ScottishParliament, came " the end of an old, old song.^^ The " Honourable Company

VIEW UF THE "KATTLESXAKE GRADE,- PATILLOV MOVXT-AIX, BRinSH COLVMBIA ;
ALTITUDE NE-^^LV 4,000 EEET.

of Alerchant Adventurers trading unto Hudson^s Bay,^^ and elsewhere, from that day

ceased to have anv of their old privileges, and with the exception of a mile around each of their

forts they ceased to be lords of the soil. As a merchant Company they still exist, but as a

proprietarv government thev will no longer be known : the world is too advanced for

monopolies. Nevertheless, the Hudson^s Bay Adventurers did good service m their day

and generation. Thev preserved peace among the Indian tribes, when m the rest ot

America there was continual war between the white man and the red. They no douDL

impover-hed the Indian in sume small de.^rree by tempting him to kill off the fur annuals
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more rapidly than Nature increased them. But, on (he other hand, the furs were of little

use to the Indian after he had clothed himself, and the traders supplied him with articles

of infinitely more value to the hunter, which ]w r-ould hy no possibility liave obtained for

THE SPHUCE riR Oi' NOUTJl-WEST AMEKICA. (Ahu'S MetaiesH.)

himself. Moreover, deer, moose, and elk (wapiti) skins were not traded—beino^ too heavy

to transport—and therefore the main source of the Indian's food was not affected by the fur-

trade. The best proof of this is, that in a district where the Company had lonq; had a tradinji^

fort, I bought from the Indians a deer, cau^-ht in a pitfall, for one bah nud a charo-e of

powder, and another one for a few leaves of to])acco. A^jain, in district- A\here deer were

21
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not abundant, salmon were so plentiful that, as at Fort Rupert, the traders manured the fort

gardens with them. Tlie Company, owing to their monopoly, had an interest in not

clearing a country altogether of fur animals, and, as a matter of fact, they periodically

'Maid over-"^ certain districts, for so many years, from being hunted. Now, no private

traders would have done this. Besides, a private trader, wherever he dares in the face

of the law, uses spirits as an article of trade, which the Company voluntarily, after the

North-West competition ceased, abandoned as an article of traffic, though they could get

twice the amount of furs at half the price by giving rum for them. jNIoreover, the

Company used to give a proportionately higher price for inferior furs, such as musk-

rats, merely in orde? to prevent the Indians from being tempted to exterminate the more

valuable animals.

When the veteran hunter grew aged—be he "Digger" (p. 173) or " Chippeway,"

the lowest or the highest of his race—his old patrons took care of him ; and the best

answer which can be given to those who have painted the Company's rule in the worst colours

is the fact that to this day the Indians, to a man, prefer rather to trade with the Company than

any other traders, and that even among the worst tribes an officer in their employ is almost as

safe as within the pickets of his fort. Rarely have the Company been at war with the Indians,

though one or two of their forts have been taken ; but this was invariably in the country

of the hostile Indians ; and if any of the officers have been killed, it was not owing to a feud

with the Company, but merely to some private quarrel or accident ; whereas the American Fur

Company, immediately outside their borders, are perpetually at feud with the neighbouring

Indians. They were, moreover, if the keenest of merchants, the most hospitable of hosts,

and the many scientific expeditions which passed through their territories could never have

done their work save for the much-abused " Company's '" aid. Therefore, we are justified,

from these and other facts—which, might be quoted, w^ere not " the countries of the world "

wider than the Hudson's Bay territories—in asserting that the rule of the great Fur Company

was, on the whole, beneficial to North America, as well as to the Indian tribes, and that

it did honour to the British name.

Those who remember the old times cannot but feel some regret at the decease of the

great corporation ; and as the writer of these lines passes their warehouses in Gracechm*ch

Street, he cannot help repeating to-day what he wrote years ago of the Company in a

sketch, the chief passages of which are reproduced here, the words of Charles Lamb's

lament over the South Sea Company :

—

" This was once a house of trade, a centre of busy

interest. The throng of merchants was here, the quick pulse of gain; and here the forms

of business are still kept up, though the soul be long since fled."
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CHAPTER VIII.

The Fur Countries : The Fur Trade and the Fur Traders.

In the year 187U he who writes these lines wrote a brief narrative of the rise, decline^

and fall of the great Fur Company. As the account is quite forgotten, appearing as

it did as an ephemeral magazine, he intended to reproduce some of its passages in this

work, but believed that much of it must be long ago obsolete. In Europe there have been

wars and revolutions—kings have been put up and kings have been pulled down. In

America events move even still more rapidly. He found, however, that of all things the

fur-traders, far out of the limits of cultivated lands, stood still. Consulting a famous

factor of the dead monopoly, he was assured that the affairs of the fur-traders are, like

the laws of the Medes and Persians, unchangeable. One goeth and another cometh, but

their business is the same. A fur may be worth more one year, and less the other,

but in the end it is the same ; it is only a matter of a few shillings. It is trapped in

the same way, it is traded after the same fashion, it is sent out of the country and sold

in London with the same formalities. When the fur animals cease to exist then will

also the fur-traders. Meantime, therefore, what was true some years ago may be true

yet, and so without fearing that I mislead my readers, I may perhaps draw upon my notes

of 1870 for a description of those main features of the fur-traders, fur-trade, and fur-trappers

of the present day.

Fur Trading.

A typical " fort " of the Hudson's Bay Company was not at best a very lively sort of

affair, though sometimes, built on a commanding situation at the bend of some beautiful

river, and backed by wave after wave of dark pine forest, it was not unpicturesque in appear-

ance. Fancy a parallelogram of greater or less extent enclosed by a picket twenty-five or

thirty feet in height, composed of upright trunks of trees, placed in a trench and fastened

along the top by a rail, and you have the enclosure. At each corner was a strong

bastion built of squared logs, and pierced for guns which could sweep every side of the

fort. Inside this picket was a gallery running right round the enclosure, just high

enough for a man's head to be level with the top of the fence. At intervals all along

the side of the picket were loopholes for musketry, and over the gateway was another

bastion, from which shot could be poured on any party attempting to carry the gate.

Altogether, though perfectly incapable of resisting a ten-pounder for a couple of hours,

it was strong enough to resist almost any force that the Indians could bring against it. Inside

this enclosure were the storehouses, houses of the emjiloycs, wells, and sometimes a good

garden."^ All night long a watchman would pass round this gallery crying out at

intervals, with a quid of tobacco in his cheek, the hours and state of the weather.

* See the engravings in Milton and Cheadlc'a "North-West Pussago by Land," and in "The Races of

Mankind," Vol. I., p. 216.
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This was a precaution in (.'aso ol' lire, and liic "calling" was to prevent him from falling

asleep for any lenytli of time. Some of the less important and more distant outposts

were only rough little log cal»ins in winter—cabins among the snow—without picket or

other enclosure, where a ''postmaster'' resided to superintend the affairs of the Company.

The winter hut iigured on the o2)posite page might well stand for the portrait of such a humble
" post." The mode of trading was peculiar. It was an entire system of barter, a " made " or

"typicar-' beaver skin being the standard of trade. This was, in fact, the currency of the

country. Thus an Indian arriving at one of the Company's posts, with a bundle of furs

which he intends to sell, proceeds, in the first instance, to the trading-room; there the

trader sej^arates the furs into lots, and after adding them up delivers to the Indian a number
of little jiieces of wood, indicating the number of "made beavers" to which his hunt

amounts. He is next taken to the store-room, where he finds himself surrounded by bales

of blankets, slop coats, guns, scalping-knives, tomahawks (all made in Birmingham),

powder-horns, flints, axes, &c. Each article has a recognised value in "made beavers." A
slop coat, for instance, may be worth four beavers, for which the Indian delivers up

twelve pieces of wood ; for a gun he gives twenty ; for a knife two, and so on, until his

stock of wooden cash is expended, more especially to the west of the Kocky Mountains.

In others, the following is the system in vogue, which I describe in my late friend My. J. Keast

liord's words:—"The standard of value throughout the territories of the Company is the

skin of the beaver, by which the price of all other furs is regulated. Any service

rendered or labour executed l)y Indians is paid for in skins, the beaver skin being the

unit of computation. To ex2:>lain this system, let us assume that four beavers are

equivalent in value to a silver fox skin, two martens to a beaver, twenty musk-rats to a

marten, and so on. For example's sake, let us suppose an Indian wishes to purchase a

blanket or a gun from the Hudson's Bay Company. • He would have to give, say three silver

foxs' or twenty beaver skins, or two hundred musk-rats, or other furs, in accordance with the

proper relative positions of worth in the tariff. The Comjiany generally issue to the Indians

such goods as they need up to a certain amount, when the summer supplies arrive at the

posts, these advances to be paid for at the conclusion of the hunting season. In hiring

Indians east of the Cascade Mountains, whilst occupied in marking the boundary line, our

agreement was always to pay them in beaver skins, say two or three per day, in accordance

with the duty required; but this agreement did not mean an actual jDayment in real skins

—

a matter that to us would have been impossible—but that we were to give the Indians an

order on the nearest trading post of the Hudson's Bay Company to sujjply him with any

goods ho might select, up to the value of the beaver skins specified.-^ This was written

some years ago. Fort Colville being the particular fort which the writer had in his mind's

eye, and the spread of civilisation, and consequently of dollars, has slightly altered the system

of trading on the Pacific slopes. But essentially the ideas are the same as then. At every

post, or at least at every district, there is a tariff established which varies little year by year.

T!ie Indian cannot understand the varying price of furs, and, accordingly, the Company takes

'' "At Honit' ill Iho A\ ilJcruess,"
i?, 07. Tlii» woik ubuundti in iiitciXbtijig particulars regarding lii'c in tlie

fur countriea.
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the worth of this change^ and^ unless the fall be of long- continuance; gives the same price

for the furs as formerly^ when it was high; or vice versa. Therefore; as Dr. Rae pointed out

to the Select Committee of the House of Commons; the Company loses on some furS; but

it compensates itself on others.* The Indian need not; however; attempt to beat down the

price. The tariff is unchangeable. If he be not pleased; he is at perfect liberty to go to

the next shop ; and this; combined with the fact that the Company sells nothing to the

Indians which is not of the best quality of its kind; has gone far to gain the confidence of the

natives in them over the American traders. At some of the forts the Indian is introduced;

while bartering; into a narrow passage; the end of which faces a windoW; like the window of a

railway or theatre ticket-office. Here the " noble savage •''' conducts his negotiations with

the trader. After finishing he is presented with some trifle in addition to the payment for

his furs, and makes room for some one else. The passage is crooked; for the simple

reason that ex2)erience tells the merchant that the Indian is apt; in a heated bargain^ to

shoot him from behind !

The Fun Traders.

The officers of the Company have been classed as follows :—First; the labourer, who is

ready to turn his hand to anything : to become a trapper, fisherman; or rough carpenter,

at the shortest notice. He is generally employed in cutting firewood for the consumption

of the establishment at which he is stationed; shovelling snow from before the doorS; repairing

all sorts of damages to all sorts of things ; and; during the summer; in transporting

furs and goods between his post and the nearest depot. He is often called a voyarjeur.

Next in rank is the interpreter. He iS; for the most part; an intelligent labourer of

pretty long standing in the service; who, having picked up a smattering of some Indian

language; in addition to his native Gaelic or Canadian-French, is useful in trading with

the natives. After the interpreter comes the postmaster, usually a promoted labourer;

who; for good behaviour or valuable services; has been put on a footing with the gentlemen

of the service, in the same manner that a private soldier in the army is sometimes raised

to the rank -of a commissioned officer. Next are the apprentice-clerks—raw lads; who

come out fresh from school; with their mouths agape at the wonders they behold in

Hudson's Bay. They grow more sensible and sedate as they pass through the first

five years of their apprenticeship; when they attain the rank of clerks. The clerk; after

a number of years of service; becomes a chief trader (or half shareholder); and in a few

years more he attains to the highest rank in the service—that of chief factor. All other

officers of the Company; such as surgeons and ship-captainS; equally pass through these

gradeS; and take relative rank; though; of course; they are not apprentice-clerks at any

time. Frequently nowadays this initiatory training is also dispensed with in the case of

the ordinary mercantile officers. The average salaries of the clerks vary from d20 to £100,

with board; and clothing at a little over cost price; while the emoluments of the higher

officers vary according to the dividend. They are almost invariably Scotchmen; while the

labourers are Orkney meU; French-Canadians, and Norwegians. Indeed; for a long time,

no young man in Orkney had much chance of his matrimonial proposals being favourably

* Report of Select Committee on llie Hudson's Bay Company (1867), p. 36.
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received until he had shown his manhood by having- made a voyag-e to the " Nor^-wast/''

Not so many young men of good family now enter the service as formerly, the prospects

of promotion not being- so g-reat, and when promotion does come the profits are less than

they used to be. The labourers are i:)aid miserably—only about £1 or 3Us. per month

—

but still the Company have no great difficulty in obtaining their complement of men.

Winter is dull enough in these snow-choked forts. The furs have to be sorted, looked

to continually, and packed. Then the officer occupies his leisure time in reading what

books he has, telling interminable stories, sleeping, hunting, or in preparing specimens of

natural history, in the study of which not a few have attained eminence. I have heard

of a fort where the inmates were so hard pressed by ennui that, as my informant told me,

'^ they absolutely began to write commentaries on the Gospel of Ezekiel !

^' As the spring

advances the officer re^mirs the fort, and gets the furs out to a rendezvous, where the

functionary in charge of the " brigade " meets him and others, and delivers over his

stores. The rivers are the chief highways in these roadless lands. Often there is

immense trouble before the furs can be brought to the coast. The rivers may be so shallow

that they have in places to be deepened for the passage of the canoes, and sometimes

the winter snow overtakes the convoy and his bales before he can reach the rendezvous.

Cases have been known, not only in which the horses had to be killed, but in

which even the hair had to be singed off the furs, to broil the skin for food.

The furs are now taken down to Victoria or JMontrcal, sprinkled with rum, packed in

old rum casks, or in moth-tight rooms, and despatched by quick-sailing double-manned

ships to England. To the annual sales come the fur-dealers from every part—Russians,

Bulgarians, Poles, Greeks, Jews, and Gentiles of all nations. Gracechurch Street, London,

is then a study for the ethnologist. The dividend is declared by the " Governor,

Deputy-Governor, and Committee,^' who preside over the shareholders in London ; and

the programme for the following year settled on. And so the routine of the great Fur

Company proceeds.

Living far in the outer world, these exiles derive their notions of the ways of

the rest of mankind, either from books—often of rather an ancient date—from a raw, newly-

arrived clerk, to whom Kirkwall or Inverness were cities, from a rare visit to a frontier

town, or from some semi-civilised traveller, naturalist, or sportsman, who may find his

way, after long journeyings, to the traders^ bepicketed fort. Sometimes a hoary old factor

would go to Montreal, or even to London and Paris, and come back with a wondrous

display of nicknacks, peculiar photogi-aphs, and the undisputed privilege to talk like Sir

Oracle, and to shoot with the long-bow for the remainder of his natural life. They conduct

—

or did conduct—their business much as business was carried on in Charles IL's reign ; and

they talked of the world as it was when they left it raw lads, perhaps forty or more

years before. Duelling was still supposed to be the '^ correct thing among gentlemen, ^^ and

it was thought quite indispensable to a " gentleman's honour to call out another gentleman,'^

with whom the challenger had lived on terms of friendship for many years, and must,

perforce, should the bullet not do its wicked work, therefore live in enmity a good

many more yet. Many of the Company's officers are, however, polite and even polished

gentlemen. One I knew who was a good classical scholar, and more familiar with Tasso,
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Dante, and Alfieri than any one whom I have met since that date. With their wild

smroundings these people soon became half courtier^ half savage ; the polite side of their

existence only to be uncovered when—rare event—a stranger came amongst them. Some

of the officers were men of "good family/' and proud of their gentle blood and long

descent ; and all the more so that they were Scotchmen, and had a forty-linked consinship

among Highland laii-ds and caterans. Not less proud were they of their connection with

the Company. They never looked upon themselves in the light of mere clerks of a

FVR ANIMALS : THE WOLVERIXE, OR GLrTTON. (GiiJo Imscus.)

commercial corporation, but talked most contemptuoiLsly of '''quill-drivers" and ''''connter-

jumpers " generally. Xo Government clerk was prouder of his appointment, no young East

Indian "writer" in the palmy days of John Company more exultant over his, than were

the young clerks in the great Fur Company's employ. And with reason too ; for many
of them, within a year or two of their entrance on dutv, were governing a district as

large as Scotland, thinly peopled, no doubt, but with unchecked and almost irresponsible

power, over the destiny of the few hundred savages who trapped furs for his masters.

Then from being merely in receipt of a salary, they rose to be "traders" and " factors." AVhen

they were '''partners " in the Company, they shared in its profits, and had in their turn the

making and unmaking of factors and chief factors ; the headship of a department

was hardly l)eyoud their reach, and they might even attain the summit of all liuman

greatness, and become " Governor-General of Rupert's Land."
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When the young" clerk went out to " the country," a wife as a cumpagiion de voijage

was uut of the t^uestion ; and most frequently, when he was able to marry, like the other

pioneers of our dependencies, he was far distant from the women of his own race, or from

civilisation of any sort. Accordingly, it was common among* the servants of the g-reat Fur

Companies to take a daughter of the land to wife, not only because few white women cared

to take up their lot with the rovers of the wide fur countries, but that it was also a matter of

policy tn ingratiate themselves with the powerful Indian tribes among whom they were

thrown. So sons and daughters were born to the Macs and Pierres, and the blood of Indian

Warriors mingled with that of " Heiland lairds " and French bourgeois, the traders, the

trappers, and the voyageurs of the great Fur Com^jany. Between the husbands and wives

there could, of course, be little sympathy. The uncivilised wife clung to her customs and

her people, while the husband treated her not as an equal but an inferior. However, in

course of time, as a fort grew older, there arose up around it a number of half-breed girls

tolerably well educated, not unintelligent, and no way deficient in beauty. Add to this a

handsome figure, and that peculiar sweetness and naivete peculiar to the half-breed, and it

is not to be wondered at that she should soon charm the young officer out of the recollection

of the fair-haired Scottish lasses he had left in the Glen of Tramowhusky. INIoreover, when

it is considered (and you may be sure Donald jNPDonald, the ''' pushing " young clerk, was not

at all deficient in reflection that way) that these young ladies were often the daughters

of the great factors and other ofiicers of the Company, the wedding of them can scarcely

be called an act of great self-denial. The old factor would not be aj^t to forget his son-

in-law when the next batch of chief traders was to be made, and, moreover, dying often

possesse'd of an abundance of filthy lucre, would render his daughter's husband independent of

the Company. It used to be a tradition that to marry a " white " woman and be an English-

man meant ruin to a youthful emjAoije of the great fur-traders.

Most of these savage-mated men educated their children tolerably well, and though the

Indian clings to them keenly, yet very often they turn out very well. Those who have

taken unto them '' some savage woman " do not often return with their aboriginal spouse

and her dusky brood to Britain, but remain in the country. In British Columbia,

Manitoba (Red River Territory), the A'alley of the Willamette, in Oregon, and other

localities^ many of the Company's officers and servants have settled down as farmers.

Indeed, there are certain localities in these provinces and states where the population

is all of that type. Whether their descendants will be for good or evil to the West is a

problem, though many will not hesitate to decide that it will be for evil. I cannot

bring' myself to so sweeping a conclusion, for as yet the experimetit has not got a fair

trial. Education and association with a superior race will do much for the next generatioil.

Vacillation and waiit of strength of niind seem the weak points in the half-breeds^

characters. The girls are sometimes no better than they should be, and the boys often

drunken and disreputable, frequently combining in their person the bad qualities of

both races. However, some have been in the local legislatures, and others have held

commissions in the army, although, perhaps, neither office will afford a striking proof of

their morality. Among my acquaintances are embraced one or two tolerably honest

lawyers and several doctors—not more deadly than ordinary, but whose dusky countenances
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tell that if they traced their ancestry back to their grandfathers it would assuredly land

them in a wigwam !

The discipline maintained in the forts and travelling-parties of the Company, though

free and easy, was yet within certain limits severe, and was rarely rebelled against. It was

often a wonder to me how a party of grey-haired voyageura would obey a mere boy, against

whom they could have rebelled with impunity. The reason of this was probably owing to the

docile character of the French-Canadian and Orkney men, and to the traditional es^prit

<h corjis of the Company. I only know of one instance of downright rebellion, and that

was in a very remote fort on the Stekin River, in Alaska. Incensed beyond all endurance

at the drunken madness of the officer in charge—a half-breed— one of the men, a French-

Canadian, shot the latter. Few offences of a serious nature are, however, ever committed

in the fur countries—at all events, we hear little about them. They were either condoned, or

summarily punished by the Company, without coming before any court. If an Indian

murdered one of the Company^s servants, he was pursued, captured, and hanged ; if not at the

moment, at another time, though it might be years afterwards. The French-Canadian, puzzled

by the endless " Macs,^^ usually designated his officers by nicknames. Thus, he knew Ms'ieur

Mackenzie le rouge, M. Mackenzie le blanc, M. Mackenzie le lorgne, ]\I. Mackenzie le jyicofe,

M. McDonald le grande, M. M'Donald le prefre, M. M'Donald le bras-croche, and so on,

according to some distinguishing mark or personal peculiarity. He was hard worked, and

poorly paid, but yet thoroughly believed in la Compagnie, and looked upon it in the liglit

of little better than treason if you ventured to doubt whether " the Company " was an

independent power, of which Great Britain was only a powerful ally, and America the

natural enemy! A marked distinction was kept up between " men ""^ and " gentlemen ^' in

all records of the Company. All above and including the rank of clerk were genilemen,

all beneath were only men.

The Food of the Fur Countries.

The gentlemen in the forts all dined together ; if it were a large fort, in the " hall,''

but from this meal their wives were excluded. The fare on these occasions was, in the

interior forts, often poor enough, and had a tendency to run upon one particular article.

At one season it was all wapiti, at another all beaver, and at a third buffalo. If

beaver were in—it was beaver boiled, beaver smoked, beaver roasted, and beaver-tail. If

salmon were running in the river, the fort table had salmon until we wished fur a salt

herring. At some of the forts on the borders of the great prairies east of the Rocky

Mountains the delicate prong-horned antelope (Plate YI.) appeared occasionally in the

bill of fare. Sometimes there were mighty hunters in the fort. Then it was that the grizzly

was slain, or in the dull winter days the roaming brown bear would be rooted out of its hyber-

nation, valiantly slain, and borne back to the fort in triumph, the resinous pine torch

lighting the hunters and the porters through the gloomy forest at the waning of the day.

Such a scene is portrayed in our cut on p. 181. At some of the far Northern interior

forts, where the furs were only taken once in every two years, and the "outfit " once in the

same interval, the officers' supply had to be limited enough. At Fort there

prevailed a tradition that the " outfit '•" for the personal needs of the unfortunate wight iu
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charge used to be ten pounds of powder^ fifty pounds of lead^ and a pound of fishing-tackle.

But New Caledonia (or what is now the northern portion of British Columbia) was the hete

noir of unfortunate clerks^ and to that region were banished all who had offended the powers

that were at Fort Victoria or A'ancouver. At the great depots on the coast the chief

officers dined in sumptuous style, with no lack of old Hudson^s Bay port, kept many years

in the Company's cellars in London before it made the sea voyage to the North Pacific,

while in others the dietic necessities were so incapable of being varied that to keep up table

discipline the officers fed on red salmon and the men on white—the one, in other words,

on good fish, the other on bad ; though both were equally cheap to the Company. In fact,

it was a favourite remark with the old factors at Victoria—when descanting on the ^nces

and extravagances of the new comers, whom the gold mines had attracted to " the country,'^

compared with their model men, the ''' old settlers," and the Hudson's Bay vojjageurs—to

remark, with a countenance expressing a fear of the decay of the constitution, '^ that common

working-men absolutely eat red salmon !

"

"When travelling, " pemmican," or tallow mixed with pounded dry buffalo meat, and

run into skin sacks—and now so familiar to any readers of Arctic voyages—was the

favourite food, bread was often never tasted for years ; and though, in times of

scarcity, they were often hard pressed, yet, when provisions w^ere abundant, the men were

well fed, and indeed were merry considering their hard work. In addition to a suit of clothes,

generally consisting of a blue cloth " capot " (or one made out of a blanket), leather trousers,

made after the Indian fashion by his wife, a striped cotton shirt, and a fur cap, with a

game belt of variegated worsted, or even netted silk, and often a gorgeous " fire bag " for

holding pipe, tobacco. Sec, and a carrot of tobacco per annum, the Company used to allow

each man 7;^;' diem eight pounds of sohd meat of buffalo, venison, horse, &c., and ten pounds

if there was bone in it. In the autumn months, in lieu of meat, each man would receive

two large geese, a few ducks, and fish was supplied in like proportion. Sometimes in wet

weather, or in making long " portage," there would be served out a glass of ram ; but

though both officers and men were rather addicted to a carouse when they could compass it,

yet generally they had perforce to be very temperate. I have before me a note of the daily

consumption of dried buffalo meat at Fort Edmonton, in the buffalo country on the

Saskatchewan Plain. At the date of the statement (February -1, 1S5S), there were living at

that post twenty-seven men, nineteen women, and forty-eight children, in all ninety-four

persons; and to this family the officer in charge daily distributed no less than 406 lbs. of

meat ! However, to prevent astonishment at this enormous butchery's bill, it ought to be

mentioned that this was their exclusive food—no bread, potatoes, or other vegetables being,

in general, eaten with it. At Kew Year each family received a little rum, a few pounds

of flour and " grease," and a beaver, or piece of elk, &c., which was called the " regale.'"

On New Year's morning they called upon the officer in charge of the fort to wish him the

compliments of the season, when they were treated to sweet cakes and a glass of rum. The

day wound up with a ball, and I have particularly observed, in the journal which is kept in

each fort, that on January 2nd there is this suggestive entry : " I\o prayers tills morning. '' If

you listened to the men, there was no evil which la Campagnie was not guilty of conniving

at, and their wrongs were endless. They would tell you^ for instance, how, when a man's
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engagement was up, he could never get out of the Company ; he was either in debt, or his

accounts were scattered all over the country. Generally, however, when you began to inquire

into these wrongs, it would be found that most of them were groundless or exaggerated. Still,

the Company after their own fashion exacted a very fair return for their money.

The Profits of the Fur Trade.

About the profits of the Company there has been grave misapprehension. Certainly

at first these were enormous. In the hostilities between the French and English from

1682 and 1688 they lost £118,014, yet in 1684 a dividend of fifty per cent, was declared,

and in 1689 one of twenty-five per cent. The capture of fortresses by the French at

intervals between 1682 and 1697 cost them £97,500. Yet, shortly after the peace of

Utrecht, they had trebled their capital with a call of only ten per cent, on the shareholders.

No wonder that in those days, and for long after, a Hudson Bay share was never in the

market. An old gentleman (one of the most celebrated, historically, of all the heroes

of fur-trade, now deceased) told me that, when he established Fort Dunvegan, on Peace

B-iver, near the Uocky Mountains, the regular price of a trade musket was Rocky Mountain

sables piled up on each side of it until they were level with the muzzle. The sables

were worth in England at least £3 apiece, and the musket cost in all not over £1.

The price of a six-shilling blanket was, in like manner, thirteen beavers of the best

qualities and twenty of a less excellent description. At that time beaver was worth

.32s. per lb., and a good beaver would weigh from lib. to Ijlb. Gradually the

Indians began to know better the price of a musket and of their furs, and to object

most decidedly to the one being piled along the sides of the other, which report sayeth

was lengthened every year by two inches, until the barrel reached colossal dimensions.

Finally, a pestilent fellow discovered silk as a substitute for the napping of beaver hats,

and from that dates the decline of the Hudson^s Bay Company. The Company held by

their beaver skins until they saw it was hopeless. This fur has never since rallied in price.

So rapid was the fall that, while in 1839 beaver was 27s. 6d. per lb., in 1846 it had fallen

to 3s. 5d. As beaver was the staple of the fur-trade the profits rapidly decreased. At the

present moment beaver is obtained from the Indians at Victoria, Vancouver Island (where

there are numbers of fur-traders besides the Hudson^s Bay Company), for 5s. per lb., and

is worth in London about 8s. or 9s. Just now the dividends of the Company are very

moderate. But, of course, there is the value of their forts and "plant,^^ the land round

these forts, which may eventually (as did that on which the town of Victoria is now built)

rise immensely in value, and their sailing vessels and steamers, besides the various sums

which they have received as indemnity from the United States and the Canadian Governments,

and as the price of the town site of Victoria and other places built upon their land.

I may add that I lately read in a publication which, if not authoritative, ought, from its

enormous circulation to be so, that £20,000,000 have been extracted from the profits on the furs

bought from the Indians, and that notwithstanding the Company have done nothing for the

amelioration of the aborigines, and have in their territories neither church nor school.

The first statement may be perfectly correct ; the second can only be characterised as untrue.
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CHAPTER IX.

The Pur Countries : The Hunters and the Hunting Grounds.

When the writer of these pages first landed in North-West America—few as are the years

that have elapsed since then—it was a very different country from what it is now. The

old romance of the far West had not died out of it, prosaic civihsation had as yet little

affected the g-reater j)ortion of it, and even the new life had, what is now fast disap-

pearing-, a picturesque aspect of its own, due to the sudden overturning of the dreamy

past. It was then, as it is still, a region of dense forests, snowy peaks, and rapid rivers—

a

land interesting both to the geographer and naturalist, as well as to the mere lover of wild

adventure and the hairbreadth escapes common to the stirring life of the fur-trader.

Was it not in this region where that most redoubtable of travellers—Captain Lemuel

Gulliver, of London, whilom of Lilliput and Laputa—located the wondrous land of Brob-

dingnag, and where the old Greek pilot, Juan de Fuca, was sent to fortify the strait which

now bears his name, in case the English should pass through it from the Atlantic to the

Pacific ? It was the land where Cook won some of his laurels, and where George A'ancouver

grew famous. It was the scene of Lewis and Clarke's famous adventures; and is better

known to the general reader as the country which Washington Irving encircled with a

romantic interest by his " Astoria '^ and "The Adventures of Captain Bonneville.'^ To

botanists it had a wider and even more enduring interest, for here lay the scene of

the researches of Archibald Menzies, David Douglas, Jeffrey, Burke, Geyer, and many

others, the fruit of whose labours blooms in our gardens and pineta; while the wild tale

of their wanderings forms a fit subject for the story that circles round a western camp-fire

when the days grow short and the nights grow dark and dreary. It is a wide region of

gloomy pine forests and green sunny prairies ; of dismal sage brush plains and of rugged

mountain ranges ; of rivers up which the salmon ascend in coimtless numbers ; and of quiet

placid lakes, from the banks of which the deer look down on the passing voijageur, startled

by the unaccustomed sight of a human being. It is here where the gold-miner sifts the

glittering sands, where the peltry trader holds sway, and where the Indian roams in

all his pristine freedom. Or, go down into the warm Californian valleys, or on to the green

prairies of the Willamette and the Sacramento, and you may see the oak trees and the

sunny terraces darkening with luscious grapes, fruits, and flowers, or league after league

yellow with a harvest which helps to feed Europe. It is a land of many climates, of many

Indian tribes and races, and the home of a generous manly race, who are fast filling up all

the solitary places of the great region they have invaded. Such, at a glance, is North-West

America. To me the North-West has even a deeper and a more human interest, for I visited

it at a time the like of which can never come back again. For years I wandered over many

of the wildest and least known parts of the country, and was fortunate enough to be the

companion of many of those who have helped to make its history—shaping their " old

course in a country new "—and to mingle in many of its wildest and most stirring
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enterprises. "^All of this I saw^ and part of it I was." During the years I spent in

the reg-ion sketched out I was every now and again coming upon some huks which

connected us with the ])iist, just as in the depths of some quiet forest we come upon the

remnants of a long past and forgotten race. In Resolution Cove, in Xootka Sound, where

Cook records that he laid his vessel up for repair, I disinterred the bricks of the armourer's

forge, vitrified and fresh as if it had been built but yesterday. The lordly Spanish Dons

who once held Xootka had left their traces in cannon balls and Mexican dollars, which are

still occasionally dug up on the site of the old fort. The Indians still remembered, by

tradition, the story of their surrendering Xootka to Vancouver ; and no historian could have

told it in quainter words;—^'The men began to cultivate the ground, and erect a fort and

stockade, when one day a ship came with papers for the head man, who was observed to

crv, and all the white men became sad. The next day they began moving their goods to

the vessel."* The Spanish features were not uncommon; and Indians lived there who

could count ten in Spanish, and repeat many traditional words of that language. The

grandson of old Moquilla, whose name occupies so prominent a place in the records of

those stirring times, still ruled Xootka Sound, when, with a solitary companion, I paid it a

visit for the first time after he had murdered the crew of a trader six months before. The

visit I am likely to remember for some years to come; for then was it that I had the

dismal satisfaction of hearing a lively discussion on the (to me) rather interesting question

of whether it would not be better, for state policy, to cut oif our heads, on the principle

that headless men tell no tales. That the "ayes'' were in the minority in Moquilla's

council this record is the proof. Vancouver's name they pronounced quite distinctly ; and

I still found in Puget Sound a last connecting link between his day and ours in the person

of old Seattle, chief of the tribe which occupied the site of the modern town of that name.

What thoughts must have been running through the mind of that old man as he glanced over

the wonderful story of the seventy years which had come and gone since George Vancouver's

stately ships sailed up Puget Sound I know not, for the leathern countenances of these

Indians, like dead men's faces, tell no tales. At all events, all that he seemed to

remember of the great sailor (and that he related with extreme gusto) was how the pig-

tailed boatswain's mates used to give three dozen to the men of a morning; and the

reminiscence was quite in keeping with the martinet character of the man ! The medals

that Lewis and Clarke distributed among the Indians at the mouth of the Columbia

could still be sometimes seen in the Chinook lodges, though that tribe had long disappeared,

with nearly all the Columbia and Willamette tribes, from their old homes. Old "Astoria"

voj/af/eurs I sometimes still come across, though on the site of the old fort a smart

Yankee village had sprung up, and it was looked upon as quite an antiquarian feat to

point out the site of old Fort George which the irate British ofiicer—who had pressed all

sail after the last war broke out with America, expecting to surprise a rich arsenal—declared

most irreverently he could blow to pieces in a quarter of an hour with a lO-pounder. The

son of Pierre Dorion, whose escape with his heroic mother, after the murder of his father,

is so graphically portrayed by Irving, was my companion for weeks together before I

* See " Sproat : Scenes and Studies of Savage Life," p. 26.
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knew liow liistorieally iuterotiling" was my compaynon ilc i-oijuge ; and the g-riindsou of the

one-eyed Concomoly, chief of the Chinooks, the marriage of whose daughter to the factor of

Astor is so amusingly rehited, trudged side by side with me for many a summer's day.

Captain Bonneville was not to me, as he is to many, merely an abstraction, invented by

the novelist on which to hang many a quaint old tale of love and war, but a heart}',

genial old veteran, who fought his battles anew, when he got so ready a listener as

IN THE ROCKY MOVNTAIN-

was the writer of these recollections."^ Of all the old botanical explorers I saw or

heard more or less. I gathered cones from the very trees which Douglas himself did,

and his initials, rudely cut, could yet be deciphered on the bark of a pine-tree. Tolmie,

to whose researches Hooker was so indebted when publishing his '^ Flora Boreali-

Americana,'' was yet living in the country, a hale chief factoi in the great Fur

Company ; but, if the truth must be told, rather more interested in a pelt than in a

plant. A lonely grave, however, marked the last resting-place of Gairdner ; and the

Dalles de mart of the Columbia was the death-place of more than one scientific explorer.

* vSeo the author's Sketches of Men and Planners ou the Pacific Slopes of the Rocky Mountains, in

Dickens's All the Yiar Mound, 1868, et seq.
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I saw Nature in her wildest condition, and yet saw also enouo-h to show that she

will not long- remain thus. Already the Pacitie railroad is chano-ing the whole aspect

of the rog-ion through wliich it runs. The forests will he no long-er wide unln-oken

seas of trees; the luml)ernian and the railway contraetor will soon humhle their majesty.

AVhen the ])rairies ])ecoine " real estate/' and the river cascades only " water privileges,"

then the no])le forests of Xorth-AYest America will he only so much lumher—''middlin'

good" for "sluice boxes" and " clapl)oard shanties," hut no great things at that either.

A race innocent of sentiment as of science, and ignorant of the grand old past, are filling

the places that a few years ago knew them not; and though they may bring many of the

advantages of civilisation, yet with them will depart much that was fair and of good

report in the pleasant past.

We propose, therefore, while it is possible, to present in these chapters some brief sketches

of the countries on the western slopes of the Rocky Mountains, mingling with them and diver-

sifying the more scientific matters by some glimpses of the wild life and denizens of these

reg'ions. We may also be pardoned if, while passing through these great forests and prairies,

we speak of the men who pursue their callings in that great lowland—the simple-minded,

]\(yhtsome-he2ivtedv(>j/(/r/e?(r, strong in his belief in la coiiipagnie as an independent power; the

"honest miner," who shouts to us as we pass his claim on the creek down in the valley; the

stalwart backwoodsman, whose axe rings on the hill-side, and who hails us as a brother—only of

a more theoretical sort—as we pass his logging camp; the sinewy, leather-shirted "mountain

boy," whose trust is not in princes or in pi-esidents, but in his beaver and marten traps, whose

geography is limiteu lo the circuit of his own travel, and whom you can incense in no worse way

than by venturing to cuot a reflection on the "plugging" power of the " five foot o' holler iron
"

he carries over his shoulder ; or the swarthy Indian who steers our canoe down some unex]>lored

river, and whose race is disappearing Ijefore the flood of civilisation " like ghosts before the cock-

crow." While we can, therefore, let us snatch from oblivion some little fragments of what

North-West America was when we knew it in the gladsome years of the decade coming to a close.

" The earth hath bubbles as the water hath ;
" surely these are not " of them."

The Free Trapper.

The fur-trade bred up a class of men the like of which the world never saw Ijefore and will

never see again. The progress of the settlements and the failure of the peculiar calling by which

they made their profit have led to their decay, and will soon lead to their entire extermination.

In future years they ma}^ be included among the creatures of romance, unless those who know

them more intimately than in books narrate their experiences of them and rescue some of their

characteristics from oblivion. They were a product of the fur countries of North America quite

as much as the bear, the beaver, or the marten, and infinitely more interesting. The countries

which only thirty or forty years ago, or even less, were the scene of their adventures ai*e now

thickly populated. Where they pitched their camps are busy towns, and on the scenes

of their bloody fights witli the savage Indians, children play unconscious of the mouldering

remains of the " great victory " which their father's plough ever and anon brings to the

surface.
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It was in the ixilniy days of the fur-trade, when heaver was thirty shilling or two pounds

per pelt, or when Rocky Mountain martens wurth three or tour <»'uineas apiece jiiled ou

either side of it were the price of a trade musket worth twenty shilling-s (p. 17 1), that

the free trapper flourished. He trapped for no particular company, but was courted by the

bouryeolH, as the Head men of the traders were called, of all, and he sold to whom he

pleased. In the summer these men would start out in bands, and, as convenient })laces for

their business presented themselves, would drop oft" in twos and threes, with their squaws

and horses, until they came to some g-reat valle}, when they would set their traps in the

streams, and, if sport presented itself, camp there for the whole summer. Their camj)

usually consisted merely of an Indian leather lodge, or some brush rudely thrown tog-ether.

If the neig-hbourhood was infested by Indians they would have to keep concealed during-

the day, as it was rarely that some hig-h-handed act, or the jealousies of business, did not

render a meeting between the trappers and redskins a matter of life and death. For the

same reason the trapper would g-enerally visit his beaver traj)s at night, and, fearful of the

echo of his riHe alarming the prowling- savag-e, would sui»sist on l)eaver tlesh, even though

butt'alo, elk, deer, or antelope (Plate A'l.) were abundant in the neighbourhood, and the

Rocky Mountain goat and sheep skipped on the cliffs around his haunt.

Beavers, either smoked or fresh, formed the staple article of food of these mountain

men ; and to this day a beaver's tail is looked upon as a i)rime luxury. " lie is a

devil of a fellow,^' you will hear old g-rizzled hunters remark of some acquaintance

of theirSj " he can eat two beaver tails !
" And I quite agree in the estimate ])ut upon a

man who could devour so much of what is about as easily masticated, and not half so

dig-estible, as a mess of whipcord seasoned with train-oil and castoreum ! If the tra])]»er

were ordinarily successful, he would load his horses with the " packs " of beaver skins,

and make for the '' rendezvous "—g-enerally some trading post, or sometimes some quiet

valley where game and grass abounded. Here the traders would meet the trapper>,

business would commence, and the winter would be spent in riotous living and debauchery.

Duels were common, the general bone of contention being the relative merits and reputation

for virtue of the respective squaws. Every trap])er had his wife selected from one of the

Indian tribes with whom he was on ordinarily decent terms, and to whom he was united in

Indian fashion. To be a trapper's bride was looked upon by an Indian or half-breeil

damsel as the height of all good fortune, and a pretty life she led her husband ! Nothing

in the trader's stores was too fine or too expensive for her; and next to being decked o«it

herself in all sorts of Hnery, her horse was the object of her solicitude. She was always

pettish, and running away to her tribe, with her infatuated husband in hot j)ur*uit ; or

sometimes she would, to the scandal and delight of the gossips in the rendezvous, elojjc

with some Indian liuck, or more favoured trapper.

Often these men, even despite the exorbitant charges of the traders and their winter

de1)auches, made large sunis ; but they never saved. Indeed, they thought themselves hickv

if they were able to " ])ull through the winter," and enough remained to them to start out

for another summer's campaign. Even that did not cause them much nnxiety; for a good

trapper of acknowledged reputation had never any trouble—to such an extent had competition

gone, and so large were the trador.?' profits—in getting credit for all he wanted. Trappers v/erc
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not in the habit of insuring- their lives, otherwise learned actuaries would, no doubt, have

been able to tell us exactly what were the risks of their business ; but some Western

statistician—probably a trader in the habit of g-iving '' trust "—estimated the life of the Rocky

]\fountaiu trapper at an average, after he had fairly entered the business, of only three years

and a half ! His Hfe was continually in danger from Indians, from hunger and thirst, from

exposure, and his mode of life. AVhile floating down some turbulent river in his " dug-out,"

XOllTH AMi:UlCAN INDIAN (CKO-\v).

or travelling through a Rocky :\Iountaiu pass in the depth of winter in an endeavour to reach

the rendezvous, he carried his life in his hands. He was miss'xl some winter, and little was

thought of it. He might have gone to some other trading post. By-and-by the news would

ooze round among the squaws ; others told their husbands how such and such a tribe ef Indums

had killed him; and then his horse would be seen, and anon his ritle; and, perhaps, years after,

his bones, surrounded by his greasy beaded leather hunting dress, would be found, as trappei-s

were looking for beavers l)y the banks of some nameless stream. Then some of his com-

l-an'ons would vow to avenge his death, and the lirst Indian of that tribe would suffer for
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it if mot alone in the woods or other solitary place. The Indian would be " avong-ed "
in

like manner hy his friends
; and so the endless vendettas of the West orio-inated and still "o on.

iru ANIMALS : ItUINGINfi )I(JMi: THE liEAK (.;.. 171 J.

It may bo asked, AVhat could tempt men to iollosv sucli a business? There was a
charm in the thoroug-h freedom and independence of the life, which attracted free spirits to it.

Few of the adventurers, I believe, ever seriously intended to follow the i>r..fession for life

when they first wandered "^way West." Thoy
i
robably purposed making, a little money.
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and then settling- clown to a cjuiet existence^ tilling- the soil. But in nine cases out of ten that

time never eanie. Either they never could scrape enough together, or children g-re\v up

around them, and united them with strong bonds to their savag-e mode ot" life, ^lost of

them lived and died trappers. I ha\e known a few of them who had gone back to the

'' settle)iu'at!<" but soon returned to their wild life, disg-usted with the dull conventionalities of

agricultural society. The ways of civilised life and cities were ridiculous iu their eyes, and

they were " half pizened with the bread, the bacon, the sarse, and the mush '^ of a Western

farmhouse. Yet a notion prevails that trappers were long-lived ; so they were when they

had a fair chance, but the Indians cut it short. Some of the trappers whom I knew are old

men ; and it has been my lot to know, more or less, such celebrated men as Kit Carson, Jim

Bridger, Jim Baker, and others. They were almost universally Americans ; and though they

were not inimical to the female Indian, yet they invariably entertained an implacable feud

ag-ainst some particular tribe. They had, also, their favourites, against whom it was rank sedition

to say a sing-le word. " Crows kin be trusted/^ an old fellow would remark in camp, his

mouth tilled with tobacco ;
" snakes ain^t no such \*ount ; but if ye want to get the meanest

pizeu-bad lot of Injuns, just trap a fall down to the Washoe country, just !
" And imme-

diately afterwards you would hear some other man give exactly an opposite opinion. On

closer observation you would generally tind that the lauded tribe was the one he had livetl

longest among, to which his squaw belonged^ or which was the easiest to strike a bargain

with; for, generally speaking, they were a most unreasonable set of men in everything

connected with aboriginal affairs.

Types of the " Molxtaix Mex.'^

Some of old Baker's opinions I have narrated in another work, and need not repeat

here. He is, I believe, still living. I have he^ird of him, since my return, from a traveller who

saw him looking- very much at home on the 2)latform of a "depot"' on the Pacitic Railway,

which must have been a strange sight to him. But of the many good stories told of

him, about the last I heard—and the very last I fear I shall ever hear—was from General

]Marcy. He had then established himself on a trading post or store at the crossing of

Green River, where he did a pretty lively trade with the Indians and emigrants, who in

those days went iu great numbers with their w^agons and cattle across the plains to

Oregon and California. He was prospering until he was opposed by a Frenchman, wdio

of course stirred within Jim the most bitter animosity, until it culminated in a

cessation of all social intercourse between them ; in fact, the Celt and the Saxon " cut

each other,'-" though probably there was not another w^hite man within a couple of

hundred miles. At the time of General Marey's arrival this professional enmity had

reached such a point that he found Baker standing in the doorway with a loaded and

cocked pistol in each hand, "pretty drunk and intensely excited. I dismounted and

asked him the cause of this disturbance. He replied, ' That thar' yaller-bellicd toad-

eatin' parley-voo over thar and me, we've been havin' a small chance of a skrimmage

to-day, we have, Cap.^ I remonstrated with him on his folly, but he continued:

'The sneakin' polecat ! I'll raise his har yet; I'll skulp him, Cap, ef he don't quit these
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\oi\vo (lio'oius/ It appeared that they had an alteveation in the morninf^, which endeJ

in a ohallenji'e, wlien they ran to their respective cal)ins, seized their revolvers, and,

from tlieir doors, only ahout one hnndred yards apart, fired at each other. They had

retnrned to their eahins, taken a drink of whiskey, re-loaded their pistols, and renewed

the combat. This })cculiar duel had been maintained for several honr.s when I arrived,

hut fortunatelv for them the whiskey had produced snch an effect on their nerves that

their aim was verv unsteady, and none of their many shots had taken effect.'' The

General, hein<4- an old friend of Jim^s, took away his pistols, and administered a severe

lecture to him. He acknowledg-ed that when the whiskey was in him he had '^narry

sense,"

Perhaps the most celebrated of all the Rocky ^Mountain trappers was Kit Carson,

to whose exertions Fremont was deeply indebted when cauo^ht in the winter snows,

thoug-h the old man used to complain that the '^ path finder " was rather stinted

in the acknowledgment of his services. Born in Kentucky, he came at an early age

to this wild region, and his name was soon known among the records of border warfare

and dauntless deeds. His narratives were full of interest, and withal related with great

modesty, a characteristic l)y no means common to all these mountain cocks. His famous

ride of seven hundred miles from Santa Fe in New iMexico to Independence in Missouri,

carrying despatches regarding the outbi'eak of the Indian war in the former country, though

one of the best known, is by no means the most extraordinary of his feats. The

distance was accomplished by means of relays of horses in seven days from the date

of his starting. When he arrived at his destination the saddle was found stained with

blood, and the rider was so exhausted that he had to be lifted off his horse. Notwithstanding

the great reputation of the man for courage and hardihood, the reader may be surprised

to learn that Carson was by no means formitlable in strength ; on the contrary, he was

a little man, about four feet four inches in height, stout, and rather heavily built, but

with a frame alert and active. He was very quiet in his manner, and spoke in a soft

low voice, common to those who hav^e passed an exciting life. Towards the close of his

cai'eer Carson became "colonel" of irregular cavalry in New Mexico. He died in 1809.

His deeds are recorded in many books and boys' tales of adventures, with various

exaggerations, though the life of the man required no such embellishments.

One scarcely less famous was old "Peg-leg Smith," so called to distinguish him fnun

the numerous Smiths of the West, on account of a wooden leg which he had worn since

anybody remembered him. Old Peg-leg's day was over before mine. All that I rememl)er of him

was as a garrulous old fellow in San Francisco, no way backward to " take a drink " when

he found any one willing to invite him. His adventures and eccentricities formed the subject

of a book published some years ago ; and, if my memory does not deceive me, an article about

him appeared in one of the English magazines about the same period. On one occasion old

Peg-leg came down to a frontier trading post, and there in a few weeks not only spent all the

earnings of the past season, but had also run so far in debt that his fine white horse, which

had been his companion for years, was placed in pawn in the trader's stable. It was in vain

that Smith begged for its ndease. Pleading being in vain, Feg-leg tried to get possession of

the stable key, but that attempt also proved futile, until at last, all pacific methods failing, he
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resorted as a last expedient to force. Waiting until the trader was asleep, he hoi)pei to the

stable-door, applied his loaded riHe to the key-hole, and in a crack blew the lock off. In

another minute the trader, aroused by the noise, was on the g-round ; but only just in time

to see his debtor careering* joyously on the back of the white horse over the prairie, waving*

his cap, and g-alloping at such a rate as to put pursuit out of the question.

A remarkable man, but one much less known, was Albert Pfeiffer. Like Carson, he

was in the irregular Mexican cavalry; indeed, he was lieutenant-colonel of the same reg-iment.

He was a man of a very singular appearance. His red beard g-rew in patches, the intervening-

space appearing burnt and discoloured. This was owing- to his having been poisoned by some

of the Indians' arrow-poisons years before. He wore blue goggles to shield his weak eyes;

yet, though they were weak, they were bright, clear, and quick.' His face was almost

ghastly in its signs of suffering-, and he walked stiffly with a cane, being scarred with nearly

twentv wounds, carrving in his body some Indian souvenirs of bullets, and bearing two

frightful marks where an arrow had pierced directly through his body, just below the heart.

A native of Friesland, he came to the Ignited States some thirty years ago, and during all

that time served as an Indian pacificator, tighter, and tra])per, or as a guide to passes in

the mountains known only to himself and the Indians. An acquaintance of mine used to

relate an anecdote of Pfeiffer. They had started on a tour together, and as they rode along,

" the coli)n;4 " gave him various directions how to behave in case they were attacked by

Indians; finishing by saying, in his slightly broken English, "And now don't forget, if

me be wounded, you kill me ai once, for I will not fall alive into dere infernal hands :

dev tor///y^ one horr/'bly. And if you be wounded, / kill yon, >/ou see. Don't fail !

"

Another specimen of the mountain man was an old fellow whom I may call Seth Baillie.

(That was not his name, but it will do as well as any other.) Seth was rather an intelligent

man; and during our rambles I used to be greatly entertained by listening to his opinions

on men and things, on all of which he pronounced with the utmost confidence, though his

education (as far as Ijook learning was concerned) was limited, and his range of observation

equally so. Still, like all Western folk, he looked upon himself as '^particular smart,"

and a " right smart chance " of an " arg-ifier."

In one of the rougher settlements of the Willamette, in Oregon, I had been asked to stand

umpire in the following case :—One day an old settler's boy had come home from the

backwoods district school, and told his parents that the sun was many millions of miles

away from the earth. The father was a school guardian, and was horror-struck at what

he styled, " sich infidel talk;" so the poor schoolmaster was discharged. "Who was

ever thar' to measure it, IM like to know ! " the old farmer remarked to me when

telling of the atrocious " infidel talk " of the quondam schoolmaster. Thinking the story

would amuse Baillie, I told it to him, without, however, venturing an opinion on the merits

of the ease. Mr. Baillie remarked, " He rayther thought the old -"coon's head was level

on that yer question." He proceeded to give his reasons for the faith that was in

him. "I once heern talk like that afore, down to the settXeitients. One fall I was

down thar' to do tradin', and when settin' in the store thar' I heern a kind uv half

schoolmaster talkin' like that. Sez I to him, "^ Mister, do you say the 'arth is round?'

* Wal,' sez he, kind o' laughin' like, 'men uv science say so.' 'Men uv science,' sez I,
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'be darned/ I know a si^ht better. Did you ever come across tlic plains?'^ * No/ sez

the schoolmaster. ' Then/ sez I^ ' you don't know nothin' about it ; for I com'd across

the plains and see\l so far furnenst me, you couldn't see no further. Xeow, e£ the 'arth

war round, heow would that have bin? Neow, once afore 1 heorn a darned fool like

THE WTtlTE-HEADEn EAGLE OF NORTH .\ME1UCA. {UaliaHns ft'iii:frtj.?ui!ii--.)

you' (sez I to the schoolmaster, and the boys in the store larfod like mad) 'talk like that,

and I didn't say much, but went to hum, and put a tatur on a stump outside my lod^e.

Neow, in the moruin,' that tatur was just whar' I put it, Neow, ef the 'arth had

turned round, whar' ud that tatur hev' bin—eh ? ' But he didn't say nothin', but g-iv' a

* PrairioR on the eastern side of the Rocky IMountains.
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kind of laugh. 'Xo/ sez T, ' ef the 'artli turned reound thar' would he the tallest

seatterin' uv the nations you ever did see. No, mister/ sez I, 'the 'arth's as flat as a

pancake, and I know it/ And with that he vamoozed."

Baillie had heen a good deal employed as guide to emigrants (or, as he called them,

' emigranters "), for whom he had a supreme contempt. The only joh of that sort he

ever looked back upon with pleasure was the piloting of a troop of United States

cavalry for service in the Indian war of l^oo. He greatly admired the ''smartness'^

of the major in command, and the way he settled a troublesome account. They had

lost a wagon here, and sold a horse there. A soldier had sold or bartered his

carbine now and then; and, in fact, their accounts were in such a state that to present

a report and to account for everything to the quartermaster-general was impossible.

At last thev came to the Columbia River, and to a place where there ^ras a good

deal of dry timber. " Are there any falls alwut here, Baillie ? " the major ?.sked.

Oh, yes; there were falls not over a mile ahead. "Well, then,'' the major thought,

''we'll build a raft; the road's pretty bad." On the raft was placed a broken wagon,

a three-legged mule, five or six broken carbines, an empty cask, and a few other

such valuables. The major wished to guide it along with ropes, and, though Baillie

assured him that the current was so strong that this was impracticalde, he insisted. At

last the men shouted that they could hold on no longer. "Well, then, let go!" was

the answer ; and over the falls in a few minutes went the raft and its contents. " The

major cussed a small chance for show's sake," Baillie remarked, "but arter a while he

winked, and sed to me, ' I guess that's an A. Q. G.'^ way o' squarin' accounts !

'

Everything—and somrthing more, too—that was missing, got scored opposite to it in

his book :
' Lost on a raft in the Columbia River !

'
"

But of all the men Baillie knew, those for whom he had the greatest contempt were the

"shootin' gentlemen." Sometimes, when he went down into the settlements, he was asked

to act as guide to parties of town sportsmen, his character as a hunter being deservedly high.

"They come," Baillie remarked, "in their store clothes, biled rags, and satin waistcoats,

with lots of pro-vision and whisky (which ain't to be laughed at, though), though a hunter

takin' pro-vision into the mountings with him is the greatest notion I ever heern tell on.

Afore thev camp at night, they load their rifles, in case of bars ; next mornin' they fire

'em off, in case they're damp ; and that, Cap'n, as you know, don't bring the deer within

a mile or so of the camp. Going out, they see nothin', and swear there ain't no game

areound. Thev then take a few drinks of old rye, which makes them talky, and then

thev begin somethin' about the darn 'lection ticket, or to shootin' at marks. 'Bout this

time they get hungry, and so back to camp, and afore their supper is over it's dark.

Thev then load their shootin' irons again—and so the same old game goes on. Darn me

ef it don't, Cap'n ! "When it's about time fur them to go to hum, I tell 'em to hold on

and not to fire, and so I go out and shoot 'em a varment of some sort apiece to show

when thev go back to the settlements as their shootin', they meanwhile pickin' berries

and talkin' 'lection. I guess they like that about as well. Then they don't wash their

* Assistant quartprma=tpr-»enpral.
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faces for a day, tear their store clothes a Lit, and <,'-o back to the settlements as big as

a dog with a tin tail^ and jest about as nat^-al—skulp \'\n !

"

Baillie in his day had endured many hardships. lie had made meals on many

anomalous things from the animal and veg-etal^le worlds, including- a iniir of old mocassins,

sage-brush leaves, grasshoppers, and beaver-skins j and had more than once eaten his

horse from under him ; but he declared that an old carrion crow was the most unpalatable

article he ever dined on.^ In reference to this (and the jjhrase he also ai)plied metaphoricull}

to many things in life, which, though not unbearable, are yet scarcely to be wished for)

he used to say, " I kin eat crow, Cap'n, but I don't hanker arter it !

"

These "free trappers'' were chiedy found in the Far West, and in the regions where

there was no monopoly of the fur-trade. The Hudson's Bay Company depended on

the Indians, and only employed these Ibrmer expensive and unruly ai>/es when tlie

exigencies of competition demanded. The American companies bought chietly from them,

but they had also covenanted servants. These free trai)pers trapped, as we have said,

for no one in particular, but sold to whomsoever thev thought to make the best bargain

with. Beinu' therefore nearlv confined in their oijcrations to United States territory, they

were mostly Americans. But as late as 1^17 at least there was an old ofiicer of the

English army, who had been at Waterloo, who followed this business in his declining

years. He was then about sixty, vigorous and athletic, and his manners, intelligence, and

general address were quite out of keeping with the rude Ijuckskin costume of the wilderness

in which, like the rest of his fellow-trappers, he was clothed (p. 153). At that date ^Ir.

Bryant estimated the free trappers and traders of the Rocky Mountain region at from 50U to

1,000. '' Adventure, romance, misanthropy, and sometimes social outlawry have had their

influence in enticing or drawing these persons into the savage wilderness." ^ olumes

could be filled with the traditional history of their ways and life, which yet linger in the

West. They were simple as children, yet, like all men who live nmcii alone, and, above all,

who know some things not familiar to the rest of the whites with whom they now and

then come into contact, had an immense opinion of their own importance and acuteness.

Some idea of the dangers of their calling may be gained from the fact that it was

estimated—probably by some trader who had given them credit—that after they had

once entered u2)on the Inisiness the average duration of their life was not more than three

and a half years. Some lived to be old men, and many others were killed off before

they had well set their first traps. Yet they loved their perilous trade. The passionate

excitement was akin to a mania, and from what I have heard I see no reason to

doubt the justice of the sununing up of their character which was made by one wlio

knew them well. " No toil, no dang-er, no privation, can turn the trapper from his

pursuit. In vain may the most vigilant and cruel savage beset his path; in vain may

rocks, and precipices, and wintry torrents oppose his progress : let but a single track of a

])eaver meet his eye, and he forgets all dangers and defies all difficulties. At times he may

* In this he agreed with tlic late I'lince Lucion Bonaparte, whu reniarkiil on one oecasion that in all his

ornithologieul oxpedition.s in Anieriea, he liad lioen always able to make a '• coiufortable meal" on anything

he came atioss, " except a Turki;y buzzard and an alligator.
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be seeu with his traps on his shoulder, buffeting his way across rapid streams amidst

rioating- blocks of ice; at other times he is to be found with his traps on his back, climbing

the most rugged mountains, scaling or descending the most frightful in-eeipices, searching, by

routes inaccessible to the horse, and never before trodden l)v white men, for springs and lakes

unknown to his comrades, and where he may meet with his favourite game. Such is the

mountaineer, the hardy trapper of the West ; and such as we have slightly sketched it is the

wild Robin Iluod kind of life, with its strange populace now existing in full vigour among
the Rocky Mountains/^

It is forty years since these words were written, and the West is the AVest no longer as

described in these lines. A railway spans the continent ; towns and villages spring up like

mushrooms. The fur animals retreat from their old haunts, and even beconi.' extinct. New
trades, quite as proHtable and less dangerous, supply an outlet for the energy of the population,

and the changes of fashion and the discovery of science have even made the furs, which once

gave employment to these hardy men and profit to the fur-traders, no longer of the same

value. The fall of the price of beaver in particular rang their death-knell. The few who still

pursue the business of trapping do it more owing to former association than from any great

profit to be derived from it. Indians and half-breeds have now monopolised this pursuit,

and even they, owing to the expense of transportation and the enhanced prices of labour,

do not find it sufficiently profitable to follow, except when no other work offers itself. The

world is fast filling in; it has left no place for romance; and the hunter and trapper

are among the " provisional races,'' which must disappear before the plough and the

reaping-machine. And perhaps it is better after all

!

The IlrxTixG Gkolxds.

It is difficult for an untravelled Englishman to grasp a sufticient idea of the extent of

the fur countries of North America. They really compromise more or less all British North

America and the colder portions of the United States. In familiar parlance the Hudson's

Bay Territories—that were—were the part of America included under the designation of the

"fur countries." Now, the Hudson's Bay lands, over which they exercised the exclusive right

of trade and rule, were British North America, the Pacific end of that large tract, and

the Canadian colonies—including Nova Scotia, Newfoundland, New Brunswick, and Prince

Edward Island— on the East Coast excepted. From the British boundary line on to the

Arctic Sea all was theirs ; throughout all this dreary land " the Company " was king, and

few kings on the earth had ever such an extensive realm. Rivers and lakes intersected it

everywhere. Prairies were in the centre of it ; stunted woods to the North, and still

further to the shores of the Frozen Sea—on to the very Pole if they chose—stretched the

Arctic wastes. From Pembina, on the Red River of the North (p. 189), to Fort

Anderson, on the Mackenzie River, is as great a distance as from Jondon to Mecca. From
St. Mary's Post to the Pelley Banks is further than from Paris to Samareand. Still,

throughout all this large territory the Company is practically the ruler, and more than the

niler, for it clothes, feeds, and maintains nine-tenths of its subjects. The country is thinly

peopled by Indians of many tribes. Indeed, a thickly-populated country would be unfavourable
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to the brcediug and increase of fur animals^ and as there is almost no cultivation in

any part of it, hunting, and trapping", and trading* fui-s, and conveying them to the fur

posts^ and from the fur posts to the rendezvous, are almost the only occupations the

country affords. Roughly speaking, the fur countries outside of Canada proper and British

Columbia—though, all British Xorth America, Xewfoundland alone excepted, is included in

the Dominion of Canada—may be classed as follows :—There is the wooded region, occu-

pying the country northward from the settlements of Canada along the shores of the

Hudson^s Bay, and extending down the valley of the ^Mackenzie and Peace Rivers, nearly to

the Arctic Ocean. In this region are several lakes : one of the chief of them is Lake

Athabasca, hemmed in on the north and east sides by granite rocks, about 500 or 600 feet in

height. It is studded with numerous islets, bristling with pine-trees, which, according to a

simile of the Abbe Petitot, gives it the appearance of being studded with masts. The climate

is milder than most of the ^Mackenzie A'alley, the A'alley of the Peace River being more

especially known for its great fertility, and the excellence and abundance of its timber^ and its

mineral wealth of coal, asphalte, sulphur, gypsum, iron, and gold, especially in that portion of

it on the western side of the Rocky Mountains. The Athabasca and Slave Rivers bring

down annually a quantity of silt and other detritus, which is gradually converting the estuary

of the ^Mackenzie into a huge swamp. The waters of the Great Slave Lake are charged

with lime and vegetable matter, and bring down enormous quantities of drift wood and

uprooted trees. Lake Aylmer, which runs into the Great Slave Lake, is so close to Lake

Sussex, the source of the Back or Great Fish River,'^ which Hows in the opposite direction

into the Arctic Ocean, that on many majis the two are joined, and the Great Slave Lake is

thus represented as forming the anomaly of a double outlet. Fort Rae is one of the most

important stations in this region. The sandy soil in this vicinity is wholly destitute of

vegetation, and wood itself is very scarce. The Great Fish River is rich in salmon, trout,

carji, perch, and other tish ; the banks are frequented by the trumpeter swan, and a variety

of ducks, geese, and uthci- Ijirds, wliiL' the cariljuu, or reindeer, and the musk-ox are-

plentiful. The ^lackenzie itself is

—

" A full-fed river, winding slow

By herds ujjon an endless plain."

The Abbe Petitot estimates its total length at 2,500 geographical miles, and its basin as

embracing an area of 2,500 geographical miles. There are only fv\e or six rapids, occasioned

l\v sjnirs jutting out from the main chain of the Rocky Mountains. There are eleven

trading stations in the ^lackenzie district, eight residences of French and one of English

missionaries; the Athabasca district having eight trading and four missionary stations.

The vegetation along its banks is poor. The white hr, birch, alder, aspen, and willow are

the chief trees. The Banksian fir is also seen, but gets more and more stunted, until at

the sixty-third parallel it ceases. At the outlet of Great Bear Lake, where sometimes the

temperature falls as low as IQ'^ below zero, the poplar, according to the observations of Dr.

Rae, ceases. The birch and the tir, even the " steppe-fir," cease at OSA"-', but willows fringe

* Or rather the- Great Whak Eiver, that being the "gieat tish," the presence of which in the estuary lent its

name to the river.
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the delta of the Maekonzio and the ])aiiks of the Peel River. The hig-her grounds are hare

of vegetation except lichens, the Ledum, or Labrador tea, which is sometimes employed as

a substitute for the Chinese herb, and the Andromeda felragona, which is greatly used

for fuel. The Abbe Petitot, a late writer on this region, holds out no encouragement to

colonists in this section. The culturable ground is only to be found alongside the Liard

E/iver, and in a few uplands, such as that on which Fort Simpson is situated, where

potatoes, vegetables, and cereals grow, and even wheat ripens in favourable seasons (pp.

20, 2£). The Great Bear Lake is larger than the Great Slave Lake. From October

to the middle of July it is covered with ice, varying from seven to ten feet in thick-

ness. The more exposed situations are swept by the most violent snow-storms, called

" kamatsan,''^ which often wholly bury its sole trading station, Fort Franklin. Dreary

though the region is it is frequented by large herds of reindeer, while the rivers yield

excellent salmon and enormous quantities of white tish. The trade done in the region of

the Athabasca and Mackenzie Rivers is wholly confined to furs, such as those of the bear

—cinnamon, Polar, and grizzly—the fox, lynx, marten, wolf, glutton, ermine, musk-ox,

seal, and musk-rat, and the plumage of the trumpeter swan and eider duck. The Atha-

basca and Great Slave Lakes are rich in martens, lynxes, sables, and foxes. Fort Good

Hope yields gluttons (p. K)^), beavers (p. 149), wolves, and a few black foxes, whose

skins bring £-30 in England, and even £40 in America. " Great Bear Lake is noted for

its otters and beavers, which animals are also found along the course of the Mackenzie

River, while from the shores of the Arctic Ocean are brought skins of musk-oxen, bears,

and white foxes, and swans^ plumage.^' Desolate this region may be to civilised man, yet

60,000 poimds^ weight of furs and skins must be annually, on an average, sent out of

it. Here money is unknown—beaver being the unit of exchange. A beaver's skin, or

pehi, as a rule, represents 2s. Thus the skin of a bear, musk-ox, or silver fox is worth

four pelus, or 8s. ; ermine and musk-rat skins average six for a shilling, and the black

fox skin, the most costly of all, one pound apiece.

The North-West Territory is divided into two districts, of which Athabasca and

Mackenzie are the most northern. Each district is, of course, presided over by its chief

trader or chief factor. The chief forts, such as Garry, Nelson, and others, are built of

stone, Imt they are thinly scattered over an immense territory. The author from whom
we quote gives a good idea of the distances between these stations by comparing one of

the districts to France, and imagining a post at the mouth of the Seine, another at Paris,

a third at Bordeaux, a fourth at Brest, a fifth at Marseilles, and so on for eight or

ten forts. Once a year, in the early part of June, he tells us all the tributary forts in the

Mackenzie districts send their furs to the chief station, in canoes and batteaus, whence

the Mackenzie flotilla convey tliem as far as the porfage, La Loche, a journey which

takes at least two months. Here the furs are exchanged for European goods, brought

by boats, which have come up from Fort Garry or Norway House, and the boats,

having exchanged their respective cargoes, retrace their steps. The furs are taken to

York Factory, in Hudson^s Bay, and from thence are transported to London. The European

goods are taken to Fort Simpson, where they are distributed to the officers of tlie

different forts, who are thus enabled to pay their debts to the Indians, and make
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advances of ammunition, tobacco^ hatchets, knives, blankets, and provisions. The method

of paying- the Company's officers has somewhat changed since the new regime came into

power. Still, however, the chief officers have no fixed salary, being allowed a share of the

profits. This has never for the chief factors been less than £G00, or for the chief traders

less than £-"}00. The clerks get from £75 to £100 per annum; the postmasters from £4.0

to £75; the half-breetfe, who take charge of the boats on their annual journeys, from £28

to £-45, and the ordinary labourers, or voijageurs, k-l\. All these salaries are exclusive of board

and lodging. The white and half-breed population of the Mackenzie district numbers

about 1,000, and includes natives of England, Scotland, Ireland (very few), the Hebrides^

and Canada. The half-breeds are chiefly Franco-Canadians. The pure French element is

centred in the missionaries. There are about 10,000 Indians and Eskimo trading along

in the Athabasca and Mackenzie districts, but some of them also frequent the northern

parts of British Columbia—especially since the Oniineca and Peace River diggings have

l)een discovered—and the Ignited States territory of Alaska.

The " limestone district " in this regime, as Sir John Richardson tells us, are

esijccially well wooded, but the woods are, of course, extremely stunted by the northern

blasts. Travel is not easy, and the difficulty of transporting supplies, &c., to this far-away

section of the fur countries is extremely great ; hence the prices which they bring. This

question I have already discussed briefly, but as it is little understood I may quote a

passage from jNIajor Butler, which is thoroughly a j^ropos of the jioint which I wish to impress

upon the reader. "The earth, ^' writes the hero of " Akim-Foo," "knows not a wilder sj^ot

than the barren grounds of Fort Providence. Around lie the desolate shores of the Great

Slave Lake. Twice in the year news comes from the outside world—news many, many

months old—news borne by men and dogs through 2,000 miles of snow; and yet even

there the gun that brings down the moose and the musk-ox has been forged in a London

smithy; the blanket that covers the wild Indian in his cold camp has been woven in a

Witney loom ; that knife is from Sheffield; that string of beads is from Birmingham. Let

us follow one of the ships that sail annually from the Thames bound for the supply of this

vast region. It is early in June when she gets clear of the Nore; it is mid-June when the

Orkneys and Stomaways are left behind; it is August when the frozen straits of Hudson

are pierced; and the end of the month has been reached before the ship comes to anchor

off the sand-barred mouth of the Nelson River. For one year the stores that she has

brought lie in the warehouses of York Factory ; twelve months later they reach Red River

;

twelve months later again they reach Fort Simpson, on the Mackenzie. That rough flint

gun, which might have done duty in the days of the Stuarts, is worth many a rich sable

in the country of the Dogrels and the Louehaux, and is bartered for skins, whose value

can be rated at four times their weight in gold; but the gun on the banks of the Thames

and the gun in the pine woods of the jNIackenzie are two widely different articles. The

rough old flint, whose bent barrel the Indian will often straighten between the cleft of a

tree, or the crevice of a rock, has been made precious by the long labours of many men

;

the trackless wastes through which it has been carried ; by winter famine of those who

have to vend it; by the years which elapse between its departure from the workshop and

the return of that skin of sable or silver fox for which it has been bartered. They are
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short-sighted men who hold that because the flint g-un and the sable possess such different

valnes in London, these articles should also possess their relative values in North America,

and argue from this that the Hudson^s Bay Company treat the Indians unfairly. They are

short-sighted men, I say, and know not of what they speak. That rough old flint has often

cost more to put it in the hands of that Dogrib hunter than best finished central-fire of

Eoss or Purdy. But that is not all that has to be said about the trade of this Company.

ON THE PACIFIC RAILWAY.

Free-trade may be an admirable institution. Unfortunately for the universality of British

institutions, free-trade has invariably been found to improve the red man from the face of

the earth. Free-trade in furs means dear beaver, dear martens, dear minks, and dear

otters ; and all these " dears " mean whiskey, alcohol, high wine, and poison, which in

their turn mean, to the Indian, murder, disease, small-pox, and death. . . . Now, the

Hudson's Bay Company are in the position of men who have taken a valuable shooting for

a very long term of years, or for a peri)etuity, and who, thereupon, are desirous of preservnig

for a future time the game which they hunt, and also of preserving the hunters and trappers,

25
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who are their servants. The free-trader is a man who takes liis shooting for the term of

a year or two^ and wishes to destroy all he can." *

The names given to the forts express the minds of the men who named them

—

"Resolution," "Providence/' "Good Hope/' "Enterprise/' "Reliance/' "Confidence."

The life of the " wintering partners " was hard. " God knows their lives were hard.

They came generally from the remote isles or Highlands of Scotland. They left home

young, and the mind tires when it thinks upon the remoteness of many of these fur-

stations. Dreary and monotonous beyond words was their home life, and hardship was its

rule. To travel on foot 1,000 miles in winter's darkest time, to live upon the coarsest food,

to see nought of bread or sugar for long months, to lie down at night under the freezing

branches, to feel cold, such as an Englishman in England cannot comprehend, often to

starve, always to dwell in exile from the great world—such was the routine of their lives.

Who can tell what memories of early days in the far-away Scottish isles or Highland glens

must have come to these men as the tempest swept the stunted pine-forest, and the wreck

and drift hurled across the frozen lake, where the dawn and the dark, separated by only a

few hours' daylight, closed into the long, dark night. Perchance the savage scene was lost

in a dreamy vision of some lonely Scottish loch, some Druid mound in far-away Lewis,

some vista of a fireside, when the storm howled and waves ran high upon the beach of

Stornaway."t And dreary little " forts " they are, in many cases only a few huts roofed

with pine bark, without pickets, bastion, guns, or aught else that we associate with a fort.

Sometimes the anomaly of the name is too much, and they are called " houses," or simj)ly

"posts." The white fish {Coregonns alius) is the staple of this dreary region in the winter.

It is an inhabitant of all the lakes, and is celebrated for the delicacy of its flavour. Dr.

King describes several Indian tribes as subsisting upon it ; and at many of the fur-trading

posts it forms the principal food for eight or nine months in the year. It is a rich fish

but so pleasant is it to the palate that instead of causing in time satiety it becomes day

by day more agreeable; so much so, indeed, that those who live upon it, though deprived

of bread and potatoes, never tire of it. AVhen in season it is loaded with fat, particularly

between the shoulders, where it forms a considerable lump. The thick-walled stomach

is considered a particular delicacy by the voj/ageurs. In October the " attchawmeg," as

the Crees call it, the ^^t'/.woy^ hlanc of the French-Canadians, quits the lakes and enters the

rivers to spawn. It somewhat resembles a herring, and like that fish speedily dies when

taken out of the water. It generally weighs two or three pounds, but has been known to

attain to seven or eight. The fish are taken in winter with gill nets. Holes are made in

the ice with a chisel, at a distance of ten or twelve feet from each other, according to the

length of the net, when a line is passed beneath them by means of a long pole, and readily

conveyed from one hole to another, with the assistance of a forked stick, until it arrives

at the last. The net is then strung upon the lino, to the end of which a large stone is

fixed, to keep it from expanding and rising from the bottom with every waft of the current,

as it otherwise would do. In overhauling or searching a net, the two extreme holes only

are opened, when the net is veered away by one person, while the net is hauled from under

* '• The Great Eone Land," p. 213. f Butler :
'• The Wild North Land," p. 94.
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the ice by another. In angling for fish in winter no other process is required than that

of cutting a round hole in the ice^ from one to two feet in diameter, and letting down a

baited hook, which should be kept in motion, not only for the purpose of preventing the

water from freezing round about it, but more readily to attract the attention of the fish/'*

The " barren grounds," or the strip of sterile treeless country along the north shores

of the Hudson's Bay and the coast of the Polar Sea we have already described (p. 20).

It is almost entirely destitute of wood, the peaty soil only sujiporting a few dwarf birches,

stunted willows, larches, and black spruces ; or when composed of quartz and sand, covered with

lichens. The lakes of this Arctic jiortion of the fur-countries, even when completely land-

locked, are stocked with fish, though, as a rule, one lake discharges itself into another,

so that the lacustrine features of the barren lands are chains of narrow-linked lakes. The

caribou, or reindeer, and the musk-ox, roam in great numbers over this tract, but the fur

animals proj)cr are rare, and the trade to be derived from buying skins from the forlorn

caribou-eating Chippeways, who wander in a few scattered families over this region, is

scarcely profitable enough to keep permanent posts in it.

The Prairie region is jNIanitoba, long known as the Red River Territory. It is the

richest and most inviting of all the old Hudson's Bay lands, consisting as it does of rich

prairies, waiting for the i^lough to be run through them. They were never really fur-

countries—being kept for growing supplies for the fur-traders, for killing buffalo to make

pemmiean, and as a haven where the wearied fur-trader and fur-trapper might retire in

peace to end his days in pursuits more or less agricultural. The population consists chiefly

of half-breeds, but, as we shall presently describe, is now getting settled uji by Canadians

and other whites. British Columbia, and the rest of British America, will form the subject

of an early chapter. Meantime we may conclude this account of the fur-countries proper

by the very fitting remarks which Major Butler makes on the aspect of the prairie region.

The old chartographers represented the centre of America as filled with a great ocean.

They erred only, as Major Butler points out, in the description of the ocean which they placed

there. It is of grass, and the shores are the crests of niountain ranges, and the dark

pine forests of the Sub-Arctic regions. ^'The great ocean itself does not present more

infinite variety than does the prairie-ocean of which we speak. In winter, a dazzling surface

of purest snow ; in early summer, a vast expanse of grass and pale pink roses ; in autumn,

too often a wild sea of raging fire. No ocean of water in the world can vie with its gorgeous

sunsets; no solitude can equal the loneliness of a night-shadowed prairie. One feels the

stillness, and hears the silence; the wail of the prowling wolf makes the voice of solitude

audible; the stars look down through infinite silence upon a silence almost as intense. . . .

Some French writer, speaking of these prairies, has said that the sense of this utter negative

of life, this complete absence of history, has struck him with a loneliness oppressive, and

sometimes terrible in its intensity. Perhaps so ; but for my part the prairies had nothing

terrible in their loneliness. One saw here the world as it had taken shape and form from

the hands of the Creator. Nor did the scene look less beautiful because nature alone tilled

the earth, and the unaided sun brought forth the flowers" (p. ~Ul).

* " Narrative of a Journey to the Shores of the iSj-etie Ocean," Vol. i., p. 1-17.
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CHAPTER X.

The Plk Countries : The Fur Aximals.

To enumerate the chief animals the skins of which have been employed either as

articles of dress or as materials to decorate the garments of civilised races, is not a

very difficult task. Now one is in fashion, now another. In one year some particular

animal is prized for its hide^ and unless the fashion declines, the unfortunate idol of

female vanity will get almost hunted to death. In a short time_, however, caprice will

reject it for another, and then the discarded favourite will have sjiace to increase and

multiply in the wilds which are invariably its home. Xearly all the mammals of the

fur countries yield " peltries.
'•' Even the birds^ skins find a market in Europe and

civilised America. The swans, geese, and ducks are of many species, and are found

in enormous abundance. In the winter they collect in millions at the mouths of the

rivers, and whei*ever any open water is found. The air is alive with their cries, and

at any alarm they arise in clouds from their swampy feeding-grounds. Another most

characteristic bird of the fur countries is the white-headed or sea-eagle (p. 185). It

is equally familiar jDerched on a rock on the shores of Hudson's Bay or Vancouver

Island, or on the branch of a blasted pine in the heart of the Continent, watching an

opportunity to dart on the fish which its keen sight may have detected in the waters

beneath. It is, however, applied to no useful purpose, as are most of the other numerous

birds found through the wide stretch of North America, and which have been described

in many volumes."^ Neither space nor the general interest of the subject will admit

of any but the more important fur animals being described in this chapter. Chief among

these are the sables or martens. The true Russian sable {2Iustela zibellina) is not found

in America. The darker skins are much valued, these bringing three times as much as

many of the poorer ones. In Henry YIII.'s reign the wearing of sable was prohibited

to all below the rank of viscount. In America are, however, to be found several species

of marten. Among these animals the principal place is due to the Hudson's Bay sable

(M. Americana), of which about 1:1,000 are annually bartered at the Company's posts.

It is lighter in colour than the Russian sable, but nearly all of those which are sold

in the shops are artificially darkened in colour. It is in the highest order—like most

furs—in the winter-time, when the lustre of the surface is great. At the commence-

ment of summer the dark tips of the hair drop off. This alters its colour to a pale

orange-brown, little lustrous, and on account of its light colour, of little value. "When

bought, the trader tests its value by suspending the skin by the tail, and seeing how

the long hair falls back, revealing the fine downy fur beneath. In 1836, at Cumber-

land House, three martens were bought for a coarse knife worth about sixpence, though

the same skins could be sold in London for at least five guineas. In Vancouver Island,

* Richardson: '-Fauna Boreali-Aniericana ;

" Baud's " Biids of North America," &c.
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owing to tho comparative warmth of the ehmate uot permitting o£ a heavy growth of fur,

the marten is worth little or nothing. I saw many in the vicinity of Brown^s River, near

the centre of the island (p. 197), but neither the Indians nor the hunters attached to our

party cared much about killing them. On the other hand, those from the Northern Rocky

Mountains are worth from fifteen to twenty dollars. Even in Canada there is a great variety.

Skins taken north of the St. Lawrence in the Labrador direction are worth from 20s.

to 25s., while those of New Brunswick are not valued at more than 5s. or Gs. These animals

appear jieriodically in vast numbers, which the hunters regard as presaging heavy falls

of snow, and accordingly a good trapping season. They feed on mice, hares, small birds^

eggs, and partridges. They are found everywhere except on the barren grounds, to

which, being arboreal animals, they do not resort. Their periodical disappearances are very

remarkable, in so far that, wherever they go, it must be to some region where there are

no fur-trading posts
; yet no track has been found of their retreat. This takes place

about once in ten years—with great regularity—and the scarcity occurs simultaneously

throughout the whole fur countries. They are caught, according to Mr. Bernard Ross's

description, in wooden traps baited with white-fish heads, pieces of dried meat, or, still

better, with the heads of wild fowls, which the natives gather for the purpose in the

autumn. When they are at their lowest ebb they will scarcely bite at all, hence it seemed

as if " providence had implanted some instinct in them by which the total destruction

of their race is prevented.^' They are not difficult to tame, and when enraged they

arch their back and hiss in a manner somewhat like the domestic cat.

The fisher, black cat, or pecan {M. Peunantii) is another species of marten. It is the

Chippeweyan Tha
.
cho, or great marten, and in appearance bears a strong family likeness

to both the wolverine and its other congeners. Its. habit and food are much the same as its

relatives, and to a marten-hunter it is almost as great a pest as a wolverine. Being very

powerful for its size, it will tear down the wooden traps with ease. " Its regularity in

visiting them is exemplary. In one quality it is, however, superior to the wolverine, which

is, that it leaves the sticks of the traps lying where they were planted; while the other

beast, if it can discover nothing better to hide, will cdcJie them some distance off.""' It is

easily caught in the steel trap, in much the same way as foxes. About 11,000 is

the average number imported from North America. At one time its tail was worth from

6s. to 9s., and formed a common ornament of the cap of the Polish Jew. It is now

only worth about from 6d. to 9d. The fur, though coarse, is valued from its black colour,

and bring about £1 each. The skins of tame black cats, with the tail and ears cut off,

have been imposed on peoj)le ignorant of furs as those of the '' fisher
"—why so called

it is difficult to say, as it does not go near the water.

The baum marten {M. ahlelhmm) and the stone marten [M. saxorilni) are both

European species. Their fur, when dyed, forms a near imitation to the best sable. The

latter is often called the French sable, because the French excel in dying it of a natural

hue and gloss. By some naturalists—and not without reason—the American pine marteil

is looked upon as only a variety of the Siberian or Russian sable, and indeed some of the

so-called species are considered to be only climatic varieties of the others.

The mink {Pntorius vison) is another t\'ell-known fur animal. The American species
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is said to be different from that of Europe, but by many tlie ISIastela Intreola of Norway

is believed to be identical, ll is aquatic, and an expert fisher, yet lives much upon birds,

mice, and other small animals. It is easily captured by any kind of trap, and more generally

by what are called " dead falls,^' such as are commonly used to catch various fur animals,

by making" them pull a log" or other weight down on themselves when they are tug-ging-

at the bait. It is also caught in traps like those employed in the capture of the martens.

In length it is twenty inches on an average from the tip of the nose to the root of the

tail, and the tail itself is about ten inches in length. It is found all over the North

American Continent, and though another species (P. nigrescentc-^) has been described in

Audubon and Baehman^s work on "American Quadrupeds,^' it is probable that this is

merely the common mink under three years of age."^ P. longicauda and P. Noveboroceusis

are more doubtful.

In 1850, 24'5,000 were traded in North America. Of late years it has risen in price,

and several years ago it rose from Is. to 12s. or lis. This was very fatal to the mink

—

so fatal, indeed, that there was an attempt to breed it in domestication. The " minkeries,^'

however, Mr. Rowan tells us, did not pay, the fur of the tame mink being much inferior

to that of the wild animal.

The wolverine, or glutton {Giilo lit.'iciin, p. 168), has been the sul)ject of endless

misrepresentations and fables by the earlier writers, and its history is to this day

surrounded with a good deal of mystification. The account in Goldsmith is probably

the best and most innocent summary of all the errors which had been written on it

up to his time. Its habits are similar to those of the marten, but though, as a rule,

it lives on birds, hares, and mice, it will occasionally kill sickly or disabled deer. The

chief thing remarkable about it is that it follows the footsteps of the trapper to

prey on the hare, marten, beaver, or other animal that may l)e caught in his trap, or

to feed upon the bait ; or perhaps it is directed by scent to the trapped animals, as it

is almost impossible to fully believe in the intelligence of an animal which understands

the mission of a hunter. The \ery strongest cdchefi or concealed stores it will break

into, and after satisfying its hunger it will carry off all the pieces of meat to some

distance, and then bury them in the snow. ]\Ir. Ross tells us that their hidden stores

can be recovered by following the animal's footprints, but in general they are quite

uneatable, as the wolverine, to protect its secret hoards from the attacks of other beasts

of prey, besprinkles all its larder plentifully with its urine, which has a strong and most

disagreeable odour, and proves a good preservative in most cases. " But the desire for

accumulating property," writes the eminent fur-trader and accomplished naturalist, whom
we have already quoted, " seems so deeply implanted by nature in this animal, that, like

tame ravens, it does not appear much to care what it steals, so that it can exercise its

favourite propensity to commit mischief. An instance occurred within my own knowledge

in which a hunter and his family, having left their lodge unguarded during their absence,

found it on their return completely gutted ; the walls were there, but nothing else.

Blankets, guns, kettles, axes, cans, knives, and all other paraphernalia of a tra])per's tent,

* Ross :
" Canadian Naturalist," Vol. vi. (1861), p. 30.
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had vanished, and the tracks left by the beast showed who had been the thief. The family

set to work, and by carefully following- up all its paths, recovered, with some trifling

exceptions, the whole of the lost property. The damage which it does to a trapping-road

is very great; indeed, if the animal cannot be killed it is as well to abandon it, as it

will not only break the traps and eat the bait or animals caught, Ijut also, out of sheer

malice, -will carry away the sticks and hide them at some distance. To kill or catch it

is very difficult. An old stager is a reQ-ular bugbear to the Indians. ' Master.^ said one

/ ^

FVR ANIMALS : THE LYNX, {j.ynx Canadensis.)

to me, m his own language, ' I can't hunt furs ; the wolverine eats the martens and baits,

and smashes my traps. I put a steel trap for him ; he got in, but released himself by

screwing off the nuts confining the spring with his teeth. I set a gun; he cut the cord

attached to the trigger, ate my bait, and broke the stock; what shall I do?-" As the

infallible strychnine had not then made its appearance in those parts, I could offer him

neither advice nor assistance, and but little consolation.-" Its centre of range is in the

coldest portions of the North; it has even been known to visit Melville Island, in lat. 75^.

The fur of the wolverine is of a dark nut-brown, and is chiefly used in Germany for

trimming cloaks.

The American wolf is found in several varieties— or species, as they are called by
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some. They are shot, trapped, caught by pitfalls, and poisoned, especially by strychnine.

The type of them all is the grey or strongwood wolf {Canis occiJenfaiis, var. griseiis).

There are at least five species of fox in North America, the black, silver-grey (or kit

fox), and cross fox being varieties of Vulpes fulvus. The black and silver-grey are highly

valued as furs, the skins often bringing from £10 to £25, and sometimes even £60 each.

He therefore is a fortunate trapper who can bring to a trading-post a few of these skins.

A mi.I.OCK TEAM OX '' THE PLAIN

It is seldom seen in this country, only the luxurious Russian nobles, and others of like

wealth and taste, buying it.

Foxes are captured by wooden traps, by gin or steel traps, by set guns, by snaring,

by hook and line, by hunting, by unearthing, and by ice traps. Hook and line is

an out-of-the-way method adopted for capturing a land animal. It consists simply in

baiting a hook with a fish or other substance, Avatehlng the bait, and when the fox bites

hauling it in and killing it before the fox has time to cut the line. It is more a

curiosity in '^trapping,'' than anything else. Ice traps are more successful thaii wooden

ones. A block of ice of some weight is tilted on end at an angle of about 45". A

piece of stick suppoi-ts it, the lower end resting on the bait. The fox enters the trap,

and in tugging at the bait brings the block of ice down upon him, when it either kills

or imprisons him until the hunter arrives and gives the unwary Northern Reynard the

26
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couj) de grace, if indeed bo does not already find him frozen. The Yellow Knife Indians

and the Eskimo also adopt this method of capturing- the white foxes of the shores of the

Arctic Ocean.

The Canadian otter [Lutra Canadensis)— ^"' a magnified mink'^—is also a valuahle fur

animal, which is extensively trapped for its skin ; its tiesh being rank and unpalatable.

Unlike the beaver, when caught it does not leave its foot in the trap, and escape. A good

skin is worth from 20s. to :2os., but there is nothing which varies more in price than furs,

fashion being the main agent which regulates the fluctuation of the prices.

The Lutra Californica is probably a distinct species found on the Pacific coast. The

Chinese and Russians use the fur^ but it is inferior to that of the British otter, about 5(J0

of which are annually collected. The sea-otter {Enliydra marina) is quite a different

and infinitely more valuable fur. It is found in the North Pacific, and will be noticed in

due course.

The raccoon {Proct/on lofor, p. 209), and the lynx, or loup-cervier {Lj/nx Canadensis)

(p. 200), we can only mention as well-known animals of Xorth America—a varief\' (P.

Hernandrii) of the ^coon being also found on the North Pacific shores. Its skin is now little

valued. The skunk [Mejihitis Americana, occidentalis and bicoloi) may also be passed here as

hastily as the reader, if he were wise, would pass this enfant du diahle—as the voijageurs call

it—in its native haunts ; while the herds of buffalo which roam the great central plains of

America are too well known to need more than a mention in this place. The musk-rat, or

musquash [Fiber Zibeticus and F. Osoyoosensis), is more interesting. It forms " houses
^^

something like those of the beaver. The Indians kill them by spearing them through the

walls of these houses, making the approach cautiously. Their flesh is eaten by the trappers,

but it is not to be commended. There are at least four varieties of it—the Ijlack musquash,

the pied musquash, the white musquash, and the ordinary brown one. About one million

skins are annually traded over America, but since it has ceased to be used as a napping for

hats it is not so highly valued. It is also used as a " lady's fur,''' but the skins, though

very pretty, are not worth more than lUd. or Is. in Canada.

The stoat, or ermine [Mustela erminea), is probably as well known in Europe as in America,

and its fur is also extensively used for the less expensive description of trimming. In the time

of Edward III. it was, however, restricted to the Royal Family, and it is still the fur with

which the robes of judges are trimmed. The black spots are supplied by the animals' black-

tipped tails. "Miniver" is ermine studded with lilaek spots made of the skin of the black

Astracan lamb^ and worn by people of certain rank on State occasions in England. In

summer the skin is brown, and of no value. It is only in the winter or white coat that it

is called ermine by the fur-traders, and known in commerce. In the time of Charlevoix it

was exported from Canada, with otiier small furs, under the title of mennes pelleteries. It is

ever\"where numerous, but very few are now imported into England, the value being so

trifling as scarcely to repay the cost of collection. In Siberia and Norway, however, thev

ai'e a considerable article of trade, being- taken in the former country in traps baited with

flesh, while in the latter they are, according to Dr. King, either shot with Munt arrows, or

taken as g-arden-mice are in England—by a flat stone proppeil up l)y a baited stick, which

falls down on the least touch and crushes them. In winters of unusual severity it is said
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to migrate, but generally it prefers, if within reach of a fur-post, to dorcesticate itself in

the trader's house, where it may be heard the livelong night pursuing the Mas leucoima,

or white-footed mouse, on which it feeds. On the northern shores of Smithes sound the

officers of the Alert and Discover// found great numbers preying on the lemming, and in

their turn were devoured by the snowy owl (p. lo7).

Lynx, we may add, is used for cloak-linings and facings. The demand is considerable,

and the animal is only referred to for the sake of describing the medicated cabin in which

it is caught, in describing which we shall borrow the notes of Mr. Bernard Ross, on the

fur animals of the Mackenzie River district. It is the most efficacious method of

capturing the animal. " A round inclosure of some three feet in diameter is made of

small willows or branches of trees, loosely planted in the snow, and about four feet high.

Two entrances are left at the opposite sides, each fitted with a snare. In the centre of

the inclosure the medicated skin is j)laced, inserted in a cleft stick about eight inches

distant from the snare. The snare is more commonly tied to the middle of a loose stick,

about thirty inches long by three in diameter, and which is supported on two pronged

branches set on each side of the entrance. AVheu circumstances are favourable, the

' tossing-pole * is sometimes used, and it is the most certain fashion. The animal, on

scenting the castoreum, inserts its head, or sometimes its fore-foot, into the noose, which,

owing to the long tips on the lynx's ears, remains securely on the neck when once passed

there. After enjoying and rolling itself in the perfume, it moves off, but on finding the

stick thumping after its heels it becomes alarmed, and makes for the nearest woods. The

stick soon catches in the bushes, and in a short time the animal, instead of cutting the

line, strangles itself, or, if caught by the paw, remains fixed until the hunter arrives to

give it a couj) de grace. On some occasions it will gain the top of a lofty tree, and on

springing off, to rid itself, as it fancies, of the stick, it hangs itself in a superior manner,

and puts the trapper to the trouble of cutting down the tree, which is generally a large

one." The lynx is also valued as an article of food, both by the Indians and the " winterers."

The beaver is also attracted by its castoreum quite as surely as the lynx ; hence the trapper's

affirmation of anything being very certain is that it is " sure—sure as beaver medicine."

The beaver {Castor Canadensis, p. 149) was at one time the most important of all the fur

animals. Owing to its low price, it now ranks among the least important, and as the

habits of the animal have been often described, among others by the author,^ it is

unnecessary to dwell upon its natural history, about which much nonsense has been

written. When the price fell, the animal was getting extinct. It has now multi].lied

again; but of late years, owing chiefly to the growing scarcity of other furs, beaver

has again been rising in price. The country is also getting opened up, so that we may
soon expect this as well as other furs to have an enhanced value.

The habits of the western (Pacific) beaver are, I believe, different from those of the

beaver as found in Canada and the country east of the Rocky :Mountains, though

the species seem the same. I have never heard of the nicely-plastered, dome-shaped

house in the former region, though all writers agree that they are found in the latter

* " Journal of the Liuncan Society " (Zoology), Vol. x.
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part. On the western slope of the Rocky 3Iountains their ''houses/-' when they have

any—for they sometimes live in holes in the banks— look like a large bundle of

sticks thrown on the surface of a pond or still river-reach. They^ however^ always,

w^hen necessary, erect dams across streams. This is done for many reasons—to deepen

the water round their camp^ enabling them to dive and so escape, and also to float down

trees they may have cut on the banks, as a protection against severe winters which would

freeze shallow water to the bottom, to prevent their beds being flooded, and therefore

to equalise the height of water throughout the year, and, according to !Mr. Rowau,

"for the amusement it affords them.^-" If there is likely to be a freshet, they will cut

an opening in their dams, and so let the water off.

When forced by the re-'s anymtlie casirensis to live on beaver while exploring the

interior of A'ancouver Island, we used to break down their dams—and that, even with the

aid of the axe, was no easy matter—and shoot the beavers out of ambush when they came

down stream in a hurry to see what was the matter. It w^as cruel sport, but the hunter^s

life is not, at best, a very humane one, and hunger generates a loose code of morals.

For the trapj)ing of beavers I must refer the reader to ^Nlr. Rowan^s work on

Canada, the special treatise by Mr. Morgan, and to my own paper and the references there

given, only cautioning him that he must not believe all he hears about the beaver. It

is an intelligent—very intelligent—animal, but it is not superhuman in its wisdom. It

weighs, when full grown, over -iU lbs., and its flesh, when smoked, is by no means

contemptible. In the Hudson^s Bay Territory—that was—we have seen that beaver is

the standard of trade. In former times it was also the currency of the backwoods settle-

ments of the United States and Canada, and to this day it forms the crest of the young

Dominion. The beaver has also influenced the physical features of the countries it is found

in. Some of the smaller lakes and many of the meadows in the beaver country are due

to them. " First of all, the small brook is dammed ; by and by the dam becomes solid, and

forest trees take root and grow on it ; as other outlets of the water occur they are

closed by these indefatigable workers, till at length the pond assumes the projDortions

of a lake, and remains for all time to attest to their powers. The meadows are formed

by the draining of the lakes. The beaver has left more permanent and enduring monu-

ments of its existence on the surface of the country than the aboriginal inhabitants of

Canada have left, or are likely to leave.'' *

The black bear [Ursus Americanu-s), and its variety the cinnamon bear, ranges over

all North America, as does also the grizzly {U. Iwrrlbilis). The Polar bear is limited to

the shores of the Arctic Ocean (Plate III. and p. 1-37). The first is chiefly a vegetable

feeder, and unless when the female is guarding her young, is very harmless. The grizzly,

on the contrary, is about the most ferocious animal on the American continent, and is

avoided rather than sought after by the hunter. Brown bears are numerous in the wilder

sections of Canada, in some parts of which a reward of three dollars is given by the

Government for everv one killed, on the around that their extermination is desirable,

owing to the damage they do to flocks.

* " The Emigi-ant and Sportsman in Canada,"' l>y J. J. Rowan (1S7C), p. 376.
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By some the ^M^arren ground'''' bear {C arctos) is believed to be different from the

grizzly. It is certainly identical with the brown bear of Euroj^e. The skins of the bears

are used for making rugs and hammer-cloths^ and in America for sledge-rugs.

The deer are not fur animals i)ro2:)erj but they are nevertheless characteristic members

of the Xorth America fauna.

The moose {Alces Americana), the largest of the family to which it belongs^ is found

over most of the wild portions of British North America, though rarer on the western side

of the Kocky Mountains than in the eastern wooded regions. It is by no means an

elegant-looking animal, and has the appearance of an " immense Roman-nosed horse,^^ with

a long flexible upper lip, which forms a movable snout, like a short proboscis. It is

hunted in ^Nlarch and September. It would be useless to follow it when the snow is soft,

as it can then wade through it without difficulty, but when there is a thin crust on

the surface this greatly impedes the progress of the animal, as it has to lift its feet

perpendicularly out of the snow, or cut the skin around the shanks. Their sense of smell

is so acute that to get near their " yard " it is necessary to approach them like most

other deer, against the wind. The slightest creak of a twig will startle and alarm them,

when they instantly start off on a long trot, which they never abate until fatigue compels

them to give in. If a larg*e dog be used to hunt them it will be soon trampled to death.

Accordingly, several small curs are usually employed. They do not attack the moose,

but annoy it by snapping at its heels. If pressed, the male usually lights, thus giving

the hunter time to come up and dis23atcli it while it is occupied with the dogs. " Sometimes,''''

writes ]\[r. Kendall, "they are killed after a run of an hour; at other times you may run

all day, and have to camj) at night without a morsel of j^rovisions or a cloak, as everything

is let go the moment the moose starts, and you are too much fatigued to retrace your

steps to procure them. Yom* only resource is to make a good fire, and comfort yourself

upon the prospect of plenty of moose meat next day. As soon as the animal finds he is

no longer pursued, he lies down, and the next morning he will be too stiff to travel far."

Generally a male, female, and two fawns are found in a yard. In September it is

also killed by two persons selecting a moonlight night to go out along the borders of a

lake in a canoe. They then imitate the cry of the male, which, jealous of intruders,

rushes down into the water. When it comes near they fire, and if it be not killed

outright they follow it in the woods to which it has taken itself next day by means of the

dripping blood. Its flesh is good, though coarse, and is tougher than any other kind of

Venison. The nose and tongue are the tit-bits.

The barren ground reindeer {Tarandiis arcticus) is another typical animal of the fur

countries.

The woodland caribou {Bangifer Caribou), another species of reindeer, is found in Labrador,

Northern Canada, and over the continent to British Columbia. Its name has been

applied to the celebrated gold-diggings of that name in British Ci'lumbia, on account of

the discoverer finding reindeer near William's Creek. It is different from the European

species, though, like it, it travels in herds of from eight or ten to two or three hundred. The

Indians kill them with bow and arrow, or gun, take them in snares, or spear them in

Grossing rivers or lakes. The Eskimo also trap them in ingenious traps made of ice or
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snow. They are so easily approached and slaughtered that an Indian family will; it is

said; sometimes kill two or three hundred iu a few weeks, for their tong-ues alone.

The wapiti; or Canadian stag [Elaphus Canadensin) , is known as the " elk " on the Pacific

coast; where it is found ahundantly; and highly valued for its venison. Its magnificent

antlers average thirty-five to forty-five pounds in weight; but will often attain to a much

greater size. They sometimes measure six feet from tip to tip, and eleven inches in

circumference above the burr.

Of the deer we need only mention the common species {Cervus TirDiuianns), the white-

tailed deer {C. leucuruH)^ the mule deer [C. macroih), and the black-tailed; of the Pacific

slope (C. Columbianus)

.

There are various species of fur seal used; the hunting and nature of which we shall

have occasion to speak of by-and-by. The hair seals are chiefly used for making leather,

and have no value in the eyes of the fur merchant. HareS; especially the white xVrctic and

Alpine species, are used as linings for cloaks, but though beautiful when dyed, are not durable.

At one time they were much used as a substitute for fur, but this employment of them

is now nearly discontinued. Kabbit skins are also dyed to imitate other furs. They are

also used by hatters, and by the Poles to line their coats and cloaks. Squirrels of various

species are classed among the fur animals, but are chiefly in demand for Russia. About

15,000,000 are sold. Several of the better class are dyed to imitate sable. They are made

into boas and muffs, and the hair to a small extent is employed in the manufacture of artists'

pencils. The fur is light, and tolerably durable. The badger, both the European and the

American species [Taxidea vulgaris, T. Americana, and T. Lahradorica), are classed amongst

the coarser furs. The hair of the European species is, or was, however, chiefly used in

this country to make shaving-brushes.

These are the principal fur animals of America; but though the bulk of our furs comes

from that country and Siberia, yet we are not dependent solely on them for the supply. The

fitchet, or polecat of Europe, the kolinski of Northern Asia, the nutria, or coypou, of Buenos

Ayres and Chili, the hamster of Central Europe, the perwitzky of the South-eastern territories

of Asiatic Russia, the chinchilla of South America and Africa, the ordinary domestic cat (bred

in Holland for that purpose); the opossum, the dasyure, or Australian cat, the goat, sheep,

the marmot, the colobus of Africa, the Diana monkey, and even others, are known in

commerce. But it w^ould be foreign to our plan to describe them now, more especially as

we may have occasion in due time to touch upon the animals which supply them, as they

come before us in the countries in which they are respectively found. It may, however, be

convenient to present in this place a brief synoptical summary of the whole fur-trade, more

especially as an opportunity to do so will not occur again. It need scarcely be remarked, after

what we have said, that all of the furs enumerated are not found in i\\cfiir cotoilr/es of America.

It is difficult to present tables showing the prices paid for furs in different parts of the fur

countries. These vary slightly at different timeS; but still more so in different localities.

Above all, the prices which the furs bring in England differ very widely year by year. I have

been unable to obtain any very recent tables. However, the following, which was compiled

nearly forty years ago, is valuable, in so far that it exhibits the price of five principal furs

in a " palmy " epoch of the fur-trade, and is useful as showing the relative value of the furs
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*' in the country •'•' and in London^ and also the proportionate value of one fur to another.

It was obtained from official materials, and relates solely to the region east of the Rocky

Mountains embraced in the "Royal Licence''^ of the Hudson^s Bay Company. At that time

the "Western District^'' was almost a ferra incognita:—

Prime
Cost.
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been killed by tens of thousands in the African forests. But the negroes, being thus induced
to make war with niunkeySj ceased to some extent to do war among themselves, and beiu"-

rVlt ANIMALS : THE KACCUO.N (PiOii/Oll lotor).

able to sell the black skins to England, had not the same temptation to sell their black

brothers to America. Furs are all brought to this country unprepared, but in the trade are

divided into felted furs and dressed furs. The former are used for hat-making, and are confined

27
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to ti few animals which possess hair fit for felting. Hare^ rahbit^, neutria^ hi-'aver^ Szc,

are the chief ones employed ; but the demand is not nearly so extensive as it once Avas^ as

silk is found to be a much more economical material for hat-makin<^' than " beaver." The

l)articular furs in demand in the chief fur-consuming' countries of the world are shown in

the following" table, to which the same remarks a2)ply as the others :
—
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from Mr, Rowan^s work rclatiuy' to trai)])iiii4' life in Caiuula. It expresses so well what

1 had intended saying', that it is only just to g-ive it in the words ot* the writer wlio

has anticipated me in the i)nl)lieation of it :

—
' 1 su})pose there is no man who has more

pity wasted upon him tlian the solitary trapper. In the opinion of those who are unini-

tiated in the mystery of woodcraft, he is the most wretched of mortals. For months

and months, often for a whole year, he lives (piite alone in the forest, or else with one

comrade only. He does without the comforts of civilised life, and the pleasures of society.

He has no church to g-o to on Sunday; no doctors to prescril^e to him if he is ill.

In fact, in the opinion of the g-reg-arious city man, his condition of life is little, if

at all, hetter than that of a ])risoner in a dungeon. But there are two ways of looking*

at most sul)jeets, and the trajiper's life is no exception 1o the rule. The forest is the

trapper's home ; there are all his friends, not human only, but not less dear on that

account. He thinks, and I who have tried the life fully enter into his feelings, that

there is no mode of existence so enjoyaLle as that of the trapper in the Canadian forest.

He has no church near, it is true, hut it Ijy no means follows that he has no relig-ion.

On the contrary, there is a religion in the pine forest. Nowhere else does he feel so

utterly and entirely dependent on the Giver of all good. He has no doctor to consult,

but, except in cases of accident, he never wants one; there is no l)ad drainage in the

wood, no bad smell, no bad ventilation, no epidemics; he has a daily and nightly

tonic in the bracing air; and the pure water is the best of medicine. He has no

time for dyspepsia and its companion the Mjlues;^ his fare is simple, but his appetite is

good; and on his fragrant bed of boughs, after his hard day's labour is over, he

sleeps the sleep that the city man could not buy for millions. To him there is no

loneliness so unbearable, no solitude so wearisome, as the solitude of a g-reat city. True,

in the latter case he sees thousands of his fellow-creatures every day, but of what use are

they to him, or he to them ? If, while g-aping in amazement at the human hive, he

happens to get run over by a cab, one or two passers-by may turn round to look at him,

or even say, ' Poor fellow!' but that is all. Truly, in the trapper's opinion, the loneli-

ness of the city is infinitely more oppressive than that of the forest. ^^ ]\Ir. Rowan

says, and after some little experience of the same life I can confirm his remarks,

that when the fur season was ended, he w^as quite sorry to say g-ood-l^ye to the old

smoke-stained camp that had been his home for nearly ten months, and on his return to

civilisation he felt " as shy as a beaver," and often caught himself involuntarily looking

on the streets for "tracks." One word more—and this last word to the fur countries

applies to most of the wild countries we shall have yet to traverse—it is a mistaken idea

that men lose sight of each other in the '•' wilds of America." I was never so much

impressed with the smallness of the world as when I was a vagabond there. I was

always coming across men in British Columbia or Oregon, whom I believed to be in

Hudson's Bay and [Manitoba. Years after 1 \ised to almost daily meet in the Strand, or

in Regent Street, the friends whom I had bidden good-l)ye to at Fort Rupert or at Rogue

River. The truth is, in an un]K'o]iled country the men to be kejit in view are few. In

a great city, or in a thi('kly-7)eo])led land, ycnu- next door neighlxmr is a stranger to you.

Hence the seeming ])aradox.
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CHAPTER XI.

The Domtxiox of Canada : Oxtarto ; QuEBEa

Up to the year ISO 7, Canada was at once a va^ue and a circumscribed term. It was vague

in so far that the jurisdiction o£ the undefined territories of the Hudson^s Bay Company

were supposed to belong to it, while in reality the colony had little, if any, power in the

fur countries. The State was strictly applied to the provinces of Ontario and Quel^ec, or in

JVNCTIOX or THE KIVER^ >T. LAWHENCE .VND OTTAWA.

Other words to Upper and Lower Canada. In IbfU, thev were united into one colony, though

afterwards they separated, only, however, to become members of the confederation brought

about in I'^CJ. Gradually the Hudson Bay Territories came under the control of Canada,

then British Columbia was added, then all the maritime colonies, with the exception of

Newfoundland, until at the present time the whole of British Xorth America—Xewfoundland

excepted—is classed under the name which heads this chapter. It was first explored—one

might almost say discovered—by Jacques Carter, in lo'io. From 1608 to 1759 the country

was niled by the French. In that year, however. General T\'olfe stnick the first blow at

Gallic dominion, and in 1703 Canada came under British rule. At that time it comprised

part of what is now the United States, but in 1783 the sites of the after states of ^Minnesota,

Wisconsin, Michigan, Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois, were surrendered to the young American
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Republic. When, in 1*507, the eastern portion of the country confederated under the title

of the Dominion of Canada, while owing- allegiance to the English crown, and receiving- a

Governor-General from the mother country, it became to all intents and purposes inde-

pendent, and now governs itself by institutions mainly modelled on those of England. In

a short time it has absorbed the other British colonies, and in the course of a few years

we cannot doubt but that this young and vigorous offspring of Britain will rule all

America north of the boundaries of the United States. The present provinces are Ontario,

ISLANDS AT THE MOVTH OF THE HIVER ST. I.VWUEXCE.

Quebec, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island, ^ranitol)a, British rolunibia,

and the great undefined hunting-grounds of the Hudson^s Bay Company, which we have

already described. These are known for convenience' sake as the North-AVest Territory.

Each of the provinces has its own Lieutenant-Oovernor, and Chamber of Legislature, and

each sends representatives to the Dominion Parliament, which meets in Ottawa— the

capital. It has—comprising all the male British inhabitants between eighteen and sixty

—more than 43,000 militia, and the nucleus of a navy. Its area is about 3,-500,000

square miles—or only 000,000 miles less than that of the whole of Europe, and excluding

Alaska, which should rightly belong to Canada, over 400,000 miles larger than the United

States. The census of 1871 shows a population of 3, .570,650, so that if we now estimate

the population at four millions, it will not be too great a nunibiT to fix it at. Ontario,
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for instauce^ increaseJ in ten years at the rate of lij'ii) per cent., Quebec at the rate of

7-20, New Brunswick at 13-3S, Xova Scotia at 1T:21 — or take the country as a whole,

at the rate of li">(} per cent., though it is helieved that it is now even greater. The

area of the provinces and territory, as given in official documents, is as follows :—Xova

Scotia, 21,781; Xew Brunswick, 27,372; Quebec, 193,355; Ontario, 107,780; Manitoba,

17,340; British Columbia (including Vancouver Island), 220,000; Prince Edward Island,

12,173; and the Xorth-West Territory—much of which is useless for settlements—about

2,750,000 square miles. The population of the various provinces may be taken as follows :

—

Nova Scotia, 387,800; Xew Brunswick, 285,777; Quebec, 1,191,576; Ontario, 1,620,850;

Manitoba (in 1S70), 11,853; British Columbia (estimated), 50,000, which, however, includes

Indians, who are in the majority; X'orth-West Territory, 28,700, an estimate which com-

prises the aborigines, who far outnumber the whites, and Prince Edward Island, 91,021.

Forty-five religious and irreligious denominations are given in the census of 1871 as

dividing amongst them the population of Canada. Though some 5,000 people claimed

to be " without creed, ''^ yet only twenty classed themselves avowedly as Atheists. Of

these, nineteen were in Ontario, and one in Quebec. As the French population of Quebec

is almost invariably Roman Catholic, it naturally follows that this religious body has the

most numerous adherents in Canada. X'ext in point of numbers come the Methodists

;

then closely' following on them the Presbyterians and Episcopalians. There are only

about 1,200 Jews—a fact which, as in the corresi)onding case of Scotland, speaks either

strongly for the acuteness of the other inhabitants, or the poverty of the country— and

but 70,800 Quakers. The Swedenborgians number more than 3,000, the Universalists

about a like number, while thirte^'U of the inhabitants of Ontario were, in 1871, ^lo-

hammedans. The origin of the population of the colonial offshoots of England is always

curious to study. Accordingly, when we look at Canada from this point of view, we find

that the Africans in Ontario were 13,435; in Quebec, 148; in Xew Brunswick, 1,701;

and in Xova Scotia, 6,212. The Dutch in Ontario were 19,992; in Quebec, 793; in

X'ew Brunswick, 6,004 ; and in X'ova Scotia, 2,868. The English numbered in Ontario,

439,429; in Quebec, 69,822; in Xew Brunswick, 83,598; and in X'ova Scotia, 113,520.

The French were in Ontario, 75,383; in Quebec, 929,817; in X'ew Brunswick, 44,907;

and in X'ova Scotia, 32,833. There were 158,608 Germans in Ontario, 7,963 in Quebec,

4,478 in X'ew Brunswick, and 31,942 in X'ova Scotia. Of Greeks there were 7 in

Ontario, 7 in Quebec, 1 in Xew Brunswick, and 27 in Xova Scotia. There were

2 half-breeds in Ontario, but none are recorded from the other three provinces brought

into this computation. These are, we presume, half-breed Indians. If so, the statistics

are erroneous, for thi'oughout Canada there are many such, though, we presume, they

did not choose in the census so to describe themselves. In Manitoba the majority of

the population are of this class, and in British Columbia and the X'orth-^Yest Territory,

they are also numerous. The native Indians number in Ontario, 14,184 ; in Quebec, 10,843;

in Xew Brunswick, 1,386; in X'ova Scotia, 1,765; in Prince Edward Island, 323; in

Manitoba and the X'orth-West Territory, 28,300; and in British Columbia, 28,500. There

were 8 Hindoos in Ontario, and 3 in Xova Scotia. The Irish were as usual numerous,

though the greater portion of them are Ulster men, or Scotch-Irish, as they are usually called.
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the bulk of the Irish emigration finding' its way to the United States. From the Emerald

Isle there were aceording'ly in Ontario, bod,ii-Z ; in Quebec, 12-3, 178; in New Brunswick,

10(),(M'"3; and in Nova Scotia, G:i,851. Italians usually love balmier breezes than those

of Canada, but still they muster even in our North American territories, where they form

a useful industrious class. They were, in lb71, in Ontario, SOI-; in Quebec, 531); in New
Brunswick, 40 ; in Nova Scotia, 152. Russian and Poles numbered in the four provinces

respectively^ 392, 180, 1, and 2S; the Scandinavians, (iSG, 451, 200, and 2b."3, though of

later years a small Icelandic immig-ration has to be added to these figures; the Scotch,

328,889, 49,458, 40,858, and 130,741. The Spanish and Portuguese were 213, 142, 223, and

251 respectively in Ontario, Quebec, New Brunswick, and Nova Scotia. The Swiss were 950,

173, G4, and 1,775. The Welsh were 5, 282, 283, 1,090, and 1,112 respectively. There

were other nationalities represented, but the above may be expected as fair specimens of

the origin of the Canadian people—a people which is being continually recruited from Europe,

but has hitherto shown none of that tendency to die out when left to itself, which

ethnologists declare is evident in the United States, where the native families are small in

proportion to those of the foreigners.

The trade of Canada is rapidly on the increase. In 1807 the exports and imports,

including those of Newfoundland, amounted to 139,202,015 dols. ; and in 1873 they

had reached the potent figure of 235,301,203 dols., or almost doubled in six years. The

revenue for 1872-3 was 20,118,572 dols., while in 1807-8 it was only 13,087,928 dols.

49 cents. The expenditure in 1807-8 was 13,480,092 dols. 90 cents. In 1872-3 it was

20,751,120 dols., 20 cents. It ought, however, to be remarked that in the years 1872-3, there

was a deficiency of 037,513 dols. 21 cents. The net debt of the Dominion in 1872, deducting

assets, was 82,187,072 dols. The net debt thus amounts to 21 '72 dols. per head, and the net

interest to be paid 1'20 dols. per head. It ought to be remarked that of this debt of Canada

not one cent was incurred l)y war or other worse than useless expenditure. It was all incurred

for the construction of public works, of the greatest service to the country, which add to the

revenue, and as the population increases, will still more be of value and profit to the young

country. Among the most magnilicent of these public works are the inter-colonial railway,

the system of canals, and '''the construction of other works for communicaticni across the Con-

tinent," sucli as the Canadian Pacilic Railway, which has, however, not yet (1877) been Fairly

begun, and will take more than one generation—in the present as])ect of affairs—to complete.

As a further contribution to an estimate of the material pros})erity of Canada, we niav add that

while in 1808 the paid-up capital of all the chartered banks t)f Canada compelled to make

0. return was 28,529,048 dols., and the deposits 30,108,530 dols., in 1874 they stood at

raspectively 00,443,115 and 78,790,307 dols. In 1871, there were in the Post Office Savings

Banks, 3,587,305 dols.; in other Government Savings Banks, 2,958,170 dols. 39 cents; and

in the Montreal City and District Savings Bank, 1,739,721 dols. 59 cents—in all, 11,312,213

dols. 45 cents. The combined Government and Bank circulation ainouutod, at the end of the

fiscal year named, to 40,833,301 dols.

Having thus briefly sketched the general aspects of Canada, so fiir as ligures admit of this

l)eiug done, we may now, lieforo describing the country in its general relations to the

geographer and settler, make a few^ remarks on each province separately. Some of them we
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have already referred to in our account of the fur countries, where it was necessary to

describe the aspects of the old Hudson Bay Dominions^ now included under the rule of the

Dominion.

Ontario.

In many respects Ontario is the hest^ as it is the wealthiest,, and most thickly-populated

of ail the Canadian provinces. Its climate is mild enough to favour wheat and fruit-growing-,

and the great lakes in the vicinity, as well as the St. Lawrence, with its system of canals,

enahle its products to be carried far westward into the United States, and southward and

eastward into the other provinces, as well as to sea, without being ever unshipped. The great

expanse of water modifies the summer heats and the winter colds. Accordingly, Ontario is

essentially a country of agriculturists. Of its area of more than 10U,00(J square miles—or

about the same as that of Great Britain and Ireland—three-fourths are suitable for agriculture,

though at present only about one-quarter is under tillage. Mr. Rowan, to whose account

we owe most of our information, considers Ontario the best position of Canada for a farmer.

As yet land is so plentifid that only the best jwrtions of the country are seized upon for

settlement. As it gets more " peopled up,'''' sections now despised will be occupied. At

present there is no trouble in any of the provinces for a person of some capital to obtain a

partially cleared and fenced farm, without being compelled to resort to the backwoods, and win

a home from Nature for himself. The original settlers in Ontario were not, take them one with

an(jther, good farmers. They found the soil virg-in, and when cleared of bush, capable of

producing excellent crops of wheat. Wheat accordingly they grew, and grew season after

season, until the soil was exhausted. They had no idea of rotation of crops, or if they had,

they found it easier, and at that time cheaper, to exhaust the soil than to relieve it by less

lucrative harvests, or were unable, when it was " worn out," to put back again into it, by

means of manure, the elements of which it had been robbed. Accordingly, they moved

elsewhere to renew the same wasteful system. Thus their farms may be often had cheaply.

These are no doubt for the time exhausted for wheat, but with the expenditure of a little

money on manure, and care in growing other crops, they may be always brought back again

into a high state of fertility.

In addition to the crops with which we are familiar in England, Ontario produces others

which we usually associate with a semi-tropical climate. For instance, among her products

the Lake province can boast wheat, oats, rye, barley, potatoes, turnips, peas, beans, clover,

and grass, which grow side by side with maize, grapes, peaches, and j)^^ii^pl^ii^s ; tobacco

also could be profitably cultivated.

The country is well adapted for stock raising, and accordingly Ontario sends large

quantities of butchers' meat into New England, and to the Eastern provinces of the Dominion,

where lumbering, ship-building, fishing, and such-like maritime pursuits so engross the

attention of the inhabitants as to leave them little time for farming. Cheese is exported

from Ontario to the extent of some two millions of dollars per annum, and fruit is grown

very plentifully. Peaches, apricots, aud nectarines ripen in the extreme south and west,

and orchard crops and strawberries are grown on a large scale, as in all the large towns

there seems an almost inexhaustible demand for this fruit.
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Sweet and water melons ripen in every portion of Canada—not in the fur countries

proper—and in Lower Canada every garden possesses quantities of citron and musk melons

of a size to which the forced fruit of that name could scarcely attain in En^-land. The

g-ooseberry does not, however, pros])er in the provinces under description. Thou'i-h agriculture

is the chief occupation of Ontario, yet boating on the lakes and rivers, and lumberin"" in

the forest, are engaged in by some of its inhabitants. Iron, silver, and copper minin*'- also

gives some employment, but the absence and consequent cost of coal will ahva}'s be a great

VIEAV OX LAKE OXTAKIO.

drawback to this industry. Game abounds in the forests, and fish in the lakes. Toronto, the

chief town, and the seat of the Provincial Government, has a population of nearly 50,000,

and is a well-built exceedingly pleasant " city," with good public buildings, and an excellent

university, which, under good management, and the control of even a moderately intelligent

minister of education, might become a seat of learning which would not only attract Canadians,

but even the youth of the neighbouring United States. At present, however, it requires

a thorough remodelling both in its external and internal arrangements. Ottawa, the capital

of the whole Dominion, is another of the Ontario towns. It has an increasing jjopulation

of about 22,000. Before it was selected as the capital, on account of its central position,

and its distance from the frontier, it was called Bytown. But since its elevation in the social

28
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scale it has wonderfully progressed. The Government building-s are haudsomej and iuiely

situated on the summit of a rocky bank overlooking the river, affording a fine view on the

one hand of the Ottawa River foaming through countless little wooded islands, dashing- itself

over the falls; on the other of a fine reach of the river which presents itself. All around^

as far as the eye can roach—and this is a long way in the clear climate—is the great

forest in its glory of colour and form. It is as yet a city in progress, but already

there are signs that when it assumes form it will be a solid, substantial, and even handsome

town. " Ottawa has some resemblance,^^ writes Mr. Rowan, " to the country seat of a

rich English nobleman, whose house is hospitably filled with plea-ant people, while his

park stretches far around him in the midst of a quiet rural landscape. But there is one

great difference between the two. In an old country, side by side wdth immense wealth

and excess of luxury, squalid poverty and extreme want are always to be seen. It is a

significant fact that in Ottawa all the public buildings found in English cities exist, all

but one—and that is the poor-house.

Man seized upon that beautiful work of nature—the Chaudiere Falls—and turned it

into a ten million horse-power saw-mill. The beauty of the fall is much impaired, but it is

a wonderful sight to see the logs drawn out of the water by the Water into twenty different

saw-mills. Each log is first squared by one saw, then cut into boards by another. The

rough edges are not wasted. Circulars whisking round with inconceivable rapidity rip

them up into thinner boards. Even the edges are utilised, and made into laths by a very

ingenious process ; nothing is wasted but the sawdust.''^ The town is very cleanly, every

house being provided with a hose, with which the door-steps, pavements, and windows are

watered and washed in dirty weather. The public conveyances are excellent, and even

gaudy—" skeleton Lord Mayor^s coaches " they have been called—which are greatly affected

by the lumbermen when they come into town out of the backwoods for their periodical

'^ spree. ^^ The petroleum wells of Lambton yield 100 barrels of crude oil per day, and the

wells of Upper Canada altogether over 10,0(J0 barrels per week. The capital now employed

in the trade is upwards of £2,000,000, and the oil region of Ontario is believed to be very

extensive. ]\Ioney is, however, dear—with good security bringing eight to ten ])ev cent.

—

so that this acts as an obstacle to the development of the resources of the country.

Land varies in price from 2s. to 40s. per acre, according to situation and soil, but

Gov^ernment lands— generally very far in the outer world— can be bought in Canada at

an -average of 4-s. per acre, though even this is an unnecessary expenditure on the hardy

immigrant's part, as the Government has certain regulations by which lands can be "pre-

empted " witlwut cost to the cultivator. But as a score of 3'ellow-covered pamphlets

describe the method in which this can be done, it is unnecessary to occupy space with it.

In Ontario every head of a family is entitled to 200 acres of land, and every adult arriving

in the province at or over eighteen years of age, is entitled, without distinction of sex, to 100

acres of Government land free of payment. When we have to speak of emigration to

Canada, we shall describe more fully the conditions demanded of the occupiers of these

free grants, as well as 'Hhe Settlers' Homestead Fund," by which settlers on Government

lands are aided by being advanced the cost of a habitable house by the Government, at a

cost of not more than £11 Is. lid. sterling. There are still in the hands of the Government
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lavge tracts of uncleared lauds to the extent of 77,00(5,100 acres, of which ^5,297,480

are surveyed. The price varies from tenpence, in the Algoma district, to fifteen shillings

in more accessible reg-ions.

QrEBEC.

This old home of the French liahUant>i—the polite old Seigneurs, who live under their old

la-ws under a strange sovereign, and while different in manners, thonghts, and religion from

the rest of their fellow-subjects are yet loyal British subjects— is a province scarcely so

valuable to the agriculturist as Ontario. It has an area of 200,000,000 acres of land, much

of which is fertile and capaljle of cultivation. The climate is, however, even bettor than that

of Ontario. All the ordinary cereals and grasses grow to perfection, while Indian corn is one

of the most common crops. Tomatoes also grow to perfection, and it may be mentioned, for

the sake of comparison, that in no part of the United Kingdom will either of the two latter

crops ripen in the open air. Its great forests also supply much of the " lumber '' of Canada,

and though it has no coal, yet the great supplies of peat aid in supplying the place of

the former. The fisheries are of immense extent, and very valuable. They su])ply a great

material of export, and breed up a hardy race of seamen. The cod-fishery of the Lower

St. Lawrence employs a number of small schooners, and a good deal of fishing is also done iu

open boats. A fishing village on the shore of the St. Lawrence has a peculiar appearance

from the cod-drying platforms or stages, which look like great ladders, '' l}'ing side bv side in

a horizontal position, some three feet from the ground. These platforms are covered with

layers of green boughs, on the top of which the fish, when split and salted, are spread to dry

in the sun. In the front of each cottage, where one expects to see a garden, there is instead

one of these stages, redolent of cod-fish.'^ Each boat, manned by two men, will take in the

course of a year about 10,000 cod. Yet the fishermen are generally poor, the "tally svstem "

being here as elsewhere the ruin of the labourer, while the em2)loyer grows rich on it. The

Jersey merchants are the chief buyers, and there being scarcely any competition, the buver puts

his own price on the fish, and finds it to his interest to keep the improvident fishermen in his

debt. The result is that the men are little better than bondsmen of the buyers, being in debt to

them for their boats, fishing-tackle, and even their clothes and provisions, and sometimes even

for their houses and potato gardens. The great River Lawrence runs through this province

from the head of ocean navigation to the gulf of the same name, thus giving the country a

most commanding commercial position. The scenery on the banks is always pleasing, and

sometimes even magnificently grand, esjiecially among the thousand islands. The climate is

very healthy, the winter being cold and the summer of about the same average warmth as that

of France. The dryness of tiie winter air renders the frequent extreme cold of that season not

nearly so unpleasant as it would otherwise be, while the snowfall is even welcomed by the

ftu-mer as forming a warm covering for the ground, and enabling him to drag his firewood and

other " produce " to market with ease on sleds. On the other hand, while the climate is in

winter not more severe than that of some of the "Western Prairie States in America, the

summers are freer from ague, which is the scourge of most parts of the American Continent

below a certain latitude. Quebec and Montreal, both old French towns, and still maintaining

a good deal of that Old World appearance which is so rare in America, are the chief cities of
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the province. The first, which has a popuhition of 75,OUO, is the capital of the province, while

the latter, with a population of 100,000, is the commercial metropolis, and, indeed, the chief

port in British North America. To travellers from Europe, Quebec will always have the

greatest interest. It has historic associations which few of the other Canadian towns possess,

and the man must be deficient in sentiment who can visit the heights of Abraham, or walk under

the shadow of its battlements, without memories that take him far back to the days when the

Briton and the Frenchman fought here for the mastery of the Xew ^^ orld. Quebec is essen-

tially a French citv of two hundred years ago. The further one tmvels west in America, as

^Ir. Rowan remarks, the more American do the cities become. The new mushroom towns are

THE FIRST HOVSE EUECTEl) IX aVEBEC.

redolent of the soil; they were founded, named, and peopled liy the new nation which has taken

root in the land. On the other hand, the old ones are the work of men who carried to them the

thoughts and the skill of the old old world beyond the sea. St. John's, Newfoundland, the

most easterly of them, looks like some Irish town, the dirty irregular streets and neglected

froffoirs having an only too distinctly Milesian aspect. Here is the British policeman, and

his prey, the Old World beggar, while the stray pig, which wanders about seemingly quite at

home, brings into the mind of the newly-arrived visitor a flood of recollections of the Green

Isle. " From the flagstaff of the city," writes one of the most observing of its visitors,

" a spot to which every newly-arrived immigrant or tourist naturally turns his steps, a magni-

ficent panorama presents itself to the eye^. The old city nestles close under the guns of the

citadel, as if for protection. A dozen steamers lie at the wharf close under the ramparts, and the

sightseer can look down upon the decks of forty or fifty large sailing ships lying at anchor in

the stream. Opposite is Point Levi, with its acres and acres of floating lumber, and its high

lands, which, in the old wars, were out of range of the guns of the citadel, but which in these

days of improved ordnance could command them. But up the river and down the river, what
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glorious views ! what an exjianse of blue water and glorious sky ! what masses of rock and

forests^ with the rugg-ed and sharply-dehned Ijaurentide mountains in the background, rising

apparently sheer out of the water ! There are not many cities in the world so favoured. But

every one to his taste. Yankees look on ' Queebec/ as they call it, as a miserable place, a

'finished city/ a j^lace that does not go ahead. It is, iu fact, an Old "World city, and as

such inexpressibly refreshing to the Old "World tourist, whose eye is wearied of the level

imiformity and terribly regular rectangular cities of the "Weit. It is devoutly to be wished

that no improving Lord ]\Iayor or energetic municipal council will ever try to adapt Quebec to

the sealed pattern of American cities. But even if they did their worst, I fancy that Nature

would thwart them. The old war-worn ramparts of the citadel are crumbling away
;
peace

bears harder upon them than war. One cannot help thinking that the richest country in the

world might well afford to keejj such a fortress in repair. . . . There is no city in the

New World that has a more interesting history of its own than Quebec. A monument to

the memory of AVolfe and Montcalm reminds the visitor of a passage in their history.

On one side is iuscril)ed ' Wolfe,^ on the other ' Montcalm." Nothing more ; but what a

glorious junction of names, equal honour alike to victor and vanquished !

"

Montreal is also an exti'emely interesting" city. But there the tide of life moves

more rapidly, and the signs of the old French times are fast disappearing under the

influence of modern progress. Here and there a quaint old building; a street which

reminds one of pre-Haussmanic Paris ; and the endless French names are now the chief

features which reminds the visitor that here he is treading a city of I/a Xonrelle France.

The island of Montreal is really a garden, and between Montreal and Quebec there are fertile

districts richly cultivated, and containing many prosperous settlements. Below Quebec

the soil is poorer, the people and the seasons shorter. The wooded lands—especially

if covered with hard wood timber—make good farms when cleared ; but then, though easily

cleared, they are not so desirable as those which comprise timbered upland and '' intervale,"

or meadows which yearly yield excellent crops of hay, without any further labour—

a

matter of great importance in a country like Canada, wdiere the winters are loug. In

Quebec district the backwood settler may be probably seen to better advantage than in

most other parts of Canada. His " clearing,"'' and first attempt to found a home for

himself, must to the thoughtful traveller be objects of exceeding interest. " If approached,"

writes ]Mr. Rowan—and I quote this on the whole most authoritative writer on Canada,

as expressing what strikes me as a most graphic picture of the difficulties of a pioneer

of civilisation, in the words of one who gained his knowledge first hand, which the author

cannot pretend in this case to do

—

" from the side of a forest, the first sign of civilisation

is the sound of the cow-bells, which are strapped to the necks of the cattle to enable their

owners to find them. A good-toned bell, on a still day, can be heard two or three miles

off. The roads leading out of these back settlements are of the very roughest description

in the summer, but in winter, thanks to the snow, are level and excellent. Of course,

as the settlement improves, the roads improve, and in a very few years the back-settler"s

home of to-day is in the centre of the settlement, accessible by good roads, and possessing

every advantuge. For the first seven or eight years the back-settler leads a hard life.

Having chosen his land, and j)urchased it (one-fifth of the purchase-money being paid
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down, and the remainder in four auniuil instalments), he in-oeecds to build himself a

log house^ about 18 feet by 20 feet, which he roofs with split i)ine or cedar ('shingles^).

Externally, these log* huts are of the roughest description, no tool being laid ujion them

but the axe. Internally, however, when the good woman is tidy, they are comfortable

enough. The back-settler, though content with a log hut himself, puts up a more pre-

tentious building for his hay and his cattle. His barn is generally built of boards hauled

from the nearest saw-mill, and roofed either with shingles made by his own hands, or

with spruce bark. These buildings are situated in the centre of an open space in the forest,

from which it is fenced off by the half-burnt poles, arranged in what is commonly called a

'ripgut^ fence. The crops—potatoes, oats, and buckwheat—grow in patches amongst the

black charred stumps, and grow so well, too, as almost to hide the latter, though they are

two feet in height. Outside the fence the back-settler's stock remain about the neigh-

bouring forest, where I am afraid most of his leisure time is taken up in hunting for them.

But, indeed, his leisure moments must be few, for a back-settler has to turn his hand

to everything. He must be his own carpenter, his own blacksmith, ike. ik.c. There is

no division of labour in the backwoods. The man and woman of the house do everything.

The knowing old settler never breaks his back in tearing a green stump out by the roots.

His modus operandi is somewhat as follows :—In winter, when he has the time to spare,

he chops a few acres of forest, hauling off the soft wood for logs, fence rails, &c., and

the hard wood for firing. The waste wood and branches he makes into piles, and burns,

when dry, in the spring. In the space thus cleared and burnt, he plants potatoes with

the hoe, here and there, in little hills among the stumps. In the following year he sows

grain-seed; and lays it down as pasture. After seven years the hard wood stumps are

rotten, and come out easily. The pine, owing to its resinous nature, does not rot so

quickly, and gives a little more trouble. The land is now ready for the plough, and in

the eighth year he takes a crop of wheat oft' it, and brings it into regular rotation. Say

four acres of forest are chopped every year, he will thus have (after the seventh year)

ten acres of new land coming in each season, viz., five of burnt land for potatoes, and

five to stump and plough for wheat. The virgin soil needs no manure, and yields

magnificent crops. AVhen the settler has new land coming in each year, he, from time to

time, lays dovv'n portions of his longest cleared land in permanent pasture.'^ His life is not

all roses; and, indeed, the roses are something he lives to enjoy in the future. The

venomous flies, and the mosquitoes, next to the "woful lack of cash,^^ are his greatest

trouble. But even then he has his consolation, for the greater his clearing becomes, the

less do these pests annoy him; they disappear with the forest. In the high lands they are

not so bad, but in swampy ground they are all but intolerable. In the valley of the

]Metapedia, the writer whom 1 have just quoted mentions that he has known families absolutely

routed out of the comitry by the l>lack flies. The cattle are also not exempt. The

caribou fly,
"^ whose l)ite is only a shade less severe than that of a dog,^' greatly annoys

them, until, to obtain relief, they imitate the moose by plunging into the lakes and rivere,

and there remaining during the hot portion of the June and July days. But the backwoods

have their e(-)nipensating advantage. In the winter tiio settler i"s sheltered from the blasts,

and he has al\v;ivs fuel at his iuuul to warm hiiuselt' to his heart's content. His life is
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one of toil, hut it is one of hope also. Every day he devotes to lahour hrings him a day

nearer to his g-oal of independence. " Every hour's work he spends on his clearing makes

him a richer mau, every acre he ploughs, every stump even he takes out, makes his farm

more valuable. All his work bears fruit, and at the end of ten or fifteen years it is

wonderful to see what a transformation the industrious back-settler has made in the hole

THE MOMMENT TO WOLFE AT QUEBEC.

he has hewn out of the primeval forest." The rude log hut in time gives place to a more

elegant and commodious mansion. Nothing is more common than to see on the farm of

a successful settler a handsome house, and a little way off the rude little log cabin which,

in " old times,''' gave him and his Jamily shelter. And I may add, nothing is more common

than to hear the substantial farmer in Canada or the United States talking almost regret-

fully of the happy days he spent in the old cabin, when he was poor in gold, but rich in

hopes, and in all that makes life tolerable.
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Land in Quebec—or Lower Canada^ or Canada East, as the people still familiarly call it

—

can be bought at prices varying from 15s. to :2s. 5 id. per acre, payable by five instalments,

one of which is due on the day of purchase. Indeed, this price is equivalent to giving away

the wild lands, for the sum exacted in the form of payment will really hardly pay the cost of

surveying and making roads. In the valley of the Saguenay is much good land. The valleys

of the Matawan, Matepediac, and Ottawa may also be specified as districts in which the

intending agriculturist can secure a settlement. Most of the places are tolerabl\- remote from

VIEW OF MONTllEAL, KUOM TUE ST. LA\yUENCi

the old settlements, for it is almost unnecessary to say that the best land is not the kind which

remains longest unoccupied. However, remoteness becomes soon a comparative term. Roads

and railways are rapidly made, and the settler, who a few years ago was in the woods, finds

himself near to a rising town, and on the line of a railway which skirts his farm. In Quebec

province there is what is called the '^ homestead land," which first originated in the United

States, and is now found in most parts of the country. This is under the protection of a law

by which a certain portion of tlie settler^s property is exempted from seizure for debt for ten

years after ha- settles on his land. The law is an excellent one when so framed—as I believe it

generally is—to grant necessary protection to the enterprising settler without at the same time

destroying his credit. It has, however, this disadvantage, that it often is only a cloak for

29
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a swindling settlor snapping his fingers at his first creditors^ and in this respect is the

antipodes of the English law of distraint, and the corresponding Scotch one of " hypothec/^

In Quebec, though the greater number of the people are French, yet both the English and

French languages are spoken. Canada, indeed, presents the spectacle of more than one million

Frenchmen—or people of Gallic descent—living quietly and contentedly under British rule.

But it must be remembered that these are not Frenchmen of to-day or even of the last

generation. To them all Republics—first, second, and third—are equally unknown. The

second Empire they know as little of as the first. In a word, they are Frenchmen of the

aiicien re(jline—of the old monarchy—and to-day they speak a dialect which their fathers

spoke in the time of Louis Quatorze. They have, therefore, only a sentimental feeling for

France. Few of them ever saw the fair land, and, above all, they know when they are well

<^ff. They are protected in their religion by the Government. They have their own schools,

and their own priests, and live under a primitive sacerdotal rule, which appears strangely out

of place in the New World, but which is mightily convenient for a lazy politician Avho

wishes a seat withoiit the nuisance of having to canvass in person the votes of his

constituency. It must, however, be acknowledged, that on the whole the priests vote

for their flocks in the best possible manner, and possibly even better than the latter

could do through their individual imits. To the French-Canadian Canada is all in all-

He may emigrate to the United States in search of high wages, but he rarely settles

there
;

just as the Frenchman of old France always longs, when he has made a few

thousand francs, to return again to his own sunny native land. But it is the same with

all the people of the Dominion.

In 1873, 9,000 Canadians returned from " the States,"^ to again settle in the provinces

they had left.

In 1759, when they passed under British rule, the French numbered G.5,000.

At present their descendants, by the census of 1S71, are l,082,9JrO, and as the

changes in France have held out inducements to the inhabitants of Alsace and

Lorraine to emigrate, it is possible that the population of Quebec will be reinforced

by a considerable contingent from the annexed provinces. As the darker side of the

bright picture of the Frenchman under British rule, it must be acknowledged that they

are excessively ignorant, and that the priests exercise an iron rule in controlling

education, and in levying the tithes and other Church dues from its adherents. Quebec

accordingly preserves the last remnant of a State Church in America, and some of its

sees and conventual institutions are extremely wealthy. The French in Canada also live

under their old laws, except in those cases in which they have preferred to substitute

the English criminal law and trial by jury for the old arbitrary rule of ^' intendants,'^

and such like representations of the despotic French monarchy which existed prior

to the Revolution of 1792. In Quebec, it may be added, are found the greatest

number of owners and occupiers of land under i(t\\ acres, and under the influence of

old custom, and the French law of inheritance, a continual subdivision of new heritages

is going on among the members of a family. The effect of this iH^Hj^^ out

in the remarks of a correspondent regarding Lower Canada. He observ^^^hat for

some distance below the city of Quebec, and between that place and ^Montreal, on
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cither side of the St. Lawrence, but more especially on the south, a strang-er cannot fail

to be struck with the number of small homesteads scattered all alon<r, "-ivinir almost th.'

appearance of a village street. This arises from the old French law and custom of dividing

the property, on the death of the father, equally among-st all the children ; the consequence

being that, in the course of a few generations, a large farm becomes cut up into a numl)er

of homesteads, each scarcely capable of su])porting the family residing upon it, and too

small to admit of further severance. The liahUcinf, or French-Caiunliau jarmcr, knows no love

stronger than that for his home. The place where he was born, though affording a slender

livelihood, is dearer to him than all the world. In vain for him has the magnificent West

been opened up—his dreams hover round his own fireside and his church; he asks \\y>

better lot than to live where his father lived, and to die where his father died. Happy

in his simplicity, he copies no man's improvements, and imitates no person's mode of

living. His life, his food, his enjoyments are all regulated by the opiX)rt unities of the

day. Politeness is a trait, moreover, native to his character. You may enter a /lafjifaut'-t

hoiise—always clean, with flowers in the window, and walls well whitewashed—and though

the man may be the poorest in the parish, you will be received with so much ease and

frankness that you can with difficulty believe such ])eople have always lived in such a

jilace. You may speak execrable French—many English people unfortunately do—and

make mistakes that would excite the risibility of a saint, yet you never see a smile on the

fiice of the hahltant, nor even on the faces of his children. Of course, after you go away,

they enjoy the fun amazingly. Your religion, your politics, or your country may, from

accidental circumstances, be distasteful to him, yet as long as you are under his roof, you

never hear a word that could hurt your feelings. In enterprise, in boldness of thought and

action, the hahUunt is far behind the rest of America; in opposing the introduction of new
improvements and inventions, he is behind the age; but in politeness and good breeding

he is immeasurably above any similar class on this continent. Up to 1851 the seignorlal

tenures of old France prevailed, and their influence is still so far felt that in Quebec-

holders of more than 200 acres are also more common than in the other provinces.

CHAPTER XIT.

The Dominiox of Canada: Xe\v Bimxswick; Nova Scotia; Puinxe Edwaud Island;

Newfoundland; ^Manitoba ; Buiimsh Columbia.

The province of New Brunswick has a population of 2S()/)00, and an area t>f 20,000,000 acres,

or declu(;ting St. John, the capital, about one person to every hundred acre?. It is 210 miles

long and 3|g^ broad. It has a coast-line of about 500 miles, indented with numerous bays and

inlets, and is intersected in every direction by large navigable rivers. It is thus larger tliaii

Belgium and Holland united, and abt>ut two-thirds as large as England. Generally it
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is a flat aud uudulating- country ; ou its north-east coast, from the Bay Chaleur to the

Nova Scotia boundary—200 miles—scarcely a hill 300 feet high existing-. Skirting the

Bay of Fundy and the St. John River there are some elevated lands, but the only

mountains worthy of the name are those bordering the province of Quebec, where oval-

topped hills range, according to a Government report before us, from 500 to SOO feet

in height, clothed with lofty forest trees almost to the summit, and surrounded by fertile

valley and table land. The country is healthy in the extreme—the ranges of climate

being in the interior from 92'^ above zero to 18° below it—but the days during

which the thermometer falls below zero are rarely more than thirty. In April snow

disappears, and in June the apple trees are in full blossom. In August early potatoes

are brought to market, but it is not until September that cereals are ready to be

cut. The autumn is, however, a long and pleasant season in Xew Brunswick. In

November there is usually very wet weather. By the end of the month the rivers

are closed, and by the middle of December a Canadian winter has fairly set in.

It would, however, be a mistake to say that it is a farming country; little or no

emigration goes in the direction of this province. Xiue-tenths of it are still forest ; hence

"lumbering"' is one of the chief industries of the country. Probably this fact, much

more than the unfavourable character of the country itself, is the reason why farming

is nut more pursued. It is nut their policy to follow a laborious calling at which money

is made slowly when occupations involving no doubt greater risks, but at the same

time quicker returns, offer attraction to the hardy colonists. Accordingly, lumbering

and shii>building—though the introduction of iron ships has unfavourably affected this

occupation—command the attention of the greater part of the population. As railways are

now spreading over the province other industries are springing up, and in time farming

—

even though its operations have to be compressed into six or seven months—will also

be more extensively followed than it is at present. Its navigable rivers are an important

feature in the future of Xew Brunswick. The St. John, which is 430 miles in length,

is the chief one (p. 23:2). It is navigable for large steamers to Fredericton, eighty-four miles

from the sea, and in high water 120 miles further, while the 3Iiramichi is navigable

for vessels of 1,000 tons for twenty-five miles from its mouth, and for schooners twenty

miles further up. The Restigouche is also a tine river, three miles wide at the point

where it falls into the Bay Chaleur, and navigable for large vessels eighteen miles from

its mouth. The beauty of the New Brunswick forests is celebrated even in America,

though the trees are inferior in size to those on the Pacific coast; but the variety of trees

found in the former adds charms to them which the sombre woods of British Columbia

so greatly want. Brilliant scarlet and violet, aud every shade of blue, brown, crimson,

and yellow may be seen in these forests, as the foliage changes with the advancing

season. Wherever the sunlight can penetrate, or the country is divested of wood, the

beautiful ilora of Canada is seen

—

Lilhim Cu/un/e/hse, which stretches to the Pacific, and is

now naturalised in our gardens, the Le<hi.ii/, the P^rula, the PvtentiUa, and other familiar

flowers (p. 229). %
The fisheries are valuable, while there are also minerals, bituminous coal and excellent

freestone included, in some quantities, though we fear hardly yet of sufficient value to
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make mining a profitable business. :Manufactorles of woollen and cotton -oods, boots tmd
shoes, furniture, doors, sashes, staves, ike. &c., are also in progress, thou.oh the shii)pin,o- jnteivst
of New Brunswick, which, with that of Xova Scotia, has made Canada the fourth maiitim..
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po^'er in the worlds exceeds all others in importance. St. John is the most important town

commercially^ but Fredericton is the j)leasantest. It is the residence of the Lieutenant-

Governor^ and the place of meeting' of the Legislature^ and is charmingly situated on the banks

of the St. John. Driving, riding, canoeing, skating, sleighing, and "traboging" form some

of the common amusements of the inhabitants. The people are what is called in America

*' sociable/'' as might be expected in a robust, athletic, active, intelligent po] ulation. They

have even less than the interior Canadians any exclusiveness or susjiiciou of the stranger.

Emigrants do not come to them in great numbers. They have not been often deceived in

new friends, but being very familiar with new faces, owing to their proximity to the seaboard,

they form rather a pleasant set of people, among whom the visitors from the ''' old country
'^

or the intending settler can sojourn with much satisfaction. As canoe-men and boatsmen

the Xew Brunswickers are famous ; as anglers they are scarcely less noted. The rivers all

abound in fish. Salmon are plentiful, while the " lake shiner " [Salmo gloverii) is a trout

perhaps peculiar to the country. The striped, bass {Roceu-s Uneafni) is another well-known

Ush of the Xew Brunswick rivers. It may be freely caught with bait_, but spearing is

the favourite mode of capture. The sturgeon [Aceijjeuser Oxi/rlijjncliu-i) measures from six

to twelve feet in length, but is not caught by the settlers, though, whether for profit

or sport, its capture liy spearing should have charms fiu- the Brunswicker enamoured

cf either motive to exertion. Eels are also plentiful in all the rivers, but, like the Scotch,

the people of the j)rovince have a strange prejudice against them, founded on their sup-

posed resemblance to snakes. Cod, mackerel, herring, and shad may be mentioned among-

the sea fisheries prosecuted off the shores of Xew Brunswick ; for as a branch of trade

the fresh-water fisheries are almost entirely neglected.

To the sportsman the country affords many attractions. To those who know where

to go, and how to go about, good sporting may be easily got ; while the stranger may

always find good guides among the Melicete Indians who live on the St. John Eiver.

Moose are now very scarce, owing to their being recklessly slaughtered for their hides

;

but caribou are plentiful in the si>ruee woods, interspersed with '' barrens,^' old burnt

woods, and patches of hard woods, such as the centre of the province from the Bay of

Chaleur to the Grand Lake. Other deer and bears are plentiful in the more inaccessible

places. Beaver are met with, but fur animals, except otters, musk-rat, and lynx, are rare.

Snipe and cock shooting can be had in the latter end of September and October, while

partridges are abundant. But the Canadian bird, unlike the English one, instead of being-

riushed in the stubble, takes to trees. The " pattridge gunner," as he is called, may be seen

in the autumn leisurely driving his wagon along an unfrequented road, while his dog

ranges the neighlx)uring bush, and when it flushes a bird, " sets '' at the bottom of the tree

to which it has taken until its master arrives, to first knock its head off with his rifle, and

next to fight for its remains with his setter. The partridge of Canada is, however, in

reality, a grouse. There are two kinds, the "birch pattridge^' {Tetrao niiileUaiu-i), and

a scarcer and hardly so delicate a species, from a culinary point of view, the " spruce

l^attridge^^ [T. CanaJensif). Woodcocks, and wild geese of many species, are ^o abundant

during the winter, while fair sport may be had along all the X'trth Coast on the X'ova

Scotian side; but is not all this, and more, written in the l)ook of Leith Adams?
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Nova Scotia.

This is perhaj)S the Lest kno\Yn of all the Canadian provinces, from the fact of its

having Leen long a British military and naval station. The province contains about 11,000,000

acres, of which one-fifth consists of lakes and small rivers, and of this area less than

half is fit for tillage. The scenery is very diversified with hills, dales, quiet lakes, and

little land-locked inlets of the sea (p. 230). Yet both the country and its resources are little

known, sim^ily owing to the fact that most visitors only see the vicinity of Halifax,

which is by no means a favourable specimen of the province. The climate, owing ti»

the tempering influence of the sea breezes, is the mildest of any portion of Eastern

Canada—the mean for the year being about l-i*^—and is correspondingly healthy, a fact which

may account for the province having fewer medical men in proportion to its population than

any other portion of Canada. It is not a good agricultural province, but nevertheless the

farmers are numerous, prosperous, and enterprising, and the fisheries are also profitable. So

valuable are the latter that the encroachment of the American on them is an oft-recurring-

subject of dispute between the Government of the United States and of this country. They

consist of herring, mackerel, cod, haddock, halibut, hake, pollock, shad, smelt, perch, eels, and

lobsters, which latter are usually sold in the Halifax market at about one shilling per dozen.

Numbers are, however, being sent in a " tinned " state to Europe, so that these halcyon days

for Halifax lobster eaters cannot long continue. Spearing lobsters by torchlight is one of

the '"^ sports •'•' of the country, while salmon and trout are abundant in the rivers and lakes.

Timber—pine, spruce, hemlock, and hardwood—is exported to an immense extent, while the

sap, which may be obtained l)y tapping the tree in spring, collecting the juice and boiling

it down, is extensively made into sugar and syrup for home consumption—the traditional

" short sweetening " and " long sweetening " of many a familiar tale. Game is also abundant,

but the mines of coal, gold, and iron are much more important. Gold also is mined in

about sixty different places, where the quartz is crushed and the precious metal extracted in

sufficient quantit}' to make the business a paying concern, though in California the rock would

hardly pay the cost of working. The exports of the province amounted in 1871 to £l,'357,G'Jo,

while the imports were £3,221,090 in value. Its census then showed 387,800 people, of

which 20,313 were employed in the fisheries, which yielded, in 1871, 5,101,030 dols. Social

life in Halifax is very pleasant, the people very refined and respectable in the extreme, as

the many naval and military officers who have been stationed there and married daughters

of the land can abundantly testify (p. 233).

Cape Breton, which the Duke of Newcastle—George the Third's minister—was so

astonished to find was an island, constitutes the highlands of Nova Scotia, and curiously

enough was originally settled by Scottish highlanders. Its scener}-- is fine. " The hills fall

somewhat short of mountains, but they rise boldly from the water's edge, and are clothed

to the summit with beach, maple, and birch, the bright green of the deciduous trees

being relieved by the dark green—almost black—of the fir tribe, which grow in sombre

masses in thbe ravines and ' gulches,' forming an effective setting to the hills." The

island is settled by two classes—the Acadian-French, who are fishermen, and the Scotch,

who are chiefly cattle graziers. The latter, even to the third generation, still speak Gaelic;
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and though a fine, hardy, g-ood-luoking- race, are but iiiefficieul farmers, who have not got

thoroughly assimilated to the changed condition of life here compared ^-ith that which they

left behind in Scotland. The French have still all the characteristics of their ancestors, the

" Acadians," who originally settled it.^ Sable Island is another of the outlying dependencies

of Xova Scotia. It is twenty-five miles in length, by about one and a quarter in width, and

is formed of grass-covered sand-hills, on which herds of wild horses, known as Sable Island

FALLS or THE ST. JOHN RIVER, NEW BRrN^^WICK.

ponies, pasture. Xova Scotia took its present name in lii;21, pr

known as Acadie, Frenchmen having first colonised the island in 1GU4

ior to which date it was

Prince Edwaud Island.

This is one of the smallest, but most beautiful and fertile portions of the Canadian

Dominion, yet it is at the same time one of the most backward. The Isle of St. John

—

its first name—which was dignified with its present title in honour of the Duke of Kent,

her Majestj'^s father, was ceded by the French to George III. in 1703.

Tlie country was then distril-uted amcmg the hangers-on of the Court, on the simple

* Brown's "History of the Island of Cape Breton" ,'1869).
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conditions of the grantees paying- a quit rent to the Crown, and of the proprietors

sending out German Protestants to these lands in the proportion of at least two hundred

to each of the original sixty-seven townships. With the exception of Lord Selkirk none

of the grantees ever attempted to fulfil the conditions on which they had obtained their

land. Even this energetic Scottish nobleman, whose name, and that of his descendant, are

so linked with the history of British North America, did not fulfil either the spirit or the

letter, for he introduced, not German, but Scottish immigrants. The rest of the proprietors

VIEW OF HALIFAX, XOVA SCOTIA.

were, with few exceptions, absentees, who neither lived on their lands, attempted to people

them, nor spent money in improving them. Meantime the original Acadian-French, who
had been in the country prior to its cession to England, remained on the land, much to

the annoyance of the new proprietors, who found no small difficulty in either removing

the squatters or getting them to pay rent. In every respect this feudal system of land

tenure, so opposed to the ideas of the New World, worked badly. The resident agents

of the proprietors allowed the rents to fall into arrears to an endless extent, while litigious

squatters were ever and anon defying the rights of the descendants of those to whom the

island had been granted by young King George. No doubt many of the farms were

let on merely nominal terms—such as at rents, or rather what are called in Scotland

'^feus'^—varying from about Gd. to Is. per acre, on leases of 900 vears. But the grievance,

30
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thoug-li a sentimental one^ was^ nevertheless^ in a country where every man aspires to be his

own landlord, in the eyes of the Acadiaus so substantial, that rather than endure it

any longer the settlers in many cases emigrated to where they could obtain lands on their

terms elsewhere prevalent in America. The Colonial Government tried as far as possible

to mitigate the mischief by buying up the lauds from the proprietors, and then reselling

them to the settlers. But this only partially met the demerits of the case, for the grantees^

descendants cherished as warmh' the privileges of being landlords as the colonists spurned

the idea of being tenants. Finally, the Dominion of Canada induced Prince Edward

Island to enter the Union by buying- up, at a valuation, and by a Compulsory Act, the

rights of the proprietors. For this purpose 800,000 dols. were voted, and the arbitrators

apjwinted for the pur2:)ose adjudged to the proprietors sums varying* from 4s. to £1 j^er

acre in payment of their claims. The remedy was an heroic one, and was not administered

without inflicting inj\uy on the island proprietors. But it was the only available one;

and at one sweep feudalism was banished from the New "World. This drag has, however, had

its effect on Prince Edward Isle, in so far that its progress has been more backward than

that of the other Canadian provinces. Another cause is its isolation. Situated at the

mouth of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, it is communicable only by steamer in the summer,

and during the winter is often more or less shut off from the mainland by ice. This ice,

however, owing to the strong current, does not form a solid bridge, but is ^^continually

moving and shaping itself into walls and barriers, which greatly obstruct navigation.

]\Iails cross these straits with a certain amount of regularity during winter, but passengers

only do so when compelled by necessity. The vehicles used for this service are very

light boats, sheathed with tin and fitted with sledge-runners. They are dragged along-

the uneven surface of the ice by straps, which are fastened to the gunwale of the boat.

Each man passes one of these straps round the shoulders for safety. Occasionally patches

of open waters of great or less extent occur, when men jump in and row. Now other

barriers of broken ice as high as housetops have to be surmounted ; but worst of all ' lolly
'

has to be crossed. ' Lolly " is a description of soft ice, which is too soft to walk over, and

too substantial to work a boat through. I can only compare it to that soft, green, and

oozy place in a bog or swamp, with which most snipe-shooters are familiar, in which the

novice flounders up to his armpits, and which requires a cat-like and rapid step to cross.

Carrying the mails across these straits is, therefore, an arduous and perilous service ! It

is rarely done, though the distance is only eight miles, under four hours of hard toil, and

often takes ten or twelve hours. The boatmen are such admirable judges of ice and of

weather, that fatal accidents rarely occur, and when it is considered that the mercury is

sometimes lO'^ or 20*^ below zero during these crossings, it cannot be wondered at that

Jack Frost sometimes seizes hold of a toe, an ear, or a nose. To drive him away the part

has to be rubbed with snow, or if the toe be affected, a little brandy poured into the boot."''

Eailways are now being made in the provinces, but j\Ir. Rowan, from whose account of

the island we derive most of our information about it, was not, at least in the

earlier days of them, enamoured of the Prince Edward " roads.^' The railway was a bribe

to Prince Edward Island to cast in her lot with the Dominion. In a word, to use a

familiar Canadian term—and its familiarity shows its frequent occurrence—the island
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was '^ railwayed ^^ into confederation, Ly a process which is now being ai:)plied to

Newfoundland, and the hitch in the working- of which, in regard to British Columbia,

has been the cause of no little trouble to that far province, now lying so uneasily in

the bosom of the Dominion. "The process of 'railwaying' a province into confederation

is briefly this :—Send agents into the coveted province to raise an agitation for a

raih'oad ; ' square ' the Press, and foster the agitation by every possible means. Get

a Railway Bill passed in the Local Legislature, keeping the cost quietly in the background.

Tills can be accomplished by liberal promises, a few substantial gifts, and an order or two

of St. Michael and St. George. Money seems jilentiful at first, and the railway progresses.

Everything goes smoothly, until one morning the province finds it has plunged itself

deeply into debt. This debt is made the most of, popular alarm is fanned, and the

frightened province, to avoid supposed bankruptcy, throws itself into the arms of its

absorbing neighbour. And the worst of it is that in these railways, got up for political

ends, there is no small amount of ' axe-grindin* ' and ' log-rolling.' Contracts are given

in such a way as to put money into the pockets of political partisans, and not with regard

to the best interests of the country. The Prince Edward Island Railway meanders

through the island like a stream through the meadows. It was probably contracted for

by the mile, so the more miles the merrier the contractor. Not only did he escape the

hills, but by following rivers up to their sources, he escaped bridging. The fences are

neither ornamental nor useful, and cattle treat them with contemjit. It is possible that I

took a prejudiced view of this railway. I only travelled it once, and then I was two hours

and a half late in a journey of forty miles. The delay was accounted for to the satisfaction

of my fellow passengers, who were merely having 'a ride on the car' for amusement. In

the first place a herd of cattle belonging to a personal friend of the engine-driver, notwith-

standing the frantic screams of the whistle, persisted in remaining on the track until the

functionary before named, assisted by the conductor and some passengers, got off and

drove them home. Then at a wayside station a picnic party, consisting of almost twenty

young people, got in, and were altogether too much for one locomotive, as my friend the

driver (who spent a good deal of his time in cruising up and down the line) remarked, ' She

was kind of balky at the hills.'"

The island is about 130 miles in length, and at its widest point thirty-five

miles, but the dcej^ indentations of its coast line in some places approximate the

two opposite shores to within three or four miles of each other ; so that there is no

part of the island where the farmers are bevond convenient reach of a harbour.

Farming prospers, and though isolation has its disadvantages, it has its advantages also.

The island escapes commercial panics, and as 3-et the potato, the grasshopper, the

Colorado or potato beetle, the army worm, and the rest of the exceeding great host

of agricultural pests in America are altogether or nearly unknown. The soil is good

and easily cultivated, and the climate healthy and invigorating. The air seems to

infuse new life into visitors, and to be a prophylactic against all ills to the robust, ruddy-

faced islanders. The winters are not so cold as those of the mainland, nor tlie summers

so warm, yet the Atlantic fogs do not reach its hajipy shores. The soil being an alluvial

deposit of St. Lawrence, stones are unknown in it. The roads in suinmer and winter
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are admirable^ but in spring and autumn necessarily detestable. During- the latter season,

they are composed of a bed o£ soft sticky mud, and they are mended by being- simply

ploughed and harrowed ! To macadamise them stones must be brought over from the

mainland, or else they might be paved with baked bricks or clinkers, like the roads of

Holland, which is made up of Rhine mud. Charlotte Town is the capital, and the

market house, the island club, where not only are bargains made, but gossip exchanged.

The Local Government keep up a stock farm near the capital for the purpose of im-

TIEW IX XOVA SCOTIA.

proving the breed of cattle, for which purpose good blood is imported from England

and other raising countries. The province is famed for its trotting-horses, with wondrous

wind and iron constitutions. "Winter is the great time for practising the nags. Some

of the jockeys sit behind their trotters in light sleighs, others in ordinary ones, while

some venture to bestride their coursers. There is a hideous amount of yelling, but little

other noise except the jingling of the hundreds of bells from a hundred sleighs running

swiftly and smoothly along on the ice, within the track marked out by spruce bushes.

" Men on foot and boys on skates crowd toward the winning-post in indescribable

confusion. An ice-boat shoots past at the rate of thirty miles an hour, and half a dozen

runaways is the immediate and inevitable consequence. But nobody is hurt. Each com-
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petitor claims the 'heat/ swearing lustily that all the rest M)roke/ Each man is upheld

by a circle of his own backers ; the judge is bonneted, and the crowd, pending- the next

heat, is supplied with alcoholic refreshment by a speculative individual who has driven

a puncheon of rum on a sled to the racecourse. How the winner is ultimately decided

upon is a mystery, nor does it matter much, for the stakes are small, and, as for the

honour and glory, they are equally divided/^ The population of this island is about

95,000, principally of English, Irish, Scotch, and Acadian-French descent. The first are

CANADIAN PRIMEVAL FOHEST, BIRCH BARK CAKOE, AXD INDIAK LODGES.

said to belie the general reputation of their countrymen for doing well everywhere, while

the French are, if possible, more clannish and even less apt to assimilate. jSIany of the

Scotch speak no language but Gaelic, and the French almost invariably speak the mother

tongue, " live on potatoes and fish, marry in their teens, and seem to have no ambition to

improve their condition in life." They are, however, in the minority, the rest of the

colonists being a much more thrifty set, but preserving even more completely than the

Canadians elsewhere the marks of the land from whence they came. There are only

half a dozen policemen in the island, and even these could be dispensed with but for

the occasional visits of the crews of English and American ships. The people are

divided between the Protestant and Roman Catholic religion, and ecclesiastical feeling
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runs Lig'li. Xext to farming-, sliiii-builcling is the chief inJnstrv of Prince Edwai-d Island,

and there are also a few tanneries, breweries, and cluth mills on the island. The fisheries

are also valuable, especially those of lobsters and oysters. In a word, this island is

entitled in some degree to be called the garden of the St. Lawrence. Its size offers room

for only a few immigrants, but farmers with a small capital and agricultural labourers

could do well here. The animals are mueh the same as those of the mainland; and

among other g-ame, hares, or as they are called, rabbits {Lejyus Americamis), are plentiful.

The island of Anticosti, in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, is not colonised. Attempts

have been made to settle in it, but with little success hitherto. During six months of

the year it is shut off from the outer world, and though a small I'ann might pay, yet,

so long as there are other places to settle on, it is not likely that this outlier of Canada

will have much attraction, except for fishermen. There is a good deal of game on it,

but take it at its best, all in all, it is even to the lighthouse-keepers, who are accus-

tomed to limited society, a very forlorn sort of home.

Newfoundland.

The oldest colony of England has not yet entered into the newest confederation of its de-

pendencies, and, therefore, is not as yet a part of the Dominion of Canada. We may, however,

say a very few words about it. It is 370 miles in length, 290 in breadth, about 1,000 miles

in circumference, has an area of 42,200 square miles, and had in 1S69 a population of 146,000.

The island presents a barren, rugged appearance, the cliffs being sometimes l,0(iO feet in

height, and the interior hills, such as those in the Avalon Peninsula, 1,400 feet in height.

Numerous lakes, or " ponds," as they are called, indiscriminately cover the coast ; indeed, it is

calculated that one-third of the island is covered with water, while the coast is deej)ly indented

with bays and inlets, which supply alnmdance of harbours. None of the rivers are navigable

for any distance, and the interior is entirely uninhabited, even by Indians. The soil is too

sterile to admit of agriculture to any great extent, though some cultivation is done in the

settled districts, particularly in the vicinity of St. John's, the capital. About 600,000 bushels

of potatoes, as well as oats, barley, carrots, and other crops, are produced annualh'; but the-

fisheries form the chief industry of the population. These are of two kinds—the " shore

fishery" and the "bank fishery"—the one being followed in the immediate vicinity of the

island, the other (Plate YIII.) on the banks of Newfoundland, cod being the chief fish caught,

though herrings, salmon, and others are also abundant in the vicinity of the island. The seal

fishery in the spring also affords lucrative employment for numbers of men (p. SO), while the

lead, silver, and copper mines, now begun to be worked, are destined to add to the riches of the

colony. There are as yet no railways on the island, and roads are confined almost altogether to

the seiuthern seaboard. Telegraphs have, however, been constructed, and the westward

terminus of the Atlantic cable is in Newfoundland. Labrador—which in its general features

may be likened to Newfoundland, and has been already referred to in the description of Arctic

and sub-Arctic lands—and the island of Anticosti are also included within the jurisdiction

of the island. Fogs often envelop the colony for weeks, while the climate is by no means

of a character inviting to settlers. Even trees, such as the fir, birch, willow, and mountain
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iish, only attain to their maximum Jev^elopment in protected places. The Newfoundland dog

is believed to Ije indigenous to the island. At present these are employed as beasts of Inirden

in the colony during the winter^ l^eing left to shift for themselves during the fishing season.*

^Manitoba.

The '' prairie province " of Canada has more than once been spoken of. It is that part

of the old Hudson^s Bay Territories or Rupert's Land known as the Red lliver Country.

It is^ perhaps^ the most valuable agricultural portion of Canada^ but from its present

isolation its value is not so thoroughly appreciated as it will be in time, when a

railway joins it with the other portions of Canada. From the province of Ontario on to

this central plain the country is densely wooded. Compared with the country on the

Pacific Coast, Mr. Sandford Fleming does not think that it can be called mountainous

—

the highest point not being over 2,000 feet above the level of the sea—though a band of

rocky hills runs along Lake Sui:)erior, ranging- in width from forty to seventy miles.

Between Lake Superior and ]Manitoba the drainage of the country is mainly westward,

passing into Lake Winnepeg, and the country for the whole distance is remarkable for

the innumerable streams and lakes by which it is intersected, so " that tlie Indian can

travel in his canoe almost any required direction by making an occasional portage." These

waterways consist of long winding sheets of water, separated by rocky ridges. Among

the larger lakes may be mentioned Lake Nepigon, which discharges into Lake Superior

l^y tlie Nepigon River, and is the most northerly reservoir of the St. Lawrence Basin.

The general aspect of the country east of Lake Nepigon, as seen from Lakes Superior and

Huron, is precipitous and rugged, but to the rear of this wild and frosty frontier the surveys

made for the Canadian Pacific Railroad show that the surface descends northerly in easy

slopes. " The drainage of the flat country refei'red to, as existing between the Nepigon

Basin and the Ottawa Valley, flows northerly by the Rivers Albany and ]\Ioose to James's

Bay, while the drainage of the rugged elevated belt along Lakes Superior and Huron

passes into the basin of the St. Lawrence." The agricultural resources of this tract,

familiar for many years as the route of the Hudson's Bay traders from the Red River to

Canada, before they struck off through a similar country to Hudson's Bay, are not

promising. Mineral wealth may, however, be discovered in it, and the limber which

covers its surface will in time become valual)le.

Of the general character of the great central plain of America we have for long had a

more or less general acquaintance. But the explorations of Captain Pallisor, ^fajor Blakiston,

and Dr. Hector, and more particularly the survey's of ^Ir. Sandford Fleming, for the purpose

of a route for the proposed Canadian Pacific Railway, have given us so clear an account of

it, that in the following remarks I shall avail myself of the latter distinguished engineer's

official reports, which, by the courtesy of the Canadian Government, have been ]nit before

me. This vast continental plain stretches between the Rocky ^Mountain Zone on the Pacific

* Howlcy's " Gcop:raphy of Nowfoundland " (1876) ; IMcCara's '" Lost in the Fogs "
; Jukes' " Excursions in and

about Newfoundland" ; Rrowni's " History of the Discovery of Newfoundland" (1869), &:c. ; Hind's " Exploi-ations ia

the Interior of Labrador" (1863).
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side and the Appalachian Zone on the Atlantic side of North America. Northward it

is limited by Hudson's Bay and the Arctic Ocean, while southward it spreads almost

without interruption to the Gulf of Mexico. This vast area, therefore, occupies the

whole of North America between the eastern and western mountain systems. Its river

systems divide it into two great dminage basins—the one, as in the case of the ^Missouri,

flowing southerly to a tropical sea, the other, as in the instance of the Saskatchewan and

Athabasca, discharging into an Arctic or sub-Arctic Ocean, A line drawn from the

extreme westerly end of Lake Superior, "to a jwint where the forty-ninth parallel crosses

the main Rocky Mountain range,"" would tolerably closely approximate the dividing line

between the southern and northern drainage basins. This great plain of Northern America,

to which we shall have occasion yet to refer, when speaking of the parts of it politically

under the United States, is divided, through the centre artificially into " two adjacent

countries imder distinct Governments, and naturally into two vast drainage basins, which

discharge their waters in opposite directions.^' If a line be drawn from the Lake of the Woods

to the east of this Northern prairie district, and on the forty-ninth parallel, it will strike,

if drawn in a nearly straight north-westerly course, the general line of the Mackenzie

River (p. 190), between latitudes 64° and 65°, and will pass through Lakes Winnejjeg,

Manitoba, and Winnepegosis, Deer Lake, Lake "^'oUaston, Lake Athabasca, Great Slave

Lake, and Great Bear Lake, a remarkable series of sheets of water, rivalling in size Lakes

Erie and Ontario. " These great excavations or de23ressions in the surface appear to occur

on the separating line, between a broad baud of laurentian and metamorjihic rocks, and

more recent and softer formations. If we take this line as the base of a triangle, with

one side extending from the base of the Rocky Mountains, and the other extending from

the latter place northerly along the flank of the mountains to the INIackenzie River, a

description of the leading physical featm-es of the central country will be rendered extremely

simple. The triangle will be nearly isosoceles, with sides of from 900 to 1,000 miles each,

and its base wiU measure in length about 1,500 miles. This vast triang-le, containing

about 300,000,000 acres^ may be described generally as a great j^lain, sloping gently

downwards from its apex to its base. Its apex is at the foot of the Rocky ^fountain

chain, between the sources of the Missouri and the South Saskatchewan, and is estimated

to be about -1,000 feet above the sea level, while its base, lying along the series of lake

expansions from Lake of the Woods to Great Slave Lake, will not, it is believed, average

a higlier elevation than 900 to 1,000 feet above the sea. The river systems, which carry

off the waterflow of the long sloping plains, are the Assiniboine, the Saskatchewan, the

Athabasca, and the Peace. The first two unite their waters in Lake Winnipeg before

finally passing out through the Nelson River to Hudson's Bay. The last two are

tributaries of the ^Mackenzie, and through the channel of that river ultimately reaches

the Arctic Ocean. Between the Saskatchewan and the Athabasca the River Churchill

takes its. rise, and flows independently in a generally north-eastern course, falling ultimately

into Hudson's Bay. All the rivers of this division of the country flow for a great part

of their length in deeply-wooded channels, frequently of considerable width, and, as the

materials underlying the plains are, for the most part, drift or soft rock formation, the

channels which has been furrowed out are not much obstructed bv falls or dansrerous
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r.apiJs_, Ijut g'enerally present, from the base of the mountains, throughout the

greater part of their course, a uniform descent. Although the triangular-shaped territory

referred to may be viewed in a general description as a great plain, sloping from

its apex downward in a north-easterly directiou to its base, its inclination is not

perfectly uniform and quite unbroken. Several terraces and wcll-detined escarpments

stretch across the country at wide intervals. !Much of the surface is gently rolling,

and distinct hills and eminences, some of them oOO to SUO feet above the surrounding-

level, are occasionally met with. The central division of the country may be descril)ed

as prairie, although the whole triangular area referred to is not strictly so. The jn-airie

land i^asses into woodland in various localities fo the north of the Saskatchewan, to

reappear in higher latitudes. On Peace River there are extensive prairies with extremely

rich soil. In other localities there is an agreeable mixture of woodland and prairie, and

this character of country appears to prevail as far as Hay River, -100 miles uorth of the

River Saskatchewan. Although the prairie region is of vast extent, it is not at all fertile.

A verv large area adjoining the boundary of the United States, midway Ijetween Manitoba

and the Rocky Mountain Zone, is arid and iiufavourable for agriculture. In other

quarters a great breadth of rich pasture and cultivable land exists. ^^* The province of

Manitoba is in reality a mere speck of the vast Xorth-Western Territories, or Rupert^s

Land, out of which it is formed. It contains, nevertheless, about 9,000,000 acres, mostly

prairie, consisting of rich alluvial soil, so clear that a " buggy " can be di-iven for a

thousand miles over fertile lands capable of growing- wheat and other vegetable products,

in perhaps as great perfection as any other portion of the temperate Xorth American

Continent. Along the banks of the streams wood abounds, and the natural prairie is

covered with rich nutritious grasses. The summers are hot, and the winters colder even

than in other portions of Canada, but both seasons are very healthy. Snow disappears

and ploughing commences in April, while the crops are harvested in August. The regular

frosts seldom set in later than Xovemljer, while Red River is rarely open for navigation

earlier than the end of April. There are thus in ^Manitoba, as in the rest of the colder

portions of Canada, two seasons—the summer, which is the period of activity, and the

winter, a time when tlie settler rests from his labours. Professor Daniel Wilson remarks,

that early in April the alders and willows of the Saskatchewan country are in bloom; and

the prairie anemone then covers the southern exposures to the very verge of the retreating

snow. ^lay is hotter than in the provinces along the banks of the St. Lawrence, but

the nights are cold, and even during the period of the greatest heats the cold night

breeze brings heavy dews, and begets a pleasant change after the sultry hours of daylight.

To use the language of the Rev. Professor Bryce, a resident of the province, " The junctui-e

of the seasons is not very noticeable. Spring glides superbly into summer, summer into

fine autumn weather, which, during the equinox, breaks up in a series of heavy gales of

wind, accompanied by rain and snow. These are followed by that divine aftermath, the

Indian summer, which attains its true glory only in the Xorth-"\Vest. The haziness and

dreary fervour of this mysterious season have often been attributed to the j^rairie fires,

~" Report of Progress of the Exploration and Sun-eys for the Canadian racifie Railway (1874). p. S.
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which rang-e over half a continent in the fall_, and evoke an enormous amount of heat and

smoke." Tlie North-AVest winters are^ however, agreeable, and singularly steady. The

snow is dry, and rain being nnknown, the mocassin is the universal foot-gear, no other

kind of shoe being- so warm and light. The snow is shallow, but so gritty that it resembles

white sand more than anything else. Even in the heart of the Rocky Mountains the

snow is rarely so deep as in Eastern Canada. The dryness of the air of the Canadian

winters render them pleasant. Tt is the spring and autumn frosts that the farmer, and

especially the fruit-grower, fears ; but it is said that the lied River country is less visited

by these evils than the rest of the Dominion. In winter the thermometer will, in ^Manitoba,

sink to thirty or forty degrees below zero, without the inhabitants—well wrapped up and

using ordinary precautions—experiencing any unpleasant effect. The buffalo pastures during

all the winter by scraping off the shallow snow to get at the grass, as do also horses

and cattle for part of the winter. This portion of the country was originally, as we liave

already mentioned, settled by retired servants of the fur companies ; and their descendants

—usually of mixed Indian and white extraction—still form the largest portion of the

population. The Scotch half-breed is decidedly the best. He is more civilised, is fonder

of education, and of the ways of the white. The French half-breed, on the contrary, is

rarely a good farmer, and is more of a hunter, is usually married to an Indian woman,

and is ruled by his belle niere, or mother-in-law, of whom, moreover, he is usually rather

prouder than the Scotchman similarly situated. The Scotch settlers generally lierd

together, and do not care much for their French neighbours. Settlers, are, however,

pouring in from Canada, and when the means of transjiort are easier and cheajter, the

valley of the Saskatchewan will doubtless receive a large immigration. ^lany Ice-

landers are now settling in the country, particularly near the Eastern line of Manitolni, on

Lake Winnipeg, a section in which it is proposed to establish a new province to be called

Keewatin. Coal is found in the province, and most of the streams have gold in their

sands, though hitherto the jn-ecious metal has not been found in that abundance whieh

has acted as an attraction to the gold-digger. The drawbacks of the country are insuHicient

markets, periodical invasions of grasshoppers, which eat \\\) every green thing, and occasional

unseasonable frosts. The second of these plagues is, however, common to nearly all the

western country to the south, while the third is inseparable from so severe a climate as

that of Canada.
^-

BkITISU COLL'.MBIA.

After leaving ^lanitoba the country westward changes. We now enter into a

mountainous region, the eastern boundary of which is the Rocky Mountains, that

great range which stretches, with few interruptions, under one name or another, through

the length of North America. In INIexico they are known as the Cordilleras. Just

before reaching- the Arctic Ocean the range branches into the Alaskan and Yukon

Mountains towards Behring's Strait. It is an exceedingly complex region, the nuiin

range sending off lower spurs westward, while parallel to it runs the Cascade ranj

* '• Thf riuiik' PiuviiKi'." by J. (.'. Hamilton (187*3).
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perhajDs from a geographical point of view even more important—and the coast range which

constitute the barriers of the Northern portion of Continent facing the Pacific* The physical

geography^ however, of the Pacific slope of the Rocky ^Mountains, will he best described in a

future chajiter, when sketching the United States possessions comprised within it. ^Meantime,

a few words on British Columbia, the latest, and perhaps the most im23ortant adherent

of the Dominion, which lies sandwiched between Alaska on the north, and "Washington

Territory on the south, may suffice. Up to ISO 7 the colony was divided into two separate

UN THE KOAD TO THE CAKIEOO MIXES, liEITI'^H COLUMBIA. (Fyoiil ad Original Sfct'fc'l.)

governments—those of Vancouver Island and British Columbia respectively—but in that year

they combined, and in 1871 joined the Canadian Confederation. Vancouver Island is 28()

miles in length, while the Queen Charlotte Islands, 130 miles to the north and west, are

composed of three islands separated by narrow channels, and extended along the shore for

nearly 200 miles. Vancouver Island, and the other groups lying off the British Columbian

coast, may be looked upon as simply dissevered portions of the neighbouring mainland,

their physical features entirely corresponding to that region. They are for the most part

densely wooded with Douglas fir [Alics Boxigla-ni), hemlock {Ah'ies Meuzieui), cedar

* Grant's '-Ocean to Ocean" (1873) and Milton and Cheadle's '• Xorth-"\Veit Tassage by Land"' will give a

jood idea of the country in its more pict'oresque aspects.
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{Thuja (jlgantea), and other coniferous trees of gig-antic size, interspersed with an under-

growth of various berry-bearing shrubs, which render travel very laborious. The interior is

scarcely so impeded with this matted growth, but any open land there may I'C is confined

to the coast, and nearly all in the vicinity of Coniox, or the southern end of the

island, within a few miles of the capital, Victoria, a town of about 1,000 inhabitants.

The country is flattish towards the northern end, but the middle portion is especially well

wooded and mountainous, the valle}s filled with numerous deep lakes, fed and emptied

VIEW OF NEW WESTMIXSTElt, IIKITISH COLUMBIA (LOOKING Ul' lU.VriEK KIVKlt). (F,0./l all 0.-|jiil(l! P>io(OJ.-('ji/l)

liy rapid streams, few of which are navigable even by canoes for more than a mile or

two, any further progress having to be accomplished by laboriously propelling tlie skiffs

by means of poles, varied by the canoe-men ever and anon jumping into the stream

in order to either case the canoe over shallow places, or to carry it round falls or

rapids (p. 232). Some of the higher hills or mountains attain, as in the case of

Victoria Peak, Mount Albert Edward, and Alexandra Peak, the height of 7, is J, CjOol!,

and 6,391 feet above the sea.

The whole country, more especially that fronting the Pacific, is intersected by deep

fjords, or inlets, with high ])erpendicular walls, to which here and there the hardy fir

clings, its roots laved by the tide. On the shores of nearly all these inlets, where the ground

IS flat enough to build a village, are found the broken remnants of the numerous Indian tril)es
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who once so densely iieoplcd the shoves^ but who are now reduced to less than 10_,00(j souls.

There are no inhabitants in the interior^ the Indians being- chiefly fishermen^ who rarely

go far out of sight of their village^ while at present^ so far as we know^, the interior of

Vancouver Island affords few attractions for the scanty number of white settlers who cling*

to the country in hope of l^etter. days than those they are now blessed with. The

same words may fitly describe British Columbia to the west of the Cascade range^ but

to the east of that continuation of the California Sierra Nevadas the country is more open,

consisting on the north of a hilly plateau, broken up by low hills, and dotted with

numerous large lakes and channelled by many rivers, while the usual fir is rejdaced by pines

(chiefly P. pomhrosa), so thinly scattered over the country that in many places it is possible

to ride through among them, a feat quite impossible in Vancouver Island, and in most

parts of the coast region of British Columbia (p. 214).

The southern j^ortion of the country is still more open, in some places even

partaking of the character of park-like i:>lains, well fitted for cattle grazing; but in no

case are these open sections worthy of the name of prairies, often applied to them, at

least when compared with the great seas of grass to the east of the Rocky ^lountains.

The chief rivers are—from north to south—the Stiken (partly in Alaska), the Nasse, the

Skena, and the Fraser, the greatest of them all, which falls into the Gulf of Georgia, a

lovely island-dotted archipelego, in which the strait separates Vancouver Island from

the mainland, and the Strait of Juan De Fuca, wdiicli divides the former from "Washington

Territory, ends. Easterly, the rivers are all navigable by steamers of small size, to v>^hero

they i^ierce the Cascade Mountains. Here all navigation is stopped, owing to the formation

of rapids, or the swift rush of the rivers through " canons ;

" though in reality the name

is only applicable to the deep cuts, with high walls, through which rivers like the Colorado

How in Arizona and elsewhere, as in due time we shall notice.

The climate in the country west of the Cascade is in summer lovely, and is even worthy

of the term Italian sometimes applied to it. The hottest day is tempered by a cool breeze

blowing from the snow jjcaks of Mount Baker in the Cascades, or from the Olympian range

in Washington Territory, while the bright skies and the wild surroundings make summer

life in that country perhaps as enjoyable as in any part of the world. The winters are,

however, English iu their intense moistness, rain falling with miintermitting disagreeable-

ness. The spring, on the other hand, is frequently as early as ^March. Then the frogs

are heard croaking in every pool, and by .V.pril the country, when open enough for the

gro\Tth of flowers, as in the vicinity of Victoria, are yellow with the myriad Galinms,

or blue with the Gamas-'i lily [G((massia esculeafea) one of the most characteristic of the plants

of the North-West, and which is still abundant, notwithstanding the fact that for unnumbered

generations the Indians have dug up its bulbs iu the autumn, and after roasting them, stored

them away in bags for winter use. East of the Cascades the climate is different. The

summers are dry and hot, the winters cold ; but the cold is never that of Eastern Canada.

The cattle will often graze out during the winter, and the harbours are never closed even

in the northern portions of the province. Indeed, it is not every winter that sailing shijis

cannot reach New Westminster, sixteen miles from the mouth of Eraser Eiver (p. 215).

The country is very thinly peojded. Originally a hunting-ground of the Hudson's Bay
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Company, it burst into reputation by the discovery of gold in Fraser River in 1S5S,

and, subsequently, by the " rush '^ made to the newly-explored Cariboo Gold Mines near the

upper reaches of that river (p. ~19). The gold in Fraser is now all but exhausted—only a

few Chinese working- the "placers""^—but large quantities of it are si ill taken out of the latter

mines. Through the surface metal having been exhausted it can now only be obtained by sinking

shafts and other expedients, which require the expenditure of large capital, and therefore allow

of but little chance of private individuals gaining much by lucky " strikes," as in early days.

Of late shallow diggings have hcow discovered in the northern portion of the province, and

also in the south. Indeed, it may be safely said that the whole country, especially to the

east of the Cascades, is one great gold-producing country. The towns are chielly villages,

which are, for the most part, scattered along the banks of the Fraser, or in the vicinity

of the other routes to the gold mines. They owed their existence originally to the ''gold

oxcitement,^^ and rise and dwindle almost in an exact ratio to the success or decline of

the gold mines. The great resource of British Columbia, which is destined to give it

future prosperity, is coal. It is of cretaceous age, and therefore inferior to that of England

and Pennsylvania, but yet much superior to any other found on the Pacific coast, which

is of still later geological date. Xt present it is only mined at Xanaimo, ninety miles from

Victoria; but as the whole of the east coast of Vancouver Island is underlaid by the strata

more mines will in time be opened out. There is also coal, but of an inferior description,

on the southern coast, and it has also been found on the western shores of A'ancouver

Island, particularly in the extensive sounds of Quatseeno and Koskeemo, and in thick beds

on the banks of Brown^s River, a tributary of the Puntledge, \vhich tlows into the sea at

the settlement of Comox (p. 197). In 1S7U the yield of gold from British Columbia

was l,oOO,000 doLs., in addition to which silver is found ; and copper is almost every-

where abundant, while ironstone exists in various places. ]\Ianufactares are few;

saw-mills, the fur-trade, the fisheries, and farming are among the other occupations.

Gold was discovered in ISGo in Leech River, twenty miles from Victoria, by the

expedition under the command of the writer. Some of these primitive buildings in this

''•city'' we have sketched on pp. 248, &c. They may stand as portraits of many other such

dwellings in the nuishroom settlements of the Far West. For a time considerable quantities

of metal were extracted from the bed of the little stream, a tiny town sprung up, and a

number of men found employment. The gold, however, soon became exhausted, and as no

new deposits of any extent have been discovered, the diggings are now alxandoned by all

oxcept a few Chinese, who still occasionally come on what are to those thrifty

Mongols prizes of no small importance. The fisheries are really valuable, and would rank

among the richest in the world were they properly developed. The rivers abound in

sturgeon ; cod-banks are found off the northern coast ; halibut is extremely abundant

iind of enormous size, while, among other fish t!ie very name of which would be strange

to the reader, salmon of several species and of excellent qualities are found in })rodigious

abundance. In the bays they are cauglit during the season by the Indians by spearing,

* Diggings in which tho gohl is scattered in detached grains, nuggets, iS:e., througli deposits of earth, gnivel,

&C., as distinguished from those in which the metal must he extracted from the quartz in veins.
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and they ascend the rivers in such quantities that at times the fishermen are compelled to

allow their catch to rot for want of salt to preserve it. It is a tale—and unlike many of a similar

description is perfectly true—^that at one of the Hudson's Bay forts so many were on one

occasion caug-ht that they were used to manure the g-ardens with. Salmon can be bought

in Victoria for 2 id. per lb._, and I have seen the Indians selling them in the streets at

the rate of three for a shilling when they hajipened to be very abundant. At Alljerni^

on the western shores of A'ancouver Island_, the traders bought them for salting at the

A .-TOUE .\T THE LEECH liiVER GOLD MINES, VANCOUVER I>LAND, lS6o. {FroTii an OnginaJ Photograph.)

rate of a fish-hook apiece, and at the saw-milhng establishment there the men used to

all but mutiny if they had salmon oftener than twice a week for dinner. I may add that

so plentiful were deer that now and then the same compliment was paid to venison or

'' deers'-meat." After the rivers fall the salmon may be seen "wobbling'' about in the

pools in the ford, affording most profitable amusement to the brown bears, who are fond

of them, and are easily caught in traps baited with the fish. The dogfish {Acantlins

Sncklej/i) is also plentiful, and is caught by the Indians for the sake of the oil in its

liver. This forms a considerable article of trade, being used to lubricate the machinery

in the saw-mills of the province and of Puget Sound. Oysters are also found of small size,

but the clam [Lufraria maximci) is the mullusk, which, either plain boiled, baked, or in the

form of " chowder " or soup, is most popular as an esculent. The Indians dry it for
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winter food, and its collection and preservation are among- tiie most characteristic occupa-
tions in a native village. The last fish which I shall mention is the oulachon, or candle
fish {Osmerus pacific as), a species of smelt, which ascends the northern rivers in March. It

is captured in great numbers by the Indians for food, but more particularly for the purjjose

of extracting the oil from its tissues. This oil, which is, when cold, of the consistency of

palm-oil, is used for cooking, and is also eaten by the natives. It has also the good qualities

THE CAMERON CLAIM, WILLIAm's CREEK, CAUI]iOO GOLD MINES (1863).

of cod hver oil without its nausea. Probably its use is the salvation of the natives of
that part of the coast where chest diseases are very common. So highly valued is it by
the Indians, that when they come to Victoria they always bring some boxes of it witli
them. One of them remarked to me that there were only two good things in the world—

" rum and oulachan oil !

"

British Columbia is not an agricultural country, and no number of pamphlets will
ever make it so. The soil and climate are excellent for all crops of tlie milder temperate
zone; but the open tracts are small in comparison with those found in the more favoured
regions of the United States lying immediately south of the forty- ninth parallel. Clearing
land at the present rate of labour will not pay, but wlien the market is sufficiently great to
make it remunerative some of the drier tracts between the Cascades and the Kcu-kv Mountains

32
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will doubtless be cultivated by means o£ irrigation. In 1871 the sea-going- vessels wliicli

entered the ports of British Columbia numbered 29-2^ with a tonnage of 131^096. In the

same year 285 vessels with a tonnage of 127^861,, cleared. The imports in 1870 were valued at

1,605^809 dols.;, while the exj)orts, including gold^ were 1,818^803 dols. Excluding gold, these

exports were supplied by twenty-one articles of home produce; yet, in spite of all her

resources, her pleasant climate, and great seaboard, British Columbia is not prospering.

She is a lady with "great expectations.''^ She has been, ever since the first flush of the

Fraser River gold excitement expired, waiting—a sort of Micawber of Colonies—for "some-

thing to turn up.^^ At one time Cariboo was to '' make the country; " but that died the

death of Fraser River. Then "lumber" was to be the fortune of everybod}', but there

was no market, and the big trees still grew. Then copper, then coal, gold, and sometimes

silver have been the materials on which the often sanguine colonists hoped "to hold

on." Now and then a Governor more complaisant than ordinary was the coming man who

was to "develop) their resources," but in due time His Excellency was as the Pro-consuls

who had gone before him and came after him. For a brief sj^ell the colonists would

decline to put their trust in princes, and try to make the best of what they had. They

would salt salmon and send them to Sandwich Island, and to the Roman Catholic

countries to the south, or would put them up in tins for whoever would buy them. But

somehow or other the province progresses slowly, notwithstanding the political changes it

makes. As present the Canadian Pacific Railroad is the something of the future which,

when completed, everybody is to grow rich on. But Ottawa and Victoria are on

indifferent terms. The railway is slow in completion, and it is doubtful if the longest-

lived colonist will survive to see its accomplishment. ^Meantime the population is not

increasing, and the undoubtedly great resources of the country are in that condition so

abhorrent to the energetic sojourner in the new country—" undeveloped."

The chief obstacle to the progress of British Columbia is its isolation from its sister

provinces, and from the mother country. The protective duties of the United States shut out

its timber, and even to some extent its coal, from the San Francisco market, while the great

distance of England and of Australia interferes with the wants of these countries being

supplied from the " Queen Province of the Pacific." Could these difficulties be overcome,

British Columbia would undouljtedly prosper. In her there is the making of a great colony,

but at the present time it is a jileasanter country to visit than to reside in and win bread from,

•disagreeable as it is to say so of a land in whose joys and toils, anxieties and successes, the

writer was for some of the pleasanter years of his life a sharer.

COXCLUDIXG REilARKS.

We have probably given a fuller account of the Canadian provinces than it will be possible

to afford to some other portions of the world which will come before us in due course. But

Ave are anxious, since it is impossible to devote full space, to every country, to describe

those \\'hicli are less known, or which are of more peculiar interest to Englishmen, in

greater detail, more especially when the writer possesses particular acquaintance with

them. We have, however, left ourselves no space to speak of many features of Canada,
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or o£ Canadian life in its g-eneral aspects. The people of that country differ in many

respects from those of the United States and of Eng-land. They have an accent of their

own—partalcing- of the ""eneral Transatlantic drawl—and in their character tliey have also

some features which at once stamj) them as a race not yet out of the juristic period, but

hardening into the hone of manhood. The men are equally energetic in business with

those of the United States, hut are capable of greater physical exertion. They bear the

reputation, perhaps undeserved, of being exceedingly careful of their money, though,

possibl}', a little more scrupulous in obtaining it than some of their neighbours over the

border. Sweeping censure, like sweeping praise, is, however, always dangerous, and in

some cases utterly erroneous. Accordingly, it may be as well not to generalise upon

premises, which will undoubtedly be declared erroneous, no matter what conclusions they may

lead to. It cannot, at least, be denied that the Canadian women are as healthy in appearance

as the men are robust. The true " American " woman may be pretty, but she soon fades, and

she is ageing at thirty. The Canadian girl is, on the contrarj^, like the Englishwoman, in her

prime at that period, and being addicted to out-of-door exercise maintains her freshness

longer. She walks on snow-shoes, " trabogens,'^ and "rinks" out of doors, while inside

her daily domestic duties take so much of her time that she indulges in little of the

lassitude and langour which, unfortunately, too often afflict her American sister. The

moral character of the peoj^le is high. In the town there are rogues, as there always are

in large communities. In the country the people are orderly and peaceable. Farmyards

are rarely enclosed. Timber lies all winter on the banks of the stream ready to be floated

down Vv'hen the ice disappears, and yet it is perfectly safe from depredation. In the

farmhouse bolts and locks are unnecessary, while the farm implements lie in the field,

and the stock often wander all summer through the woods till the autumn, when each

owner claims his own. Education is free and compulsory, the teachers being paid by :i

school-tax levied on every citizen, while every ratepayer over twenty-one is entitled to

a vote. Lastly, it may be added that the '' manifest destiny " of Canada to g-o over to

the United States is not believed in, except by a very small section of the country.

CHAPTER XIII.

The Co.aoierce of the Forest.

The woods of America were at first its most distinguishing feature. It was the primeval

forests that the first settlers had to contend with, and though their pride has been

in many places humbled, yet, doubtless, for long the art of felling giant trees will

be the prime art which the Lackwoodsman must be possessed of. They are not, lK)wevcr,

always the enemy of the settler, for in Eastern Canada and the neighbouring United

States they contain food also.
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The sugar maple (Acer saccharin urn) is familiar to nearly every one who has the

most elementary knowledge of America. Spring is the season when the trees are

tapped for the juice out of which the sugar is crystallised. Early in April the Indians

and settlers^ with their wives and families;, repair to the backwoods for sugar making.

The work partakes of all the character of a picnic, and, independently of the profit

made, is enjoyed accordingly. Their first duty is to improvise pails, cups, and scoops out

of the birch bark, out of which the canoes are also made. The " sugarie " is

then ready to be started. The trees are tapped in V-shaped incisions, and a spout of

bark inserted into the place. The saccharine sap is then ascending briskly, and as it

arrives at the cut flows out into the scoop, which conveys it into the trongh below. A
good tree will yield three gallons in a day; but this depends on the season, a warm

day being better for it than a cold one, and especially is a sunny day after a frosty

night favourable for the flow of the juice. About one pound of sugar is extracted from

four gallons of sap. The sap is boiled until it becomes hai'd when dropj)ed on the

snow. It is then considered sufficiently boiled, and is strained through a blanket

—

not always a perfectly clean one—and poured into bark basins, when it soon hardens.

The work of preparing the sap falls to the lot of the men, the women and children

being always too fully occupied in tapping the trees and collecting the sap. ^Ir.

Rowan mentions that one man will sometimes tap 200 or 300 trees; and that an Indian,

with his wife and child, can make GOOlbs. of maple sugar in one sp)riDg. The average

run of a tree is twenty gallons in the season ; and, strange to say, the ta2:)ping process does

not seem to injure it, as it can be bled several seasons after without utterly destroying

its health. In 1871 it was calculated that 17,3G7,000lbs. of maple sugar were manu-

factured in the four oldest Canadian provinces. Passing over the many beautiful and useful

trees with which the Eastern American forests abound, and which give them a gayer

and more varied aspect than is possible in the more monotonous though even more extensive

pine solitudes of the Pacific coast, we may pass on to the use to which of all others they

are put, viz., hewing them down for the sake of their timber. A settler born in the back-

woods seems to have a perfect antipathy to trees. He is—metaphorically—born with

an axe in his hand, which is to him what the proverbial silver spoon is to more

favoured youths. With that handy American axe of his he slashes and hews at the great

woodland crop which, though he never sowed, he yet reaps. He " clears " the land to

sow corn on it, and burns what timber he cannot utilise for fuel or for buildings. If the

timber be of a size and character fitted for being sawn into boards, and his "location" is

near a river or lake, the settler finds it more profitable to convert it into *^Mumber;"

and to do this requires careful felling, and an entirely new system of going to

work. It is quite a mistake to suppose that land cleared of salable timber is ready

for the plough ; on the contrary, it is covered with spare forest-trees unfitted for the

axe, bush, and a wilderness of tall stumps. In a few years—fourteen or fifteen, it has

been estimated—tlie slim trees will be thick ones, and again the lumberman may erect his
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camp and hew again at the forest. In fact, if the Canadian and United States Government
showed anything like foresight and care, there need—over a great portion ot both countries—

SAW-MILLS IX A rOKLST OF VINES.

be no outcry respecting the destruction of the "hnnber^^ forests. Timber i.s one of the most
lucrative of crops; and if the trees cut down were replanted, as thov are in many countries,
.or even care taken to prevent forest tires, wliich in a very great number of cases art'
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caused by carelessness and wanton mischiL'f^ this important branch of American commerce-

mig'ht be fed for a period practically indefinite. Arboriculture and forestry are, however^

sciences the meaning's of which are as yet scarcely understood in America, and already

it is experiencing- the exceeding wastefulness of a civilisation^ which consists in destroying-

recklessly every wild beast and every wild tree within its borders.

Lumbering in Easteex America.

" Lumberuig/"^ both in Canada and the United States, is an important employment.

"Winter is, over great portions of the country, a dead season. The settlers are unemployed^

and those who have skill in that direction take to chopping the pine woods. It is also one of

those emplovments which are well paid. The wages are from ten to thirty dollars per

month, and twenty to thirty dollars for a pair of horses, food, in both cases, being provided

by the employer and hirer.

In Eastern America winter is the season ^vhcn lumljering commences. The first

snow is the signal for the men to take to the woods to hew down the trees which

have been previously marked by the parties sent out to explore the various timber limits

leased from the Government by the mill-owners. In gangs of from six up to twenty men-

they go to work. First of all, they build log camps, or "' shanties^^'' for themselves^ and

" hovels " for their horses, or cattle, if they prefer them. " Each camp has a main or

'portage road^ leading to the nearest settlement or turnpike road, which is sometimes

as much as fifty, sixty, or one hundred miles distant. Along this road their provisions

are "^ portaged.^ This alone gives work to one team when the gang is large and the distance-

great. Hour, pork, tea, and molasses form the stai:)les of their diet. They breakfast

before daybreak, dine about ten or eleven^ have a ' bite '' at two or three, supper at six,

and a ' lunch ' before they go to sleep—not bad living ; and at any hour of the day

or night that a stranger happens to visit them, on go the kettle and frying-pan, and

he is treated to the best they can give him." In a camp of, say, twenty men, therfr

are the " boss " or foreman, the cook, the teamster, and the teamster's '' divil " or assistant,

yoimg men, highly paid, and gifted with a profundity of bad language, which they

plentifully bestow on their charges, the beasts of draught. The latter haul the logs-

from the stump, and deposit them on the bank of the stream do's\ai which they are to

be floated in the S2:)ring. These are the officials; then come the rank and file, viz.,

five broad-axemen, Avho square the logs; the "head swamper," /.<"., the engineer or

road maker, who, of course, is also an officer, but not so highly paid as the teamster

and cook; and four "fallers," or chojipers, who initiate the work for all the others.

The men are worked hard, but the labour is tolerably lucrative, though, indeed, much

of their wages is swallowed up in the "store" of their employer; and it is cnlj-

the very provident who come out of the woods in the spring with any great savings.

Tlie horses are fed on oats, but are too hard worked to last long, though they are

selected for their strength, and actually calculated at so much per pound when being-

bought. In the winter the cold is often intense; the men accordingly consume

great quantities of pork and other fat food. Tliat this diet is best suited for them, is
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proved by the fact that they look down on beaver, rabbit, moose, caribou, and all other deers*

meat, as " having- no strength in it."
"^ The camps are g-enerally situated in hardwood land,

near a brook or river. They are built of spruce log-s, well padded with moss, and roofed

with cedar or j^ine splits [p. 25G]. The hearth is in the centre of the camp, with a bench

•or ' deacon seat ' on each side of the fire. Back of this are the beds or ' buuks,^ made of

hay or hemlock boughs, constantly renewed. The stables and hovels are close to the camp,

sind are made in the same manner, but, of course, without the fireplace, and with a loft for hay

•overhead. Neither horses nor men ever suffer from cold in the lumber woods ; there is no

Avind, and the deep snow banked up round the camps and hovels adds greatly to the warmth."

Nor are the '^ logging camj^s " without their amusements. The talk is monotonous after the

accumulated stock of anecdotes has become exhausted; and its character is not of the most

refined description ; but, on fine Sundays, to get the horses of rival logging camps to pull

•against each other is, to the loggers, superb enjoyment, and is perhaps somewhat more moral

than a race at Ascot or at Epsom. Yet they lead a happy life; free from care and in robust

health, they earn by their day's toil a sound sleep at night, and if their winter work is dull the

summer finale to it is, on the other hand, lively in the extreme. The store of logs accumu-

lated on the bank of some stream, the lumbermen leave their camp and prepare for tlie

exciting work of the spring campaign. Hitherto, all the rivers have been frozen over;

land and water have slept. In spring the world comes back to life. Little by little, slowly

iind growlingly at first, but eventually with a crash and a roar, the ice-sheets burst asunder,

pile over one another, undermine the banks, and then sail down the current, perhaps to reach

the sea half melted, or to be stranded on meadow or intervales many miles from the

rendezvous of all the rivers. Then the lumberman is busy—for " freshet time " is the most

<?ritical of all seasons to him. If he neglect to get his logs rafted down he may have to wait

another year before the produce of his winter labour can be sold. " If the snow thaws very

rapidly, and the freshet rushes to an unusual height, his logs are scattered over the meadows

and intervales, and collecting them is great labcur. Each log and stick of timber has upon

it the private mark of the owner. They all float down the stream together, but are claimed

and sorted out at the rafting grounds. Here booms are stretched across the river to collect the

lumber, which is made into rafts, and either floated down by the stream or towed by steam tug

down to the sea. The rivers in Canada have a lively appearance in the months of ^lay and

June. Hardly has the last of the ice disappeared when the logs commence to run. From

daybreak in the morning until dark the stream drivers are at work : some in the water;

some walking on the slippery floating logs—as only a lumberman can ; others paddling about

in canoes, pushing off their logs from the bank, guiding them through the broken water,

and finally making them into rafts. This is a period of very hard and severe work for

the men, who are highly paid, and of great anxiety to the lumberer." These floating

villages, with their shanties, their blazing fires kindled on an earthen hearth, and the streaming

banners waving in the wind as they float down stream, is one of the most characteristic and

impressive sights of Canada during the early spring and summer months (pp. '2.\i, '225).

If a log could speak, it would tell of many an hour's hard toil spent on it, from the day

it was first marked for cutting in the heart of the forest to the day it was shipped

at Quebec. It would also bear testimony to the honesty of the Canadian people. The
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lumber is cast away in all sorts of strange places by the freshet—in meadows, in fields,

in creeks, and gullies, far away from the banks of the river, where it lies sometimes

for months unsought and unclaimed; but rarely, if ever, is a stick of timber stolen in

Canada. Nor is this work unattended with danger. Ijoosely joined together in huo-e

uncouth rafts, the logs are set adrift, and with a few poles and roughly-shapen oars to guide

them, the lumbermen in charge go down the currents and rapids of deep rivers, swollen and

A LOGGING CAMP NEAR ALBERNI, ON THE -WESTERN SHORES OF VANCOUVER ISLAND, "WITH SPROAt's LAKE
IN THE BACKGROUND. (From Original SMches.)

flowing fiercely with the waters from the melting snow! A large raft in New Brunswick
contains about 18,000 logs, and covers a space of some ten acres. As long as the

logs hold together, all is well; but, hurried and tumbled over rapids, they often break

up; and woe betide the unhappy lumbermen who are on them when the great logs

come rolling in fierce confusion one on the other, and go smashing down the rapids

from rock to rock till they are cast adrift in some open reach ! When such accidents

occur, as they frequently do, it sometimes happens that the logs get so wedged and

bound together on the brow of some strong rapid that they remain immovable, and all

the miles of logs which are following them are stopped at once. It then becomes

necessary to cut the obstructing logs, or "timber jam,'' as it is called, with axes
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Only the bravest^ coolest^ and most experienced of the lumberers can attempt this most

dangerous of all their tasks ; for when once he logs which bar the passage are half

cut through, the weight of the press behind breaks them like straws, and some 10,U00

trunks of trees come plunging down with a rush and confusion that but too often

render all the coolness and activity of those who are trying to escape the avalanche

of no avail. During the summer the shanties and the lakes become a perfect solitude.

=x '^^''^:r îSr"^ V.5«>. \^i^i^'<^ (/Jj<'\

BACKWOODS HOTEL, LEECH RIVER '.1865). (F)-Om a?l OxviiwoX Pho(Oi;raj);..)

for the " log-chopper '^ has become a "log-driver/'' and the toiling oxen or horses are

permitted to enjoy their summer rest on the farms of their masters.

In the provinces of Ontario and Quebec, a large portion of the logs are transformed

at the saw-mills, near the mouth of the rivers on which they have been cut, into sawed

lumber, deals, and planks. It is these mills, in fact, which have developed the country

for miles around them, and opened up in the heart of the wilderness fruitful lauds and

settlements. As a specimen of how one trade helps another it may be added that one

firm of saw-millers alone, employing 105 men and boys, consume annually 750 tons of hay,

25,U00 bushels of oats, 5,000 bushels of turnips, 0,000 bushels of potatoes, 1,000 barrels of

pork, 9,000 barrels of flour, and 2,000 barrels of oatmeal—in all, about 2,000 tons of produce

alone are absorbed by a single firm, which is, moreover, only one of many similar* ^Ir.

* Canadian Correspondent of the Scotsman, December 29, 1870.
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Rowan, to whose account of Canadian lumLering" we are indebted for much of this description

—and the description applies equally to all Eastern America—very truly remarks that to the

immig-raiit this business presents no attraction. It is one that cannot easily be overdone

by competition or swamped by cheap European labour. Long- education is necessary for any

one to become an adept in the use of the axe. It is really a fine-art sig-ht to see a

thorough axeman at work. How easily—almost without an eifort, one would think—he

swings the axe over his head, but every time brings it down within a hair's-ljreadth of

the right place ! Not a blow is w-asted. At every stroke a huge wedge-shaped chip flies

;

and with a sound that makes the silent forest echo, the great tree shriven, creases, and

then crashes to the STOund, bringing along with it often a thicket of its smaller relatives,

which have grown up under its shade. The work of an axeman is well calculated to bring-

into play all the muscles of the body. Accordingly, the jjltj/siquc of the Canadian and State

of Maine men—who are all accustomed to this work—is splendid. Most of them are

unusually tall, and without having that yellow sickly colour so common in the American

townsman. The lumberman who passes his life in active, healthy work, inhaling' the

reviving breath of the pine forest, has not an ounce of superfluous fat, while every-

muscle is developed to its normal size. In addition to the lumber trade proper, there

is an increasing" demand in Canada for the minor products of the forest, such as

Canada balsam, spruce gum, oil of hemlock [Abies Canadensis) , hemlock bark, sassafras root

{S. officinale), sumach for dyeing, &:c. An extract has been obtained from the hemlock bark

which puts all the tanning properties of the bark into smaller space—always a desideratum

in a country where the labour of transport is great. This trade also aids the lumberman

;

for by causing numbers of hemlock trees to be stripped of their bark, it leaves them

ready for cutting into logs. These hemlock trees, when growing, are graceful in appear-

ance, their foliage being- peculiarly feathered; but when old, the bark gets rough and

gnarled, and the foliage loses that pencilled grace which it possessed in its younger

growth, thus proving false to the song in its honour, which says

—

" liciolock tree I O hemlock tree! how faithful are thy branches."

In 1874 the exjiorts of Canada amounted to 7'3,9;i9,71S dollars, and of this sum

26,817,715 dollars must be credited to her forests. Much capital is embarked in the

trade, and immense energy, foresight, and enterprise are developed by it. In addition to

the sums expended in wages and in provisions for men and beasts, great expense is

often incurred in forming timber slides in rivers which are interrupted by falls. So

important, however, is it to the interests of the countr\- that the rivers should be

suitable for rafting down logs,» that on some of the main channels, such as the Ottawa,

the Government has, very properly, charged itself with the construction and maintenance

of the chief timber slides. The yearly expense of transporting timber from the districts

where it is hewn to Quebec is estimated at about 700,000 dollars, and at least three

months are consumed in its transport; the interest of that money being necessarily lost

in the interval. Rafting, moreover, can only be conducted at certain seasons ; and,

accordingly, the Quebec merchants have to accumulate large stocks to lie over all the

winter, so as to be ready for the spring fleet, thus locking up capital to the extent
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of about two millions of dollarS; with interest on the same lost altogether for six

months.

All over North America lumbering- is followed on a more or less extensive scale. It

isj however, only in the great forests of the North, and along the courses of the rivers and

lakes, that it can be pursued profitably as a branch of commerce. Accordingly we find it

pursued here and there in the vicinity of all the higher rivers, and right on to the bottom of

Lake Michigan, where, at Green Bay, for example, there is considerable work of this description

done. As we get farther and further from the sea, and water communication gets less and

less, lumbering ceases to be a trade, and is only followed for the purpose of supplying domestic

or farming wants. In the central regions of the Continent, indeed, the materiel itself ceases.

When we cross the Rocky ]\Iountains the business begins again. At first we find small saw-

mills, for the purpose of suj^plying the gold-diggers with " sluice-box " lumber, and other

timber used in building houses or in mining operations. Small mills are also found in the

vicinity of the settlements : and when we reach the sea again the business attains the dignity

of commerce, and great saw-mills ship it off from the Pacific sea-board as it was shipped from

the Atlantic. Puget Sound, Vancouver Island, and the sea-board of British Columbia, are

the chief localities in the north ; while further south, here and there on the coast of

Washington Territory and Oregon, the trade is followed; and in California, in addition to

many smaller saw-mills for local purposes, there are great logging or saw-milling establish-

ments in the red wood [Sequoia senqiervireni) forest, which extend along the coast up to

lat. iii*^. Luml^ering on the Pacific and Atlantic sides of the Continent are, however, some-

what different. In the first region, the trees are different in species and more gigantic in size,

owing to the milder and wetter climate; then, little snow falling in the winter, and the

rivers rarely being frozen up, lumbering is not followed in the winter alone, but all the year

round. Again, labour being high, and the virgin forests as yet almost untouched, it is

neither practicable nor necessary to go so far back into the wilds to obtain logs as in

Canada and '^ the States
; " indeed, operations are carried on almost on the sea-board.

To complete this sketch, therefore, of the earliest, and one of the most wide-spread of

American industries, I must describe lumbering on the Pacific separately.^

Lumbering ox the North Pacific Coast.

The work at a saw-milling establishment, say in Vancouver Island or Puget Sound, as

elsewhere, consists of two main divisions, namely, getting the timber from the woods, and

cutting it up into planks, at the mills. The saw-mill o\^^ler occasionally undertakes the

work in the woods on his own account, but more usually makes a contract with a "logger,"

who engages for a certain price to deliver logs into the mill-pond close to the mill.

Having secured his " claim " to a portion of forest land bordering on the water, the

*Mogger " proceeds to make a "main" road from the most densely-wooded part of the

land to the water-side, commonly to some small bay. At the water-side end of the road

* In drawing up tliis description, though speaking of what I am personally familiar with, I have been gicatly in-

debted to notes supplied mo by my friend, the Hon. Gilbert Malcolm Sproat, Commissioner of Indian Affairs in British

Columbia, and formerly Agent-General of the Province, who is very intunately acquainted with the whole subject.
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he makes a slide of smooth logs, down which the logs brought from the forest roll into

the water. Each logger, it may be added, has, as in the Eastern States, private marks

chijiped on every log, so that it may be at once recognised and claimed if it should go

adrift. " Booms " are placed across to confine the logs until a sufficient quantity is obtained

to form what is called a " boom of logs •" for the mill. The logger next selects a suitable

spot for his hut, and for a hovel for the oxen employed in dragging the logs, oxen being

here imiversally employed in preference to horses. About a dozen men are engaged

for the different operations of clearing away the brushwood, cutting the tree down, barking

it, and sawing it across when felled into the required lengths, and for driving the team

of oxen. A cook is also employed to take charge of the house and stores, and to cook for

the party. This small establishment in the forest is called a "'logging camp/" and at

these camps, as in logging camps generally, the traveller generally receives a hearty welcome,

and abundance of good wholesome fare—coffee, fresh bread, venison, salmon, beef and

pork, potatoes, dried apples, fresh butter, pickles, &c. The work is very hard, and can

only be done by men long accustomed to it. Most of the loggers come from Canada or

the State of Maine, where they have been used to the axe from boyhood. Europeans are hardly

worth their food until they have been some time at it. Removing the brushwood, called

''• swamping ''
(p. 254), is the only portion of the work that a '' green hand '"' can undertake,

and he must be a handy man to make a figure at that. The choppers and the teamster

are the highest paid men. They receive from fifty to sixty dollars (£10 to £H) per

month, with food. The others are only paid from £6 to £8 per month, with food, which,

it may be added, is invariably the rule when workmen are employed at such establishments

on the Pacific coast. Where the place is distant from a mill, and boards cannot be

obtained, the house is built of logs, with moss stuffed between them, and the roof is made of

long splints of cedar {Thuja (jiganteti). It is warm and water-tight. The inside is a

lar^-e room, with open sleeping 'Mjunks''" j^laced round. In the centre is a wood fire, and

above it a wooden open chimney coming down through the roof, like a vast extinguisher.

In one corner of the room the cook has an American iron cooking-stove, while a long

table and benches, at which the men take their meals, complete the furniture of these

artizans of the forest. The axe used in chopping is a small one, of American make, with

a long handle. The English manufacturers, though furnished with sainples of this axe,

do not seem to have succeeded in making it so as to satisfy the woodmen. A true woodman

hardly knows what to do with his hands unless he has an axe in them. It seems

indispensable to him, and it is astonishing how quickly and well he can fell trees, make

roads, or build houses with it. Failing the axe, the lumberman, like most Western men,

is fond of whittling, and when sitting in the summer evening in front of his often

picturesquely-situated cabin, is usually seen leisurely and artlessly shaving down a " shingle,"'

or, still better, the soft cheese-like white pine, if he be fortunate enough to lay his hands on

a piece. The loggers of the North-West are a fine, manly, intelligent set of men. They

have generally been fairly educated, and have seen a good deal of the world. Having few

opportunities of spending money in the woods, and being well paid, those of them who resist

the temptation to spend their earnings when they visit the towns are able to save money,

and can get on to be logging contractors themselves.
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The other portion of the work^ namely, at the saw-mill, may now be noticed.

From fifty to sixty men are employed at a large mill, in the capacity of engineers,

firemen, log-haulers, gang-sawyers, circular-sawyers, cross-cutters, filers, blacksmiths, and

men employed in carrying and stacking the planks. Several of these occupations require

special skill, but many are open to the ordinary labourer. Consequently, the men at a

A LU.MliER. SVHAUl- ON THE NOUTH PACIFIC COAST.

mill are, on an average, scarcely equal to those in the logging camps. There are more

rough characters among the people at the mill. The married men at a saw-mill live

in small wooden cottages ; the unmarried men have one or two barracks or dormitories.

There is a cook-house, with a large mess-house attached, where the men have their three

daily meals. They work from six to six, with only half an hour for dinner. The wages

of the labourers are about £5 or £6 per month, with board and lodging; and the skilled

men receive, according to their occupations, from £8 to £12 and £13 per month, board and

lodging. The proprietors usually have a large general shop at the mill to supply the

wants of the men and their fimiilies. The mills are generally driven by steam power, the
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refuse of the logs supplying abundance of fuel. The saws consist of upright " gang '' saws

and "circular •''' saws. The wood on heing sawn is run out of the mill on to the wharf,

and the ships' crews take it into the vessels, which load "bow on'" to the wharf (p. 2G1).

AVith the exception of the cedar, which is used for making shingles for roofing,

and by the natives for canoes and a dozen other uses, the Abies Douylasii is the only

"merchantable'-' wood in large quantities of the forest trees north of the Culumbia River.

(In California they have the red wood, the scented cedar

—

C/ij)ressus Lawsoniana—and

other trees, but these do not extend to the great lumbering region of the North.)

The Douglas fir is called indiscriminately, in foreign markets, Oregon, Puget Sound,

Vancouver or red Wv, pine, &c. It grows all over the North-West, though not north of

Milbank Sound, in 5;i-' N.L. Though contracting greatly in drying, yet, from its strength

and power of bearing tension, it is the best of North-West conifers. The white fir

(Picea), to the unscientific observer, looks in the forests not unlike it, but its wood is

soft, and not believed to be durable. A cargo of masts or of sawn timber would be

spoilt if it were known that white firs were amongst it. The Abie-s Boufflasii grows very

sound. Those from the Eastern provinces who have been accustomed—as, for instance, on the

Ottawa—to see tracts of fine-looking forest useless from the unsoundness of the trees, are

surprised to find such a healthy forest growth in the North-AVest. The price of the sawn

wood, or " lumber," is from 10s. to 4^ fs. per thousand feet of " board measure " (twelve

inches square and one inch thick), for ordinary lengths, say, from twenty to thirty feet.

Large pieces cost more ; flooring boards, planed on one side, tongued and grooved, cost £J<

per thousand feet. As a " merchantable " wood, the ALies Bouglaui does not enter into

competition with the Swedish or Canadian yellow pine. It is a stronger, coarser, and

more durable wood, and more resembles the pitch pine of the South States than either

the Swedish or Canadian. It is possible to make planed doors and window-frames, or

flooring, of selected pieces of Ahles Bouglm'il, and these look well and wear vi^ell ; but the

wood is specially fitted for rafters, joists, and heavy carj)entering work, in which the

Canadian and Swedish timber would be less suitable. Owing to its compactness and tough

strong fibre, the Abies JJouglasii is not so easily sawn or worked as the softer pines, and

is, therefore, less liked by the carpenters. Large quantities are exported to the northern

parts of China, the Sandwich Islands, the west coast of South America, and to Australia.

The freight is too high to enable it to be brought to England at a profit, except in the form

of masts. In 1871, 182,490 dollars worth of lumber were exported from British Columbia.

From the first days of San Francisco, that town and a large portion of the State of

California have been supplied with this wood by the saw-mills of Puget Sound, 800 miles

north of San Francisco. The wood, the cribs or coffer dams, forming part of the "made''

ground on which a great portion of the city stands, also the wharves, the wooden houses,

the heavy carpentering in the brick and stone structures, and all the agricultural require-

ments of the districts accessible to the wood merchants of San Francisco, are supplied by

this wood. The red wood, or red cedar {Sequoia senijierrirenH) , which is lighter and

smoother, and used for door and window-frames, is the only wood for general use obtainable

in any quantity in that portion of California which borders the oceaji. San Francisco

thus looks to Puget Sound for her supply of fir wood.
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There are no finer trees in the world for masts and yards than the Abie-'i Dotif/lusii.

The wood of these is pi-ohahly superior to the best Riga pine that can be got. Those who

have tried the Douglas and the Southern States jiitch pine jirefer the former. It is used

in the navies of various European countries.* There would be a large consumption of

this wood in Britain for the mercantile navy if the high freight did not check its

importation. Of late years^ also^ many of our merchant vessels use iron masts, blasting

pieces can be got of all sizes, from five inches in diameter to forty inches ; the large

pieces being, of course, much more easily obtained than the small. The price, free on

boai-d, in the North-West, is, according to size and character, so much per running foot.

It is only a j^ortion of a tree, of course, which has all the requisites for making a mast

or a yard. The height of many of the trees as they grow in the woods is very great.

"I have been told,^^ writes Mr. Sproat in his notes, '^that there was a tree lying on

the ground, in some part of Puget Sound, which measured over 100 feet as it lay; but

I am inclined to think the feet must have been short in this case. I can speak of

what I have myself seen. The highest flag-pole in Europe is the Douglas fir one in

Kew Gardens, near London, which measures 1G5 feet. This tree was sent home by

a friend of mine from the North-West coast, and presented to the Gardens. Another

flag-pole, still larger, was sent home by the same gentleman for the Great Exhibition

of 18G2, but arrived too late; and this, which measured 185 feet, was broken by being

knocked against a bridge in the River Thames as it was being conveyed up-stream on

the deck of a small steamer. The last-mentioned pole had no greater diameter than

twenty inches, being meant for a flag-pole. As it grew in the woods it measured 221

feet, for I myself measured it after it fell. It was one of the shortest of five trees,

all of which broke in the felling. Beds of branches were prepared to receive them, but

four of the trees, one after the other, received injury in falling. The beds of branches

were very carefully attended to for the last tree. Just as it was about to fall, a ])ufp

of wind blew it in the opposite direction, and the tree crashed down between the other

trees, and, happily, fell on the bare ground uninjured. Beds of branches are only

required in felling these long slender poles; the largest full-proportioned trees fall without

breaking the trunks." The gigantic statui-e of the Douglas fir is not confined to that tree.

The Menzies spruce (p. IGl) and others are equally tall, and even thicker. I have

measured a cedar {Thuja ghjunteu), on the Nittinat Ri\-er, in Vancouver Island, which

was forty-five feet in circumference ; and, of course, the '' Big trees '' of California {Seqtioia

or TFellingfonia giganlea) are very familiar by reputation to every one. In a future chapter

I may have a little to say of these and other Californian wonders.

* See Forbes' "Prize Essay on Yancouver Island" (1862); Sproat's "British Columbia"' (1875); Anderson's

"The Dominion at the West—Prizu Essay" (1872); Lundin Brown's "Prize Essay on British Columbia"' (1SG3);

and the works of Mayne, Maciie, Peniberton, Rattray, and others on the Province.
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CHAPTER XIV.

The United States : The Furthest West.

The preceding- chapters have afforded us glimpses of the physical geography of Xorth

America. Partially the Dominion of Canada shares in the physical features of the

United States, Like it^ it falls naturally under three divisions—the Eastern, the Central,

and the furthest West, or Pacific region. But it is only when vre consider the United

States that we see the marked character of these three great geographical regions of the

Xorthern portion of the Continent. Accordingly, we may arrange what we have to say of

the Great Rejmblic and its people under these heads. Information about the United

States being so easily accessible, and the subject being too extensive to be anything

but sketched in the space we can afford to it, in accordance with the plan already described,

we shall merely trace a few of the more prominent features of the United States, and

mainly those which, unlike the statistics, manufactures, towns, population, and settlements,

are not changeable, and liable to be altered before the pages which describe them have been

long before the reader. Physically considered, therefore, with reference to its conformation,

climate, and productions, the United States may be divided into three great and tolerably

well-marked regions—the momitain slope of the East, or Atlantic section, the central j^lains,

and the mountain region of the West. Lea\'ing the first two to l^e described in future

chapters, we may briefly characterise the last, as consisting, in the words of Dr. Br3'ce, of

an elevated plateau, extending through 15^ of latitude, and from 600 to 1,000 miles broad,

supported on the east by the great chain of the Rocky ^fountains, and on the west by

the Sierra Nevada and Cascade ranges. The plateau, in its middle and broadest part,

comprehends the States of Nevada, Utah, and parts of Colorado and Wyoming, and has

an area of 250,000 square miles. In its eastern and southe^'U parts the height is between

5,000, and 6,000 feet, but in Western Utah and Nevada from 4,000 to 5,000 feet, while

north of the Himaboldt River, where the waters divide, it exceeds 4,000 feet. It is

divided into two unequal portions by the Wahsatch Mountains, whose highest summits

reach from 4,000 to 7,000 feet above the plateau—that is, from &,U00 to 11,000 feet

above the sea^—and are always covered with snow (p. 265). The western part is the largest,

and is about 400 miles long from east to west, and 300 broad. Spurs from the bounding

ranges descend into it, and it has several short ridges of hills running north and south,

of recent volcanic origin, and rising 1,000 to 4,000 feet above the general level. The

valleys between are about twenty miles wide, and of great length, but often they are cut

off by low cross-ridges connecting the higher north and south ranges. Almost wholly

shut in by mountains, and ha^4ng its own system of lakes and rivers, this region is aptly

termed the Great Basin. Much of the surface is covered with saline and alkaline in-

crustations, which give off a blinding dust under strong winds. The country is almost

rainless, and the waters are most salt and brackish, and one lake at least is saturated with

salt, and without life of any kind. Except the Humboldt River, and the few streams

descending from the snow-clad peaks of the bounding ranges, and soon lost in "sinks/"'
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the only fresh water in the basin is Lake Utah, with the River Jordan issuing from it, and

entering- the Great Salt Lake. It is only near these waters that fertile tracts and thriving

settlements are found; the rest of the basin is a hopeless desert. The tract of Utah,

east of the AVahsatch ^Mountains, is equally sterile, and we have there an area somewhat

larger than Spain or Portugal, unfit, save in a few favoured spots, for the permanent

abode of civilised man. The south-eastern part of the i:)lateau consists of an arid broken

country, into which strata the Colorado, and its tributaries, the Grand and Green Rivers,

have cut through several hundreds of miles canons or gorges from 2,000 to 4,000 feet in

depth, not only in the soft beds of chalk and sandstone, but even through several hundred

feet of the underlying hard granite (p. 288). These vast canons render much of the country

quite impassable by man and quadrn^ieds. Emerging- from its canoned plateau, about the

thirty-fifth parallel, the Colorado wanders through sultry valleys from 1,000 to 2,000 feet

in height, the country becoming more arid and sterile as the head of the Gulf of

California is approached. In this wide region of the West vast tracts are occupied by

mountain ranges, and much of it must ever remain untenanted. It contains, however,

one of the finest states of the I nion, the great state of California, and the maritime

region or Pacific slope. West of the Coast range and Cascade !Momitains is a well-

watered and fertile region, with a fine climate and rich vegetation. In it are comprised

most of Alaska, Vancouver Island, and British Columbia, Washington Territory, and

Oregon.

Before saying a few words on each of these political divisions individually, we may

describe more generally and systematically the physical features of the Great Pacific slope.

In doing so we will divide oiu- original materials, published and unpublished, acquired

during many days^ weary wandering afoot through the whole region to be described from

California to Alaska, and from the sea to the Rocky ^fountains.

There are three great ranges of mountains which materially affect the physical

geography of the Pacific slopes of the Rocky Mountains. These are (1), the Rocky

(or as it was formerly and ought still to be called, the Chippewayan) ^Mountain range,

stretching into South America under the name of the Andes;* (2), the Cascade range;

and (3), the Coast range, a low and comparatively insignificant chain bordering the

region immediately off the coast. All of these chains run nearly north and south

from—or as far as we have yet explored—Alaska, until, entering California, they change

their names in some instances, but are de facio to a great extent the same ranges.

This is eminently true of the Cascade range, which runs down thruugh British Columbia,

Washington Territory, and Oregon, until, in the southern portion of the last-named

* I am well aware tliat this is only a sweeping generalisation, for, speaking in strict orographical

language, there are many hreaks in the continuity of the chain. Thus, the Sierra- Madre of Mexico lies

several degrees, both of latitude and longitude, distant from the nearest point of the Eocky Mountains, and

the Andes are but imperfectly represented in the hills of the Isthmus of Panama, while these again are

only distantly connected with the mountains and table lands of Epper Mosquito, of Honduras, and Guatemala,

or -with the volcanic cones which stand out in isolated beauty from the Plains of Nicaragua and San Salvador.

StUl, I cannot but think that Julius Froebel takes up an untenable position when he entirely denies the

connection of the mountains mentioned.—"Smithsonian Report" (1854), p. 2o3.
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state^ and in Northern California^ it g-ets somewhat hroken wp into various spurs of

the Siskiyou rang-Oj and extendino-, by connecting- spurs, far to the east, it forms

the famous >Sierra Nevadas of CaHfornia.* It has a l>readth varying' from fifteen to

fifty miles, and an average height of about 7,000 feet, though peaks in it have a much

greater elevation. Its average distance from the Pacilic Ocean is about 1,:200 miles.

Its main crest is crowned by several peaks of considerable magnitude, and particularly by

Mounts Jeiferson and Hood, and trends due north. On the northern frontier of

California it is marked by Mount Pitt or ^McLaughlin, and by Shasta Butte, when it

deflects eastward, again to be turned south at Lassens Butte in the Sierras.f In

the range are many extinct as well as active volcanoes. To enumerate all of the

former would be to mention almost every summit of the range. The following may

suffice as examples :—In the autumn of 1805 I visited a curious crater in the

mountains between Fort Klamath and Rogue River. It lay at an altitude of some

2,000 feet, and the crater was about seven or eight miles in circumference. The

W'alls were composed of blackish lava and reddish scoriae, with pumice. Obsidian, or

volcanic glass, was scattered around, being also found all over the country adjoining

the mountains, where it is used by the Indians to make arrow points. At a depth

of 800 feet, in the crater, was a lake of fresh water with an island in the centre.

This lake is now one of the sights of Oregon. It is undoubtedly of the same nature

as the Gemiinder Meer, the Pulvermaar, and the Meerfelder !Maar in the Eifel, and

the island is only the top of that cone Avhich we often see in craters. lu Nevada

Territory is another, 100 feet in length by 200 in breadth, in which no bottom has

been found at 700 feet. Mount Scott presents the appearance of a truncated cone,

and is doubtless also an extinct volcano. There are many peaks covered with perpetual

or all but perpetual snow, for some of them are also active volcanoes. ]\Iount Hood,

11,225 feet in height, is one of these; Mount Baker, which, in company with my
friend Mr. Edmund T. Coleman, a well-known member of the Alpine Club, and the

Hon. Mr. Darwin, a Territorial Judge, I attempted to ascend in 180(3, but was repidsed

by the Tukullum Indians encamped near its base, is another. Coleman, by dint of

characteristic mountaineering skill and energy, succeeded in gaining the summit by another

route after I had left that part of the country, and found its height by aneroid to

be 10,613 feet. For the first time he established the presence of glaciers on the mountains,

a fact previousiy doubted, though they are now known to be found even in the Coast range

close to the sea. The mountain is a prominent object from the southern end of

Vancouver Island, and is generally viewed with no inconsiderable pride b}' the dwellers

in those parts. The chief rivers of this region rise in the Rocky ]Mountains, or some

of its tril)utary spurs, and though the Cascade range gives various tributaries to the

rivers which flow into the Pacific, none of them, with the exception of the Willamette,

Rogue River, Chehalis, and some smaller streams, all rising on the western slope

either of the Cascade or of the Coast range, can be truly styled rivers. Scarcely any

* For a full description of the pieturcsque aspects of this range, sec Clarence King's "Jlountuineering

on the Pacific."

t "Pacific Riiilroad Reports," Vol. YI. (Geology).
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of these maintain an independent existence,, but unite with some of the larger rivers

before reaching- the sea. Vancouver Ishmd and Queen Charlotte Islands do not possess

any rivers of conseqvience. All of these are wild streams broken by falls, rapids,

or cascades, rising in lakes or in the melting of the interior snows, and wending a

tortuous course through gloomy pine forests. They eventually fall into the sea

without forming an estuary. Only one river of the slightest consequence arises

on the eastern or arid side of the Cascades. This is the Deschutes, which, after

keeping along the base of the mountains, dashing over falls and rapids, between high

walls, joins the Columbia not far from Celilo, " the drifting sand," a little sand-choked

post of the railway which runs round the Dalles of the Columbia River for twelve

miles. Many of these streams from the Cascades are intermittent, being almost dry

in the morning, and flowing full in the afternoon. This is owing to the melting of

the snow by the midday sun, and the stoppage of the melted water by the night frosts

in the high elevations where their sovirces are. The same fact has been observed in the

Rocky Mountains, and other mountain regions. Some of the rivers, like the Columbia, are

exposed in portions of their course in long narrow lakes, which have received distinctive

names, thoug'h in reality only part of the river which flows in at one end and out at

the other. Many of them, like the Rio de las Plumas (or Feather River), a tributary of

the Sacramento, and the Willamette, are subject to great floods, by the sudden melting of

the snows, and frequentl}^ cause great damage, as the town of Sacramento has good reason

to know. Wet seasons also is another cause of these destructive floods, the amount of

rain falling in the winter being often very great.

The Cascade range is extremely important, in so far that it acts as a great barrier

between two sub-divisions of the Pacific slo])e—the western, or maritime, which is mild

in climate, and in general densely wooded, and the east, or region between the Cascades

and Rocky Mountains, which is dry, cold in the winter, warm in the summer, and in

general treeless, or only slightly wooded. The plants and animals of the two regions ai-e

also widely different ; in fact, though they have a general likeness, yet the two sides of

the Cascade range throughout its entire extent might be classed as entirely different

sections of America.

The western slope is the one in which the largest number of settlements are, and that

chiefly selected for the town sites. The eastern has few attractions for the agriculturist,

unless in the well-watered valleys, or in places wherer irigation can be applied. Gold and

silver mining have been the causes which have led to the few settlements in it, but sage

brush is its great feature. All of Vancouver Island partakes of the character of the western

slope, though those portions of British Columbia east of the Cascades, owing to their more

open character, and more northern position, are not so arid as the corresponding regions

to the south. Hence the chief settlements, with the exception of New W^estminster and

Yale on Fraser River, are found there. The greater portion of the forest south of lat. 52"

is composed of Ahies Bonfflasii, the economic value of Avhich we have already described.

This tree does not extend north of INIill^ank Sound, and south of the limits of Oregon it

becomes rare, or no longer a Coast tree, the increased warmth of the more southern regions

causing it to retreat to the interior mountains, where, retiring higher and higher as it
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reaches further to the warmer reg-ions of the south, it holds out an Alpine existence, havini>

even been found in Mexico, hut nowhere out of the limits of this district is it seen in

l^erfection, or forms a feature in the scenery. It is this rcg-ion with which I am most

familiar, and where the scene of my researches lay for a considerable time. As I have

said, the great bulk of the forest consists of the conifer named, the tree attaining its

CRYSTAL LAKE IN" CALIFOUXIA.

maximum of development between Vancouver Island and the Columl)ia River; north and

south of these limits, its number or magnitude is less important. Here it forms the

almost sole tree which cumbers nearly every footbreadth of the forest, growing in almost

any soil, and maintaining an uncertain footing in the chinks of the rocks, where one

would think it impossible to find soil enough to nourish any plant, far less a tree of its

size; and it may even be found in places so close to the sea that the waves must wash
its trunk and roots. In the interior of the country, a little back from the coast,

Adies Mertensiana disputes the possession of the territory with Abicn Boufjlasii, rivalling

it in height and beauty, though not in economic value. The hemlock [Ahiex Mfrfeiisiana)
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forest is lighter aud more airy than the Douglas tir one, and the tree not branching so near

the trunks is (in my opinion) conducive to a more open and lightsome forest than the

dark gloomy Ahies DouglaHii. Here is a "savage wood/^ which Dante might have

taken for the model of that in which he found himself astray

—

•• and e'en to tell

It Trere no lazj' task, how savage wild

That forest, how robust and rough its growth."

There the only sounds which break on the ear are the tajj tap of the woodpeckers, the

drum of the grouse among the bracken or bush, or the rush of some mnuntain stream,

which now, in the summer time, runs trickling along, but in the winter, swollen with the

_great rainfall of this wet region, roars through its rocky bed, flooded from bank to bank,

undermining the loose soil, and carrying off with it, as a sacrifice to its fury, a perfect

hetaeomb of noble trees, which lie athwart its current lower down, in great drifts

accumulating every year. Under the shade of these trees few living things prosper. A
startled deer ambling through the forest, or a black bear crashing its way through fallen

timber and crab-apple bushes to the mountains, are about the only creatures seen. Few

birds inhabit the trees, and the only living things which seem to prosper are the

squirrels, which feed on the seeds of the tirs.

In the more open places by the banks of streams, and in rich river bottoms, the

broad-leaved maple {Acer macroplxyJluni), with its bright green leaves in summer, and

yellow ones in autumn, adds a pleasant variety to the scene ; and the swampy places are

invariably distinguished by the Oregon alder {A//ihs Oregana), and the erab-apple {Pyrna

rindaris) ; while during the lovely June weather the bright white flowers of the dog-

wood {Conius XuffaUii) are reflected in the deep pools as the traveller glides down a

river in the cool of evening. Here is also found, for the first time, Pinus monticola, the

Western representative of the AVeymonth pine, Init unlike it all, miwhere forming forests,

but only growing in solitary clumps of two or three trees, in a few places. The gloomy

foliage of the Douglas fir, and the lighter evergreen of the hemlock, are varied by the

broad glossy fmnd-like branches, with ihoir silver under-surface, of the Piceas. Here

-and there may also be found the yew [Taxus Irevifolia), and Henry's graceful juniper

[Jiiuiperus Henryana, R. Br. Campst.) ; while the laurel-like leaves and smooth mahogany-

eoloured bark of Arbutus Men:ies}i, here and there, in open places, relieves the

<lead uniformity of the forest. Ascend the great rivers of this region in summer time,

and the canoe voyager will find Menzies spruce (.1. Menziesii, p. IGl), and the cottonwood

{Pojjulus rnoiiilifera), shedding its downy seeds in sheets on the water, the most

characteristic trees. Prairies are few. The south-eastern end of Vancouver Island,

and the AA illamette Prairies, are the chief open places, though here and there are other

little grassy parks shut in by woods on every side. It is in these open places that

Oarry^s Oak (Quercus Garryana) dots the plain—as near Victoria—everywhere eschewing

the forest, and rarely foimd except in similar situations.

A dense growth of shrubs, consisting of huckleberry, thimbleberry, and salmonberrv, and

in open places the red flowery currant, now so familiar in our shrubberies, impede the
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traveller;, while in the proper season the birds and the Indians are in search of the berries.

Aecording'ly, we always find dense thickets of these shrubs in the immediate vicinity of

the native villages^ these bushes having been naturally planted by long generations of Indians,

while the mock orange {I'hUacleljthus macropetalii!^), the wild cherry {Cerasus mollix), &c.,

add farther variety. The shrubbery is all bright-blossomed, and humming-birds Hit from

flower to flower in search of insects, so that these thickets are often the prettiest part of

the North-Western forest ; the huge pine wastes striking one with a feeling of awe rather

than with a sensation of pleasure. When a storm arises the trees sway backwards and

forwards, creaking and groaning, and every now and again one snaps, and the crash of

its fall brings a dozen smaller ones, and innumerable branches from the neighbouring

trees, to the ground, waking up the sleeping wayfarer in these forests with terror. When

the thunder echoes through them, and the lightning plays down the tree, the effect is

grand, no doubt; but the traveller feels that he could enjoy it better at a distance, and

under shelter. During the dry weather of summer the trees, rubbing against each other,

catch fire, and often great tracts of fine timber are destroyed. In the vicinity of the

coast this is doubtless often due to Indians and hunters leaving, as is their universal

custom, their camp-fires unextingniished ; but I have often seen forests high up in the

mountains on fire, and frequently come across tracts in the interior only covered witli Ijurnt

stumps in localities where no human being probably ever trod before, so that I am convinced

they are set on fire in many cases by natural causes.

Prairies—or breaks in this great forest—are, as we have already remarked, few. Still

they are found, such as in the vicinity of Nisqually, in Washington Territory, where, however,

the surrounding forest is encroaching again on the prairie, and more especially near the

Willamette lliver, where there are extensive tracts of fine open grassy land. As we get further

south the open places get more common, but in the north they are rare indeed. The southern

end of Vancouver Island is one of these localities, and is often taken by the untravelled colonists

as a specimen of the country. In reality it is an exception. Some years ago I made a

journey through this region, and as I may, perhaps, more easily convey to the reader an

idea of such pleasant oases in the pine forest, as well as by contrast the forest itself, I

may sketch this journey, more especially as it will afford a relief to the drier geographical

details given in more systematic form.

The White Oak Couxtkv.

In the sunshiny spring days of the year of grace, one thousand eight hundred and

sixty-four, there came unto me — "our right trusty and well-beloved cousin," the

writer of this doleful tale — semi-royal commission appointing me sole leader and

Government agent of an expedition to explore the unknown wilds of Vancouver Island;

and (for my sins) in a weak and inexperienced moment, I accepted the proposed

honour, for was not I the choice of the people! In discharge of my duties therewith

connected, one gloi'ious July day, ever to be remembered, not only here but in many other

lands where the companions of those anxious but yet happy times are scattered, in

company with my ever faithful esquire—whom, in the impossibility of asking his per-

mission to designate more clearly, I may conceal under the then disguise of A.B.,
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I made a most prosaic journey afoot through this "White Oak region at the southern end of

Vancouver Island; through a district, which, perhaps I might oii'end honest men who

there live, and I hope prosper, if I called savage, but }et which my conscience will

scarcely allow me to style as partaking in a pre-eminent degree of the amenities of

civilisation. ]My readers will bear with me if I ask them, in imagination, to accompany

us on this the first of many journeys which, in my capacity of cicerone, I shall invite them

to share with me before we ])^xt company.

After many devious weary wanderings through bush, through forest, and through

fenland, we were encamped one July evening on the banks of the Sooke River, which arises

out of a lake in the interior, and flows into the bay of the same name on the Straits of

Juan De Fuca. Our camp was pitched; we were resting from our labour and making

as merry as explorers, careless of all the world, and out of it too, in no man's land, can be.

The camp-fire was blazing cheerily, the axe was ringing in the quiet summer air as the

stalwart backwoodsmen of our party hewed down more timber for the watch-fire. The

river was silently flowing past, and, save the echo of our voices, and the startled cry of

some wild-fowl, there was nought to disturb the indescribable quietness and stillness of the

beautiful summer evening, so characteristic of the region we are describing. Tomo Antoine,

our Iriquois himter, had killed a deer; we had finished the evening meal, and the party

were lolling on the ground round the fire, talking or making entries into their note or

sketch-books. The astronomer and I are in consultation regarding the '"'value" of a

certain altitude of the sun, and we have finally come to the conclusion that we are

in nearly about longitude Vl'i^ Ai'l' oO" west of Grreenwich, and therefore not much more

than between twenty and thirty miles from Victoria. That fair town we have not seen

for many a sunrise and sunset; and charming though savagedom may be, yet none of

us could deny that the temptation to visit the haunts of civilisation was exceedingly

strong. We had, however, no intention that way; but before many hours circumstances

fell out which led to a change in our plans. We are just on the borders of civilisation.

Settlers are, we know, not without calling distance, but we are too tired to go a-gossiping

to-night, much as the craving to get up the leeway of the world's history since we dropped

out of it may be on us. A curiosity similar in kind if not in degree brings us, however,

two visitors. One is a quondam French-Canadian vo)/ageur, of the Hudson's Bay Company,

now settled hereabouts in semi-l)arbarism, with a little farm, an old Indian squaw, who rules

him, and an endless brood of black-eyed, half-breed children, who, in their turn, rule both.

He speaks but little, and that in indifferent French. Our thirsty hunter, Tomo, however,

manages to learn that for a consideration he could let him have a bottle of rum, the result

of which is that Tomo looses his gorgeous scarlet sash, gets particularly talkative, and

the vo)/ageur is ordered out of camp, peaceably if he so desires, if not, with the alternative

of being kicked. He accepts the former, and leaves, Not long after, a strange-looking

Indian makes his appearance, from down river, in a shallow canoe. His village is only a

little way off, and he has just looked up in a casual friendly way to see if we have finished

supper, what we want, and if he can steal anything. He gains nothing by his visit, and

is proposing to leave, when Tomo, who is always fully alive to the delight of playing '' big

In'jun," sees in this promising youth a useful henchman to pack home his deer and
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generally to kick about^ and begs that he may be allowed to try to persuade him to

accompany the expedition. He receives a hint^ however, not to allow his tongue to boast

I'OLLAUD STATION-, ON THE OLD STAGE-COACH llOLTE, LAKE DOXXEK, CALIFORNIA.

too freely regarding the salary he is to receive, otherwise our dusky friend may fix his

demand a little too high. Tomo, iu his turn, rather overshoots the mark, and, in much
35
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voluLle Tsoiigeisth^ talks to the havl)arian of Sooke. He pictures the dehghts of the

expedition, the over-abuudanee of food— (saying nothing about the many, very many,

banyan days we had experienced, and had yet in store for us)—the wonderful affability

of his " hyass tyhee/^ or great chief, to all which he of Sooke replies by the only English

phrase he knows, and which seems to tickle his fancy exceedingly—" Good Heavings !

"

As Tomo concludes one of his fictions, the Indian opens his eyes and his mouth, and

exclaims " Good Heavings

!

" " "We have almost nothing to do, eat, drink, and grow

fat and merry,^' Tomo relates. " Good Heavings !
" " We are quite a band of brothers,

everybody is as good, if not better, than another, and the Indian is, if possible, better treated

than the Whites/'' " Good Heavings

!

" Then taking courage at the success of his

romances, Tomo " piles the agony " a little higher. " Indeed, in every village where we

come to, we rule the roast, stay as long as we like, and go where we choose

!

" The

Indian is fast yielding, but he has one little question to ask :
" How much pay do you get

for all this ? " Tomo gets fifty dollars per month, but he has no intention of giving

the Indian one-half of that, so he meekly confesses that as the labour is so light, and the

loving-kindness so abundant, we are forced to accept of one-quarter of a dollar per diem

!

At this startling announcement, the magnate of Sooke springs into his canoe, and as he

turns a bend of the river there comes floating back a derisive and most emphatic " Good

Heavings ! """ We never saw him again.

However, in process of cross-questioning, our visitor let out some little trifles which

led me also to drop down the river before nightfall, and to return determined to visit

Victoria before the next four-and-twenty hours passed b^^ I intimate my intentions

to those whose duty it is to act upon them. I gave my lieutenant, Mr. P. J.

Leech, R.E., written directions where to meet me within the next week, and in an

hour all the camp is slumbering save Leech, B , and I, who hold a privy

council by the smouldering fire, arranging our respective plans. Gradually, all sleep as

soundly as proverbially do men of sound consciences. Whether we all came under this

heading I have my strong suspicions, for our party is a wondrously motley one—hardly

two of the same nationality, very few of any recognised religion, thovigh there are

several university graduates, and one ex-parson, on the roll ; but all are handy enough

with rifle, axe, pistol, and paddle. A more heterogeneous party of ten men, who worked

more homogeneously together, or Ijctter or heartier, I think would be hard to find.

I never have since, and have long ago despaired of doing so. At all events, they are

till sleeping soundly enough when B and I shake ourselves out of our Mackinaw blue

blankets at an early dawn next morning, blow up the lire, and boil the coffee-pot,

"while we breakfast staunchly on the remains of last night^s pork and beans. Our

hlankets are strapped on our backs, our pistols and knives adjusted, and we bid farewell

for a time to the " Y.I.E.E. camp.'-' We half ford, half swim the river, and are soon

tramping down the Indian trail on the other side. Our dress is light, if not gaudy—

a

pair of shoes or mocassins, leather or canvas trousers, either of which can stand by themselves,

an old felt hat, and a grey flannel shirt. Western dandies are rather divided regarding

the method of wearing this latter garment. Some tuck it in after the manner of the

civilised, but my worthy ^squire wears his shirt hanging loose outside his trousers^ in
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free, elegant style, like a Devonshire carter's '•' smoek." Altogether, the garb is light

and airy, if not over-picturesque ; and we care little for that, for critics are not many

hereabouts. We soon arrive at the Indian village. It is yet early morning, and

nobody is about. An Indian village in this part of the world consists of one or

two long parellelograms of boards fastened with withes of cedar {Thuja yiganieci) to

upright poles, with square holes cut for doors. You enter by a passage with high,

boards at either side, and the interior is roughly divided off by a breast-high partition

half-way across into the lodge, for each family. The roof is flat, and consists of

boards, which are loose enough to allow the smoke from the fire in the middle of the

floor to escape out. Sometimes it gets overpoweringly strong, and then the boards arc

moved aside. The roof serves lor a drying-place for berries, salmon, &c. ; and, in

the season, there is an ever-unctious dripping from the iat split salmon, which are

being there smoked and dj-ied for winter provender. As it is, there is a peculiarly

ancient and fish-like smell around the Sooke village. A few mongrel curs yelp and

sneak off as we approach, and a half-awake old fisher of salmon creeps out to see

what's the matter. He seems not to have been a-bed last night, and as we playfully

suggest this to him, he merelj" yawns, and points out to us the lodge where we may

find the object of our search—the youth" who was to put us on the A'ict(jria trail by

a shorter cut than going round the head of the bay. We subsequently learn that

our sleepy friend is a fashionable physician, and has been making "tamanawos,'' or

something akin to the Old World '' scorcery,'" to cure a patient of his. On this we

humbly apologise to the excellent gentleman for insinuating that he had been spending

the evening in dissipation—vinous or otherwise—and shove our canoe off the fishy

beech. Just then, two damsels, who are setting out on a berry-gathering expedition,

beg that we will give them a lift. We gallantly consent, on the express condition

that they shall assist in paddling, keep quiet, and indulge in no flirtations with the

youth who is speeding us on our journey. It is a true Western sunnner morning.

All is still. Tlie sun is just appearing above the forest of gloomy firs in the cast,

struggling through the heavy fog which drapes everything in its mantle, causing the

trees and rocks to look like ghosts in tlieir weird-like indistinctness, and becoming the

source of many a quaint Indian legend. The fog clearing away allows us a view of

the pretty land-lock cove we are paddling through; a few pleasantly civilised-looking

houses of some of the few settlers are seen. Yonder is the ^I 's, perhaps the oldest

settlers outside of the Hudson Bay Company's people in the island, a worthy Scotch

family, Avith sons and daughters, to three generations, within their household. Not far

off is another old covenanting Scot, of whom an anuising story is told, viz., that when

the Bishop offered to baptise his grandchild, he politely asked to be excused, preferring,

as he told his lordship, in his instinctive horror of Episcopacy, to "wait till a reiflar

minister cam' doun !
" Vancouver Island has always been—fortunately or mifortunately,

opinion differs—an elysium for gentlemen of the African race, and accordingly our

Indians, who ars now getting, as usual, very talkative, and inclined to seek an excuse

for being idle, point out to us with the paddle the abode of what they call the duijl,

or l)lack man, whom they affect to exceedingly despise. This jxarticular negro, who in
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early life was a '' field baud " in Georg-ia^ bears the reputation of having the thickest

skull of any man in the North Pacific, and as soon as ever he gets under the infiuence

of rum, boasts loudly and deeply that he can split a cheese with it. Accordingly^

at the present moment, he is a-bed with a slig-ht headache; for, the other day, when

in Victoria, he had attempted this feat, and had nearly succeeded, when some of the

spectators quietly substituted a grindstone for the cheese ! He manfully butted the

substitute until any head but his would have been broken, and declares that if he

had only got time, he would have succeeded in smashing the grindstone too !

With such tales, B , who seems to know everybody, beguiles the way, and the

peals of laughter with which his sallies of Indian wit are received by our companions,

make the woods and cliffs echo again. We hear a plash of paddles, and a canoe

emerges out of the mist, and, according to wont, sidles alongside. It contains the

chief on his way home from some detached fishing camp
;

and, after he has gratified

his curiosity regarding- many particulars, begged a little tobacco, and tried to borrow a

dollar, we bid each other a lazy cla-huic-ya, and move off. This chief, who was then an

old man, is said to be the only person saved from a wrecked ship on these shores

many years ago. All the people were drowned excej^it a baby, who was adopted by

the then chief, and brought up as his son, in due time succeeding him. This is a

current story thoroughly believed in the tribe ; and, indeed, we have no reason to

doubt this strange tradition, for he is almost as fair as a white, though continual exposure

to the weather has bronzed him rather more than his white neighbours. He is very

proud of his descent, and frecpiently boasts that he is as good as any white man.

AYherever the ship came from, or aught else about it, is now for ever lost. At all

events, the " White Chief " is now—or was, for I speak of a decade ago—and has ever

been, one of the veriest savages in Vancouver Island, and can speak not one word of

any language but his own. His tribe is a small one, and at one time was wholly

carried into slavery by the Pachenats farther along the Strait.

It is stiU early morning, and few sounds disturb the calm stillness of the solitary

scene. The sweet tinkle of the cattle bells, as their owners crop the fern in the woods,

strikes our ear through the fog, and a few hours later the blows of the woodman's axe

will come echoing from among the tall trees. A white-headed eagle {Raliadm leuco-

cejihalm, p. 135) sits perched on the summit of a lofty pine, intent after a salmon,

numbers of which are now making the waters of the bay ripple. This fish eagle is

found all over the American continent, and nowhere more abundantly than here. The

young, until its fifth year, is brown-coloured, without the marked white head of the

adult, and looks entirely like another bird. Out of the mist also comes the long weird

crv of the crane {Ardea Jierodias), and B thinks he can detect the peculiar sound

of the bittern, or "stake driver"" {Botaurns Icntiginosiis), but we do not see it, and it

therefore alone stands in the list of Vancouver birds on the authority of Mr. Lord.^ The

ravens {Corvus caniivorus), and especially the peculiar Xorth-Western fish-crow {Corvus

caiirhms) sit croaking after the manner of that ilk, on some old salmon-drying frames

* The '• Xatiu-alist in British Columbia and Vancouver Island" (1867); K. Brown, " SjTiopsis of the Birds

of Vancouver Island."— J/ft; Ibis, 1868.
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along the shore. They are^ as all the

world over, birds of ill-omen and super-

stition^ and foretell rain, war, and all

sorts of disaster to the ears of the

hapless tribesmen. No less a bird of

superstition is the owl, of which five

species, viz., the great hoi'ned owl {Bubo

virgi)iianiis), the screech or mottled owl

{Scops Asia), the sawhet owl {Nijctale

acadica), the snowy owl {Xj/ctea nivea),

and the little or pigmy owl {GlancUUam

gnomci), are found in Vancouver Island

and neighbouring territory. Indians

are frightened to hear owls hooting in

the woods or near their lodges. Then

they think they must have offended the

dead in some way, by speaking re-

garding them. For this reason, Indians

will always avoid mentioning the dead

by name, and only refer to them in a

roundabout way.

We get to the head of the cove,

and we are again landed in the bush,

to make the best of our way to Vic-

toria. Having rewarded our boatmen,

and at the same time declined the

young Indian damsels' modest request

to be presented with our pocket hand-

kerchiefs, we bid them good-bye, and

they paddle back with an alacrity fully

accounted for when we learn that there

is to be a great feast, or '^ potlach," at

Chowitzen or Becher Bay, to which our

friends are bound.

We scramble over rocks covered

with a stone-crop {Sedum s])atJiul'/folium),

now in full yellow flower, and through

among spirea and rubus bushes, every

now and then tangling our feet in

the matted carpet of salal {Gaullheria

shallon), or stumbling over and barking

our shins on the knotty " snaggs "

of fallen trees, now concealed by T}IE MUTIIEU ul' THE lUliEST (Sequoia Qijanica), (.ALII Ult.M.!
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liei'bag-e. AYe soon, however, make the Victoria trail, and merrily jog- on our way, dis-

cussing our cami? life, future plans, and many other things in which the reader of this

narrative can have but little interest. We were now again in the midst of a dense pine

forest with tall trees—every one fit for' a spear for the Titans when they warred against

the gods—on either side of us. The rude little path which the settlers have hewn out

of this dense wooded mass is every now and again barred by one of these forest giants,

which the wind has thrown athwart it. How painfully silent are these fir forests of

the North Pacific ! At one portion of my life it was my happy lot every morning to walk

through part of a great tropical forest in Central America. Fragrant odours of many

flowers and spices were wafted in the sultry air, and everywhere the forest rang with

the scream of tropical birds of gorgeous plumage, and the chatter of the long ring-tailed

monkeys,^ which swung themselves from branch to branch, and tree to tree^ in utter

astonishment at this degenerate descendant of theirs, who was permitted to walk afoot,

while they disported themselves among the leaves of the india-rubber trees, and ate the

luscious fruits from among the waves of flowers which rolled from forest tree to forest

tree, until, as you looked from a rising ground, the whole ex2:)anse of country before you

seemed in places like a sea of foliage and flowers. Above all, filling- up as it were every

vacant space, was the never-ceasing din and hum of insect life, which arose from among the

trees. That forest seemed like one huge temple where ten millions of unseen choristers sang

a never-ending hymn of praise to the "Unknown God ! ''' Here, 40^ to the north, all is

different. There are odours, but they are those of fir-trees and turpentine, and you may listen

for hours without hearing the sound or beholding the sight of living being. We sit down

and draw breath for a few minutes. From overhead comes a gentle tapping, and from a

tree close at hand another similar sound ; we look up and find that it proceeds from two

species of woodpeckers boring the tree for insects. They are Audubon^s Pieus Ilarrhi

and F. Ga'trdnerl, the only two species found on the island. AYe almost repent what

we had said about the scarcity of life in the forest, for down jumps from a tree a little

brownish squirrel, which stares at us for a second, then, tail on end, skips along a fallen

tree, tears open a fir cone, extracts the seed, and then skips off on the errand he is

bound. There are several species of squirrels in the North Pacific Slope of the Rocky

Mountains, but this is the common one {Sc'nirus Donglasii). In the mild climate of

this region it does not hybernate, but may be seen all the year round jumping about,

fearlessly approaching the traveller, and then tossing up its tail as it runs off scolding

and barking. As we are moving off, a pretty fawn t ambles into the pathway just

before us, and after eyeing us for some time, again trots into the bush, and in a

minute is lost among the thick foliage.

As we jog along, the woodland scene, though monotonous, is yet varied by glimpses

here and there of little lakelets, surrounded by alders and willows, while in more open

places, when the soil is good, the beautiful maple-tree makes its appearance. Enlivened

by the scene, my companion makes the wood ring with his merry French-Canadian

chanson h I'aviron. As we proceed, making the forest echo back the chorus, we rouse up

* Atclcs paiiiscus. f Ccrvus CohiDihlanus.
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from among the bushes a man who has been resting- there " for a spell." lie is of

tall stature^, tremendous breadth of shoulders^ and profuse beard, dressed prettv much

after our own fashion, but yet with a '^something" which at once stamps him as having been

once very different from what he is now. He shoulders his deer and rifle, and keeps step with

us on the narrow trail in single tile with as much ease as if he had only a rabljit on his

shoulder. He insists that he has met me somewhere ; he is sare it was in Caius

College, Cambridge. I am perfectly certain it was not, but do not care to remind him

that it was once on the way to the Cariboo Gold Minos in British Columbia, where I

was particularly astonished at the profuse variety and vehemence of the expletives lie

addressed to his mule, and found on inquiry that he was a Cambridge graduate, and

rumoured to be an ex-curate. His old faculty of apostrophisation seemed in no way to

have deserted him, for he vented anathemas on everything and everybody very freel}',

as we discoursed together for the next few miles. What did we talk about?

Woodcraft and the noble art of venery ? Xot at all. With me he discussed Aristotle's

Natural History, and the never-failing subject of the authorship of the Letters of

Junius, about which he seemed to have a special theory of his own ; and with B he

was once or twice nearly coming to blows, about some particular question in fluxions,

concerning the merits or demerits of which I knew nothing. After in vain attempting

to convince my companion, who was a mathematician of no mean degree, he would whip

the deer from his shoulders, and seizing a bit of burnt stick which might happen to be

handy, on the barkened trunk of a tree would protract a figure over Mhich the two would

argue so long, that I had frequently to remind them that time was short, and art was

long, and Victoria many an hour's tramp yet.

Our newly-found friend was a hunter by profession, and lived in a lodge in the

vast wilderness of fir-trees close by. He was particularly anxious to know the latest

quotation of venison in the Victoria market, and on our failing to enlighten him

on this topic, he turned off the trail a few hundred yards to a rough hut, where

lives another hunter, by name Saul (surname unknown). Apparently the intelligence

was unsatisfactory, for his feelings burst out at the evil tidings conveyed to him by
" Saul the Hunter '' in a tornado of the kind of expressions which may possibly be

known to such of my readers as may have made the acquaintance of Squire Western.

Just then we parted from him as he turned off the trail to his lodge, after being forced

to decline his professed hospitality, in the shape of '' pot-luck,'' as the sun was past

meridian. It may astonish some readers to hear of such an extraordinary personage

on the '^ Sooke Trail," but those who have lived in gold countries, and especially

any one familiar with Vancouver Island in those days, would have little hesitation in

fixing upon our acquaintance, or his match. Indeed, so familiar were men of his

stamp in ISGl-, that he seemed never to be surprised at meeting two rough-looking

fellows in the usual casual way who could discuss literature and science with him, and

never once hinted a query as to who we were. Indeed, if we had only cared that day

to have turned off the trail a few miles further, we could have come across two

brolhers in many ways—the verbal impropriety omitted—similar, who had been professional

hunters for years, and were perfectly well known to me, and hundreds more, in this
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capacitv. Yet the one was a clerk in holy orders, and the other a physician, and both graduates

of a university. The one is now practising- medicine in England, and the last time

I saw the other was when he was doing duty in a London church. At that period

baronets were driving carts, and peers' nephews keeping taverns. One of the latter was

a waiter in the first hotel in which I lived in Victoria, and when I left the country it

was the heir to the honours of the Red Hand of Ulster who drove the dray with my

THE CALIFORXIAX QVAIL (Lophortijx Calijomica).

luggage to the steamer. All society was turned upside down, and to our Old "World

conventional notions the confreteni/js was sometimes rather ludicrous, as the previous

sketch illustrates.

"We had not long parted from the clerical hunter before the scenery changed, and

the pleasant country, scaHered with Garry's oak [Quercns Garr^ana), began to appear.

Farm-houses and corn-fields now became familiar; we had entered the district of

Metchosin, which in those days returned a member to the Vancouver House of Parliament,

as, indeed, also did Sooke, where there were not a dozen voters. The last member this

Western old Sarum elected had never seen his constituents or the " county " he was

supposed to represent. He had once made an attempt to reach it, but found the forest

on fire, and turned back again, and was elected by the faithful on the credit of nobody
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opposing" him. I may add that this hon. gentleman, when I last heard of him, was

following- the jirofession of restaurant keeper on a very small scale in a Scottish town.

INDIAN- CUIEl- OF XOUTIIEUN CALIFOUNIA, AND lAMILV.

Very quickly the Metchosin district spread out before us in all its beauty, and we were

elated by the sight of human beings, male and female, the latter having been rarities

to us for a long time past. Many birds new to us met our eye, and we Ihish the

Californian quail [Loj^ftortijx CaVifornica, p. 2S0), which had been lately imported and set free

36
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in this district as a useful addition to the island list of game birds. The English rabbit

liad also been set free^ but it Avas^ we believe, soon killed off by pot-hunters, a calamity not

much to be deplored, if it bade fair to become a nuisance anything like that which it has

proved in Australia. AVe also occasionally saw the king bird, or bee matter {Tijrannu^

Carulinensirs), quarrelsome, jealous, and pugnacious, as usual with its genus. Had it

been night it is quite possible that it might have cultivated a nearer acquaintance with

the panther of the West {Feh's concolor), which is common in this district, and a great

pest to the farmers. It is, however, rarely seen, and seldom attacks man, though a member

of our party on the Pachenat River (San Juan) was followed by one after nightfall.

We are now in a comparatively civilised country, and the sight of fields, and above all

the oak groves, through which we can see some distance ahead, delight us who have been

so long accustomed to the trackless, viewless fir woods. AVe are approaching a piece of

country we are familiar with, from having reached on our hunting trips from Victoria,

and the rural tavern marks the place where the known and unknown districts meet.

The good-humoured landlady looks upon her hungry guests in much the same light as

did her prototype, in " David Copperfield/'' when, -u-ith the heljj of the waiter, he finished

the hotel dinner on his way to school. She used to be a great fern collector, in which

capacity I had cultivated some slight acquaintance with her. !My face, however, she

seems to have forgotten, or to have failed to recognise me in my present surroundings.

As I had no desire to remind her, for reasons connected with our journey to Victoria,

I share in the amusement created by her showiug me an Osninnila, or Royal fern,

closely allied to the English species, which she had picked up near Langford's Lake. She

wishes she knew the name, but there is nobody hereabouts could tell her. " If Mr. Brown

was still to the fore, I daresay he could tell me all about it, but he, poor fellow, we

have seen the last of !
" In the cool of the long summer evening, we pursue our journey,

everv now and then passing pleasant houses where we know we would both be right

welcome, and getting glimpses of pretty lakes, and anon of the sea. We pass a pai-ty of

naval officers returning from cricket, who hail us, and ask if we have "heard anything of

the Exploring party ? " Though astonished, we avoid the cpiestion, as we see they belong

to a ship arrived since we left. Just as the sun is setting, we cross the fine harbour

of Esquimault, from Belmont to the little village of Esquimault, as the Indian name

of Tsoi''mathlet has been corrupted into. Three war-ships are lying in the harbour, and

a merchant vessel. It is the only harbour near here where large ships can enter,

Victoria only admitting small vessels. Accordingly, all Her ^Majesty's shijos, and most

large merchant ships, lie here, and have their cargoes conveyed to Victoria, three miles off,

either by sea, or by a capital road which unites the two towns.

The village is, of course, full of " libertymen," in the usual " Hbertyman's '' condition,

and a few little middies, who gather around us as we halt for awhile in the dusk at one

of the hostelries. They also inquire after our party, and now we learn the secret.

Some person or persons imknown had spread a report that we had all been lost or

killed in the mountains, a circumstance to which our long absence, and the frequent

Indian murders occurring at that time, only give grounds for too ready a credence. T^ e

scarcely " enjoy " the story, and in a few minutes more take the road for "N'ictoria, very
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footsore, and very weary altogether. The road is a pleasant one, now amidst dark

tirs, now in an oak grove, and anon with the sea gleaming- through among Arbutus or

]\Iadrona (.7. 3Ienzie-sll) trees. We cross the two bridges, run the gauntlet of

the usual number of Indians, who infest the road in harmless, lazy idleness, and

enter the town of Victoria, at that time, in the winter, possessed of some 6,(.l00

inhabitants, but in the summer with perhaps only 4,U0U, the rest being off in the wilds,

a*old minino" or "-old hunting-. AVe get the kev of our " town house,'''' and in ten minutes

are sound asleej:) on the floor of my cabin.

In a few days more we rejoin our companions at the harbour of Cowitchan, and what

we did, and what they did, and why we visited A'ictoria, let other documents tell."^

Such is the region immediately west of the Cascades, iu the latitude of "\'an-

couver Island, which, though not in the United States, we have, for the sake of con-

venience, taken as a type of that portion of the American Republic immediately south and

north of it. Still further to the north, near the limits of trees, there are stunted forests,

dwarfed by the chill blasts from the Arctic Ocean. The southern limit of this region is

the southern range of Abies alba (the white fir), and the commencement of Menzies

spruce (p. 101), which is found as far north as lat. 57*^ 40', and luxuriates in the

parallel of Sitka (lat. ol'^-O'-^'.) t Further south again, in the region of Southern Oregon,

we find pines, such as the sugar-pine, common, oaks of another species frecpient, and

formins" beautiful proves, while the trees are festooned with the wild Californian vine,

and the oaks are hoary with a peculiar species of mistletoe. Further south we get into

the forests of red-wood {Hdjuo'ia seiiijx'rvlreH'i), so characteristic of the Coast regions of

California, but which, curiously enough, never go beyond lat. ^•1° , this being entirely

confined to the State. Here also appear a new and characteristic group of coniferous

trees {Pinns insiguis, P. mnrlcata, P. tubercidata, P. Conlteri, P. ilefexa, P. Bolanderi, &:c.),

which are limited to the sea-coast. Among the firs peculiar to the Coast range in this region

is the Santa Lucia, or incense fir [Picea bracteafa), which has hitherto been only found in

one locality in the Santa Lucia Moimtains. Various species of cypress also appear, while

a new group of shrubs TUiknown in the North add variety to the landscape. To enumerate

them would be beyond the province of a popular work. However, it may be noted that

there are found the box elder, the buck eye, the Western spindle tree, the Californian

lilac, and among a profusion of flowers, the silver-leaved lupine, yellow lupine, the nine

bark, and a host of other species.
if

* "Vancouver Island E.\plorations " (Victoria, V. I., 18Go); "Das Innero der Vancouver Insel," Petermann's

OvorjraphUche MittheUungcn (1868); Casscll's "Illustrated Travels," Parts 8, 9, 10, 28, 29, 33, 34, 35, 36, &c.

t Bognard's "Vegetation de Sitclia" (" Menioires de I'Academie do St. Pctersbourg," Ser. VI., t. '2\ and

"Smithsonian Report" (Flora of Sitka), 1867.

+ "Geological Survey of California" (Botany), 1876.
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CHAPTER XV.

The Uxtted States : The PACiric Slope.

The reg-ion between the Cascades and the Rocky ^Mountains is very different from tliat

between the former range and the sea. Towards the north it is not so distinct from the

other side of the mountains as further souths the amount of moisture in the former

district approximating the two. Immediately soutli of Fraser River, a little cactus

{Ojjuutia), which creeps on the ground, is one of the most characteristic plants, and

this attains its northern limits about the Fraser. The country is thinly scattered with

Piiins jjonihn-osa, which, here and there, form park-like regions, while a Jiail/jerus and a

few oaks are also here and there found. Easterly it is bounded by a great basin or desert

which lies beyond the influence of the moisture of either the Cascades or Rocky Mountains.

Most of the finer j^lants of this region have been introduced in our gardens by Douglas,

Jeffrey, the author, and others. In the vicinity of the Kootanie are some beautiful

j^rairies, and altogether this region is an intinitely more enticing one than that on the

other side of the Cascades. Further south, however, the country is by no means so

inviting. "Whole tracts are without water, and often leagues are covered with lava or

volcanic dchrls. The black pine (P. contorta), which is also found on the sea-coast further

north, thinly clothes considerable tracts, even where there are no springs, while the moister

regions support P. j^onderosa. The sage-brush, however, frequently tells the tale of a

thorough desert. A sage rabbit {Lejjus arfemi-sice), a caycte wolf {Canis latrans), a prairie

chicken {FeiUocaetus jjhasianellus), sage fowls {Centrocircus v.rojjJiasianus) , an antelope (Plate

A I.), a mule-deer, or worst of all, a half-naked Shoshonee Indian, bounding out of some

rocky canon with a demoniac yell, are nearly the only creatures to be seen, unless, indeed,

we add rattlesnakes, which make the vicinity of a camp-fire hereabouts by no means

agreeable to a nervous man, who has, however, no business east of the Cascades. Towards the

southern portion, Jv.nlperv.s occidentalis (the Western juniper) is about the only timber on the

bare hills, and upon this the soldiers sent to check the maurading Indians have to depend for

timber, though, indeed, sometimes this failing, recourse has to be had to the sage-brush, which

gives out some degree of heat, though it burns up like a wisp of straw. Further south, the

country becomes even barer—an utter desert—"a waste and weary land, where no man comes or

hath come since the making of the world.^-* Some parts of the district, such as the great

plain of the Columbia, are entirely without trees. A little way above the Dalles of the

Columbia River stands, or at least stood, a solitary pine, generally known to the voijageurs

of the fur companies as " Ogden's tree.'' This was the last tree for fifty miles. All of

the plains between the Rocky and Cascade ^Mountains are not, however, uniform. .Here

and there are spots—oases in the desert—with a vegetation different; owing to moisture

and other causes on the Blue Mountains, and other similar ranges in this district, we get

forest when we reach a certain elevation, if the height of the range be sufficient to

intercept any of the moist breezes from the Pacific, which the Cascades usually precipitate
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before they can reach this treeless eastern ref^-ion. This country gradually merges into the

Colorado Desert ; hut of this we may have something to say by-and-hy, and will, therefore,

not confuse the reader by describing it in strict physio-geographical sequence. Perhaps

he who runs may read, in the following outline of a journey I made into the region

immediately east of the Cascades, more information in a less severely didactic form about

it than from a mere dry descrij^tion. As a contrast, therefore, to the sketch in the

preceding chapter, I need not hesitate to give it.

Eastern Oregon.

It fell out in the halcyon days of 'Go, that I was roving to and fro—a plant-hunter

on the Rocky Mountain slopes—into this valley, and out of that, up one mountain and

down another, now staying at a hospitable little Western settlement a few days, and after

recruiting, diving once more into the wilds, trusting to my usual good luck that I should

come out with a whole skin. In the course of these wanderings, I landed l)y devious paths

in the little village of Eugene, in the State of Oregon, not far from the head waters,

and at the height of winter steam navigation of the Willamette River, a tributary of the

Columbia, on which is situated Salem, the capital, and still lower down the larger and

more thriving town of Portland. It is now a station on the railway ; but in those days

there was no railway in Oregon, except twelve miles around the Dalles of the Columbia,

and Eugene was a somewhat primitive place, though fresh and cheerful enough when one

got familiar with it. A Methodist " meetin^ house/^ and a big white j^ainted hotel,

were the chief buildings. The female portion of the i^opulation went to the former, while

outside the latter, from " morn till dewy eve,"'' there was always seated a by no means

select body of citizens, whittling sticks and chewing tobacco in a ruminating and solemn

manner. Nevertheless, Eugene and the Eugenites, with their pretty little one-storeyed

wooden houses scattered over the prairie-like expanse of village, with the tall fir-trees

around, and the river flowing past, had an excellent opinion of themselves.

Eugene boasted of two papers, the Sfate Journal, devoted to the interests of the

Republicans, and the Review, an equally violent Democratic partisan. Kow, every other

day these rival sheets announced ^- Lieut. John ^I. M'CalFs Co. A, 1st Oregon Cavalry,

would shortly leave for an expedition east of the mountains, as an escort to Pengra and

Oddel, who are about to locate a military road to the Owyhee country, and at the same-

time act as an escort to jSIr. Superintendent Huntingdon, who was to meet the Snake

Indian chiefs, in order to endeavour to form a treaty of peace with them.''-' These military

gentlemen, in company with the empty stage-coach which rumbled once a day into

Eugene, formed the chief items of sensation to the sleepy little place.

Xow, to " John M. M'Call," as the gallant lieutenant was widely known, I had a

special letter from the Governor of Oregon, enjoining on him to show me what attention

lay in his power; and finding that it was my intention to attempt to penetrate alone into

the country to the east of the Cascades, I was strongly advised that if I valued my scalp,

I had better accept the escort of "Co. A^^ on their proposed expedition. Accordingly, on

the 17 til July, our whole party left the little frontier village, amid the cheers of the " loafers,^^
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who sat chewing and whittHng in the hotel '' stoup/^ and the regrets of the fair Eugenites.

I overtook the party in the evening, encamped a few miles out on the M'Kenzie fork of

the Willamette, under some pleasant maple-trees, with droves of horses grazing around, cattle

for our own consumption herded on the prairie, and the quartermaster busily making out

*' forage warrants^'' (for we had not yet quite left civilisation, as this abundantly showed).

The scene looked quite like a Tartar encampment, and I could not help remarking

the difference between English and American officers; that while the former going on an

expedition of this nature would have provided all sorts of impossible apparatus and ward-

robe, usually supposed to be necessary to gentlemen of the British Isles when they go

" roughing ^^ it out of sight of their homes, these worthy Western men, accustomed all

their lives to such journeys, had not deviated one whit from what they would have worn

down in the settlements, and appeared here at the base of the Cascade ^Mountains, on the

€ve of undertaking a long summer^s expedition into the outer world—even of Oregon

—

in all the accustomed glory of white shirts and standing collars, alarming ties, and that

shambling slip-shod style of uniform that Transatlantic milUaires delight in on all

occasions, be it in Washington or on the Willamette.

Discipline can scarcely be expected to be found in great perfection among a

mob of soldiers hastily " scared up " on the Indian frontier, every man thinking himself

as good as the President, or his colonel ; but, nevertheless, everything went on very

smoothly, and if even a private did occasionally address his commanding officer by his

Christian name, requesting at the same the favour of a chew of tobacco, why, no great

dignity was sacrificed, and no great harm was done."^

For two pleasant days our route lay among the outlying settlements of the Wil-

lamette, among rounded knolls, or as they are called here '• buttes,^^ f with neat little

primitive farms, at the base of rocky bluffs, where I'ough voices hailed us cheerily, and

shouted to us lo '^ take care of your hir!" an advice no doubt tendered in the kindliest

spirit, but sounding rather unpleasant to men perfectly familiar with the whole rationale

of the Shoshonees' scalping-knife !

The country was well watered and well wooded, and many were the roaring mountain

creeks we had to cross or swim "when ford there was none.^^ Our daily routine was

much the same. At daybreak the bugle sounded the reveille ; all commenced packvng

up, and the cooks to prepare our modest breakfast, of which the inevitable pork and

beans formed the staple. The horses were then driven up, every man lassooing his

own and saddling it ; for no horseman of the Western, be he captain or private, would

ever think of allowing any one else to do it, knowing well that a wrong adjustment

of the blanket, or a girth too much or little, may cost him his life—or what is just

about the same thing—his horse. The mules were then packed with the usual ejaculations

in Spanish and English, for muleteers declare that the nature of that animal is much

* Two of our muleteers were half and quarter castes, respectively the grandson and son of Pierre Dorion,

whose name and deeds have been celebrated in Washington Irving's " Astoria."

t A useful French-Canadian voyarjcurs term to express a rounded elevation too low for a mountain, but

too high to bo called a hill. Tliis distinction is, however, not strictly adlicrcd to, c.g.^ Shasto Butte (more tlian

14,000 f<'<t).
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too demoniacal to do anything without using towards it (to speak mildly) very bad

language. These ejaculations are generally nicely graduated—carambo !
earajo ! !

madre

de "diol! ! ! sacramento ! ! ! ! diabalo ! ! ! ! ! Such soft '' Castilian words " coming floating to

V1E'>V ur TUE LA>uN; ul liiL LUluUAlu

your ears upon a calm summer evening in some silent mountain valley, have decidedly a

fine effect ! Then came up in the rear the cattle herds.

Our march was rarely prolonged beyond midday, though we often halted much earlier, to

allow of the overloaded 'train resting for the grass, or for convenient camping places.

^Ve spent the rest of the day reconnoitring the neighbourhood for plants, fishing m the

mountain streams, hunting deer through the long dark wooded dells, or in sleeping under
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a bush, each as his own individual penchant inclined him, the bugle calHng us back

to camp for supper, which was served on the military chest. The evening was spent, until

dark, telling- round the watch-fire tales of our former adventures, or those "bear and

rattlesnake'' stories for which the Western frontier is so notorious, after which each

SXAKE INDIANS OF OREGON.

man rolled himself in his blanket, under his own particular tree, with the stars for

our lamps and the sky for a canopy, until the cheery bugle again woke us at daybreak

to make our toilet in those gray misty summer mornings by the banks of some nameless

stream, and then to resume our happy march further and further from the haunts of

civilised man, from the country of the little known into that of the still less kno^^ni.

The widely scattered "clearings" became fewer and fewer, until a "claim shanty,"

consisting of a few logs raised in the middle of a "land claim," to fullil the bare

37
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letter of the law, was the only appearance of the tide of civilisation having- flowed thus

far. The road (such as it was) became worse and worse. Then we rode through timber

and in sight of the middle fork of the "Willamette, gliding along between wooded

banks of pine and cedar, and the maple in its summer green, when we suddenly- emerged

ujwn a pleasant encampment, with tools and cooking utensils and tents scattered around ;

but like the camp of the Assyrians, all was vacant. Soon the party began to return.

They had been out gathering berries for more than a week, a favourite sort of picnic

party amoijg the simjjle-minded. i:)eople of Long Tom Creek, and used (under the

supervision of some grave senior) like camp-meetings, without the preaching, by the young

people of tho£e primitive sections for much the same purposes as garrison balls and flower

shows are by those hailing- from better-known places on this side of the IIuse Old

World. As the young men and elders of the party emerged from the bush, bearing

deer from the mountain, grouse from the woods, and strings of speckled trout from the

creeks, and the prairie belles, bearing baskets of the yellow salmonberrv^ the huckleberry,

and the strawberry, some of us could not lielj) thinking that they do things much better

here than in France.

With certain misgivings that we had made a mistake in leaving civilisation we

crossed the river, past the last frontier house, killed a rattlesnake [Crotolus laci/er, Baird)*

which was coiling itself up inconveniently near to where we were about lying down,

and wrote in our journals that we had ridden seventeen miles through cultivated

valleys, well watered and wooded, but that we were now in the wilderness. No longer

was our eye refreshed with a sight of a sunburnt frontier damsel, wild as a deer, but

with a refreshing innocence of cities. How severely the loss was felt may be imagined

when a trooper declared that " He'd give a barrel of whiskey for the sight of a gal !

"^

On the ll'th, after travelling for a distance of six miles through canons and thick

woods, over many small creeks, by the banks of the river, with no cultivation, though

good spots here and there, we met three Indians retui-ning to the Siletz Reservation from

Mr. Simpson's party, which was a little ahead, and who informed us that we could encamp

on a small prairie thinly scattered with timber and separated from the river by a piece

of rich timbered land. Here we found an old hunter's log cabin, and accordingly

christened it " Cabin Prairie." !Xext day our route lay through ' dense timber, and after

passing Mr. Simpson's party of Indians making a trail, we had to drive our horses

before us, scrambling over fallen trees and among rocks, up steep inclines, until we came

to a point which was named " Point Look-out," where we had great difticulty to get our

horses over, and where we lost one mule in the river. Here we encamped, driving om"^

horses across the river, but little or no pasture could be found, and we spent a jiortion

of the day cutting grass with our knives for them. The next eight miles was through

wooded river bottoms, when a party went ahead to clear some of the worst impedi-

menta, swam tho river again, climbed a steep mountain trail (for we were now entering

among the foot hills of the Cascade Mountains), and emerged into a beautiful prairie-

valley shut in by mountains, but covered with grass, a good creek flowing through it,

* Eattlcsnakes arc usually siiid not to come to the west of the Cascades. I have killed them frequently in,

liane county, Oregon, and similar coimtry.
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and with shady woods on the border, so that one miyht fancy himself in the "Happy
Valley of Rasselas." It was totally uninhal)ited, save by a very eurions dilapidated

horse, which the drummer-boy rode all the afternoon. This forlorn 1)rute was covered

with something-, scarcely hair, and accordingly we set it down as the famous woolly

horse which Barnuni exhibited as having- been captured l)y Fremont in this reo-ion.

Tradition, however, ling-ers in the Valley of the Willamette, that once upon a time

a half-savag-e Missourian and his three sons came here, and found a few reneg-ade Indians

whom they managed, with the help of the Klamath Indians, to "civilise oft' the face of

the earth,^^ hunting them in the valley with their rifles as if they were wild beasts, and

then ajipropriating their squaws. We could see their houses and the remains of the

Indian lodges, but wliere they had gone to we had no opportunity of learning. "NVe were,

however, led to believe that they were concealed somewhere in the woods until our

departure. During the next two days the country was pretty similar, and we encamped

(after travelling five miles) on a little prairie, so delightful a scene that it set us wishing

for " that lodge in some vast wilderness,^^ which most of us, after passing so manv lonelv

years wandering among the Indian villages of the North, and in solitary encampments, had

got over. The trail therein lay through woods of fine timber—white cedar {Thuja 'jojuniea),

red cedar {Llhocedrm decnrrenH), and we now noticed,- for the first time, the stately sugar pine

{Plmis Lamhertlana), with the sweet exudations from which it derives its name, and which

is one of the huntery cathartics. A rhododendron and a honeysuckle {Loiilcevd J)()i(f/lu'<ii)

added variety to the sombre woods, hitherto only diversified by an undergrowth of berrv

bushes—the bright salmonberry fiowers [linfjus Sj^ectabilii), and the more modest thimble-

berry {RuLm NiUlcaiiufi), and the waxy sal-al {GaiiUheria slialloii), iovmmg an undergrowth

like a carpet throughout the woods—a sure sign of poor stony ground. The stately alder

(Alum Orerfwia), with its dark green leaves, affected moist ground everywhei-e, in company

with the hemlock, most graceful tree of all. The Xorth-Western conifers began to disappear

from the woods, the silver fir [Pkea (jmndU), supplying its place. Now and then we would

break through thickets of the mountain laurel {Ceanof/ms vefufinn-s), sending an almost

overpowering fragrance from its glistening leaves as we trampled it down mider our horses'

feet. Amid these pleasant scenes we had a day of disasters—two mules with their loads

had rolled over a precipice and were dashed to pieces, and another, after rolling end (iver

end (after the manner of mules), had survived and packed its load into camp. Part of the

loads was recovered, but a side of bacon up a Douglas i)ine-tree will remain as a monument of

the passing of the first expedition through these mountains. Some emigrants had attempted

it in 1853, and we could yet see remains of their disastrous trip, in which some of them

died of starvation. I have seen some of them in the A'alley of the Willamette, and they

used to declare that in the bed of a creek they saw a metal which thev were mre was

gold, and parties even went out to search for it, but did not find it. It was, they said,

"in chunks as big as hen's eggs," but we had all been too long on the Pacific coast to

believe such tales, generally classifying them with the proverbial " bear and snake stories.'"

Our track had hitherto been always in general in the south-east direction, and to-day it lay

by the banks of the Middle Fork, seeing little but the woods and forest-clothed hills of the

Pasn. We frequently noticed " sign " of bears, wolves, and panthers. Deer were seen, and
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trout abandunt. The rocks were all volcanic (traj^)^ and the soil sandy^ and with the

exception of the wooded river bottoms^ rarely fit for cultivation. We encamped in an

open space in the woods_, with g-ood pasture^ but of small extent^ and the soil stony and

poor. "We had gone ten miles^ and named the camp the '^ corral^' (a Spanish term in

common use on the Coast to signify an enclosed place for horses). "We saw around here

many Indian bough encampments, but apparently old, and remnants of days long gone

by, when the Indians used to come hunting here. I had here the misfortune to lose

my horse, and after vainly following his trail, mounted behind a good Samaritan, hoping

to meet some Indians and purchase another. We travelled fourteen miles before campings

over a fair track with a good creek portion of the way, and latterly leading over a country

with many steep places, where we had to ride by an almost perpendicular j^ath. In one

of these wooded gulches we met a number of Cyuse Indians and a white man, all dressed in

most gorgeous array of buckskin and beads, crossing for horses to the Willamette country,

and as we emerged into the "pine opening" a hill-track, covered with good grass, and

thinly scattered with yellow pine (P. ponderosa), I was delighted to again recover my
faithful horse, which had been found by the rear-guard. The scenery was here very fine

—

on every side bold wooded mountains, with the head-waters of the Willamette sparkling

between the trees, and the snows of Diamond Peak in the distance. After every pre-

paration had been made, we commenced the passage of the Cascades into Eastern Oregon.

The ascent was comparatively easy, crossing over many mountain creeks, through woods,,

where I saw many trees of a species of yew {Taurus hrevifoUd), until the elevation began to

be perceptiljle in the Flora. Plants which were long ago in fruit in the valleys were here

in j)artial flower, while on the summit they were in full bloom. Thickets of rhododendrons

{B. maximinmni) , with their huge bunches of pink flowers, stood out in fine contrast to the

drifts of snow, giving one a faint idea of the splendid rhododendron thickets of Sikkim,

Himalayas, so graphically portrayed by Dr. Josej^h Hooker. Occasionally a magnificent

species of mountain lily would bloom by the side of some beautiful saxifrage, and the

shrubbery of the ceanothus would add fragrance to the mountain air. The scene from

the summit of the pass (4,441 feet) was grand in the extreme. The bold snow-covered

crags of Diamond Peak, with its old crater, and the " Three Sisters,^'' appear to the north,

and on the left, away to the south, the tops of Scott's Peak and INIount Williamson,

while the wooded valleys and lesser heights of the Cascade range lay below, and off to the

east appeared the long slope of flat-wooded country, with the peaks of the " Three Brothers,"

the only 1)reak in the monotony of the view. Drifts of snow lay in shady places, and

green grassy spots formed halting-places by the side of mountain streams. Now and then

a beautiful mountain lake, unsuspected before, lay glistening in all its quiet beauty in some

unbroken valley. As we began the descent, a marked change was apparent in the coiintry.

Instead of moist woods, our route lay by an easy descent through groves of pine

thickly scattered over that country (P. contortci), encumbered with no undergrowth, and

the soil a mass of volcanic ashes and pumice-stone. At two p.m. we were right glad,

after a weary ride of twenty-six miles, to reach the head-waters of the Deschutes, or Falls

Kiver (lat. \o'^ •27' 22" N.), here only a little creek meandering through a world of rich

grassy meadows—a sort of "horse heavan''—but with little of the characteristics which
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it possesses near its month. This river lower down iiows through high eaiions— along the

hanks of which you may he dying of thirst, yet fail to reach the water—and falls into

the Columhia about eighteen miles above the Dalles. Deschutes River arises by several

forks, some of which take their source in the marshes, another in a lake which we named
*' Summit Lake '' (which we had seen on the right hand descending), that communicates

by a small creek with another sixteen miles in length lower down (named "Crescent Lake'"),

and this is again connected with a third among the mountains, styled, in hcnoin- of one

of the party, "Lake Oddel.''^ Our camp"^ here was 1,200 feet below the summit, and

though cold at nights, the mosquitoes in the early portion of the evening were very

troublesome. Chipmonks {Taniias Tojcnsend) were very abundant here, and so continuously

*' popped " at, that I verily believe they even yet come out of their holes in the expectation

of finding a pistol-bullet aimed at them. Herons, cranes, and grouse were plentiful near

the river, but otherwise few birds were seen in this solitary region. As our provisions di(J.

not come up for two days, we provided ourselves with trout, which were caught in great

abundance by hooks baited with field-crickets or "grasshoppers'"^ [.Lcheta nirjru), an insect

abounding all over the eastern side of the Cascades, and as a pest almost equal to locusts.

The winds which every now and then sweep over this desert-like tract will blacken the

rivers and lakes with them, and the miserable digger Indian draws the main portion of

his substance from these insects.

On the 29th of July we began to direct our course in a E.S.E. direction, over a level

desert flat, with a soil composed of volcanic ashes, and thinly scattered with a forest of

Tlnvs co7itorf(f, a scrubby looking tree at best, abounding in resin. To the E. and N.E.

lay a long stretch of flat land, probably ninety miles in bi-eadth, of a similar character to

this, but which we found to be impracticable to traverse, on account of the almost entire

want of water in it ; the creeks flowing- from the Cascades sinking into the sandy

soil before flowing far into this desert tract. ^Ir. Thompson attempted to explore it

and though he carried water portion of the way, both he and his party suffered fearfully.

Pah-nine, the celebrated war chief of the " Snakes,^-" told me that after the battle in which

Lieut. Watson was killed he traversed this waste. " I determined,^' he said, " never more

to fight against the whites, and separated from my brother, "We-wow-weya, and hoped to

flee to a country where the white man could never reach me. So I took my horses and

my men, my squaws and my children, in the direction of the dying sun, and went over

the dry country between there and Queyia (Deschutes River), filling the stomachs of ante-

lopes with water, for there is none there, and I came to a valley where my men hunted

and my women gathered berries, and I thought that the whites had forgotten me, and that

I was safe. But, when I came back one night to my lodges, the fires were out, my warriors

slain, and my women and my little boy taken prisoners. ^Nfy heart was sad, and again I fled,

wifeless and childless, poor and hungry, with no food for the winter, with none to dress

* According to the 'Tacific Eailroad Surveys" (Yol. YI., Appendix C, p. 29 of Appendices), Deschutes Eiver is

4,411 feet above mean tide at Benecia, California. I presume their observations were taken at the same place as ours.

The other altitudes on our route -were as follows :—Klamath Lake (lat. 42^ 17' 10" 2 X.), 4,180; Klamath Eiver

(lat. 42° 31' 31" 4 X.), 4,196 ; Klamath Marsh, 4,512. This latter observation, taken from the same aulhoiity, difiers

much from ours, as do mo:t of them, Lieut. Williamson making the elevations greater.
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my deer, with none to make, with none to cook my food. I was poor after I foug-ht with

the whites, for you hurnt up my dried meat and my ammunition, and took away my
horses; hut now I was poorer than ever. My peoj)le said, let us go to "SVe-ts'ow-weya, who

has gone to join Halhick at the rising sun, and hand together against the whites : Ave

can hut he killed. But I said, No ! and all winter I lived hy the border of Silver Lake,

killing my horses for food, and my heart was sad and weary, until the warm days came

again, but still I hunted and lived poor. You see I have no horses, and how miserable

we are. I would not go against the whites, for I was sick of war, and blood, and scalps,

and so we hunted the elk and the antelope, and gathered ivocas* and f/aiii<(ss, f anil

koa-s, and got trout from the lake, until Huntingdon's messenger came telling me to come

and make peace, but my young men on the hills saw the soldiers were coming, and said they

would be killed, but I knew that Huntingdon would not tell a lie, and so I came weary

and ashamed on foot.^' I have given this extract in order to show the character of the

people we were entering among, but more particularly for the geographical data it affords.

The " Three Brothers " are the only breaks in the nearly level landscape in that

direction, and the snow peaks of the Cascades gleaming through the trees, diversify the

view to the right, and now and then a cool breeze tempers the hot summer's day as we.

slowly in long file traverse this arid tract. There was no undergrowth in the groves

of pine, but here and there occasionally bushes of the wormwood, or as it is uni-

versally called, the " sage " {Arlemesla indentula), so characteristic of the whole of

the country we were now entering, began to appear, and with the exception of the " black

pine " formerly mentioned, a few sugar pines, and one not unlike it in foliage {V. poit-

derosa) there was no timber. After a march of eleven miles, we halted on a branch of

the Deschutes River, where we found a tolerably good stretch of meadow ground in the

immediate vicinity of the river. Deer were plentiful, and the beautiful little humming-

birds flitted abovit among the few flowers which the invigorating moisture allowed to

spring" up here and there among the long swampy grasses. A journey over these wastes,

though interesting from a topographical point of view, is yet to a "general reader'' about

as entertaining as the time-honoured sea journals kept by the mates of merchant vessels,

wherein is recorded with minute accuracy how the wind " in the first part of these twenty-

four hours was E.N.E. h E-, and how in the second portion it was ditto, ditto, and in the

dog-watch ditto, ditto, the boatswain's hands employed as before, ditto, ditto, the trades-

men at their trades, and the hands employed variously ; lat., by dead reckoning, so-and-so."

But the exigencies of geography requiring such, more especially since so little can be suid, the

readers will pardon me if for the next five days I trouble them with a somewhat monotonous

narrative. The track continued much as before, only more hilly and varied, more sugar-pine,

and the country more open ; and so for sixteen miles, until we came to a creek named

'' Miller's Creek," with good water and a little grass, in the prairie-like openings near the river.

Hitherto, though a sharj) look-out had been kept, we had seen no Shoshonee Indians,

but this evening- our scouts came in with very long faces, describing the "great mocassin"

tracks crossing our trail after we had come into cam]), and as every one knows that this

* Nii2)li(irtlvcna (Ait). f Gamassia csctihnta (Dougl).
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was the " sign " of that tribe, we slept with only one eye shut. Indeed, though we could

obtain no sight of our pursuers, yet it was only on arrival at Fort Klamath that we learned

from the Indians there that we had been dogged by three lodges of " Snakes " the whole of

our journey, seeking an opportunity to stampede our horses, or capture an odd scalp or

two when it could be done without the disagreeable accompaniment of running their heads

THE BLOOMER CVTTIXG OX THE TACIFIC RAILWAY.

against a lea^len Imllet. Once, as we crossed Fremont, the "Pathfinder's" trail, the tracks

of mocassins and "barefooted'' (unshod) horses, with camp-fires not extinguished, began

grieviously to alarm us, and to suggest very serious jokes about the period of time we should

be favoured with the possession of our individual scalp-locks. However, we afterwards

found that we wero unnecessarily frightened : it was only tlie Superintendent of Indian

AfPairs for Oregon, on his way with his band of Cyuse scouts to try and make a treaty

of peace with Pah-ni-ne. The next day, travelling over a similar country, only with more

open spaces and finer trees, we came to a spring gushing out in the form of a large creek

from the f^round. Fremont doubtless mistook this for the great Klamath Lake, in his
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expedition of 1S43-4, and the river, which I have mentioned as permeating it, he

thought to he the Klamath (or, as he spells it, Kamat/i) River, hut that flows out of the

lower lake proper, and the former is prohahly ^Villiamson's River. His camp here was

ahout lat. 4£° 51' 26" N. long. 121" 20' 42". In these errors he has heen followed hy

other writers. Antelopes {Aatilocaprci Americana) were plentiful in the vicinity, hut

the horse-fly rendered our horses almost frantic, sucking their hlood, so much so that we

VIEW OF SILVER CITY, NEVADA.

had to enclose them with a circle of smoky fires, and when riding to be continually

switching them off, until the poor animals were perfectly bespattered with their blood.

These, and mosquitoes (which " crowd ^^ into their ears), are the great pests of horses,

though the latter only trouble man, and disappear as settlements and clearings progress.

So ti'oublesome are the latter insects on some of the flats of Fraser River, as to render

them uninhabitable in summer, and I have known horses in their agony to jump into

the river and be drowned.

For the last two days—in fact, immediately after getting over the summit—the

38
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" Manzanita/' of Californian celebrity {Arctostaphylos rjlauca), and the "Chinquapin''

{Oastanojjsis chrysojihyllo), began to appear, along- with the diminutive Arln.tus tomeniosa.

Two Indians were seen on horseback, and waking up at night, I could see the light of a,

camp-fire gleaming among the trees somewhere on the other side of the marsh.

On the ~nd of August, after travelling ten miles, we came to a straggling creek,

with a great extent of rich grasses by its borders, but the soil very poor and sandy. We
named this stream—the only one for several miles—" Rifle creek," from the circumstance

of our finding a rifie, shot-pouch, and powder-horn complete, suspended in the trees. The

pouch contained two Hint arrow-heads, used evidently to raise fire, and the rifle had been

apparently purchased or stolen, or was the gift of a white man. Underneath was a fire,

in which most probably the bod\' and possessions of its former owner had been, in

accordance with the customs of the neighbouring tribes, burnt ; but how the rifle escaped

we could not tell. Having no desire to rob the dead Indian's pyre, we merely kept the

arrow-heads as a memento, replacing the rifle ; but one of our packers was not so delicate :

looking upon it as a fair prize, he tinkered it up, and within an hour shot an elk with it.

Scott^s Peak was here directly abreast of us, and is a truncated cone of a very marked character.

On the morning of the 3rd of August we were early astir, and after a march of seven,

miles turned down again to a beautiful jirairie near the Klamath ^Marsh, where the

party lay over for several days, and the animals revelled in a paradise of clover. We
could see Indians in canoes gathering the pods of the yellow water-lily on the marsh, and

tracks of the grizzly bear did not make our woodland botanisings any pleasanter. Here

I bade good-bye to my gallant compagnons de voyafje, from whom I had received se

many kindnesses, and accompanied by Lieutenant !M. M'Call, and an escort of six troopers,

rode over the ridge to the westward to a fort established in Klamath Basin, and supposed

to be distant between fifteen and twenty miles. A pleasant ride had we over a low ridge,

and spur of the Cascades, through a fine grove of yellow pine [P. jjonderosa), where

we shot a skulking cayote wolf {Oniis latrmts, Say), and then descended into a valley

where Indian sign was plentiful ; until from an eminence the lovely prairie of Klamath

Basin, shut in by snowy mountains with cold rivers meandering through the valley, and

studded with groves of trees, like wooded islands in a sea of grass, burst upon our

astonished view, so long accustomed to the arid track over which we had been passing. We
crossed the " Fort Creek," a stream of icy-cold water (which springs out of the ground

in one torrent), our horses almost hidden amidst the luxuriant herbage, and then passed

through a mile or two of country, which required recollection of where we were not to

suppose was some old English park. We arrived at the fort just in time for dinner, but

covered with dust, and most unpresentable figures; for here in the middle of the Indian

country were several of the Oregon ladies, of whose politeness generally, and more par-

ticularly of the '' square meal " we received that August evening, I daresay the lieutenant

and I have some very grateful memories to this day.

There were also a number of children here, semi-civilised youths, learned in all the

dialects of the Chinook jargon, and in the relative merits of Maynard's carbine and the

old jager. They were, however, about to erect a school, which promised to impart some-

thing more substantial to them. The valley of Klamath Basin is excellent soil, but cold
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springs come down from the snow-capped mountains^ which shut it in on every side, so as

to render the ground so cold that snow lies for such a time that cattle cannot subsist here in

the winter, and garden produce, with the exception of beets and turnips, do not come to

any size. Do\A'n by the borders of Klamath Lake and Sprague's River the snow lies only

for a short time, and there the Indians winter their horses. Close by the fort flows an

icy cold stream, which rises directly out of the ground not far distant. This Fort Creek

joins Wood's lliver and Crooked Creek, which empty into the Klamath liake some three

or four miles down. During the few days we passed at Fort Klamath, Major Rheinhardt

and his officers took us on an excursion down Wood's River, meandering through j^rass-v

meadows to the great Klamath Lake, and back again on horseback over the green prairies

by evening, with a picnic dinner under the groves of pine, will live in the memories of

some of us. At Fort Klamath we overtook the Hon. W. P. Huntingdon, Superintendent

of Indian Affairs for Oregon, who was awaiting a messenger whom he had despatched to

Pah-nine, war chief of the Shoshonees, with a view to make a treaty of peace. Mr. Hun-

tingdon was good enough to invite me to join him, and as the distance was not great,

and such a sight would not be soon likely to be seen again, I occupied myself in rambling

round the hills until his messenger returned. Our visit had created some stir among the

neighbouring tribes, who were suspicious of the import of it. Accordingly, one day a

messenger arrived from ii distant tribe to make inquiries what it all meant. He was

informed, and invited to stay. Major Rheinhardt at the same time offering him fodder for

hia horse, and food accommodation for himself. He steadily refused, however, and would

receive neither bite nor sup with the whites, bringing provision from the Klamath Indians

in the vicinity of the fort, and sleeping in the open air. This cavalier stayed long enough

to satisfy himself of our intentions, and then left as he came, refusing presents or any

kindness which might seem to compromise him with the whites into surrendering his

freedom.

In the immediate vicinity of the fort were a number of Klamath Lake Indians,

a people at no time of a very exalted morality, but now thoroughly debased. The

northern tribes have a thorough contempt for them, and used to come south and

capture them as slaves. It is, however, a common practice of many of these tribes

—

Shastas, Umpquas, Klamath, Pit River, &c.—to sell their own children as slaves. ^\\'.

Stanley, an artist, who travelled for some years on this coast, tells us that during a tour

through the Willamette valley in 184-8 he met a party of Klikitaks returning from one

of these trading excursions, having about twenty little boys whom thev had purchased

from the Umpqua tribe. They have, however, a number of slaves, principally stolen from

the Pit River Indians, who are again a race much lower in the scale of humanity. A
runaway slave is severely punished among them, being generallv put to death. If a

woman, she is impaled on a stake in a manner too horrible to describe. Their other i>ro-

perty consists in beads, horses, blankets, and women. The Hioqua shell [Bentallitui

preciosHin, Nutt) is highly valued among them, and is generally worn l»y the men through

the septum of the nose, the women also occasionally adopting this ornament, and more

frequently using it in the form of ear-ornaments. The women have a custom of tattooing

their chin, and some of them are far from ill-locking. They have now for the most part
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adopted a portion of European dress^ but all the women still wear the little brimless

hat, like a pitcher. This hat is made of a species of sedge, but is quite water tight,

and is used for a variety of domestic purposes, such as carrying water or lighted coals, as

a drinking vessel, and a trencher for food. They have a belief in a Supreme Being, and

think that He made the laud good and bad—sage-brush, desert, and pasture land—because

the Indians quarrelled and had to be separated. Some of them also believe in a place of

reward and punishment, and others even go so far as to believe in a resurrection from the

dead, and that the place of resurrection will be at the Dalles of the Columbia. They

have a great belief in their "medicine-men,^' who excel in the usual tricks of that

class of impostors, such as causing blood to How from the nostrils, and so on. They have

a superstitious dread of owls, believing, like all Indians, that the spirits of the dead go

into these birds, and that they peck out people's eyes. They bury their dead in mounds

in an upright position, but destroy by fire the whole of their property, because it is very

unlucky to mention the name of the dead ; they do not wish to see anything around which

would act as a reminder to them of those who are now dead. I have sometimes heard it

stated that they burn their dead, but as I saw their graves, I cannot believe that this

custom is at least unvariable. After a death, and in the case of women at certain

periods, they must purify for five days at a sacred spring near the fort. Eclipses they

believe, with many of the people of antiquity and modern times, portend evil. They have

manv other superstitions about almost every act of their daily life. They are said to have

some knowledge of diamonds, which are believed to be found in their country. They are

also reported to be tolerably honest about the fort, for the good reason that they would

soon be found out, and be most summarily punished. They are not allowed to purchase

powder from the trader at the fort, except by order from the Superintendent of Indian

Affairs ; but they buy all they wish at Yreka, in California, to which place there is a trail

from here. They occasionally go to war against the Pit River tribes, and have a curious

method of declaring war. A number of young fellows prowl about the border of the

enemy, until they see some women gathering berries, or otherwise engaged, when they seize

upon them. This indignity is reported to the tribe, when war is the consequence.

Throwing in this bone of contention is fully as effectual as the Roman custom of throwing

a javelin into the enemy's territory. They marry either in their own tribe, or in the neigh-

bouring ones, and as a natural consequence of the increased immorality of the tribe,

infanticide is common. The number of males, owing to this and other causes, is also'

decreasing. As a race, they are swarthier than the northern tribes, but not badly made.

I used often to meet them on my rambles through the valleys and groves near the fort, and

they were always particularly civil to me when they heard that I was an Englishman. The

English they both fear and respect, because the earliest knowledge they had of the race

was by experiencing the severity and determined character of a Hudson's Bay trader

named M'Kay—a son of that ^I'Kay who blew up the Tonquin—as narrated in " Astoria."

Hence the Hudson's Bay Company's people were long known as the "^M'Kays." Fremont

they distinctly recollect, and tell some long story about his spitting on a fish, the exact

point of which I could never exactly learn, further than that it was looked upon with,

great superstition, and was supposed to have been productive of no great good.
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111 addition to Indians^ many other wild animals used to dart across my path while

roaming about in search of flowers.* The cayote wolf [Cayiis Idirans) will even now and

again skulk through the valley, or yelp when at a safe distance from me. The silver

fox {Vu/j)es macronrus), so valuahle as a fur, was once seen, and the holes of the badger

{Tccxldea Amerietma) were occasionally stumbled on. The fisher (p. 19S) is common by

the Klamath Lake, and the beaver may be occasionally seen. The Hesperomjjs GambeUii,

AT AVOUK IX THE SILVEK MIXES Ol' XEVADA.

rather rarei-, is sometimes captured with other small mammals, while the sage rabbits

{L. (frtememia and L. campe-slris) scuttled through the low grass and brushwood very

commonly. Many wild fowl breed in tlie lakes, and in this vicinity a naturalist might

pass many weeks in the spring witli great profit.

The monarch of all these solitudes is, however,, the grizzly boar [Vrsiis /lorrifjilis),

* For the botany, see Horticultural Department of "Farmer" (1865), and "Pacific Railroad Surveys" (New-

berry's Collection), Vol. vi. (Williamson's Report) ; " Transactions of the Botanical Society of Edinburgh,' Vol. ix.
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which abounds in the mountains. The winter before, the soldiers, by surrounding- him

in parties on horseback, managed to kill a large number. He is rarely, however, tackled

by a single hunter, as the danger is great. Not a year passes in California but some

men are killed by this fierce animal, and further north the Indians are often maimed

in encounters with it. The country eastward I afterwards visited. It is still drier, for

the fort was built in a moist valley of the mountains, mountain-walled on almost every

side. But this other journey again westward into California I need not describe, as the

gist, so far as space will admit of, I have given already, or will give in due course. It

is the country of the Shoshonee and Madoc Indians, aborigines whose murderous doings

have made them very familiar public characters of late years.

CHAPTER XVI.

The United States : The Pacific Territories and States.

After the preceding sketch of the physical geography and general appearance of the

region to the west of, and in the vicinity of the Rocky Mountains, we must devote a

brief space to a more special descri2:ttion of the political divisions into which this great

Tegion is divided. British Columbia has already been spoken of. Accordingly, it is only

the states and territories of the United States that demand a few lines at our hand.

First, therefore, we must take up

Alaska,

Or Aliaska, of which the name is an abbreviation. Up to the year 1867 it was known

as Russian America, being a possession of the Northern Empire, and used solely as a

hunting-ground of the Imperial Fur Company, though governed by State-appointed

officials. It is the most northern portion of America, and has a coast line facing the

Arctic Sea on the north, and the Pacific on the west. Historically it is insignificent

;

iind from a literary point of view its only eminence is due to the fact that it is the

locality selected by Eugene Sue for opening the remai'kable travels of his hero, Le Juif

En-ant, a fact which may possibly give it celebrity in the eyes of those to whom geography

and treatises are but dry realities. It comprises all North America, from \\\° W. long,

to the sea, as well as the many islands which stretch seaward along the coast line, in addition

to a strip of territory fifty miles broad, extending south-east along the Pacific Coast to the

confines of British Columbia in 54*^ 40' N.L. Altogether, its length is about 1,000 miles,

its greatest breadth from east to west 800 miles, and its area about 514,700 square miles.

It is for the most part covered with dense forest, and when not rocky and forest-covered

oonsists of swampy plains, and is altogether unsuited for agriculture. The Yukon, or

Kwiehpak, which rises in British America, and falls into the sea at Norton Sound, is the

finest of its rivers. At a distance of 600 miles from the sea it is a mile in breadth, and
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some of its tributaries, such as the Porcupinej which is receives at Fort Yukon, would be

reckoned large rivers in Europe. Such is the volume of water which it pours into Behring

Strait, that ten miles from its principal mouth the surface-water sea is fresh. Among its

mountains may be mentioned Mount St. Elias, an active volcano 1^,970 feet in height, while in

the peninsula of Aliaska are several volcanic cones, and in the Island of Umenak there are

volcanoes so large that one rises to the height of 8,000 feet. The Imj^erial Fur Company,

which in 1799 obtained a grant of the country from the Tsar Paul YIII., had their chief

settlement at New Archangel, on the Island of Sitka, and about forty other trading stations.

They exported annually about 25,000 skins of fur seal, sea-otter, beaver, &c., and about

£0,000 walrus tusks, obtained from the more Northern tribes. In 1867 the Russian

Government sold the whole country to the United States Government for 7,200,000 dollars,

not a large sum for so huge a mass of territory, but great when we consider that it can never

be of any value to the authorities at Washington, except for a possible political contingency,

which, since British Columbia has thrown in its lot with Canada, is not likely ever to occur.

It is at present governed by the military force stationed at Sitka, though it is proposed

to put its control into the hands of the Treasury; but the trade is of the most infinitesimal

description, and the settlers so few, that it has not been thought necessary to organise a

territoi'ial government. The climate of the Southern Coast region is comparatively mild,

but excessively wet. The mean temperature of Sitka is 12"9'^, and its rainfall about

seven feet per annum. During the winter it rains almost continuously, and the summer

and autumn are exceedingly moist seasons. Cereals grow, but do not ripen, though

grain, if there were only more open land, would prosper very well as a cultivated crop.

Traces of coal have been found, and gold has in some places been discovered in considerable

abundance. Stilmon abound in all the rivers ; and about eighty whalers pursue their dangerous

trade off the coast of this far northern possession of the United States. There are said to

be about 8,000 whites in the country, but this is a very shifting population indeed. The

Indians far outnumber them, being about 15,000, in addition to some Eskimo on the

northern shores. Sitka contains about 1,000 inhabitants, and is the residence of a Greek

bishop and a few storekeepers. The fur trade must, however, always supply the chief trade

of the territory, that is to say, if the fur animals are not exterminated through ignorance

or indifference on the part of the government, and rapacity on the side of the settlers. The

trapping in the interior is chiefly left to the natives ; but the fur seal is killed by the

settlers, aided by the Aleutians, in such great numbers, that it threatens in time to meet

the fate of the Rhijtina, a species of sea-cow once abundant on the islands of Behring Strait,

but now so entirely extinct, that a few of its bones are accounted prizes of great value

l)y any European museum. The privilege of killing these animals is let out to private

individuals by the government, and the contracts have given rise to not a few scandals

of a description with Avhich these pages need not concern themselves. As a specimen,

however, of the value of this " fishery,'' I may note the terms of one of the bids. It offered

50,000 dols. a year rental, with a royalty of 02 ^ cents on each skin. The number of seals

to be killed was limited to 100,000 a year; the royalty would thus amount to 02,500 dols.

a year. The contractor offered a further bonus of 55 cents a gallon for all oil taken from

these seals. Each seal is estimated to furnish, ou an average, ten gallons of oil. This would
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make 111^000 a year^ or a total of 2/225,000 dols. The contractor, whose bid we quote,

also offered to supply the Aleutians on the St. George and St. Paul Islands with free school

facilities, tish, oil, firewood, red shirts, and all other necessities that the 300 aborigines

required, including the luxury of a priest of the Greek faith. Probably the government

thought that the contractors were offering more than they could pay, for, as a matter of

fact, the fishery is at present let for 65,000 dols. per annum.

The sea-otter fishery is even more valuable. This animal is found all down the

Pacific coast, from Alaska to California, and also for some little way on the Asiatic side.

It is, perhaj5s, the most valuable fur animal in America, and therefore I may devote a

short space to its description, more especially as in the notes w^hicli follow I am indebted

for much of the information to my old friend, Mr. Pym Nevins Compton, formerly of the

Hudson^'s Bay Service, and who is, perhaps, as well acquainted with the habits of the

sea-otter as any man living. I will, therefore, first quote what he has to say in his

own words :

—

" The sea-otter [Enh/dra marina, p, 305) is an animal whose habitat is confined to the

waters of the North Pacific, and is found as far north as the Aleutian Islands, or thereabouts,

and as far south as the coast of southern California, on the coast of North America, whilst

it also occurs on the coasts of Japan and the northern parts of China. Unlike the common

otter of North America {Liitra Canadensis), it is now never found in the numerous

inlets with which this western coast is no plentifully indented ; but is always seen in the

open ocean in the neighbourhood of rocks and rocky islets, such as those around Scott^s

Islands, at the northern end of Vancouver Island, and appears to prefer those localities

where very strong tides cause broken water, in which it loves to disport itself. The young,

which are produced generally {as far as I can learn) one or two at a time, and that once

a year, are of a rusty-brown hue, with numerous long hairs of a yellowish colour about

the head, and when born are not much more than a foot or eighteen inches in length, but

appear to grow rapidly; though it is long before they lose the brownish colour which

with age changes from the rusty hue of the young to a dark chocolate tint, and from

that to the beautiful dark black fur of the adult male. The ajipearance of the Enhi/dra

in the water is (although its habits are very similar) very different from that of the seal,

not only in colour (being much darker), but in the shape of the head, that of the seal

being very round, whilst that of the sea-otter is of a much more elongated and pointed

form. The feet ai'C more like the feet of the beaver than the fiippers of the seal family;

the hind feet are webbed, but unlike the web of the beaver, that of the sea-otter is

covered with hair almost, if not quite, to the extremit3^ It is needless to add that the

sea-otter swims and dives with extreme rapidity, but does not sink immediately on being killed

like the seal. The size of a full-grown male sea-otter is about six feet, though I have

frequently seen skins measuring upwards of seven feet without the tail, which is always cut off,

and forms a separate item in the trade, and is generally a perquisite of the wife of the fortunate

hunter. The females are rather smaller, and seldom entirely lose the brownish tinge on

the fur, and, I believe, never acquire the white head of the old males. These animals are

rarely seen on shore, though they are capable of walking on land, and are not confined to

'\he awkward though rapid ' flop ' (I can find no other word so expressive) of the seals
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when on terra firma ; but at the breeding season they frequent isolated and barren rocky

islands^ seldom troubled by man. Their food consists in a great part of shell-fish, for the

SEA-OTTEKS {Knhijdra marina).

grinding up of which their massive molar teeth are admirably fitted ; and they are stated by
the Indians to be very partial, like the common otter, to a small species of haliotis

[H. Kamtschatklana), ear-shell or abelone, as it is called in Califoriria, which is plentiful

all along the coasts of North-West America. The skin of the sea-otter varies much in price

39
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according to size^ colour, fineness of fur_, &c., and the best idea one can give of it is a niole

about six or seven feet long; but that even gives an inadequate notion of the beauties of

this cost!}' fur, for costly it is, as a single good skin will, before being dressed, fetch as

much as £30 in England, and considerably more when prej^ared and sent to China, where

they are in great demand. Formerly the sea-otter was killed with the bow and arrow

and spears, but since the whites have supplied the Indians with muskets and ammunition,

firearms have taken the place of the more primitive weapon ; but I do not think that more

animals are killed now than formerly, and in fact the Indians themselves say that the noise

of the gun frightens the otters (naturally a very wary animal), and that fewer are seen,

and these more difficult to approach than in the 'good old times' of the bow and

arrow. The otters used to be purchased by the Hudson's Bay Company by the

size ; a blanket being given for a span of the trader's hand, measuring lengthways of the

skin, and the Indians employ even now all sorts of means to make the otters as long

as possible (a practice decidedly detrimental in many cases to the fur), such as putting

the skin in a frame after they reach home, wetting the hide with warm water, and scraping

it with a shell to make it soft and pliable, and even in some cases pricking it all over with

a number of needles tied together, and at the same time tightening up the lines at each

end by which the skin is attached to the frame, so as to make it reacli the required number

ii 'spans' in length." It may be added that a trader with a long thumb and forefinger

tvas specially in request by the fur companies !

Formerly it was very abundant along the Californian coast, and was one of the

attractions that induced the Russian Fur Company to establish Fort Ross in lat. 38° 30',

where for a number of years (from 18 12-1840) Aleutians were engaged in the fishery.

]\rr. Hittel describes these Indians as going out in their kayaks fifty miles to sea, cr

travelling up and down the coast, usually coming home well laden with skins, then

worth from sixty to eighty dollars each. At one time the Hudson's Bay Company tried

to employ Sandwich Island in the trade. The hunters went up and down the coast in

small vessels shooting the otters. Instantly on the animal being struck, the aquatic Kanakas

swam off to it, or, if necessary, dived in pairs, and it was rare indeed that they

did not succeed in bringing the valuable carcass to the surface. Off the coast of

Santa Barbara country they are still plentiful, and there are men in that section

of California who make a trade of killing them. It only approaches near the shore

once a day for food; and when attacked makes no resistance, but endeavours to escape

by sinking in the sea. The skins are chiefly in demand by the wealthy Russians, and are

also exported to China, where a market is found for them among the higher mandarins

of the Celestial Empire.

"Washingtox TERiaTORY, Oregox, and Idaho.

A very few words will suffice to give the salient features of these three political

divisions of the United States. The first two are divided into two almost equal portions,

differing widely, however, in climatic, agricultural, and commercial character by the

Cascade ^Mountains. The other—Idaho—is altogether to the east of the Cascades, and is to

the west of the Rocky Mountains, thus partaking of the arid character of that region (p. 281).
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Washington Tcrrifor^ lies south of British Cohmihiu; and is divided from it by the

Columbia River, which runs in tlie British province, and after forming" a bar falls into the

sea between Capes Adams and Disappointment. The territory is -300 miles in breadth and 220

in leng-th, while of its area of 4-l-,790,l00 acres, only 192,010 are improved, very little land

being- adapted for ag^riculture. The region to the east of the Cascades, though open, is in

general rather mountainous or dry, while that to the west is densely wooded, the price of

labour on the Pacific coast rendering the cost of " clearing " the land in most eases

out of all i>roportion to its return. The soil, however, is rich^ and when, as in the

vicinity of the Puget Sound and the Columbia Biver, cultivation goes on, the yield

of grain to the acre is very high. The eastern region is, however, well adapted for

grazing purposes, while in the vicinity of the mouth of the Columbia, and especially

of Puget Sound, extensive saw-milling operations go on (p. 258). The Columbia is

the only navigable river, and vessels of 300 tons can pass up it to the Dalles or

rapids of the river, where there is a little town of the same name. The scenery on

the banks is not fine, the sombre woods to the west of the Cascades making- the

view rather monotonous, while on the other hand the bare wastes to the east of that

range weary the eye of the voyager up this noble river. Here and tliere, however,

the traveller has glimpses of the snow-capped peaks of the Cascade range, such as

Mount St. Helen's, Mount Adam (9,570 feet). Mount Rainier (12,oGG feet, p. 309),

Mount Baker, and Mount Olympus, nearer the coast, and from which a cool breeze

daily blows. Some of the rivers are interrupted by falls, such as the Snoqualami, which

falls into the Puget Sound, and some distance from the sea falls over a sheer cliff

197 feet in height. This is, however, surpassed b}^ the falls of the Snake River,

a tributary of the Columbia in Idaho, which are said to bq only inferior to those of

the Yosemite and Niagara. The " Shoshone Falls " of the Snake, just below the Malade, are

in clear perpendicular height 200 feet, the river being at this place about 250 yards

in breadth. Gold is mined here and there in Washington Territory, as in almost

every other portion of the United States, but its chief resources are lumber, grazing,

hunting, and fishing, all the rivers abounding with salmon., numbers of which are

salted, dried, or put up in tins for exportation. The fur animals, once abundant, are

now almost exterminated, though deer and other kinds of game are still plentiful, and

in the vicinity of Puget Sound and elsewhere give employment to several professional

hunters. The Indians, though now mostly removed on ^^reservations,'' and as everywhere

else on the decrease, are still numerous, but peaceable. The territory, however, has never

recovered from the Indian war which in its earlier days desolated it. It is not fitted

at present for a large population. Olympia, the capital, is a small village on Puget Sound,

and none of the towns are much bigger, while the white population is not over 23,000, and

is not increasing rapidly. In 1809 there were a little over 15,000 Indians in the territory.

Orcfjo)! is an infinitely more prosperous state. The eastern region is not so well

suited either for grazing or agriculture as the eastern region of the territory north of

it; Init we have already spoken sufficiently regarding it. The country to the west

of the Cascades, however, is much superior. It is not so densely wooded, the climate
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is uot so wet^ Slid there are numerous open valleys and fertile tracks along" the river banks

which support a flourishing population of farmers. It is on an average about 200 miles

broad and o60 long. It contains an area of 60,975^360 acres of land;, of which about

1, 116^,000 are imiiroved^ and a population (in 1870) of 90^878 whites^ 24^,500 Indians,

more than 3,000 Chinese, and a number of other nationalities, including negroes and

a few Sandwich Islanders. The population is increasing at the rate of about 5,000 a

year. The climate is mild and pleasant, though warmer in the summer, and scarcely

so wet in the winter as that of British Columbia and the northern parts of "Washington

Territory; otherwise it is much the same. The mean temperature of Astoria at the

mouth of the Columbia is 4-2'-', 43' Fah., while Corvallis in the centre of the AA'illamette

Valley is 3d°, 27'. By way of comparison it may be mentioned that New York in

wdnter has a climate averaging one degree below the freezing point, while Albany, the

capital of the State, suffers a mean winter cold of 25"^, 83'. Few of the products of

temperate North America but will grow in the State, while cattle, sheep, pigs, and all

other kinds of stock are abundant. In Rogue River "\'alley nothing is more common than

to see the porches of the pleasant-looking farm-houses covered with bunches of ripe grapes,

while water-melons, Indian corn, and tomatoes are the most common kind of crops in this

pleasant region of the world. The scenery is pleasing, and even in places grand, consisting,

especially in the southern portion of the State, of rich, beautiful valleys, line mountains,

forests, and rivers, while the lake country described in the last chapter, and soon to

be the site of a big manufactory and a young population, is very magnificent. The

Willamette Valley alone is capable of producing 100,000,000 bushels of wheat annually.

Already it " raises ^^ 3,000,000 bushels, but it is not all under cultivation. The

Umpqua, Rogue River, Illinois, Nehelemi, and Grande Ronde Valleys are other localities

supporting a considerable farming population, and destined to support still more. The

Willamette is, however, the chief locality for settlement, and in this region are the

principal towns, Portland, Oregon City, Salem, &c., the last named, though by no

means the largest, being the capital. Fruit is also extensively grown, while wool

mills are becoming plentiful, and are run entirely upon the State-grown wool. The

fisheries will always be important if properly nursed. In addition to incredible numbers of

salmon, the sale of which is estimated at 1,500,000 dollars annually, the sucker fish (Catostomi/s

SucUii ?) is got in great numbers in Lost River, twenty-five miles beyond Link River, in

the months of April and May, This river, according to ^Nlr. Small,* from whom we derive

our information, is deep and sluggish, and yet these fish are so numerous that they can

be thrown on the bank with the greatest ease. Settlers have been known to take out in this

way as much as a ton weight of them in an hour. Cod, bass, flounder, carp, sturgeon, and

smelt are caught in great abundance in the Columbia River and in the bays off the

coast, while shell-fish are equally plentiful. The gold mines of Eastern Oregon yield

plentifully. In Grant County alone 10,000,000 dollars worth were taken out in the seven

* "Oregon and Her Eesources " (1872). See also, for very trust-worthy information, "The Oregon Handbook

and Emigrant's Guide," by J. M. :Murphy (1873); and the article on the State, by :SIr. Hawes, in Ripley and Dana 3

" American Encycloptodia " (1875).
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years .jirior to 1S7~, while Jackson and Josepliine to the west o£ the range have done

verv well. In the former county, from 185:2 to ISOS, about 15,000.000 dollars worth

were obtained. In the sands at Coos Bay is scattered a considerable quantity of fine

gold, and as the tide retires it is washed and amalgamated with quicksilver; the quick-

silver thus catching the fine gold, and being afterwards driven off by heat, leaves the

precious metal behind. The same method is pursued at Crescent City in North

California and at other places. Silver is also mined, while lead, copper, and iron promise

in time to be profitable mining industries. Railways now intersect the State, w^here a

few years ago there was nothing but Indian trails. Even the " Central Oregon," which

Thackeray in his satire on the Railway Mania of 1S15 classed with " Patagonian

Consolidated" as one of the absurdities of the Stock Exchange, is now an actual reality.

It runs from California to the Columbia.

Of Idaho, little need be said. It is the territory west of AVyoming and ^lontana,

north of Utah and Xevada, and east of Oregon and Washington Territory. It is, from its

extreme northern to its extreme southern points, 4^5 miles long, and varies in breadth

from nearly 300 miles at the south to 50 at the north. Its area is 55,228,160 acres,

of which 20,003 are cultivated. The population was, in 1870, exclusive of tribal Indians,

14,999, of which 4,271 were Chinese, and the rest Indian or "coloured." Of this number

less than, 3,000 were females. The territory is intersected by spurs of the Cascades or the

Rocky Mountains, under the names of the Bitter Root Range, the Salmon Mountains, and the

Blue Ridge. The southern country is more elevated than the north ; but, agriculture, owing

to the dryness of the country, cannot even with the aid of irrigation ever be a great industry.

Gold and silver mining is the chief occupation of the rather roving population. Gold to

the value of 1,571,733 dollars, and silver to the amount of 928,267 dollars, were mined

in 1873. The winter climate is cold and stormy, and frequently rainy, but the summers

are dry and hot. The Lewis or Snake River, the Salmon River, the Clearwater, and a

portion of darkens River, traverse respectively the east and south parts of the State.

The centre and the northern parts, Idaho City, Malade City, Silver City, Lewiston,

and Bose City (the capital;, each having in 1^70 less than 1,<MJU inhabitants, are the

chief towns, and the population, looked at in its entirety, is about the roughest on the Pacific

slope of the Rocky Moimtains. It used to be told as a veritable tale that one Sunday

morning, in the first -named town, a citizen was disturbed by shouts and yells down the street.

He rushed out, but returned intensely disgusted and disappointed. " "U'hy ! ouJi/ a man

shot; I thought it wor a dorg fight!'"' was the soliloquy of the murder-ennuyed Idahoan.

Though it is very tempting to generalise on this anecdote regarding the manners and

customs of the population of this territory, I should be exceedingly sorry to present it

as anvthing more than a materialised impression of a portion of the ideas that obtained

possession of gold miners during the *"' rough times" of 1802, 1863, or 1^04.
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California.

The "Golden State" is not only the greatest of all the United States Pacific

possessions, but it is the most typical of them all. Oregon, no doubt, was partially

settled by Americans before California was, but all the other territories and states, including

even British Columbia and Vancouver Island, received a contingent from California, while

they one and all took their ways of life, and their impetus from, what was, prior to 18 IS,

a province of Mexico, and, with the excejition of a few Europeans here and there

on the coast, or living in the interior, peopled by Hisj^ano-Americans. I believe

that it would be impossible to better economise the brief space at our disposal than

to simply quote the remarks with which Mr. Hittel prefaces his classical work on

California.^ In a few words they present a condensed view of the remarkable features of

the State. " I undertake,"" writes this graphic and most trustworthy historian, " to

write the resources of a State which, though young in years, small in population, and

remote from the chief centres of civilisation, is yet known to the furthest corners of the

earth, and, during the last twenty-six years, has had an influence upon the course of

human life, and the prosperity and trade of nations, more powerful than that exercised

during the same period by kingdoms whose subjects are numbered by millions, whose

history dates back through millions of years, and whose present stock of wealth began to

accumulate before our continent was discovered or our language was formed. I write of

a land of wonders; I write of California, which has astonished the world by the great

migration that suddenly built up the first large Caucasian community on the shores of the

North Pacific : by her vast yield of gold, amounting, within thirteen years, to 700,000,000

•ilollars, which has sensibly affected the markets of la})our and money in all the leading

nations of Christendom; by the rapid development and great extent of her commerce;

by the greatness of her chief port, which at one time had more ships at her anchorage

than were ever seen together in the harbours of either Liverpool, New York, or London

;

by the swift settlement of her remote districts; by the prompt organisation of her

government; by the liberality with which the mines were thrown open and made free to

all comers ; by the rush of adventurers of every colour and tongue ; l)y the prices of

her labour and the rates of her interest for money—double those of the other American

States, and quadruple those of Europe; by the vast extent of her gold-fields, and

the facility with which they could be worked; by the auriferous rivers, in which fortunes

•could be made in a week; by antediluvian streams richer than those of the present era;

by beds of lava, which, after filling up the beds of antediluvian rivers, were left by the washing

away of the banks and adjacent plains to stand as mountains, marking the position of a

great treasure beneath; by nuggets, each worth a fortune; by the peculiar nature of the

* "The Resources of California." (-Ith Ed.). The literature of the State is voluminous. However, in

this treatise, and in that of Croniso ("The Natural Wealth of California") and Fisher ("The Califomians"),

as well as in the publications of the " Califoniian Geolof^ical Survey," cspcciallj' the contributions of the Director

—

Professor WTiitncy—the reader will obtain ample and all but exhaustive information on this interesting i)ortioa

of America.
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mining- industry ; by new and strang-e inventions ; by the washing- down of mountains

;

by filling the rivers of the Sacramento basin with thick mud throughout the year;

by lifting a hundred mountains from their beds ; by thousands of miles of mining ditches

;

by aqueducts, less durable, but scarcely less wonderful, than those of ancient Rome

;

by silver mines that jiromise to rival those of Peru; by quicksilver mines surpassing

A STREET IN SAN FKANCISCO.

those of Sixain; by great deposits of sulphur and asphaltum; by lakes of borax; by

mud volcanoes, geysers, and natural bridges ; by a valley of romantic and sublime

beauty, shut in by walls nearly perpendicular, and more than three-quarters of a mile

high, with half a dozen great cascades, in one of which the water at two leaps falls

more than a third of a mile [the Yosemite A\alley] ; by a climate the most conducive to

health, and the most favourable to mental and physical exertion—so temperate on the

middle coast that ice is never seen, and thin summer tlothing never worn, and that

January differs in average temperature only eight degrees of Fahrenheit from July; by
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a singular botany^ ineludiiig- the most splendid known group of coniferous trees^ of which

half a dozen species grow to be more than 250 feet high, and one species that

reached a height of -150 feet and a diameter of 40 feet in the trunk; by a peculiar zoology,

composed almost of animals found only on the coast, and including the largest bird north

of the Equator [the Californiaii vulture], the largest and most formidable quadruped of

the continent [the grizzly bear] : by the importation in early years of all articles of food,

and then by the speedy development of agriculture, until her wheat and wine have gone to the

farthest cities in search of buyers, and until her markets are unrivalled in the variety and

magnificence of home-grown fruits ; by the largest crop of grain and the largest specimens

of fruits and vegetables on record ; by a society where for years there was not one woman

to a score of men, and where all the men were in the bloom of manhood ; by the first

large migration of Eastern Asiatics from their own continent; by the first settlement of

Chinamen among white men; by the entire lack of mendicants [?], paupers [?],and almshouses;

by the rapid fluctuations of trade; by the accumulation of wealth in the hands of men,

most of whom came to the country poor ; by the practice—universal in early years—of going

armed ; by the multitude of deadly affrays and extra constitutional courts [viligance committees]

,

which functionaries punished villains with immediate execution, and sometimes proceeded with

a gravity and slow moderation that might become the most august tribunals. I write of

California while she is still youthful and full of marvels ; while her population is still

unsettled; while her business is still fluctuating, her wages high, her gold abundant, and

her birth still fresh in the memory of men and women who are yet youthful : and I wi-ite

of her while she still oflfers a wide field for the adventurous, the enterprising, and the

young, who have life before them, and wish to commence it where they may have the freest

career, in full sight of the greatest reward of success, and with the fewer chances of failure.''''

These words are almost a synopsis of the history and resources of the State, and I

need only supplement them with a few particulars regarding some of the more interesting,

though, indeed, to any one of the points many chapters could be pleasantly devoted. The name

California—" Las Californias "—was originally applied by the Spaniards to the country north

of ]\lexico for a rather indefinite extent, but is now confined simply to the American State

of that name annexed to the Great Republic in 184^8, though not formally admitted as a State

until 1850. " Baja," or Lower '^California," is the peninsula from Cape St. Lucas to the

boundary between the United States and Mexico, and is a part of Mexico. Its breadth varies,

and its area is believed to be not more than about 50,000 square miles. The northern and

southern extremities of this peninsula, according to Mr. Gabb, consist chiefly of granite

rocks and high ranges. Between the sjuirs of these mountains are numerous small valleys,

many of them well watered and fertile. Here, also, are situated the principal mines of

the peninsula, which are still worked with success, and in 1867 were producing silver to the

extent of 20,000 dollars per month. The middle section is made up of a moimtain range

called the Sierra Gigantea, or del Gigante, the peaks of which attain an elevation of from

3,000 to 4,000 feet. The settlements are confined to the eastern part of this range, while

along the coast are numerous small valleys, with good harbours close by. These spots are

fertile, and well adapted for the growth of tropical products. Most, however, of the peninsula

is, owing to the extreme dryness of the climate, barren and forbidding in the extreme.
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The population has never exceeded from 8,000 to 15/JOO, chiefly on the southern coast.

The fishery of the Californian "^ grey whale ^•' {Ithachianacfes f/Iancuis) at one time occupied

a number of vessels, chiefly in Sebastian Viscaino Bay, and the pearl-fishery is still

pursued actively, the divers being chiefly Yaqui Indians : within the last century and

a half it has been estimated that from five to six million dollars worth of pearls have

been obtained from the Gulf of California and neighbouring sea. So much for Lower

California, a consideration of which ought properly to come under ]\Iexico. But it

is more convenient to speak of it here, though not in political relationship with the

United States.

T/ie State of California, or what the Sjjaniards used to partly know as " Alta

California," extends from the Mexican frontier to lat. 42'^, while on the east the parallel

of 120'-' is its limits. Its area is estimated at something between 155,000 and 100,000

square miles (Whitney), though as many as 188,981 square miles are given in some

official publications.* Its climate is very different from that of the Atlantic Coast and

the Mississippi States. It is divided into a wet and dry season, while that of Lower

California is decidedly tropical in its character. Professor Whitney divides the State as

to its physical character into three different portions, the central being by far the most

populated, and in every respect the most valuable. It comprises the great central valley,

drained by the Sacramento River flowing from the north and the San Joaquin from the

south. Its length is 150 miles, and its level area about 18,000 square miles. A
striking feature of the Sacramento River is the fact that for 200 miles north from the

mouth of the Feather River it does not receive a single tributary of any note, though

walled in by high mountain ranges. Indeed, the whole of the Great A'alley is thus

surrounded, and the only break being at San Francisco, where the channel which connects

it with the sea, viz., the Golden Gate, is only one mile broad at its narrowest portion.

In this area are several large mountain lakes, some of which are of pure and fresh water,

while others are alkaline and without any outlet. The first of these is Lake Tahoe, which

is 1,500 feet deeji, and its overflow—the Truckee River—falls into Pyramid Lake, where

it sinks or disappears by evaporation. Clear Lake is another sheet of the same nature,

while Owen's Lake is the "sink'' of Owen's River, and is about eighteen miles in length.

Mono Lake is the " sink " of the streams, rising in the Sierra Nevada between INIount

Dana and Castle Peak, while Death Valley is the '^ sink " of the Amargosa River. It has

evidently been once an extensive lake, but is now a mud flat in winter and a dusky

alkaline plain in summer. At the southern end of the Sacramento division of the Great

Valley there is situated the Tulare Lake, which is not over forty feet in depth, but it

has an area of 700 square miles, and is suri'ounded by the " tules " or reeds (Sc/'rjjus

lacnstris) which gave it its name. In the Sierra Nevadas of California are several high

peaks, the highest. Mount Whitney (lly886 feet), being GOO feet greater than any eleva-

tion in the Rocky Mountains, and therefore the highest point in the I'nited States. The

second region comprises seven counties north of the parallel of 40^'. It is thinly populated,

* Walker's "Statistical Atlas of the Vnited States" and "Report of the CoBimissioner of the I'nited Statea

Land Office for 18GG."
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and much of it consists only of barren volcanic plains, lying between precipitous "though not

lofty ranges/^ That portion of California lying south and east of the southern

inosculation of the Coast ranges and the Sierra comprises an area of fully 50,000 square

miles. It is also thinly inhabited, except along the coast, and comprises among other

portions the San Diego and San Bernardino counties, which have no drainage towards

AN HOTEI, IN SAN rilANCISCO.

the sea. It is the Great Basin of California. The fertile portion of it is Les Angelos

county, which comprises some of the best lands in the State.

Towards the south-eastern border of the State is a district 70 miles wide by 140

miles long, which belongs to the Colorado River, and is known for its bareness at the

Colorado Basin. The soil is chiefly sand, here and there packed into low hills, which are

continually shifting.

The climate, as might be supposed from the foregoing description, is varied accordmg

to the rco-ion. If it can be compared with any portion of the world probably Western
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Europe would supply the nearest likeness to it. The winters are warmer and the summers

—especially at nig-ht—cooler than the Eastern States of America. The rain is chiefly

confined to the winter and spring- months^ the atmosphere is drier than that of the

Atlantic slope, the cloudy days few, thunder, lightning, hail, snow, ice, and the aurora

rarer, the winds more regular, viz., blowing from the north for fair weather, from the

south for storms, while earthquakes, though rarely of a severe character, are rather

frequent. There is, as Mr. Hittel properly remarks, one climate for the west slope of

the Coast range between Point Conception and Cai:»e Mendoceino; another for the low

land of the Sacramento Basin ; another for the Sierra Nevada and Klamath Basin

;

another for the coast south of Point Conception ; another for the Colorado Desert, and

possibly even more. We will not attempt to tire the reader by a description of all of

these climatic differences. Most of them are very pleasant on the whole, and altogether

the climate of California is an immense improvement on that of the Eastern States of

America and most parts of Northern Europe. The coldest winter days are at noon as warm

as the warmest in Philadelj)hia, while the summer weather in Lower California is hot even

to excess. San Francisco has about the worst climate—speaking comj)aratively, not

positively, of the atmosphere—of all California. There the common custom is to wear

woollen clothing of the same thickness all the year round. In the interior of the

State the climate is much warmer, and thin linen coats are assumed as soon as the

summer arrives. One of the inhabitants of that part of the State expresses himself after

this fashion, and his plaint gives a very fair idea of the Coast climate at the chief city

of the State in July:—"You go out in the morning shivering, notwithstanding the fact that

you are dressed in heavy woollen clothing and underclothing-, and have a thick overcoat

buttoned up to your throat. At 8.30, you unbutton two of the upper buttons ; at 9, you

luibutton the coat all the way down; at O.oO, you take it off; at 10, you take off

your woollen coat and put on a summer coat; at 11, you take off all your woollen

and put on light summer clothing ; at 4, it begins to grow cool, and you put on

your woollen again ; and by 7 o'clock your overcoat is buttoned to the chin, and you

shiver until bedtime." The mean of the year at San Francisco is 56°, of the summer-

60*^, and of the winter 51°. At Washington, on the other hand, the means are 56-07,

76'o, and 36-05. The variability of the rainfall is a great drawback to agricultiu'e,

and the " drying-up " of the summer has sui:)plied a slang phrase to the Californian

vocabulary, so familiar is it. The dust of summer is also a great drawback to the

otherwise delightful climate, but the old residents are quite accustomed to it, though the

new arrivals consider the gritty clouds which daily roll along the streets quite unbearable.

The scenery of California is very fine at a distance. Near at hand it is disappointing,,

by reason of the parched appearance of everything. It is only in early spring that the

country assumes that blooming appearance which has been so raved about by passing

tourists. Old residents, though not unwilling to hear their favourite State lauded—and

never were people so in love with a fair land as the Californians are with their huge

State, a single county in which is as big as some of the Eastern States—are rather

silent when the ever-rich flower}^ meadows are talked of, as they remember the dried-up

brown summer country they had just left.
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The sights of California are many, but have ah'eady been done to death by the

book-inditing tourist, whom the Pacific raih'oad lias given facilities for descending

easily on California. Of course, the Yosemite Valley is the chief of these sights. It

is chiefly remarkable owing to the great height and almost verticality of the walls

of the valley, and the small amount of debris at the base of the cliffs, that hem in

the valley, which is also remarkable for its comparative narrowness. " The v.-ater-falls,^^

wrote Professor Whitney, who has published the best and fullest descri^ition of them,

*' in and about this valley are also of wonderful beauty and variety. Those for the

Yosemite Creek, which descend from the cliffs on the north side, are most remarkable

for their height, which is, on the whole, not less than ^,G00 feet, but divides into three

parts, with one vertical fall of 1,500 feet. The Nevada and Merced Falls of the !Merced

River, which flows through the whole length of the valley, combine great height with

a large body of water, and are wonderfully grand. The Half-Dome is one of the

most striking features of the Yosemite, its elevation being -1,737 feet above the bottom

of the valley, with an absolutely vertical face of 1,500 feet at the summit turned towards

the Tenaya fork of the Merced, above Avhich it rises. The scenery of the canon of

Tuolumne River, which flows parallel with the Pierced, a few miles further north, is

also extremely picturesque and remarkable, especially for the great number of varieties

of the cascades which occur at short intervals in the deep gorge, the walls of which

are bare, and almost vertical precipices, in places more than 1,000 feet high. The

river, which is not much less than 100 feet wide, falls 4,ti50 in a distance of seventy-

seven miles. A few miles further down, the narrow gorge opens out into a beautiful

valley, in many resjiccts a wonderful counterpart of the Yosemite, though inferior to

it in grandeur. This is called the Hetch-Hetchy. Above the Yosemite valley the

scenery of the High Sierra is very attractive, immense conical knobs or domes of granite

being a prominent and very characteristic feature of this and other portions of the Sierra.

Mount Dana, a little over 13,000 feet in height, dominates over the region above the

Yosemite, and from its summit, which is quite easy of access, a magnificent panorama

may be had of the Sierra jSTevada, with Mono Lake, nearly 7,000 feet below, spread out

like a map, and beyond it the lofty, and, in some instances, snow-clad ranges of the Great

Basin, while several well-formed and very large volcanic cones are seen just to the south

of the lake.^' The " Big Trees " ara another of the familar wonders of California. The

tree is the Sequoia, or as it was long called by botanists, the Wellingtonia gigantea, one of the

fir and pine order. It is found in company with the sugar pine, the Douglas fir, and the

pitch pine [Piuus ponderosa), but is much more limited in its distribution than any of these

widely-spread trees. It is found only in California, and in groves or patches, from

lat. 36*^ to 38° 15', never at a higher elevation than 7,000 feet, and never much lower

than 4,000. There are eight or nine jiatches of these trees in the State, the largest being

that which stretches along the tributaries of King's or Kaweah River, about thirty miles

N.N.E. of Yisalia. The trees, unlike, however, those in the Mammoth Grove, Calavei-as

County, are not in a clump, but scattered among other si)eeies. The highest yet seen

is 352 feet in height, and the circumference of some of them near the ground is

nearly 100 feat, or more than thirty feet in diameter. The trunk of many of thcni
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six feet iihove the ground is fifty feet in circumference. One cut down in the Calaveras

Grove— (the cutting- down is now prohibited by a State hiw)—measured six feet above the

g-round, without the bark, twenty-four feet one and a half inches^ and, judging from

the rings, was 1,300 years old—or, in other words, it was a very tiny bush at the same

time the Roman Emjiire was beginning to fall in pieces. These trees being now a common

sight for all visitors to make a pilgrimage to, they have received—at least, in the Mariposa

Grove—all manner of fanciful nami^s, chiefly in honour of passing heroes, which frequently

in their turn absurdly give place to other favourites of the hour. The stump of one of them

which was cut down has now a house built over it, and is used as a ball-room. "We have

figured one of these trees at jjage 277. It is known as the "Mother of the Forest,''-'

there being also a father. It is 305 feet in height, and 03 in circumference. The bark

has been strij^ped oft" for 121 feet. The wood of the big tree is of little value, even were it

available, but its close ally, the redwood (Sequo/'a semjyervirens), is extensively used for

lumber. This species is found in forests on a narrow belt, 300 miles in length, along the

coast, in silurian soil, but it does not cross the Oregon boundary, nor go south of the

Bav of iMonterey.^ It is jiossible that most of the trees of this species are little,

if any, smaller than some of those of the Sequoia sei//j}ervirens. I have seen one not

far from Crescent City, which had been hollowed out by fire as it lay on the ground,

leaving only the fire and a thin shell. A laden mule-train is said to have passed

throuo-h, nor need the fact be doubted. I have myself seen an elk, or waj)iti, hard

pressed, take refuge in the angle formed by two fallen trees of this species, and yet

fail to leap over them when the hunters ajiproached it, the height being too great for

it. The geysers, the hot springs, and a score of other remarkable thovigh not exclusive

features of California, might also be cited among its wonders. It is necessary, however,

for us now to devote some space to the Californian mines, and, w^hat is even more inter-

esting, the miners themselves.

* For some curious sxieculations regarding these trees, and botanical history of California generally,

see Professor Asa Orny, in "Annals of Natural History," VoL xi., 4th series, p. 52 (1873).
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